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LucasArts' next-generation Star Wars games

revealed at last— including amazing pictures

that you won't see anywhere else!

Episode I uber-baddie Darth Maul

demonstrates why you wouldn't

want to meet him in a dark alley.
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Prince of

Persia 3D 30

The original breathed

new life into the side-

scrolling action game;
now the prince is

back and looking to

redefine the 3D-action/

adventure genre.

Cover illustration by Arnaud Mayet
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MiG Alley 36

Rowan Software

hopes to bring the

Korean conflict to life

as successfully as its

previous flight sim,

Flying Corps, did with

World War One.

Sinistar

Unleashed 40

This 1980s arcade clas-

sic is getting the late

1990s treatment on the

PC, and the results are

looking pretty amazing.

Feature

Cover Story
As the anticipation builds for The Phantom Menace,

LucasArts is taking advantage of the fervor with two new
games based on this hottest of properties. We have the most
up-to-date, in-depth coverage you'll find on these must-have

games, so turn to our feature to put yourself in the know.

mGAMER

The Race for

the Pennant
PC Gamer takes you out to the

old ball game with a spring

\ training round-up of this year's

baseball offerings, so get the

peanuts and popcorn ready as

we tell you which ones have the

best chance of hitting a long ball

out of the park.
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Hardware Strategy

m The Hard Stuff

The Macintosh has always had its place

in the graphic design field, but

now Apple is trying to convince

gamers that its latest system,

the G3, can compete — and win

— in a PC-dominated gaming

world. We'll tell you how it compares to

the PC, plus our usual assortment of

hardware yeas and nays.

Reviews
134 Beavis and Butt-head Bunghole in One

113a Dark Side of the Moon

137 Enemy Infestation

120 Extreme Tennis

133 FireTeam

120 Luftwaffe Commander

1 Myth II: Soulblighter

111 Newman/Haas Racing

127 Oddworld: Abe's Exoddus

136 SCARS

98 SimCity 3000

112 Thunder Brigade

108 Top Gun: Hornet's Nest

107 Turok 2: Seeds of Evil

180 Thief: The Dark Project, Part 2

As this game gets harder, our tips make

things go easier.

188 Sid Meier's Alpha Centauri, Part 2

The experts shows you how to win using

each of the game's seven factions.

196 Gangsters: Organized Crime

Don't let the gangsters take you out. Use

our guide to take them out first.

199 Cheater's Corner

Beating a game fair and square is for

saps— cheating is cool.

Departments
46 Eyewitness

The restructuring at Sierra and Micro-

soft's new sports game lineup are

among our lead stories this month.

164 Extended Play T. Liam McDonald

Tom looks at Rainbow Six: Eagle Watch

and a new scenery pack for Microsoft's

Flight Simulator 98.

167 Multi-Play Jason Bates

As the Internet becomes more main-

stream, Jason wonders what effect it

will have on hard-core gamers.

168 The Point After Rob Smolka

Smoke tells you where to find some of

the best user-created sports add-ons.

171 The Killing Box Michael Luton

Sandmoose feels the Professional

Gamers' League could take a few

lessons from professional wrestling.

172 Alternate Lives Michael Wolf

Will Vampire: The Masquerade cross

the gap between computerized and

tabletop roleplaying?

118 Uprising 2: Lead and Destroy

124 Wargasm

iso Pages
A quick guide

for extracting

maximum
gaming good-

ness from 0111-

disc.

175 The Desktop General William R. Trotter

The Colonel fills us in on some tidbits

from the wargaming world.

176 Sim Column Dan Bennett

We've all had our fingers burned by

"minimum system requirements" in

the past — here's how to avoid it.

201 Letters

If you write it, we will read it.

208 Next Issue

Next month we bring you the first-ever

look at Rogue Spear, the sequel to

Rainbow Six, and our Hot 100 preview.
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Welcome, PC

Games readers!
Yes, you read that strap across the top

of this month's cover correctly — PC

Gamer has joined forces with its for-

mer rival publication PC Games, and

the result is a bigger, stronger, and

better magazine than ever before.

Imagine Media, the parent company of

PC Gamer, recently completed the pur-

chase of PC Games from IDG Media,

incorporating the latter into the for-

mer. As of now, PC Games has ceased

publication in its own right, but the

magazine's loyal army of readers need

not worry — its name will live on

within the pages of PC Gamer.

So, if you're a PC Games reader

who picked us up because you saw the

magazine's logo on our cover. I'd like

to take this opportunity to welcome

you aboard. Don't be frightened, we're

not a wicked stepmother — more like

a generous but slightly eccentric uncle.

I, for one, am immensely pleased to

have such a large family of gamers

joining the PC Gamer ranks — if you

haven't checked us out before, I think

you'll like what you find inside.

Basically, we're hella tough.

But what exactly does "incorpora-

tion" mean to you, the reader? For the

answer to that question, tune in next

month when we'll have more detailed

information on how you PC Games
readers can get the most out of PC

Gamer. In the meantime, tuck in to this

month's editorial feast, including our

succulent look at the new Star Wars:

Episode I games, a mouth-watering

new-season baseball games preview,

and the usual tantalizing buffet of

news, reviews, strategy, hardware, and

all-round frivolity. Now if you'll excuse

me, all this writing has suddenly made

me hungry. ..

Gary Whitta, Editor-in-chief

hftp://iuujiu.pcganier.coni
t
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A CD Med Full of Greatness!

I

t's another exciting month for PC
Gamer's one and only CD, and this

time around we've got some of the

hottest games available! Not only
did we score the Myth II: Soulb-
lighter demo, one of the most
intense new strategy games to come
out in the past year, but we've also

got the demo of PC Gamer's Game
of the Year — Half-Life\ The Half-

Life: Uplink demo contains a 100-per-

cent-new level created just for the demo,
and what a mini-game it is! Monsters,
soldiers, and explosions, oh my!

Of course, there's plenty more to

see and do with The CD. We've got
some other stellar games for you to try

out, such as Close Combat III: The Rus-
sian Front, Quest for Glory V: Dragon
Fire, and Commandos: Beyond the Call

of Duty as well as an incredible assort-

ment of add-ons for your favorite games.
Don't forget to try out the special PC
Gamer cars for different racing games,
as detailed in Rob Smolka's The Point

After column this month — and the lat-

est patches and updates, as seen in Tom
McDonald's Extended Play column. It's

amazing how much Gaming Goodness
we can squeeze into 650 megabytes!

Quick Start for The CD
1. Insert the CD.
2. If Autorun does not start the CD,

click the Start button and choose
Run. Type X:\PCGAMER.EXE
where X is the letter of your
CD-ROM drive.

This will run The CD.

Windows 95; 486/33; 4MB RAM;
Mouse

3§hese requirements are for

loading our front-end program only.

Each game demo will have its own
additional requirements, so be sure
to read them carefully.

Attention Win3.1 Users

The PC Gamer front end was created
for Windows 95. If you run Windows
3.1, you will have to install Win 3.1

demos separately.

Get Demos for Free!

Newsstand buyers have the choice of

purchasing either the CD-ROM Edition of

PC Gamer or PC Gamer without a CD-
ROM. If you purchase the edition with-

out a disc, you can still get free game
demos in a couple of different ways:
1. Download demos and check out the

IGN PC web site at http://pc.ign.com on
the Internet. Our own PC Gamer Online
is now back at http://www.pcgamer.com.
2 . If you are currently subscribed to the

non-disc version of PC Gamer and wish to

receive the CD or would like information

about purchasing a CD, please call (800)

898-7159. Operators are standing by Mon-
day through Friday: 6am to 9pm MT, and
Saturday/Sunday: 9am to 4pm MT.

Disc Editors' Note

For the latest information on the PC
Gamer CD, be sure to check our web
site at http://www.pcgamer.com/
cdrom.html. You'll find our Frequently
Asked Questions (FAQs) and CD Updates
at this location.

r CONTENTS / MANUAL INSTALLATION COMMANDS
Installation Shortcuts ^rno nimetniy Install I’ommanii !’m

In the event our interface doesn't load or

run properly on your machine, you can still

install each demo, bypassing our front

end altogether.

To manually install a demo, take a look at

the Command Box located to the right. This box
contains a list of demos along with their direc-

tories and installation commands.
To get up and running using the

Command Box, simply use the Start-Run

command for Windows 95, or the File-Run com-

mand from the Program Manager for Windows
3.1. When the dialog box appears, type in the let-

ter of your CD-ROM drive, followed by the direc-

tory and install command listed at the right.

For example, to install the Half-Life: Uplink

demo type X:\HALFLIFE\HLUPLII\IK.EXE where Xis

the letter of your CD-ROM drive, and press Enter.

The setup program for Half-Life: Uplink will then

run You can also use the File Manager or

Explorer to find the appropriate directory, and

then double-click on the installation command.
Please remember that if you're using

Windows 3.1, you cannot run most Windows 95

demos or our front end.

A lovely * symbol means that that demo
requires DirectX in order to run. You can install

DirectX by running the DXSETUP.EXE file in the

\DIRECTX directory on The CD.

Myth II: Soulblighter* WIYTHDEMO SETUP.EXE 10

Half-Life: Uplink* \HALFLIFE HLUPLINK.EXE 10

Close Combat III: The Russian Front* \CC3DEMO MSCC3.EXE 15

Quest for Glory V: Dragon Fire* \QFG5DEMO SETUP.EXE 15

Commandos: Beyond the Call of Duty* \CBCDDEMO CBCDDEMO.EXE 16

Rollcage* \ROLLCAGE SETUP.EXE 16

Gangsters: Organized Crime* \GANGDEMO GANGSTERS.EXE 19

Imperialism 2: Age of Exploration* VIMP2DEMO SETUP.EXE 19

Redline* \REDLINE RLSPDEMO.EXE 20

Elite Darts* \DARTDEMO DARTDEMO.EXE 20

Sanctum: Bloodlines \SANCTUM SANCTUM.EXE 20

MindSpring WISPRING SETUP.EXE 23

EarthLink \EARTHL SETUP.EXE 23

Patches \PATCHES — 168

DirectX 6.0 \DIRECTX DX61ENG.EXE

Add-ons \ADDONS —

Having Problems? — — 23

PC GAMER Hay 1999
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FINDING YOUR
|WAY AROUND

DEMOS
The "Install the Demo"

does just what you'd

expect. Most demos

come with README files

that further explain game-

play. If you want a hard-

copy of the game's

README.TXT file, click

"Print README.TXT."

If you don't want to print

the README.TXT file, you

can scroll through this

window and get detailed

information on your

selected demo.

What rating did that game you

found in the bargain bin get

when it was new? The

Reviews Database contains

handy summaries of all the

reviews we’ve ever published.

Which month's CD had that

demo you've been meaning to

try? The Demos Database tells

you everything you need to

know about demos that have

appeared on The CD.

Looking for a patch for that

ailing game? Check out our

Patches Database, listing every

fix and update we’ve covered

in the Extended Play column

and included on The CD.

Wondering how to reach a

game's publisher? Here's the

place to go. Whether you want

their street address, tech sup-

port number, or web site

address, we've got it all here.

J 19rhfrp://iuuiui.pcgamer.cont



c 51 \MYTHDEMO\SETUP.EXE

c Wllilil'.if (800) 295-0060

CATEGORY Strategy

COMPANY; Bungie Interactive

REQUIRED: Windows 95; Pentium 133; 32MB
RAM; 107MB hard-drive space; DirectX

he sequel to last year's critically

acclaimed real-time strategy game
delivers even more hard-hitting, fast-

paced fantasy combat than the origi-

nal. This demo will walk you through a

tutorial and two missions from the single-

WOLF'S TIP

We re sorry to say that everybody's favorite

author of the Disc Pages, Billy, will no

longer regale you with his infinite wisdom
in his tips; he's too busy these days revamp-

ing our web site. Instead, here's a sugges-

tion from Disc Editor Michael Wolf; Watch
your dwarves carefully. They toss some
pretty powerful explosives, and they're

likely to blow up your own units. There's

nothing like a Molotov cocktail to get you

started on your day!

player game, and it even lets

you play one map for multi-

player battles to the death.

If you're familiar with

real-time strategy games, you
won't have any difficulty

negotiating Myth II 's inter-

face. To select your units,

simply click them individually,

or click and drag a box
around the units you want to

move as a group. If you've
got a crowded mass of units,

you can double-click a single

unit to select all similar units

in the area. Once selected,

simply click where you want
them to move or the creature

you want them to attack. It's

as simple as that!

The 3D terrain might
take some getting used to. You can use
the keyboard or the mouse to rotate your
view and zoom in and out on the action.

Make sure you know what's going on
around you, or you might be in for some
unpleasant surprises. Also, keep an eye on
that radar in the top, right-hand corner of

the screen — enemies appear as red dots,

so you can quickly identify where they'll

be coming from.

You can easily join in multi-player

mayhem by signing up for Bungie.net—
Bungie's free online service that will let

you match up with players around the

world. Simply point your browser at

www.bungie.net and follow the links!

Half-Life: Uplink
B1 \HALFLIFE\HLUPLINK.EXE

C ) (206) 644-4343

CATEGORY; Action

COMPANY: Sierra

REQUIRED: Windows 95; Pentium 133; 24MB
RAM; 90MB hard-drive space; DirectX

A
ll hell has broken loose. Creatures
from who-knows-where have
infested the research facility where
you work — and the military,

instead of helping, is coming in to

kill any witnesses. Yes, it's Half-Life,

but it's all new.
Uplink is a demo that contains

material not seen in the full version
of Half-Life. Your job is to help sig-

nal the all-clear (thereby opening the

doors to the outside) by manually
adjusting a radio transmitter. It's a

job only somebody like you (in your
hazardous environment suit) could
do. You'll need to watch out for

head-crabs, electrified aliens, and
trigger-happy soldiers.

Check out the control keys for

the basics. The mouse turns you, the

keyboard moves you, and the mouse
buttons fire your weapons' primary
and secondary functions (or, if you
like, you can customize the controls

to suit your tastes). Keep an eye out

for med stations and first-aid kits along
the way — you'll most likely take plenty

of damage. If your health goes to zero,

you're toast. It helps if you break apart
most crates you find — goodies are quite

often hidden within them. However, you
might want to save before smashing;
sometimes jumping on those crates can
help you reach an important area. Also,

be sure to talk to the other characters in

the game (those not shooting at you, that

is). Just walk up to them and hit the E

CONTROL KEYS
Move Forward

Move Backward

Turn Left

Turn Right _

miL
Duck

Reload Weapon ©
Use Item n
Flashlight &
Last Used Weapon

Quick Save

Quick Load n
key to see what they have to say. Maybe
you can get a guard to join you and help

take out some of the bad guys. The extra

firepower comes in quite handy, espe-

cially in this all-new demo.

There are some things you just don't want to meet in a

darkened alley, especially this gangly fella.

PC GAMER Mai] 1339
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0-60 (off a skyscraper)? Yes.

Racers, start your mayhem. Grab hold of one of 10 wild vehicles and race through the

windy streets of Chicago, where you'll have to deal with tough opponents, alleyways,

drawbridges, newspaper racks, tunnels, and the police. Throw in five race modes and

over 50 city landmarks, and there are plenty of sights to see. Just don't drive like a tourist.

See more action at

www.microsoft.com/games/midtown

GamingZONE
©1999 Microsoft Corporaiion. All rights reserved. Microsoft is a registered trademark of

Microsoft Corporation. Volkswagen, the Volkswagen logo, and Beetle are copyright

©1999 Volkswagen of America, Inc. Trademarks, design patents and copyrights are used

with the approval of the owner.

Microsoft



AGILE ROBOTS
From bold and brutal to cautious and shy,

these virally Infected robots use their brains

as well as their bullets. Robots attack and
defend in teams, summon backup help,

retreat, hide and sometimesjust sweep die floor.

Descent 3's all new Fusion Engine blasts

you seamlessly from inside to outside.

Melding a flight-sim engine with a
room-based, structural engine allows

the action to race on at full speed, with

no interruptions, indoors. ..and out.

DUAL-ENGINE G
developed by ».

OutrageParallax
Software

Turn Your Wo

Descent 3: © 1999 Outrage Entertainment. Inc. All rights reserved. Outrage, the Outrage logo and Fusion Engine trademarks of Outrage Entertainment, Inc. Descent. Interplay, the Intel



MERCILESS
WEAPONS
From the Flame Thrower

to the Black Shark, show

no mercy as you crush

enemies, set them on fire

and watch them suffer.

BEST MULTIPLAYER
OUT OF THE BOX
Descent 3 arrives fully optimized for Internet play over

a modem. Remember the intuitive simplicity of

Descent 1 and 2 network play? Now it’s THAT EASY
battle hordes of Descent fanatics around the world.

m
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TRUE RADIOSITY AND
SPECULAR LIGHTING
Now you can lurk in the shadows and sneak up on

your enemies. Specular and reflective surfaces allow for

incredible special effects that portray Descent 3 in an all new light.

POLYGON ACCURATE
COLLISION DETECTION
All objects have mass, velocity, moments of inertia, and

other real-world properties. Blow off a robot's arm and

watch it bounce offa wall and fall to the floor. Launch a missile

and see your enemies rocked back from the blast impact.

U C I N G

ME TECHNOLOGY
E INI T-

3
?LD INSIDE DUT
. 1 -BOD-INTERPLAY WWW.INTERPLAY.CDM

Dlay logo, Tantrum, the Tantrum logo, "By Gamers. For Gamers." are trademarks of Interplay Productions. AH other copyrights and trademarks are the property of their respective owners.



of the Smoney CJoosf
Legends of treasures lost and monsters to be defeated abound in the region. Almost all have
at least some basis in truth. Are you up to the task? Will you return with even more fame than
you accumulated in your previous travels? Or will you journey off; never to be heard from
again-the source of your own legend, in turn...?

Continueyour adventures with the character
you created in the originalgame.

Join up with newfiends or meet old enemies.

More powetful spells, talkative NPCs, and
additional enchanted items to befound.

Multiplayer support up to 6 players via

modem: LAN, or Internet.

Dungeons&Dragons
www.interplay.com/bgtalesBiOWARE l

ESR B BYtiVIKMS.KOR i:\MKKS."

BALOUR'S GATE Tales ol the
:
Sword Coast; ©1899 BioWare Corn. All Rights Reserved. BioWare Infinity Engine ©1998 BioWarc Corn. AH Rights Reserved. Baldur's Gale, Baldur's Gale Tales ol the Sword Coast Forgotten Realms, the

Forgotten Realms logo, Advanced Dungeons 6 Dragons, Hie AD&O logo, TSR and Hie TSR logo are trademarks ol TSR, Inc., a subsidiary ol Wizards ol the Coasl, Inc., anil are used by Interplay under license. Black Isle Studios and
llie Black Isle Studios logo, Inlerplay, Hie Interplay logo, and "By Gamers, for Gamers." are trademarks ol Interplay Produclions. BioWare, the BioWare logo, and The BioWare Infinity Engine are trademarks ol BioWare

Corp. Exclusively licensed and distributed by Interplay Productions. All ether trademarks and copyrights are properly ol their respective owners. ^
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Close Combat III: The Russian Front

f 715 \CC3DEM0\MSCC3.EXE

q
dlfrillllip (206) 637-9308

CATEGORY: Strategy

COMPANY: Microsoft

REQUIRED: Windows 95; Pentium 133; 32MB
RAM; 120MB hard-drive space; DirectX

1

943. The Eastern Front. The Battle

of Kursk in western Russia histori-

cally involved 4,000 aircraft, 6,000

tanks, and two million soldiers.

Part of Germany's Operation: Citadel,

it's now your job to make sure your

troops make it through. Or, if you
like, you can try your hand at swilling

vodka with the Russkies and fighting

off those annoying Germans. This

demo will let you do either.

The Close Combat series of

real-time wargames is unlike any-

thing else going. With all the details

of a turn-based strategy game, Close

Combat III simulates the stress of the

battlefield, and the quick thinking

necessary to come out on top. When
men are dying in the field, comman-
ders don't have the luxury of stop-

ping to figure out exactly how to

position their troops. You have to see

the situation, make the call, and hope
your boys come home in one piece.

Commanding troops in the heat of

battle, negotiating the maze of buildings,

and protecting your troops from the dev-

astating tank attacks takes some getting

used to. We strongly suggest you start

off with the Boot Camp tutorial before

jumping into the Battle of Kursk. Your

soldiers will thank you.

Once you get the hang of things,

you'll get to play with Assault Engineers,

Shock Troops, Tiger Tanks, T-34s,

rocket-launching half-tracks, and 120mm
mortars during your conquest. Aside

from playing the demo as commander of

either side, you can even connect to

Microsoft's MSN Gaming Zone at

www.zone.com for some online play.

Check out the site for more details.

Quest for GloiyV: Dragon Fire

(— \QFG5DEM0\SETUP.EXE

HTfujIllli) (206) 644-4343

CATEGORY: Adventure

COMPANY: Sierra

REQUIRED: Windows 95; Pentium 166; 32MB
RAM; 70MB hard-drive space; DirectX

T

he beloved Quest for Glory series

from Sierra has captivated gamers
for years. Now, with its fifth incarna-

tion, gamers can experience the won-
derment of a mage's
spells, the trickery of the

nimble thief, the honor of

the powerful paladin, or

the strength of the mighty

fighter. (In the demo,
however, you can only try

out the wizard and the

fighter. Them's the rules.)

Your job — aside

from staying alive — is to

defeat first the guards,

then the centaur wizard,

and finally, the general.

The island of Sifnos isn't

large, but you might want
to be sure to explore

every nook and cranny for

helpful items to further

your cause.

You can play the

game completely with the mouse, or use

a few choice keyboard commands to

speed up your progress. The I key will

open your inventory screen, where you
can outfit your hero, ready spells, and
equip protective armor. You can easily

get to the spells by pressing the S key,

and the equipment screen comes up
when you press the E key. To fight the

enemies you'll face, simply click on the

creature you wish to attack. Of course, it

helps if you equip a weapon first. Spells

WOLF'S TIP

That centaur magician is a tricky little bas-

tard, but he's not as strong as you might

think. Conserve health potions— then try

taking him on hand-to-hand. He'll keep

warping to the other side of the castle, but

you can just keep chasing him down. Go

easy on the spells; you'll want to save your

mana and mana potions for the General.

He's a toughie close up, but he doesn't have

any ranged weapons, so you can plink at

him until lie s down by keeping your dis-

tance and casting spells.

work the same way — choose the spell,

then click on the object you want to cast

the spell on. Some spells require you to

unequip your weapon — hit the E key to

get to your equipment screen and drag

the sword from the left side to the right

side. You can equip your helm, shield,

and amulet the same way — drag them
from the right over to the left.

The demo is over once you've killed

the guards, mage, and general. When
you’ve beaten it as the fighter, see if you
can get through it as the wizard — or vice

versa. You'll begin to understand why
there are so many different ways to play

through the full version of Dragon Fire.
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c \CBCDDEMO\CBCDDEMO.EXE

cJjRElfiJililii# (415) 547-1244

CATEGORY: Strategy

COMPANY: Eidos Interactive

REQUIRED: Windows 95, Pentium 133; 32MB
RAM; 50MB hard-drive space; DirectX

W
orld War Two wasn't all tanks and
soldiers running across fields with

guns blazing. There were also elite

operatives working behind the

lines — spying, assassinating, and
destroying the enemy from within. Com-
mandos puts you in charge of an elite

team of fighting men whose sole duty is

to themselves and the job they're hired

to do. Whether it's killing an enemy gen-
eral or gaining information on troop
movements, these boys get it done.

The demo on The CD contains one
full mission from Beyond the Call of
Duty, a mission pack from Eidos for

Commandos: Behind Enemy Lines.

Although you don't need the original

game of Commandos: Behind Enemy
Lines to play the demo, you will in order
to play the full mission pack.

Your job is to rescue one of your

Beyond the Call of Duty
own men, kidnap a German colonel, and
stuff him into a tank for extraction.

Sound easy? Far from it. You start off

with a Green Beret, a sniper, a driver,

and a jailed spy. You'll need to sneak,

distract, assassinate, and avoid count-
less patrols in order to succeed in your
mission. Just use your mouse to select

the unit you want to maneuver, then left-

click on the ground where you want him
to move. You'll see a knapsack in the

bottom right-hand corner of the screen
when you select one of your men —

WOLF'S TIP

Those Nazi nasties make things rather diffi-

cult for your fearless band of mercenaries.

Make careful use of your sniper rifle,

because ammo is limited. Also, be sure to use

your Green Beret to pick up the dead bodies

of guards and hide them from roving patrols.

When all else fails, hide in a building—
those Nazis aren't smart enough to open

doors to search for murderous thugs like you.

each man has his own private collection

of gadgets and weapons. To use some-
thing in particular, just click on the item

you wish to use (like the sniper rifle); the

icon in the game will change to reflect

your choice, then you just click in on the

object (or soldier) you want to use it on.

Keep an eye on your characters' health
— if any one of them dies, the mission is

a failure. You might want to take a close

look at the README.TXT file included
with the game — there are several key-

board commands that will greatly speed
up your play, which is essential when
you have a squad of Nazis breathing

down your neck.

t
\ROLLCAGE\SETUP.EXE

(650) 655-5683

CATEGORY: Racing

COMPANY: Psygnosis

REQUIRED: Windows 95; Pentium; 32MB RAM;
32MB hard-drive space; DirectX

T

hink you've played every possible

variation of futuristic auto racing?

Think again. Rollcage

isn't your typical racer. In

this one, you can pick up
weapons, blast your ene-
mies, destroy the terrain you
race on, and even flip upside

down and simply keep on
going. Big wall in front of

you? Don't worry about it —
just keep driving, and you'll

race up and onto its surface.

It's racing like you've never
seen before, and you'll need
nerves of steel and a steady
hand to keep on the track.

You can choose from
two different cars in the

demo: Jet's speedy, light

racer, and Lenny's more
bulky vehicle. Whichever
one you choose, you'll need
to pay attention to the track

and the racers around you.

As you fly down the track, you'll notice

spinning objects in your path. Run over
them, and you'll get a weapon to use
against your opponents. Also, you can
knock out supports for buildings and
cause avalanches that will strike the cars

behind you, so it's always a good idea to

stay ahead of the pack if you can. The
blue arrows on the track will give you a

speed boost, but be careful — more

: lap 02w 03
j

LAP 80.14:56
BEST
RACE 01:11,60

ffft

f f 307m
You can play from a third- or first-person perspective, but the

first-person view will probably make you hurl. And that ain't

good for your keyboard or your living room carpet.

CONTROL KEYS
Accelerate

Turn Left

Turn Right

Reverse

Brake

Target Opponent fg.

Fire Weapon 1 m
Fire Weapon 2

Face Forward a
speed means it's easier to lose control of

your car and go spinning into a wall.

Take a look at the control keys

listed here to get an idea of how you'll

control your car. The demo doesn't

require a 3D accelerator, but it sure

looks pretty if you have one! The full

version also contains multi-player racing

for as many as six people, as well as a

multitude of other racing options.
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With the new Intel* Pentium III

processor at 500MHz, our new Dell®

Dimension® XPS T500 represents a new

generation of3D technology. This system

is designed to optimize the next wave of

power-hungry apps and peripherals, like

hyper-realistic gaming and digital cameras.

Give us a call or visit our website. And

we’ll build you a piece of tomorrow, today.

NEW DELL DIMENSION XPS T500

PENTIUM III PROCESSOR AT 500MHz

With Power Game Pack 32

• 128MB 100MHz SDRAM

• ABV9.1GB4
Ultra ATA Hard Drive (7200 RPM)

• 17" (16.0" viewable, .26dp) M780 Monitor

• 1 6MB Diamond Viper TNT 3D AGP Graphics Card

• 4.8X Max 10
Variable DVD-ROM Drive

• Turtle Beach Montego A3D 64V Sound Card

• harman/kardon HK-195 Speakers

• 3Com® USRobotics V.90" PCI Telephony

WinModem with Trial Offer ConnectDirect*

Internet Access”

• MS® Works Suite 99 with Money 99 Basic;

McAfee VirusScan

• MS Windows® 98/MS IntelliMouse®

• Dell QuietKey® Keyboard

• 3-Year Limited Warranty
2

• 1-Year Next-Business-Day At-home
3
Sen/ice

• Upgrade to ACS-295 Speakers with

Subwoofer, add $50.

$1999
Personal Lease

16
: $75/Mo., 36 Mos.

17

E*VALUE CODE: 88824-500419g

USE THE POWER OF
THEE*VALUE™ CODE.

MATCH OUR LATEST TECHNOLOGY WITH

OUR LATEST PRICES. ENTER THE E*VALUE

CODE ONLINE OR GIVE IT TO YOUR SALES

REP OVER THE PHONE.

TO ORDER TOLL-FREE

800-433-7307
BUILD YOUR OWN AND ORDER ONLINE

BE DIRECT™MU
www.dell.com

pentium*///

f

IBfBlllBHilHi™

INTRODUCING DELIS NEWDESKTOP FEATURING THE PENTIUM® III PROCESSOR

Are you Y2K OK? www.dell.com/y2k

Phone Hours: M-F 7a-11p • Sat-Sun 8a-8p CT • In Canada,' call 800-839-0148 • In Mexico,
1
call 001-800-210-7607

'"Personal leasing arranged by Dell Financial Services L.P., an independent entity, to qualified customers. Amount of monthly lease

payments above based on 36-month lease. All above monthly lease payments exclude taxes which may vary (for example, Hartford City,

IN sales tax ”$3.77/month). Shipping cost due with first payment. No security deposit required; subject to credit approval and availability.

Lease terms subject to change without notice.

Pricing not discountable. 'Prices and specifications valid in U.S. only and subject to change without notice. 2For a complete copy of Limited Warranties and Guarantees, write Dell USA L.P., Attn: Warranties One Dell Way Round

Rock TX 78682 3At-home service provided via service contract between customer and third-party provider, and is not available in certain remote areas. Technician dispatched if necessary pursuant to phone-based troubleshooting

with technical support personnel. "For hard drives, GB means 1 billion bytes: total accessible capacity varies depending on operating environment. '°2X Min. "Download speeds limited to 53Kbps. Upload speeds are less tin the

30Kbps range) and vary by modem manufacturer. Speeds also vary depending on line conditions. Analog phone line and compatible server equipment required. “Offers differ for AT&T and for GTE Interactive. Some charges may

apply. The Intel Inside logo and Pentium are registered trademarks of Intel Corporation. MS, Windows and IntelliMouse are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. 3Com is a registered trademark of 3Com Corporation.

©1999 Dell Computer Corporation. All rights reserved.



"Myth II is about as good as a
computer game can possibly be."

"A mighty successor
to a great game."

|- Computer Gami»||| jfjM

11Smarter; better-

designed, and a
true sequel, in

every sense.

"

1 t Generation
Hfb; ,

Online

"The editing

tools give
the game
the endur-

j
ance it j

so richly

deserves .

"

"Does a
better job

than any
other RTS

on the

market.

"

"Myth II is

a textbook
example of how
to make a
great game .

"

“ Happy Pappy,

"Another
great game...

easily a must-
buy for the

Myth fan."

- GameSpot, 93 Rating
Go to www pcgamer.com/request Product #046

To get Myth II: Soulblighter head to your nearest reseller, call

1 800-295-0060, or visit us online at www.bungie.com. BUNG iE
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) \GANGDEMO\GANGSTERS.EXE

I HaailHi (4151 547-1244

CATEGORY: Strategy

COMPANY: Eidos Interactive

REQUIRED: Windows 95; Pentium 166; 32MB
RAM; 92MB hard-drive space; DirectX

E

ver dream of becoming the God-
father? Just think of it— legions of

unsavory individuals attending to

your every whim, commercial busi-

Read the Overview and give your lieutenants

orders before starting the week, or your boys

will be sitting on their butts with nothing to do.

nessmen trembling in fear at

your approach, and police offi-

cers looking the other way when
you grease their palms with a

little green. It's a wonderful life

when you're on the good end of

a Tommy gun!

You can experience the

pleasure of telling your morally

deficient soldiers what to do in

this five-week demo based in

the not-so-aptly named town of

New Temperance. We strongly

suggest you give the Overview

a good gander before loading

up the demo — success

depends greatly on the planning

you do before heading into the

work week, and it's best to go in

prepared. The tutorials will also give you

a taste of exactly what kind of situations

you might find yourself in, so be sure to

go over those as well before you jump
right into the game.

The basic idea is simple — you tell

your lieutenants what to do, whether it's

extort some money out of local busi-

nesses, round up a few more bodies to

push people around, or pull out all the

stops and bomb or assassinate some of

the opposition. Whatever you do, it's

going to have some pretty significant

repercussions, and you don't want to

annoy the other crime leaders in your

area too quickly (or the Feds, for that

matter). Take your time, and the city will

be yours. Of course, you only have five

weeks to wreak as much havoc as you

can, so don't be too conservative!

Imperialism II: Age of Exploration

1
m MMP2DEM0\SETUP.EXE

c iWiTTffl (415) 895-2000 x3

CATEGORY: Strategy

COMPANY: Mindscape

REQUIRED Windows 95; Pentium 90; 16MB
RAM; 80MB hard-drive space; DirectX

I

n the early days of exploration, the

world was a bright, new place, with

mysteries waiting to be uncovered.

Return to the glory days of adventure,

trade, and booming economies in the

sequel to an underrated turn-based strat-

egy game in the Civilization tradition.

The demo contains the full tutorial from

the game, so

you'll experience

trade, diplomacy,

combat, industrial

expansion,

research, explo-

ration, and
empire building.

As in any
good strategy

god-game, you
can win in myriad
ways: conquer
your enemies
with sheer mili-

tary might or

coerce them with

your diplomatic

prowess. You
begin in the early

1500s, and while

the tutorial will

end in the year

1650, that's 150

years of power at

your fingertips. The tutorial walks you

through the interface slowly, but you'll

get a clear idea of what the full game
includes by the time you're done. You'll

need to learn how to balance a strong

economy with a powerful military — and

negotiate with the restless natives for

mutual benefit.

The full version of the game
expands even farther, with no time limit

and some strong artificial intelligence to

compete against. Of course, there are

also some multi-player options, so you

can battle it out with your buddies for

control of the New World. An imperial-

ist's job is never done.



Redline

€i'MMIW \REDLINEVRLSPDEM0.EXE (single-player)

REDLINE.EXE (multi-player)

L ) (408) 296-8400

CATEGORY: Action

COMPANY: Accolade

REQUIRED Windows 95; Pentium 200; 32MB
RAM; 75MB hard-drive space; 3D accelerator
(Direct3D and 3Dfx); DirectX

T

he year is 2066, and time hasn't been
kind to old Mother Nature. The world
is ruled by elite Insiders on the inside

of protective domes — and by
vicious gangs on the outside. Where do
you fit in? You're an Outsider caught up
in gang warfare, and it's your job to

blow up anything that threatens to do
you harm. Unlike most other first-person

shooters, you can hunt down and
destroy the enemy either on foot or from
behind the wheel of a bitchin' vehicle

complete with rocket launcher and side-

mounted machine guns.
The single-player mission included

on The CD (RLSPDEMO.EXE) contains
two missions from the full game, while
the separate multi-player demo (RED-
LINE.EXE) has two maps on which you
can battle other players online. Check
out the README.TXT file for instructions

on setting up multi-player games.

%

This ugly red mutha is the source of your problems, at

least in the beginning. Kick his butt in the first mission,

and you'll move on to the second.

Elite Darts
UMm9\DARTDEM0\DARTDEM0.EXE
•UHltdlUlliiJUa www.patchproducts.com

CATEGORY: Sports

COMPANY: Patch Products

REQUIRED: Windows 95; Pentium 90; 32MB
RAM; 22MB hard-drive space; DirectX

E

ver miss the simple pleasure of toss-

ing darts at a board while swilling an
ice-cold beer? Have you been forbid-

den to play with real darts — perhaps
by a court order? Now you can experi-

ence the fun via computer in this demo
of one of the more popular barroom
pastimes. The demo lets you play a

game of 301 against the computer.
For a quick tutorial, press Control-U

when you start the game. It will walk
you through the basics, but it's pretty

simple: You just move the transparent
throwing-hand around the screen with
the mouse. Hold down the left mouse
button, and you can move your mouse
forward and backward to move the

hand. The speed at which you move the

mouse determines the power of your
throw. Move your mouse forward
quickly and let go of the mouse button

CBICSET 101 301 SOI 701 901

Ah, the barroom game of darts. If only the game
could simulate an ice-cold beer....

to toss the dart. With some practice,

you'll get the hang of timing your throw
and release to hit the target. If you click

the left mouse button and then decide
you're not in perfect position, you can
smack the Tab key to get out of throwing
mode and back in aiming mode.

The game of 301 is rather simple —
you start with 301 points, and your goal

is to hit 0 points before the other drunk
does. Throw the darts at the appropriate

numbers to reduce your score. The first

person to hit 0 wins — but you have to

hit exactly 0, or you'll "bust" and you'll

have to keep throwing.

f HI \SANCTUM\SANCTUMSETUP.EXE
JljJiM; ) helo@digitaladdiction.com

CATEGORY: Card Adventure Game

COMPANY: Digital Addictions

REQUIRED Windows 95; Pentium; 24MB RAM;
40MB hard-drive space; 800x600 resolution;

TCP/IP Internet connection; Internet account

A
n exciting new game from Digital

Addiction, Sanctum is a fantasy-

themed card game similar to the

mega-popular Magic: The
Gathering. Sanctum, however, is

comprised entirely of virtual cards
that exist only on your PC, and you
play it online.

To get to the fun, click on Cre-

ate Account. This will take you to the

Digital Addiction web site — you'll

need to register an account, enter

your E-mail address, and choose a

user name, a house, and an Avatar.

(Don't worry, it doesn't take long.)

You begin with four minions and
six novices in your Sanctum; the

characters you receive are deter-

mined by what house you choose
(the house of Death, Body, Life, etc.),

but you're free to choose cards from
other houses.

There are many more rules and
playing tips, and a whole lot more
information on card types (plus

other cool stuff) at the Digital Addiction
web site. Fire up that browser of yours
and head on over to www.digitaladdic-
tion.com. Read through all the informa-
tion, and see why Sanctum could do for

online gaming what Magic: The Gather-
ing did for card games.

PLEASE NOTE: Sanctum requires an
Internet connection, so you'll be respon-
sible for any charges you incur while
playing. This could include long-distance

telephone fees.

PC GAMER Hail 1999
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Watch

Go to www.pcgamer.com/request Product #319
EVERYONE

/''Distributed Exclusively by

GT Interactive
Software

Strategy First
www.strategyfirst.com

©1999 Strategy First Inc. A!! rights

www.gtinteractive.com

?rved. Man of War II is a trademark of Strategy First. Ati rights reserved.All other trademarks and copyrights are the properties of their respective owners. ©1999 GT Interactive Software.
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Earthlink

\EARTHL\SETUP.EXE

•JJtlAl (8001 395-8410

CATEGORY: Online service

COMPANY: Earthlink

REQUIRED: 486; 8MB RAM; 15MB HD space;

SVGA; Windows 3.1 or higher; 9600bps modem

E

arthLink Network, winner of the 1997

PC Magazine Editors' Choice Award
for Best Internet Service Provider,

supports all kinds of Internet games
and even has its own online gaming site

(www.thearena.com). EarthLink mem-
bership includes unlimited Internet

access, unlimited E-mail, a free 6MB of

space for your own web site, a free sub-

scription to bLink, EarthLink's newsletter,

a fully customizable Personal Start page,

and your choice of browser.

EarthLink is renowned for its 24/7,

around the clock superior custom ser-

vice and tech support, so if you find

yourself with questions, rest assured

that EarthLink will have a friendly repre-

sentative standing by to help you out.

To get you started, EarthLink offers

PC Gamer readers a 15-day free trial.

Getting o*e

Most Out of

Earthlittk
An Introduction for
New Internet Users

Earthlink offers a virtual plethora of online

support features, and it's aii only a click away.

plus free set-up (a savings of $25!). After

that, you'll be billed $19.95 a month
unless you cancel.

Take that exceptional value, toss in

bundles of local access numbers, and
loads and loads of cool features, and
Earthlink is presenting one opportunity

that you can't afford to pass up.

So what are you waiting for? Fire

up that modem, load up the goodies,

and get ready to start surfing the Inter-

net Earthlink style!

CATEGORY: Online service

COMPANY: MindSpring

REQUIRED: 486; 8MB RAM; 25MB HD space;

SVGA; Windows 3.1+; 14.4Kbps or faster modem

M
indSpring will launch you on to the

Internet with all sorts of goodies at

your disposal — you can use E-mail,

the World Wide Web, read Usenet

newsgroups, and even gain access to free

news, stock information, and web support.

The pricing is competitive, too: the

Light service gives you five hours of ser-

vice a month for $6.95 and $2 per each

additional hour, along with 5MB of web
space for your own web page. The Stan-

dard plan is $14.95 a month for 20 hours,

with each additional hour costing one dol-

lar. You also get 5MB of web space with

this one. The Unlimited service gives you
unlimited hours for $19.95 a month (with-

out web space), while The Works service

gives you unlimited hours, along with two

extra E-mail boxes and ten megabytes of

web space for $26.95 a month!

MindSpring uses its Pipeline+ soft-

ware to give Windows 95 users a direct

TCP/IP connection to the Internet, using

the Microsoft Dial-Up Adapter. That

means any of those online games that

say they require a TCP/IP connection will

work beautifully with MindSpring. If you

use Windows 3.1, MindSpring uses Con-

nect rather than the Dial-Up Adapter,

which gives you a 16-bit TCP/IP connec-

tion, so you can still play those online

games (as long as they don't require a

32-bit connection). For the online gamer,

MindSpring offers all you need to start

fragging your friends!

With its realistic pricing and a

whole slew of services available, Mind-

Spring is a good starting point for get-

ting onto the Internet. Best of all, if you
install the software from The PC Gamer
CD, the $25 launching fee will be

waived. Talk about service!

HAVING PROBLEMS?
We cannot provide technical support for

problems you may encounter with demos on

The CD. Please use the tech support num-

bers listed with the demos. You can also go

to http://www.pcgamer.com/cdroni.html on

the Internet for a FAQ and other info.

The CD is rigorously tested by the

PC Gamer staff and certified virus-free.

PC Gamer cannot be held responsible for

any incompatibility problems caused by the

use of The CD. However, should your copy

fail to run, with error messages that indi-

cate your CD drive cannot read the disc,

return it to the following address: Customer

Service, Imagine Media, The PC Gamer

May 1999 Disc 4.11 Replacement, 150 North

Hill Dr., Brisbane, CA 94005. Please indi-

cate any error message you receive.

PC GHMER Nan 1933

htlp://iuuiii]. pcgamer.com

Reach

Log on to

www.heat.net

to find out

what the phone lines

are really for

1999 SegaSoft Networks, Inc. HEAT and HEAT.NET are trademarks of

SegaSoft Networks, Inc. All rights reserved.

Go to www.pcgamer.com/request Product #747



Why limit yourself to a dozen, hell even a hundred, different weapon choices when you can have thousands?

It's time to remove the shackles of 2D, top down strategy games. Because in Warzone 2100, you have
complete control over unit designs. As a result, it'll be your wits and ability to create an
invincible battle arsenal that will save your hide from extinction.

400 technologies allow you to design and build more
than 2000 battle units. Turret, body and propulsion design options allow you to create

anything from cyborgs to flamethrower tanks to V-TOL aircraft.

recycle the experience of field units into

bigger, better and even more fierce war machines. And as a Commander gains

experience, the greater number of units he can control and the more accurate his

laser designation becomes.

lightning fast, fully functional 3D game engine with rotatable

and zoomable cameras for fast and furious gaming action. Strategically placed radar

units warn you of hidden enemy units and allow you to lob mortar shells over

mountain obstructions.

SUPERIOR ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

FULL 3D BATTLEFIELDS

IT S NOW TIME TO TAKE YOUR FATE INTO YOUR OWN HANDS. SO GET INTO OUR VAST 3D WORLD

Design, Deploy and Destroy.

DOWNLOAD THE SINGLE & MULTI-PLAYER DEMO AT:

www.eidosinteractive.com
Macliliii

New Wehpdii Available

bell-tub machineoun
I ow pinlL-Elmn oral tow wuiabi luiml

Best used lor light Armmtied Vehicles

Warzone aiOOT" Pumpkin Studios 1998. © and Published by Eidos Interactive 1998. All Rights Reserved.
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“THE
CHAMPION
IS BACK.”

Computer Gaming World

COMING SUMMER ’99

Go to www.pcgamer.com/request Product #842
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COMMAND, DEFEND, AND CONQUER COLONIZE THE PLANET AND BEYOND
Command powerful armies and make every social, economic Retrace the steps of mankind across the globe. Build orbital

and political decision. Deploy over 65 beautifully-detailed units, 7000 space colonies and add speed to your arsenal. Discover and harvest

years worth of weaponry, and over 100 technological advances. vast oceanic resources to grow immense underwater empires.

Civilization: Call To Power © 1999 Activision, Inc. Activision is a registered trademark and Call To Power is a trademark of Activision, Inc. CIVILIZATION computer games © 1991-1998 Hasbro Interactive and MicroProse, Inc. MICROPROSE and CIVILIZATION are U.S.

registered trademarks and HASBRO INTERACTIVE, the HASBRO INTERACTIVE logo, and related marks are trademarks of Hasbro or its affiliates. MicroProse is a subsidiary of Hasbro or its affiliates. This product is made and sold under license from MicroProse.
All rights reserved. All other trademarks and trade names are the property of their respective owners.



The Next Generation of t

CALL TO POWER
CALL TO POWER ADVANCEMENTS

All-new strategies, including unconventional warfare More units, buildings, Wonders and technologies Vast new realms: Space and Sea

Fully-animating, hi-res, 16-bit graphics Breakthrough time-saving interface - Enhanced diplomatic and trade options

Scenario Builder • Internet and LAN Multiplayer All-new Wonders of the World in stunning cinematics
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EXCLUSIVE! BEHIND-THE-SCENES OF THE HOTTEST GAMES

Prince of Persia 3D
Another 1980s gaming legend is back to conquer the 1990s!

One ofthe unques-

tioned classics ofPC

gaming undergoes a

complete overhaul. Will

it retain the distinct

style ofthe original or

be just another Tomb

Raiderwannabe?

—T. Liam McDonald

Category: Action

Developer: Red Orb

Publisher: Mindscape, (415) 895-2000

www.mindscape.com
Percentage Complete: 60%

In a nufehell: I
Prince of Persia 3D is a third-person action game
based on the classic series and places the gamer
in control of a running, jumping, fighting prince

right out of the pages of the Arabian Nights.

I What's so special? I
Jordan Mechner’s original classic design changed
the way action games were made. This newest
incarnation is a radical reinvention of the series,

moving from side-scrolling to 3D third-person while

attempting to retain the spirit of the original.

I find mlien's if mini) out?

4th Quarter

H PC GAMER Mail 1333

The Prince has a few combination attacks that allow the gamer to parry, thrust, and slash

from different direction. Obviously, this is a thrust move.

rince of Persia is one of
those rare games of
such originality that it

redefines a genre, in

this case the side-

scrolling action-adven-

ture game. Few would
question its place as

one of the most influen-

tial designs in com-
puter gaming history. Its meticulous
rotoscoped figure animation, narrative
drive, atmosphere, and devilishly chal-

lenging puzzle-like action elements set a

standard that few games have matched
in the ten years since its release. More
astonishing is that all the art, program-
ming, and design work was done by one
man — Jordan Mechner. With the
demise of the solo game auteur in the

1990s, such singular visionary work has
all but vanished, but the influence of
Prince continues to this day.

Considering its massive success
(more than two million units sold world-
wide) and name recognition, it's peculiar
that Prince of Persia never really became
a franchise. Broderbund and Mechner
created a sequel in 1993 that was very

> •

* -

V: '5. K

Will fans of the original take to this new
third-person view? It does look cool....

similar in feel to the original, and it did
reasonably well. But it would take
another six years for Broderbund studio

Red Orb (now a part of SSI, Mindscape,
The Learning Company, Mattel, and the
Daughters of the American Revolution
for all I know) to produce another
Prince game, and this one is not so
much a sequel as a radical reinvention.

Prince of Persia 3D follows the

trend away from side-scrolling action

games and toward 3D environments. In

this case, the game will have a third

h f f p : / / in ui ui
.
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I
The giant dirigible that the Prince must battle his way through is a floating multi-level adven-

ture in itself, complete with housing, engineers, and control rooms. The complex is filled with

iugh flammable fuel to make the Hindenberg look like a firecracker.

person "over the shoulder" perspective

with a floating camera, resulting in

something akin to Tomb Raider. Purist

may well be horrified, since we have

plenty of Lara Croft-alikes but almost

no good side-scrollers. Designer Todd
Kerpelman and producer Andrew
Pedersen are aware of people's fond-

ness for the original, and are working

hard to retain its spirit while updating

the design.

"When people hear what I'm

working on," says Kerpelman, "they

say, 'Don't mess with Prince of Persia.

Keep it the way it was.' There's a lot of

pressure. Whenever you do a sequel,

there's the trick of keeping enough of

the old to make it feel like a sequel and
stay faithful to the original, while

adding new stuff to make it current.

Putting it in 3D has been very tough.

Many of the puzzles of the original

involved seeing a lot of levels at once.

You had to see plates, traps, and all the

other things. We have to think of each

level in a very different way, since the

gamer can only see what the Prince

sees. We're walking a tricky line, but it's

been a fun experience. It's gratifying to

work on a game that people are already

excited about before they even see it."

As of late. Prince creator Mechner
has been concentrating on screenwrit-

ing, specifically a script called Firebird

based upon his most recent game. The

Last Express. "I helped the Red Orb
team with the storyline," Mechner says,

"and have been consulting all the way
through. I've been giving them my
design input. It's definitely a very

different kind of challenge. The thing

about a side-scroller is it has easy

controls and you can see a larger part

of the world at once. But with 3D, you

just have a much better feeling of being

in the game." Mechner intends to get

back to game design at some point, but

as for programming again, "there's

just not that much demand for a 6504

coder anymore."
Mechner's role as a design consul-

tant has helped steer the team onto the

right path. "Jordan has come in a cou-

ple of times to help us make sure we're

keeping to the Prince of Persia roots,"

says Kerpelman. "He helps us keep it

simple where we might have gone for

something much more complex. At one

time, we were going the Jedi Knight

“ It’s been a fun

experience. It’s

gratifying to work on a

game that people are

already excited about

before they even see it.”

—Todd Kerpelman,
designer

route, with ten different weapons
and spells. He was good about say-

ing 'that's not right' and making
sure we kept keystrokes to a mini-

mum and control simple."

As the new game begins, we
find the Prince being entertained by

King Assan, the Sultan's jealous

younger brother. Assan is angry

because the Princess has already

married the Prince, rather than

Assan's deformed son Rugnor. In

the middle of the entertainment, the

belly dancers kill the bodyguards
and capture the Prince, throwing

him into a deep dungeon while the

Princess is spirited away to

Rugnor's mountain fortress. The
Prince, naturally, must escape and

save the Princess.

Mirroring the original game, the

first level begins in the prison as the

unarmed Prince escapes. These initial

moments introduce the basic controls

and movements, and ultimately lead to

the Prince taking a sword from a dead
guard. The Prince makes his way up the

tower, through the palace and outside,

and his adventures take him to a multi-

level dirigible, the floating ruins of a

wizard's castle, and eventually into

Rugnor's fortress to rescue the

Princess. The are fifteen levels in all,

and the Prince has all the range of

movement you'd expect to get him
through; he can walk, run, jump, crawl,

climb, push, and manipulate objects in

order to proceed through the levels and

kill the enemies.

The trick with Prince of Persia 3D
is to strike precisely the right balance

between action "puzzles" and combat.

Too much combat, and the game loses

the flavor of the original. Too little com-
bat, and the game becomes Mario-

esque. The allure of the original Prince

of Persia was that you had to plan and

use your brains rather than just blast

away with a pair of guns, and Red Orb
is trying to keep that feel. "Some of the

combat is puzzle oriented, so it involves

sneaking around and using other means
to defeat enemies," says Kerpelman.

"For instance, in the first level, before

you get a weapon, you have to push a

box onto a guard down below to kill

him. There is a fair amount of combat,

but I wouldn't call it a combat game —
more like an action-adventure game
with some combat in it."

The Prince has three weapons that

he procures at different points in the

game, and each has its own strengths

and weaknesses. The main weapon is,

of course, his trusty continued on page 33A

A variety of weapons means the Prince

no longer depends just on his sword.

hflp://iuiuiu. pcgamer.com
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SCOOP!

sword, which has moderate reach,

damage, and striking speed. The
Fighting Staff is a metal shaft that com-
presses for carrying. Fully opened, it

provides greater reach for stand-off

attacks and more damage than a sword,

at the cost of reduced speed. The most
lethal weapons are the Double Blades:

short swords that wrap around the

hands. You need to be much closer to

attack, but you can attack with both
blades at once, or use one to block and
one to attack.

Rather than burdening the gamer
with myriad key combinations, the

designers have kept the controls fairly

simple while providing enough variety to

allow for some interesting moves. Each
weapon has a block move, and a left,

right, or overhead attack. When you
engage an enemy in combat, the camera
shifts to a distinct combat mode that

gives you a good view of both the Prince

and the opponent. The Prince can move
within combat mode to side-step or press

closer, though he can't jump or duck.

Using fairly simple attack combinations,

you can produce some interesting effects.

With the staff, for instance, you can per-

form a "chained attack" that turns a left

The ability to climb ropes is just one of

the Prince's many gymnastic skills.

block into a right attack instantly. The
double blades have a "super counter

attack" in which you can block with

one and attack with the other, or

attack with each simultaneously. To
make things even easier, the Prince

auto-aligns with the opponent so you
don't have to worry about maneuver-
ing into position.

The Prince also has a bow that

is intended not so much for combat
encounters as for evening the odds
against multiple opponents. The bow
can be used to hit far-off targets,

weakening a guard for an attack or

activating buttons. The arrow supply

is deliberately kept low to keep the

game from degenerating into a

shooting match. Some arrows are

actually essential to solving the puz-

zles, and others provide special

attacks for special situations. Fire

arrows can be used to set guards on
fire or detonate incendiary boxes.

Distraction arrows set up a light or

noise diversion to distract guards. The
"arrow of possession" will enable you to

take control of a guard for a limited

amount of time. There will also be
arrows to freeze guards and water,

arrows that unleash swarms of wasps,
arrows to produce blinding sandstorms,

and more.
Aiming issues and combat in gen-

eral — in fact any navigation through a

third-person 3D game world — raises

the question of camera controls.

Wayward floating cameras with minds
of their own can cause substantial grief

in these environments, so Red Orb is

working hard to test theirs and make
them work. "Cameras are just one of

those issues that will remain a problem
for a long time," Kerpelman explains.

"The camera has a setup of normal
behaviors. Each situation has a camera

Camera work is a sticky point with any third per-

son game. The developers are hoping their tools

and scripting keep the character and enemies in the

view at all times, but are also planning to give users

control of camera placement.

angle set that we know works well. It

has a prioritized list that it goes through
to get the best angle, and it knows it's

broken when the Prince is out of

screen. With that in place, we then do
manual tweaking at certain points to

keep it from going spastically all over.

The camera follows the Prince wherever
he goes, and we also use a mix of sta-

tionary tripod cameras, security cam-
eras, high angles, low angles, etc. We
use camera cuts where they would help

the level or provide important informa-

tion. If the Prince comes to a cliff, for

example, the camera will go high so he
can see down below. There will be
player camera controls if they want to

move the angle, since we know gamers
want that control. But we're working to

make the camera move so flawlessly

that the gamer won't feel the need to

change the angle."

The game is primarily being devel-

oped with two out-of-the-box tools. The
Motion Factory's Motivate is being used
as an authoring system for animation
and playback, while NDL's Netimmerse
is taking care of rendering and special

effects. "Neither is a complete engine,"

says Kerpelman. "It's more like licens-

ing a bunch of tools." These tools also

help the programmers script camera
movements. There are plenty of

scripted animations to provide every-

thing from reaction shots to idle actions

if the gamer leaves the Prince in one
place for too long. The team is particu-

larly proud of the work it's doing on
collision detection and alignment. The
character's feet will adjust to the slope

he's running on, and there are different

animations for up and down slopes.

The trick will be combining the

conventions of an action game with the

expectations of a puzzle-type adventure

to create something that successfully

straddles both genres. It won't be easy:

Prince ofPersia purists will almost cer-

tainly not be pleased with the change in

perspective, and kids looking for Tomb
Raider might find the lack of cleavage

and need for thinking too much of a

strain. Red Orb certainly has its work
cut out for it as it drags the Prince into

the 21st century....
PCG
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SCOOP!
Your first look at..

Jet-powered fighters clash for the first time— and you are there!

Korean War air com-

bat has never been

simulated at this level

— or by a developer

with this kind oftrack

record. The result

could be one of the

best sims this year.

—JoelDurham Jr.

FOR YOUR INFORMATION

Category: Simulation

Developer: Rowan Interactive

Publisher: Empire Interactive. (800) 216-9706

www.empire-us.com
Percentage Complete: 95%

I In a nutshell: i
Flying in the face of the World War Two flight-sim

boom. Rowan Interactive chose the Korean War as

the setting for this cool-looking game. You can fly

late prop-driven planes and early jet fighters in a

dynamic campaign in which your actions directly

affect the outcome of the war.

I Wars so special?

More than an air combat sim, MiG Alley also chal-

lenges you to plan air offensives to support the

efforts of the UN ground troops. You can command
the airborne effort on any level, from setting gen-

eral directives to assigning each two-plane ele-

ment to its own specific missions.

I find when's if comino our?

Second Quarter, 1999

Y
ou can get a pretty

accurate picture of
the quality of an
upcoming game
from the enthusi-

asm displayed by its

development team.
The more the

designers and pro-
grammers gush

about their current project, the better
the final product often turns out to be.

If that holds true for MiG Alley, this

game will be a colossal achievement.
Rob Hyde, managing director of the sim,

excitedly gave us enough detail to write
a book about his project, much less a
two-page preview.

Fresh off the success of its critically

acclaimed World War One sim. Flying
Corps, Rowan Interactive was ready to

tackle a flight sim of even greater pro-
portions. MiG Alley has been generating
buzz for quite some time now.

"We did interrupt MiG Alley to pro-
duce Flying Corps Gold,” Hyde says.

"Even so, MiG Alley has taken a while to

get ready. Most peo-
ple cannot understand
why, and I can assure
you it's not because
we have been on holi-

day for weeks!"
MiG Alley

focuses on the

Spring, 1951, offen-

sive of the Korean
War. This period is

especially interesting

to flight sim enthusi-

asts, since it saw the

last days of prop-
driven dogfighting,

the introduction of

jets, and the first jet-

Bridges are depicted with such detail

that, depending on how they're hit, they

may collapse into many sections.

• Instrument reflections on the cockpit
canopy that vary with the direction of
the sun.

• Cockpit shake to indicate stall and
high-speed buffeting. Point-of-view
changes to indicate G effects.

• Ground shadows that change as time
passes.

• 3D bridges with individual spans;
where individual spans collapse; for

bridges with long spans, it's possible
for a bridge to collapse in sections.

• Realistic condensation trails and
rocket trails.

• Napalm.
• Blast damage (objects near an explo-
sion may be damaged by the shock
wave it produces).

"We hope to surprise people
because we have accurately mapped the
whole of the Korean peninsular area to

a resolution of 10 meters," Hyde says.

"The area covered is huge when com-
pared with Flying Corps. ...'We've also

spent a lot of time increasing the real-

ism of the landscape. So, for instance,

you will find that the rivers are the cor-

rect width and that

the bridges over the
rivers are part of
the landscape. The
traditional way of
doing bridges in

sims has been to put
a triangular ramp at

the end of the

bridge. In MiG
Alley, you won't see

any ramps."
The attention

to detail isn't just

cosmetic, though. It

extends into the

vs-jet air battles. It's been featured in

other flight sims, like Sabre Ace and
Chuck Yeager's Air Combat, but the
Korean War has never been simulated at

the level ambition the MiG Alley devel-
opers have set as their target.

Even the game's graphics and
visual effects suggest how detailed the
sim will be. Hyde rattles off a list of fea-

tures that should have any bona fide air

combat fan drooling:
• Dynamic lighting on the aircraft and
other objects — including explosions
that light up the landscape.

game s avionics —
or what passed for

avionics in the 1950s.

"We've modeled the radar and
manual versions of the gun sight," Hyde
says. "To work the gun sight, you con-
trol two dials displayed on the cockpit:

dial in the wingspan of the aircraft

you're targeting, and dial in the range
that you want to attack the enemy air-

craft. The gun sight then automatically

adjusts to show where your bullets will

be at the desired range."

Perhaps the most amazing aspect
of MiG Alley is, appropriately, the most
heavily advertised: the developers say

1 PC GAMER Maij 1333
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“MiG Alley has taken a while to get ready. Most

people cannot understand why, and I can assure you

it’s not because we have been on holiday for weeks!”

—Rob Hyde, managing director

As in real life, flying into the sun is

blinding — but if you keep the sun at

your back, it can glint off enemy planes' metal

skins and help you spot distant air targets.

the game engine is capable of animat-

ing — and intelligently controlling —
more than 200 aircraft in the air at the

same time.

So you'll need a water-cooled Cray
supercomputer to run this game, right?

Not according to Hyde.
"We're running the game on a

range of machines," he says. "For

instance, at the lower end, we have a

Pentium 200 with a Voodoo2 card run-

ning at a very high frame rate. On the

same machine, the game is perfectly

acceptable with an earlier 3D card.

"We have a number of config-

urable options which have a huge effect

on the frame-rate," Hyde says. "It's pos-

sible for the player to make the trade-off

of speed versus quality choices. In fact,

we have options in which the player

chooses the minimum frame-rate; the

game then automatically adjusts the

image quality to exceed the target."

The folks at Rowan Interactive

have been paying strict attention to

dozens of less obvious details, too.

Hyde cites a few examples:

"...1950s jet engines took a long

time to get to full thrust, and so you

don't get an immediate response if you

bang the throttle from minimum to

maximum," he says. "This is simulated

in MiG Alley: however, you can choose
to configure things so that you get an
immediate response."

Historical authenticity rules in other

areas of the game, too, including enemy
tactics. Besides including a host of trade-

mark MiG aerial maneuvers, the grand

scheme of North Korean operations has

a bearing on your airborne success.

"A MiG squadron will gradually

learn better tactics," Hyde says. "After

about a month — or sooner, if you've

hammered them — a new squadron will

arrive. In reality, there was no transfer

of tactical information, so in the sim a

new squadron will start from scratch.

The observant player will be able to rec-

ognize a squadron change by looking at

the color schemes."
Another little touch of realism:

"Contrails are important in combat."

U.S. Sabre jets tended to fly just below
the altitude where condensation trails

would form behind their jets, so that

they could spot MiGs descending on
them from a good distance.

MiG Alley is more than a flight

sim, though. Besides flying a number of

Condensation trails are more than just pretty graphical effects. Knowing the altitude at which

your plane leaves a trail — and flying below it— can help ensure you see the enemy before

he sees you. It's just another little touch of realism that developers have been working on.

prop planes and jets, including

Mustangs and Sabres, you'll also have

the option to command air operations.

The campaign game, simply called

The Entire War, lets you select the

amount of control you have over the

allies' efforts.

"You're in command of 96 aircraft,

and you can plan down to the level of an

element (two aircraft)," Hyde says.

"Alternatively, you can choose to let the

computer plan the missions. You give it

some overall directive, like telling it to

concentrate on choke points, and it will

select the juiciest target and allocate a

sensible mix of strike and escort aircraft."

Whether you're playing the cam-

paign or single missions, your tactical

decisions influence the game. The
ground troops are actually controlled

by the game's artificial intelligence,

and their efforts are as dynamic as

any other aspect of the game.

"The aim of the game is to sup-

port the ground troops in their task

of moving the front line up to the

Chinese border," Hyde says. It's pos-

sible to support the ground troops in

a number of ways:
• Close air support on the battlefield.

• Strafing truck and train convoys.

• Interdiction of the supply route.

• Providing protection from the

Communist air forces (Combat Air

Patrols).

"In the AI, we model the Red supply

lines and decisions on attacking and

retreating," Hyde says. "Based on the

information that can be gleaned from the

various sources available, the player must

choose how to use his/her resources."

Hyde cites far more details and

features than we could possibly include

here. They all point to the same conclu-

sion, though: With the kind of loving

thoroughness Rowan is pouring into

MiG Alley, this might not simply be the

best Korean War sim — it might just

turn out to be one of the best air com-
bat sims yet.

PCG
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SCOOP!
Your first look at...

Sinister Unleashed
"Run, coward, run!"

Developer GameFX

takes the 1983 arcade

classic Sinistar and

polishes it up with

a 3D sheen bustling

with eye candy and

raw intensity.

— Colin Williamson

Category. Action

Developer: GameFX
Publisher THQ, Inc., (818) 225-5167

www thq.com

Percentage Complete: 80%

I In a nutshell: I
Sinistar Unleashed is a 3D remake, 1990s style, of

the arcade classic that gobbled so many of our

quarters back in 1983. The original was one of the

most difficult and fun arcade games of its time, and
is still a cult favorite today.

1 Hhaf's so special? I
With unspeakably frantic gameplay and eye candy

to die for, Sinistar Unleashed could follow

Activision's remarkable remake of Battlezone into

gaming history — if GameFX can make good on

everything it's promising.

I Ind when's if coming out? I
June

Ka-boom! Mining those planetoids by blowing them up will stock you up with crystals— just

what you need to stick it to the big guy and his baddies.

nyone who considers

themselves a hard-
core, old-school

gamer will undoubt-
edly let out a mellow
sigh at the bare men-
tion of Sinistar. The
1983 title from
Williams was one of

the most relentlessly

difficult arcade games ever— and is a
huge cult favorite among vintage arcade
collectors. Sinistar featured fast-scrolling

backgrounds, countless swarms of enemy
spaceships, and a terrifying "boss"
named, well, Sinistar. But the most fright-

ening part of the game was when Sinistar

would unleash verbal taunts like "I

hunger!", "Beware, I live!", and "Run,
coward, run!" when he became opera-
tional. Sinistar would fly toward the
player at top speed, and getting caught in

his magnetic field would send you spiral-

ing into his gaping maw, where he'd
chew you up and laugh menacingly. But
when you finally nuked Sinistar with your
on-board armament, he'd explode with a

hideous scream. It was great stuff.

Now, with classics like Battlezone

going under the 3D scalpel and being
re-invented as top-quality games for the

1990s PC market, the core team at

GameFX (including several designers
who worked on System Shock and
Flight Unlimited for Looking Glass) felt

that a remake of Sinistar could be a clas-

sic. Publisher THQ acquired the rights
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SCOOP!

to the game, and GameFX began pro-

ducing a title that would bring the fran-

tic action of the original to a whole new
generation of gamers.

Aware that the retro-gaming bug
boomeranged badly when it came to

Hasbro Interactive's appallingly bad
Frogger, GameFX isn't aiming for just a

straight recreation with 3D card support

as the only improvement. “Sinistar

Unleashed is a reinterpretation of the

original game in 3D, not a direct recre-

ation of the original game using today's

graphics," says Mark Tsai, the game's
producer. "Basically, all the aspects

which made the original game such a

cult hit are here — the fast-action crystal

mining, the menacing voices, and the

addictive gameplay."
In Sinistar Unleashed, your main

goal is to mine crystals out of floating

planetoids by shooting them a la

Asteroids. Unfortunately, you'll have to

compete with mining robots, who are

attempting to create a Sinistar— the

menacing super-weapon that will come to

life and start kicking your ass all over the

place. Making matters worse are the war-

rior robots who dart around you, trying

to blast you into protons. No matter how
hard you try, the workers will finish their

labor of unspeakable evil, and the Sinistar

“It is very important

to us that the voices

are menacing, and

they’ll be an integral

part ofthe gameplay.”

—Mark Tsai,

producer

comes to life in a horrifying display. The
only chance you have is to send it back to

hell by using all those Sinibombs that you
(hopefully) mined out of the planetoids.

In most space shooters, the player

spends a large percentage of game time

spinning about, trying to target a handful

of enemies. However, Sinistar Unleashed

features dozens of ships swarming
around in the player's vicinity, and things

can get pretty damn hectic. The GameFX
team had to make sure that the game
wouldn't overburden the player, and still

maintain a high level of carnage. "The

game is uniquely structured to take

advantage of the differences offered

by putting the game in 3D," says Tsai.

"We've taken a lot of steps to maxi-

mize the player's viewpoint into the

universe, only putting small displays

in the corners of the screen for inven-

tory management and local radar.

While the game is running and the

action is hot and heavy, the player

can glean lots of information about

his status and the state of the uni-

verse around him at a glance, mini-

mizing the layers of interface

between the player and the game."

Sinistar'

s

extreme difficulty

resulted in a lack of arcade popularity

back in 1983, and only a few thou-

High-end system requirements have allowed the

GameFX team to create highly detailed asteroid

fields and stunning effects animation.

PCGW Han 1399 11
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sand arcade systems were ever sold. So
GameFX is tweaking the difficulty level to

allow new players to pick up the game
relatively quickly. "We're spending a lot

of time tuning the balance between the

player's weapons and the enemy's arma-

ment and fighting abilities on the differ-

ent skill level settings," says Tsai, "to

insure that the graphics and eye candy

that are built into the game will be acces-

sible to any player, regardless of experi-

ence. The objective here is to provide a

frenzied but manageable game."

The original Sinistar also featured

some remarkably detailed graphics and
explosion effects— so Sinistar Unleashed

will naturally include a hefty amount of

3D-accelerated pyrotechnic mayhem. The
game has been GLIDE-optimized for

maximum performance under 3Dfx

chipsets, and includes Direct3D support

for other cards. You're going to need a

hefty base system to get this baby up and
running, though. "The minimum system

configuration will be a Pentium II at

233MHz with 32 megs of memory," says

Tsai, "and it runs and plays great on this

system. The game is specifically designed

to take advantage of the latest hardware
and will scale upwards in both resolutions

and polygon count automatically, provid-

ing a better experience for those users

with the faster equipment. It really

looks amazing on a Pentium III 500."

But the biggest question from
Sinistar fans is as to who is going to

recreate the voice of the menacing
Sinistar. "We are in full production of

voices right now and we have not yet

announced who will be the voice

actor," says Tsai. "However, it is very

important to us that the voices are

menacing as well as informative, and
they'll be an integral part of the

gameplay. We're also trying a variety

of audio approaches to generate the

coolest Sinistar sounds."

But what do the original design-

ers have to say about all this? Sinistar

programmer Noah Falstein is still

around and has been giving sugges-

tions to the team. "Back in 1982,

Sinistar was a labor of love for all of

us involved in the project," says

Falstein. "Seventeen years later, I still

get comments from people about it.

I'm really excited to see that GameFX
is updating it for the new millen-

nium. I look forward to a gaming
feast— 'Beware, I hunger!"'
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Every good tactician knows
there's a fine balance between
speed and raw power. Choose from
four classes of ships and over 50 3-D
rendered hull designs.

STAR TREK®: Starfleet Command™ Software ©1999 Interplay Productions. All Rights Reserved. ™, ® & © 1999 Paramount
Pictures. All Rights Reserved. Portions ©1979-1999 Amarillo Design Bureau. All Rights Reserved. Portions © Quicksilver

Software, Inc. All Rights Reserved. Some elements based upon the board games created by Amarillo Design Bureau. Star Trek is

a registered trademark of Paramount Pictures and Starfleet Command and related marks are trademarks of Paramount Pictures.

All Rights Reserved. Interplay, the Interplay logo, "By Gamers. For Gamers.", 14° East and the 14° East logo are trademarks of

Interplay Productions. Quicksilver Software and the Quicksilver Software logo are trademarks of Quicksilver Software, Inc. Exclusively

licensed and distributed by Interplay Productions. All other trademarks and copyrights are the property of their respective owners.

Dozens of

multifunctional

display panels offer

instant access to

every critical

system. Weapons,
Shields, Sensors,

Transporters,

Marines, Mines,

Engineering,

Science, and Energy

Management.

Experience a

30 year campaign
from Lieutenant Commander of a

Frigate to a Rear Admiral in control

of a task force including Destroyers,

Heavy Cruisers, and Dreadnoughts

Finally, a starship naval combat game
worthy of the name

Star Trek*

Romulan Battlehawk

Destroyer (R-BH)

4 Phaser Is

2 Plasma Gs
2 Tractors

1 Transporter

t\ Using data from the best-selling

V strategy board game, Star Fleet

Battles'; Starfleet Command puts

you in the captain's chair for

the most amazing real-time

space combat experience

ever created.
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Klingon Command
Cruiser (K-D7C)

4 Disruptors

3 Phaser Is

6 Phaser 2s

3 Tractors

6 Transporter

Size Class: 3

Command over 50 unique campaign
missions generated by the Dynaverse

engine, or reenact classic scenarios

from the original series.

Q Pledge

allegiance in the

Klingon Empire, the

United Federation of

Planets, the Romulan
Star Empire, the Hydran

Kingdoms, or the Lyran

Star Empire.

9 Multiple tutorials and
technicals will introduce the

controls necessary for you to

take command.

'J Numerous multi-player options

include 'Pass the Tribble' and
cooperative Starbase Assault with up

to 6 players. Or go head-to-head via

modem or serial cable.

www.interplay.com/sfc

Go to www.pcgamer.com/request Product #323

Federation
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Shake up
at Sierra

Major reorganization terminates employees andfutureprojects

H
ot on the heels of last

month’s Football Pro '99

recall fiasco. Sierra has

announced that it has reorganized

and closed some of its develop-

ment divisions, while laying off

members of another. The decision

will mean the closure ofYosemite

Entertainment, Pyrotechnix, Inc.,

Synergistic, and Books That Work,

Inc., and the release of some 30

employees from Dynamix. Of the

250 employees that were displaced

by the closings, approximately one

third of them have been offered the

opportunity to relocate to Sierra's

headquarters in Bellevue, WA.

David Grenewetzki, president

of Sierra, said, "As we evolve into a

mass market industry, we need to

focus on the needs of the con-

sumers. We feel that a more

#
W Y

There are no plans for any more games in the Krondor

series (pictured above), but upcoming titles like Home
world should be unaffected by the restructuring.

focused software strategy and a

stronger commitment to the Inter-

net and online gaming are key fac-

tors for our continued

success. Integrating

our teams to

strengthen our brand

and build on our online

commitment is a

strategic move that will

help us continue our

mission to develop and

bring to market the

most creative and most

technologically

advanced products

that are fun, innovative,

and provide a wide

range of appeal."

So how will this move affect

gamers? The biggest blow comes

to sports fans. After going through

all of the trouble to establish what

Sierra called its "Football Pro Home

Team," the carpet was pulled out

from under the feet of the loyal fans

once again. Those that chose to

keep their copies of FB Pro '99

were led to believe that a new

game (FB Pro 2000) would be

released in time for the start of next

football season, and that the cus-

tomers would have a hand in devel-

oping the new game. But with the

breakup of Synergistic, that game

has been cancelled; fortunately the

suckers, er, customers that

decided to keep the game will be

offered the same compensatory

package that many have already

taken advantage of (see our April

issue for the full story).

According to Grenewetzki,

"When I authorized the recall of

the Football Pro '99 product in Jan-

uary, the information at hand led

me to believe that the product had

been released too early and that a

few more months in development

would give us a game we could be

proud of. Unfortunately, the sched-

ule they outlined didn't give us a

solid chance to have the right

game for the 2000 release, even

with the additional seven to eight

months of development. Simple

patching was not going to do it.

Many fundamental changes to the

underlying engine were needed,

and there was significant risk asso-

ciated with each major change.

Given the deserved drubbing we

took when we released Football

Pro '99 too early, I decided that I

was not going to repeat that mis-

take with the release of an incom-

plete 2000 product."

Football Pro 2000 appears to

be the only near-term project that

will be affected by the reorganiza-

tion, but many titles that were fur-

ther down the pipe have been

thrown on the scrap heap. As of

Continued on page 53:

See Shake up at Sierra
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The gorgeous graphics of World Championship Soccer

2000 will allow for resolutions up to 1024x768, and the 200

different moves will contain 9,000 frames of animation.

Microsoft steps up

itspresence in the

sports game arena

M icrosoft has dabbled in

the sports market for

years, without much crit-

ical success. Its previous

attempts at soccer and basketball

were met with scorn and indiffer-

ence respectively, its golf game

has sold well but never matched

the quality of the competition, and

its baseball effort of last year had

too many problems to rise above

the pack. But times are changing,

and when the monster from Red-

mond says it's finally getting seri-

ous about sports games, even the

EA Sports of this world better

take notice.

Gridiron gaming fans will

get another choice this Septem-

ber, when Microsoft Football

(working title) appears. This will

be primarily an arcade game, but

the company's hope is to make

the action and results realistic

enough to please the simulation

crowd, too. A wide variety of

offensive and defensive moves

will be at the players' fingertips,

including stiff-arms, shoulder

charges, swim moves, and even

the ability to intentionally grab the

opponent's face mask. Microsoft

says the artificial intelligence of

the players will be modeled on a

team-by-team basis, assuring that

each team's playing style will

accurately reflect what goes on in

a real game. Based on the early

look we've had, the graphics and

aesthetic extras should compare

with anything else out there. Dick

Stockton and Matt Millen will call

the games, trash-talking and

team-specific chants will provide

the atmosphere, and weather

effects such as driving rain or

snow will have a profound impact

on the gameplay.

This fall will see EA Sports'

NBA Live series get a little com-

petition as well, with NBA Drive

2000. The look and feel of the

game is already well on its way

toward matching

EA Sports', with

accurate player

models, ani-

mated facial

expressions, and

professional

announcers

Kevin Calabro

and Marques

Johnson on

board to call the

action. Long-time

NBA scout and

player develop-

ment coach

Steve Gordon has been

brought in to work on the

Al. The development

team claims that there

will be an emphasis

placed on maintaining

proper spacing on the

court, and the ability of

the players to stick to

their defensive assign-

ments. As the coach of

the team, you'll be able to

select from a large

assortment of plays on

both offense and defense, with

options for setting strategies.

The world's (if not the

United States') most popular

game will also get another

attempt from Microsoft this fall.

World Championship Soccer 2000

(another working title) will cater

to advanced gamers as well as

novices with its optional one-

touch control system. Many of

England's top coaches and former

player Glenn Roeder have been

brought on board to add their

insights to the game; correct posi-

tioning and strategies by the Al-

controlled players should be the

result of this collaboration. The

visuals we've seen are spectacu-

lar and should give the all-con-

quering FIFA series a run for its

money. Soccer 2000 will contain

nine modes of play, ranging from

World Cup to League play, and

will come with a huge assortment

of teams, including all 64 Euro-

Cup teams. Ruud Gullit, Jonathan

Pearce, and "Big Fat" Ron Atkin-

son will provide the commentary.

The Sporting Life

http://uiujiii.pcgamer.com

UNDER
CONSTRUCTION

AMA Superbike

The first game from Motorsport

Simulations, a new startup devel

oper aimed at providing hard-

core racing titles, will be based

on the American Motorcycle

Association license. The game

will feature a very true-to-life

physics model, and all of the ele

ments you would find in an AMA
event, including blueprint-accu

rate tracks. The game will be

available in both online and

retail formats. If you buy the

boxed version, you'll be able to

race against as many as 30 com

puter opponents with adjustable

Al; online buyers will have to

settle for human competition via

the company's web site

( www.motorsims.com). AMA
Superbike is scheduled for

release sometime this spring.

The first game from Motorsport Simula-

tions, AMA Superbike, will be based on the

American Motorcycle Association license.

Rites of War
SSI's upcoming game will com-

bine the Panzer General 2 game

engine with the Warhammer

40,000 universe. This turn-based

strategy game will have some

roleplaying elements as well,

with units that can be upgraded

as they gain experience. Rites of

War will feature 12 spells, 24

artifacts, and more than 50 spe-

cial abilities divided amongst 70

different unit types. A 24-mission

campaign plus additional single

and multi-player scenarios will

be available, and the game can

be played head-to-head or coop-

eratively. Rites of War will also

come with a scenario editor

when it’s released this June.

Cutthroats: Terror

on the High Seas

There's always room for another

pirate game, and Eidos’ Cut-

throats: Terror on the High Seas

• Continued on page 48
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Continued from page 47

lets you assume the role of

either a low-life sea-dog or a

privateer in the service of the

King; either way, the goal will be

to stock up on the loot. The game

will cover some six million

miles of the Caribbean, with

more than 70 ports for you to

raid. Eidos says the world will

be alive with hundreds of non-

player ships all going about their

business, and your actions early

in the game may have profound

consequences later. You can

customize your ships and crew,

and battles will be waged on

both land and sea. Look for Cut-

throats this summer.

The seas are vast, but your greed for gold

is even greater. Become the Terror of the

Caribbean in Eidos' upcoming Cutthroats:

Terror on the High Seas.

I

Railroad Tycoon II:

The Second Century

Rail barons looking for their next

big challenge are in luck; Pop-

Top Software, the developer of

Railroad Tycoon II, is designing

an expansion pack for its out-

standing strategy game. The

add-on will contain an 18-sce-

nario campaign, stretching from

the post-Depression years of the

1930s through the year 2030.

New maps for solo and multi-

play, trains, industries, music

and video are promised, and The

Second Century should be avail-

able sometime this spring.

Ultimate 8-Ball

If you enjoy the game of bil-

liards, but hate having to fre-

quent the seedy establishments

in your neighborhood to get in a

game, your worries are over,

thanks to THQ's Ultimate 8-Ball.

The game will feature 14 differ-

ent game types (8-Ball, 9-Ball,

Straight Pool, Cut Throat, etc.),

15 3D opponents with varying

Continued on page 49a
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The combining of Man-o-War 2, the game, and "Horation Hornblower", the television series on the A&E network,

should prove favorable for both endeavors; we'd like to see more of this kind of synergy.

the stops for this one.

However lucrative the

arrangement between the A&E
network and the gaming company

turns out to be, it's a landmark in

the history of the industry; this pro-

ject is going to make an impact.

The accepted (and overhyped)

paradigm between games and

Hollywood films just might have to

be re-thought, and that's probably

a healthy development. So hoist

the mizzen-luft, me hearties, and

double load the carronades with

chain-shot! We'll show those

Frenchies that Britannia truly rules

the waves! Unless, of course, you

choose to play the French, in

which case you have plenty of

chances to change history.

Man-o-War 2, and its syner-

gistic relationship to the Horn-

blower TV series, is almost cer-

tainly going to change the public's

perception of computer gaming.

For the better, let's hope.

Strategy First signs “Hornblower”pact

with theA&E Network

L
ater this spring, the Arts and

Entertainment Network

intends to serialize C.S. For-

rester's "Horatio Hornblower"

novels in one of the most lavish

and spectacular literary adapta-

tions ever to run on television—
and the TV series has formed an

unprecedented synergy with the

release of the age-of-sail

wargame Man-o-War 2, from

Montreal-based Strategy First.

The A&E Network took a

look at Strategy First's game,

Strategy First took a look at some

of the rushes from the TV show,

and representatives of both

companies were awed at what

they saw. The result? A great

marketing strategy: the game will

be advertised on the show, and

the expected popularity of the

series should jump-start the

game's reputation.

Man-o-War

2

boasts a bevy

of improvements over its prede-

cessor, including vastly

enhanced graphics and bru-

tally realistic sounds, including

the spine-tingling screams of

the wounded below decks as

they undergo the era's most

common treatment for combat

wounds: amputation without

anesthesia. The game's cam-

paign culminates with a mas-

sive, warts-and-all simulation

of the Battle of Trafalgar.

Strategy First has pulled out all

mmm§»*-» *
You’ll be able to choose which side, the

British or French, you want to fight for in

Strategy First's Man-o-War 2.

Come Blow
Your Horn

hffp://uiuim.pcgamer.com



Since the turtle was the only animate object in this race, the winner

should have been a foregone conclusion; the toaster put on a fine show-

ing, though, leaving Dusty's PC in the, er, dust.

We Have
a Winner!
A creative reader

snags theprize in

ourAlienware

contest

B
ack in our December 1998

issue, Alienware sponsored

a contest giving away one of

its very cool, very expensive Area

51 gaming systems, including a

rump-rocking Intensor chair, mon-

ster-sized monitor, wall-shaking

speakers, and a top-notch joystick.

To win this ultimate rig, we asked

you to send in pictures of your cur-

rent gaming system looking its

most pitiful. We received thou-

sands of entries, and with so many

needy readers, choosing a winner

was one of the most painful deci-

sions the PC Gamer editors have

ever had to make.

After choking back tears at

having to look at such a motley col-

lection of miserable hardware, we

narrowed it down to four finalists

and took a vote. Our lucky winner

was the amusingly monikered

Dusty Howze of Hanford, California!

Dusty's pictures of his pitifully slow

computer losing a race to both a

turtle and a toaster (the turtle won

handily) got a chuckle from even

the most hardened editors.

The other finalists also

deserve special mention (and our

deepest sympathy). Rex Taylor of

Vero Beach, Florida, went all out

with his pictures, dressing up like a

caveman sitting next to his pre-his-

toric system; Julie Nicoll of Ludlow,

Vermont, put some real effort into

her pictures by shooting, smashing,

and setting her system on fire; and

Shane Boggan of Salem, Oregon,

had some great special effects in

his picture, using some dry ice and

a hatchet. Even though we only had

one super-cool system to give

away, we thought these finalists

deserved a little something (psychi-

atric treatment, perhaps), so we

awarded them each a brand-new

Coconut Monkey/PC Gamer T-shirt!

Jolly well done, all of you.
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skills, 15 table types (including

weird L-shaped and hexagonal

models), 10 different environ-

ments and five modes of play.

THQ says that the physics model

will be very accurate, and that

any type of shot you can pull off

in real life will be possible on

these virtual tables. We'll see if

the game has what it takes to

topple Interplay’s Virtual Pool 2

when it releases this June.

f

You won't find a table like this down at

your local watering hole! You'll only find it

in Ultimate 8-Ball from THQ.

F-22 Lightning III

The next game in the F-22

Lightning series from NovaLogic

is scheduled for a May release.

The new game will feature

improved graphics, and a new

voice communication system

called Voice-Over-Net for multi-

play on the company's

NovaWorld game service. This

hands-free system should make

things much easier for the more

than 120 players that can com-

pete at once on the server. Other

improvements to be found in F-22

Lightning III will be new avion-

ics, nuclear weapons delivery

systems, and more than 40 sin-

gle-player missions. Weather

and time of day will play a large

factor in this sim, too; concen-

trated areas of wind, snow, and

rain, and varying temperatures

will force the player to adjust to

the changing conditions.

F16: Aggressor

Bethesda Softworks has picked

up the rights to publish General

Simulations Inc.'s F16: Aggressor,

a new flight sim that will be avail-

able sometime during the second

quarter of this year. Newcomers

to the flight sim category will be

treated to a comprehensive

• Continued on page 50
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More Nazi Bashin'!
WWII meets

Rainbow Six in

TalonSoft’s latest

W henever a ground-

breaking game estab-

lishes a new sub-genre,

it doesn't take long for that genre

to grow as software companies

bring their me-too entries to mar-

ket. The current hot genre is the

tactical-action commando game,

as symbolized by the likes of Tom

Clancy's Rainbow Six, Spec Ops,

and Delta Force, and the latest

entry in this compelling arena is

from none other than wargame

specialist TalonSoft.

As well as belonging to the

genre du jour, Hidden and

Dangerous scores extra style

points by being set during World

War Two, which is currently

enjoying a gaming renaissance.

The player is put in control of a

small commando team inserted

behind enemy lines and boasting

incredible graphics that put many

of its genre competitors to shame.

Hidden & Dangerous is made up

All of the motion-captured characters in

Hidden and Dangerous will exhibit differ-

ent animations, based on where they were

hit and how wounded they are.

w

The "Insanity" engine used to

power the graphics does a great

job creating realistic-looking out-

door environments.

of 25 missions set in locations

such as Norway, Germany, and

Italy. Things start off in 1943 and

carry on through the end of the

war in 1945. Everything in the

game, from the weapons to the

vehicles, is based on the real

McCoy, and you'll be able to

interact with many of them,

including driving the vehi-

cles you come across.

There'll even be force feed-

back support to simulate the

recoil of the weapons.

The story line and mis-

sion objectives will be based

on actual events as related

by real World War Two vet-

erans— including some

stories that are not widely

known, so there should be a

lot of surprises in store, even for

gamers who think they've seen it

all before. As in Rainbow Six,

you'll control your squad via first

or third-person views, and you'll

also have an overhead map to

plan out your strategy— and of

course there will be a four-player

cooperative mode, too, if you

would rather have your friends

along as squadmates.

This current trend of com-

mando-style games is becoming a

little overwhelming, but from what

we've seen in the early version of

Hidden and Dangerous we've

played, this one could stand head

and shoulders above the rest when

it hits store shelves this July.

A Force to be Reckoned With
A new3D tactical

wargamefrom
Red Storm

I

n Red Storm Entertainment's

upcoming game Force 21, the

world has become a much

more dangerous place — it's the

year 2015, and the U.S. and Russia

are teaming up to take on the

Chinese in a Third World War. It

seems the Chinese have run out of

resources, and they figured the

best way to remedy the problem

would be to invade neighboring

Russia. Of course, the Russkies

don't take very kindly to this unin-

vited guest, and the mayhem

begins. Force 21 will challenge you

to deal with various elements of

warfare, including action, opera-

tions, and strategy.

The war will take place on a

3D battlefield, with each side con-

trolling as many as 16 platoons

IV

Force 21 will give you more than

40 vehicles to control as you try

and win the Third World War.

filled with helicopters, tanks,

artillery, combat engineers, and

electronic units. In all, there will be

more than 40 different combat vehi-

cles for you to command through

30 single-player missions and ten

multi-player maps, which will

accommodate both cooperative

and deathmatch play for as many

as four players. As the battle rages

on, you'll need to conduct recon-

naissance, launch air assaults, lay

minefields, and detonate buildings

in orderto gain the upper hand.

Force 21 will also come with a map

and mission editor.

Authentic situations and ter-

rain are Force 2 7's goals, and to

ensure the former, General

Frederick M. Franks, Jr., a former

US Army Corps commander dur-

ing Operation Desert Storm, has

been brought in to impart his

knowledge and experience.

"Whereas a game like Tom

Clancy's Rainbow Six put players

in the role of a special counter-ter-

rorist operative, we'll show them

what it will feel like to be a com-

pany commander in the heat of

battle," says Franks. "They will

have to deal with all the elements

of battle to include the human

dimension of war that soldiers,

noncommissioned officers, and

officers have to bring together to

win at that intense and tough level

of mounted combat."

Force 21 is scheduled for

release this July.

htlp://uiuiiii.pcgamer.coni
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tutorial covering all of the basics,

while experienced pilots will be

able to hop right into any of the

campaigns that take place over

Africa. The 40-plus missions will

cover areas such as Madagascar,

The Rift Valley, Morocco, and

Ethiopia. There will be plenty of

enemy planes and helicopters to

fight, but the missions will also

force you to contend with land-

based obstacles such as tanks

and surface to air installations. As

a multi-role fighter, you'll also be

expected to engage in a little

bombing action, so be prepared to

lay waste to ground targets like

buildings, boats, roads, animals,

and people. Multi-player support

will be included and allows for

both deathmatch and cooperative

play via LAN or the Internet.
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Forget about baseball and football —
everyone knows the subject that every

computer sports gamer wanted to see

tackled was a bull riding sim!

Professional

Bull Rider

The new (bizarre) direction of

Sierra Sports continues apace

with the announcement of three

exclusive licensing agreements

from the world of Professional

Bull Riding. The first game out of

the shoot will be Professional

Bull Rider, and will feature many

top cowboys from the licensed

Professional Bull Riders, Inc.,

including Ty Murray and Tuff

Hedeman, the two other exclu-

sive licenses that Sierra has

inked. There's no word yet on

gameplay features or a release

date for the game, so all you PC-

owning bull riding fans will just

have to be patient.

Baldur's Gate: Tales

of the Sword Coast

All of the slavering roleplaying

Continued on page 52

n
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You start off your career in Flash

Point with only a sniper rifle; if

successful, you can move up to an

A-10 Warthog. Oh, yeah, baby!

Things can go hopelessly wrong if you allow the enemy planes to get

close enough to fire on your zeppelin in Dawn of Aces 1.3.

I-Magic Tricks
A handful ofnew
games coming

your way soon

I

nteractive Magic founder Bill

Stealey boldly predicted that

his company would achieve

the ever-elusive goal of profitabil-

ity in 1999. Here's what the com-

pany has on tap in the upcoming

months that has him so confident.

Road to Moscow is a war-

game that will try to do things a bit

differently than they've been done

in the past. Using a system called

'Interruptible Continuous Time',

this hybrid method for giving

orders is aimed at eliminating the

boring aspects of turn-based

games (primarily, waiting for the

other players to take their turns)

while cutting down on the frenzied

clicking of the real-time genre.

The two campaigns and 12

scenarios are set in the Eastern

Front of World War Two. The

player will literally control millions

of troops, giving Road to Moscow
a feel unlike many traditional style

war games; what the developer is

shooting for is more of a military

simulation on a very grand scale.

The artificial intelligence is also

being talked up by 1-Magic; the

company says the Al will "learn

by doing," meaning the computer

will adjust its thinking and

improve the more it experiences

and is exposed to winning strate-

gies. Look for Road to Moscow
this spring.

For the online-only crowd

comes ShockForce and Dawn of

Aces 1.3. ShockForce is a game

of battling hovertanks that will let

as many as 64 players bash on

each other in team play, similar to

Sierra's hit game, Starsiege:

Tribes. As squads are formed,

they will be given access to a

"radio channel," which allows for

team-centric communication. At

press time, the game is in open

beta testing with tentative plans

for a late spring/

early summer

release.

Dawn of

Aces 1.3 is

an update of

l-Magic's

successful

online World

War One flight

simulation. The

new version will include new air-

craft, a better gunner interface,

and the ability to load bombs and

variable fuel loads on your air-

craft. The most exciting addition,

though, will be the user-flyable

zeppelins. Perfect for high-alti-

tude bombing, the zeppelins will

also accommodate seven gunner

positions for defense. Check out

l-Magic's website at www.

imagicgames.com for more infor-

mation on these two games.

A combination real-time

strategy and action game, Flash

Point casts the player as a super-

soldier in the latter stages of

World War Three. The two war-

ring sides have worn each other

out (and have also done a bang

up job of nearly destroying the

planet in the process), and now

you must use your soldierly skills

to tip the balance over to your

side. As you successfully com-

plete missions, your rank will

improve, as will your skills and

responsibilities; tougher missions

will be assigned and better

weapons and vehicles will be

available. Eventu-

ally, you'll have

access to more

than 20 vehicles,

and the action can

be fought out in

first or third-person

views. An over-

head view will also

be available for

strategic planning.

Flash Point's multi-player aspect

will allow for head-to-head play

via LAN, Internet, or modem when

the game is released this June.

Finally, Interactive Magic

will be releasing a new business

simulation this fall by the name of

Wall Street Tycoon. Not many

details have been released on

this one as of yet, but if you've

always wanted to be a Bull or a

Bear, you can look forward to

testing your Stock Market

mettle without losing your shirt in

the process.

Road to Moscow uses NATO mil-

itary symbols to let you control

troops across the Eastern Front.

http://ujujiij.pcgamer.CDni
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The New
PC Gamer Online
The bestplace on

the webforyour

daily gamingfix

L
ast year, PC Gamer Online

took one for the team and

transferred much of its daily

content to our sister web site, IGN-

PC. Now that IGN-PC is well estab-

lished, PC Gamer Online is back

and better than ever, with a com-

pletely new design and a new atti-

tude that will quickly elevate our

beloved little online destination into

the best gaming web site out there.

We know what you're saying—
"You guys were already the best!"

Well, just wait until you lay your

peepers on the re-design!

We've returned to our previ-

ous format of providing online pre-

views, news that matters to

gamers, and demos for the hottest

games around. We're also expand-

ing our Level Paradise area to

include Total Annihilation, Myth,

and a host of other killer games.

Not everything's going to change,

though; we'll still be bringing you

your daily dose of gaming wit and

wisdom via our columns by the

likes of Editor-in-Chief Gary Whitta,

everyone's favorite whipping boy

Colin Williamson, and resident

freak Billy Harms.

And the fun doesn't stop

there! We've archived the Hard

Stuff online, so you'll be able to

Looking for a complete reviews

list? You'll find all of the hardware

and software reviews we've ever

done at www.pcgamer.com.

access every review, complete and

uncut, that has appeared in the

Hard Stuff section of the magazine.

And our game reviews are getting

the same treatment as well

(although this will take a little

longer since more than one thou-

sand reviews have appeared in our

magazine and our pudgy fingers

can only type so fast.)

So head on over to www.

pcgamer.com and check us out.
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Set 48 hours after the containment failure at the Black Mesa Lab,

Half-Life: Uplink finds Gordon Freeman attempting to manually adjust 1

the uplink tower so he and some scientists can reach the lower level
f

of the compound. Along the way. he feces all sorts of horrors ...

The official demo for Half-Life, Half-Life: Uplink features all-new

material and consists of a mini-mission not included in the full game.

The demo requires a Pentium 133, DirectX, 24MB RAM. and 80MB

|

Due to the high demand for this demo, download times may vary. Please be patient and keep trying,

j

For those of you with slow Internet connections. Half-Life: Uplink win appear on the May PC Gamer disc.

* Download: Half-Life Demo

htupLink.exe (48.5 MB)

STH?! ..Vs

You won’t find any lame Barbie Fashion Designer demos at PC Gamer

Online. We give you only the best demos because you deserve the best!
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fans that couldn't get enough of

Black Isle Studios' Baldur's Gate

can rest easy; an add-on adven-

ture is on the way and could be

available by the time you read

this. Dubbed Tales of the Sword

Coast, the expansion pack will

deliver new quests, characters,

and items. One of the new

adventures will be set on an

island off of the Sword Coast

near the city of Baldur's Gate.

The player must find a way onto

the island, explore it, and thwart

the evil forces that are threaten-

ing the mainland. Another

adventure will take place in

Durlag's Tower, a long-time

bane of adventurous types.

Baldur's Gate addicts can stop shaking

now; there's a new add-on pack on the

way that will deliver more of the roleplay-

ing goodness you crave.

Tarzan Action Game
In conjunction with the June

15 release of Disney's animated

Tarzan feature film, the com-

pany's interactive division is

preparing an action game for

the PC. This one is aimed at the

younger crowd, but anyone

who's young at heart should

enjoy this 3D romp through the

jungle. You'll follow Tarzan s

growth from boy to man through

16 levels, featuring obstacles

such as quicksand, water

snakes, and elephant stam-

pedes. As you progress through

the game, Tarzan will gain more

skills including fighting with a

spear, swinging on vines, and

"tree surfing." PCG

The many creatures that inhabit

the jungle, like this stork, are

among your friends in Tarzan.

PC GAMER Man 1393

News Briefs
More Delays for C&C
The hotly anticipated Command

and Conquer: Tiberian Sun from

Westwood Studios has been

delayed once again. As of press

time, the release date will be some-

time this summer as Westwood

needs more time to properly finalize

and tweak the game. Bummer.

Mega No More
Epic Games is the newly-truncated

name of Epic MegaGames, the

company that gave us Unreal (why

the company's games are no

longer Mega remains unclear). The

company has also moved its head-

quarters and development team

from Cary, NC,to Rockville, MD, in

an effort to consolidate its

resources. Says Mark Rein, vice

president of the company, ‘‘Unreal

was first created by developers

who were scattered across the

world. Eventually, the team came

together to finish the game and

that's when the real magic started.

The move to North Carolina cen-

tralizes Epic, bringing all of the

company's talented developers

under one roof. We fully expect our

future work, developed by a com-

plete team working together in one

place from beginning to end, will

more than exceed expectations."

Batman returns to PC
Ubi Soft and Warner Brothers

Interactive Entertainment have

signed a licensing agreement to

produce interactive titles based on

the Batman franchise. The compa-

nies will work together to bring

games based on the license to PC,

Dreamcast, PlayStation, Nintendo

64, and Color GameBoy by the year

2000. One title is already in the

works at Ubi Soft's New York

development studio using the com-

pany's proprietary 3D technology.

An Elixir for Eidos

Eidos Interactive has signed a

publishing agreement with Elixir

Studios, a London-based devel-

oper created by Demis Hassabis,

formerly of Bullfrog Productions.

Hassabis was the co-developer

on Bullfrog's Theme Park at the

tender age of 16. He formed Elixir

in 1998 and signed on some pretty

impressive talent; four members of

his team hold Double First Class

Degrees in Computer Science

from Cambridge University! The

agreement calls for Eidos to pub-

lish the first three titles from Elixir,

the first of which is due in the

year 2000. There are no details

available yet on the new games.

EA Scores FI License;

GT Gets Indy

Electronic Arts has secured the

rights to use the Formula One rac-

ing license in a series of new

games. Details on the financial

terms were not disclosed, but the

fact that Formula One racing is

the world's most popular specta-

tor sports suggests that it didn't

come cheaply. The deal encom-

passes all of the drivers, teams,

cars, and tracks.

On a similar note, GT Inter-

active has acquired the exclusive

rights to the Indianapolis 500, the

Indy Racing League, the Indi-

anapolis Motor Speedway, and all

of the teams and drivers that par-

ticipate in the event. GT has also

acquired the rights for all sequels,

add-ons, and level packs for any

game which it publishes using

this license.

Purple Moon Goes Poof

The company known for its

"Games for Girls" line of software

has closed its doors after three

years, saying "consolidation in

the CD-ROM market" was to

blame. The closure has put 40

employees out of work.

Growing By Leaps

and Bounds
The interactive Digital Software

Association (IDSA), the trade

association that represents the

U.S. video and PC games industry,

has released figures stating that

sales of computer and video

games showed a whopping 35

percent increase in 1998 over the

previous year. The console mar-

ket provided the lion's share of

the increase (37 percent), but

even the PC market showed some

impressive growth, registering 12

million more units sold; an 18 per-

cent increase over last year.

Crowd Control Needed
Online gaming services (espe-

cially the free ones) are attracting

more and more people to their

sites. Blizzard Entertainment is

claiming its Battle.net service

now has more than 2.1 million

members. It also says that since

the release of StarCraft, more

than 4.7 million games have been

played over the service, with

50.000 simultaneous players dur-

ing peak hours. Blizzard isn't the

only one attracting the gamers in

droves. Microsoft is saying that

its service, the MSN Gaming

Zone, has more than four million

registered users, more than

30.000 on at once during peak

hours, and 200,000 unique visitors

every day. Adam Waalkes, prod-

uct unit manager of the service,

says, "Two hundred thousand

daily visitors is more per day than

all the Disney theme parks com-

bined. This activity generates 22

million minutes of usage per day

on the Zone." Not nearly as

impressive, but growing steadily

just the same, is SegaSoft's

HEAT.NET. The company says its

membership has nearly quintu-

pled over the past year, closing

out 1998 with 472,000 members.

tittp://mujui.pcgainer.coni
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The PC Gamer Playlist

What's hot at the magazine's offices this month.

Everything old is new again at solution in Infocom's Hitch-

L the PC Gamer offices. A wave hiker's Guide to the Galaxy. Jay

of retro gaming has taken over was last seen defending the

the staff as the classics of yes- planet in round after round of

teryearare being rediscovered. Space Invaders, while Smoke

Billy and Vederman started the found a nifty little NES emulator

trend, loading up the original (and yes, he owns the original

Ouake. Cries of "Eat my lightning cartridge, so it's legal) that

gun, pal!" were heard emanating allowed him to relive one of his

from the small corner of the room all-time favorite sports games,

where we keep them cordoned Baseball Stars. Dan thought it

off. All this commotion inspired might be fun to do a little civilian

the rest of us to revisit our old aviating, but rather than turning

favorites. Luton really went off to one of those fancy, new-fan-

the deep end, roaming the hall- gled versions, he went with the

ways of Wolfenstein 3D once original Microsoft Flight Simula-

again. Wolf, fresh off of his third tor. Lisa and Dean, though,

play through of Baldur's Gate, shamed us all as they engaged in

went back to his roots, loading what is perhaps the purest multi-

up the original Bard's Tale. player duel ever created — the

Whitta spent some time with a incomparable Pong 1
. We did find

text parser, trying to remember some time to play games of a

that damned babel fish puzzle more recent vintage too...

SimCity 3000

Myth II: Soulblighter

Oddworld: Abe's Exoddus

High Heat Baseball 2000

Duke Nukem Forever

Quake II: CTF

Sid Meier's Alpha Centauri

Starsiege: Tribes

Thief: The Dark Project

Barbie "All Meat Diet " Simulator

Shake up at Sierra Washington.

Continued from page 46 Sierra claims that this consol-

idation plan had been under con-

now, Navy SEALS, which had sideration for many months but

been scheduled for a 2000 was put on hold during the sale

release, the next game in the Kro- process, and that Havas, the new

ndor series, and the NFL-based owner, was not responsible for the

new version of 3D Ultra Pinball move, although the parent com-

are no longer in Sierra's plans. pany did approve the restructuring.

According to Grenewetzki, all of It remains to be seen how

the other 1999 releases such as this latest move will affect an

PGA Championship Golf 1999, already disgruntled group of

Homeworld, Gabriel Knight 3, and gamers. Another customer-irritat-

NASCAR Racing 3 are on track ing move was the announcement

(although the golf game has been that InterAction Magazine, a quar-

delayed yet again and is now due terly bonus for those who purchase

in May). The other two games in a Sierra title, will cease publication

development at Yosemite, Middle as of the Spring 1999 issue. Sierra

Earth Online and Babylon 5 Space says it has no other plans to shuffle

Combat Simulator, will also other divisions or cancel scheduled

remain on the schedule, as many games— let’s hope that this

of those working on these two restructuring is the start of a new

games have agreed to relocate to era for the company.
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. . a sure fire recipe for chaos and mayhem that no sane

player would want to miss.”
-Computer Games Strategy Plus

“
. . a fantasy tag team match on a global scale. It’s

melodrama, it’s excitement, it works.”
-Computer Gaming World

“.
. . Total Annihilation: Kingdoms is completely

unbelievable. Everything in the game moves with a grace

and realism that is stunning.”
-Imagine Games Network

. . fit to sit on the throne of RTS gaming.”
-Gamer’s Republic

“Never have we seen a game that goes to such great

lengths to create an innovative, engrossing, story driven

RTS of this magnitude ... we could be looking at

something amazing . .

.”

-Gamefan

fftt'tl £0«HUUm§

Go to www.pcgamer.com/request Product #248

©1999 Humongous Entertainment, Inc. All Rights Reserved. Total Annilhilation and Total Annihilation: Kingdoms are trademarks of Humongous Entertainment, Inc. Cavedog Entertainment and the Cavedog Entertainment logo are registered trademarks

of Humongous Entertainment, Inc. Created and published by Cavedog Entertainment, a division of Humongous Entertainment, Inc. Distributed by GT Interactive Software Corporation.
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Thrills, spills, and chills have never been so much fun!

You’ll get to sculpt your park’s terrain, hire the employees,

and build the rides. You’ll have an unlimited combination of

roller coaster designs and landscapes to build the coolest

‘coasters imaginable. You’ll get to manage the entire park,

from building and maintenance to research and development.

And you’ll wind up hopelessly addicted to creating the

amusement park of your dreams.
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Go to www.pcganjef.com/request Product #283
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When the biggest movie event of all

time opens this May, LucasArts will

mark the occasion by releasing two

brand new Star Wars games based on

the movie the following week.

Developed in secrecy and kept strictly

under wraps until now, those games

can at last be revealed...

—by Gary Whitta

Cover Story
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The Phantom Menace

Cover Story

Star Wars: Episode.

1

Racer

page..EB

' hen the time
came to sit

down and
write this

story, I went
back and forth for about five

minutes on how to write the

intro until the realization hit

me that, by the time you
read this story in mid-April,

anything in the way of an

introduction to Star Wars
Episode I: The Phantom
Menace, will undoubtedly

be redundant. If you don't

know by now what The
Phantom Menace is or why
it's a big deal, I can only

assume that you've recently

emerged after 30 years in

an underground bomb
shelter in some kind of

hilarious Brendan Fraser-

style scenario. Barring that

presumably very small per-

centage of the public, we
can move swiftly on to the

stuff that the rest of you are

here for: the cold, hard first

look at the Episode I games.
LucasArts is readying

not one, but two Episode I-

based games to hit the

streets the week following

the release of the movie in

May. There's no shortage of

company firsts here: this is

the first time that LucasArts

will have developed and
released two Star Wars
games in tandem, and the

games will be the first PC
titles from Lucas to be based

directly and solely on the

events of a single Star Wars
movie — the idea being to

break gamers in with a pair

of straight-ahead movie tie-

ins before branching out

with more diverse

"expanded universe" stuff

later in the year and beyond.

The long term plan is to shift

all energies onto Episode I-

based development,
meaning that the forth-

coming X-Wing Alliance and
Force Commander will prob-

ably be the last "classic

trilogy" Star Wars games we
ever see.

For now, at least,

LucasArts is taking no risks

and casting its net wide with

these first two offerings —
both games are aimed
squarely at the mainstream

market and are in two very

different genres, so chances

at least one of them will

appeal, whatever your

gaming tastes. Both have

their fair share of originality,

but you'll have to look a

little deeper than each

game's title to find it: the

action/adventure is called

simply Star Wars: Episode I

— The Phantom Menace,
while the racer goes by the

name of, er, Star Wars:

Episode I— Racer. So,

without further ado...
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Star Wars: Episode I

The Phantom Menace

T
he Phantom Menace repre-

sents LucasArts' first attempt
to directly adapt a Star Wars
movie for PC, and the com-
pany wisely elected to do so

within a genre for which it is rightly

revered — adventure. But before you
old-schoolers get too excited about the
idea of a SCUMM-based graphic adven-
ture in the Episode I universe, be
advised: The Phantom Menace, while
still fundamentally an adventure, repre-
sents a big departure from LucasArts'
traditional approach to the genre.

The first impression after seeing
the Phantom Menace game in action is

that it adopts a much more arcade-like

approach than we're used to seeing
from PC adventures. Gamers familiar

with PlayStation titles like Metal Gear
Solid or Resident Evil will instantly get

___
the idea — the gameworld is

' rendered as a full 3D environ-

ment and viewed from a

roving camera poised

above and behind the

player character. That
may be partly due to the

fact that the game was
developed simultane-

ously with a Sony
PlayStation version,

and partly due to

LucasArts' obvious
attempt to appeal to

\
~ as wide an audience

^
as possible, as

opposed to the tradi-
‘ tionally small hard-

core adventure

This production art shows
an early concept for Obi-

Wan Kenobi as he will

appear in the Phantom

Menace game.

"While we didn't change any of the story, we did

extend it in some areas. A scene in the movie
that may last ten to fifteen minutes will take sev-

eral hours to complete in the game."
— Dean Sharpe, project leader

market. It doesn't take a business genius
to fathom the thinking behind this deci-

sion — that, for now, at least, any kind

of "niche" title would be a waste of what
is potentially the most lucrative license

in history. Sound business sense to be
sure, but nevertheless a philosophy that

might cause die-hard gamers to be a

little skeptical about what to expect from
the game itself.

In the beginning. .

.

The task of turning the movie into a PC
game fell to Big

Ape Productions,

a team which has
had a long, if not

particularly dis-

tinguished, third-

party develop-

ment relationship

with LucasArts.

The team's

credits include

the Super
Nintendo titles

Metal Warriors

and Zombies Ate
My Neighbors,

and most
recently the

Saturn and
PlayStation ver-

sions of Here's

Adventures. The

Phantom Menace will be Big Ape's first

ever PC title — but that didn't dissuade
the team from taking on the biggest
movie license of all time. "When the
opportunity to develop an Episode / title

was presented to us, we naturally were
very excited about the possibilities,"

says Dean Sharpe, project leader. "We
wanted to do a PC game so that we
didn't have the same type of constraints

as we did when working on consoles."
Detailed information regarding the

game's story is still somewhat shrouded
in secrecy, since it follows the events of

LucasArts adventure fans will be

familiar with the multiple-choice dialog
|

trees used for character interaction.

You still want that T-14?

I will give you 5000 Credits for a T-14.

I ’will give you a Portable Fusion Coil from Naboo in

exchange for the T-1 4.

Never mind.



the movie closely — and Lucasfilm isn't

about to let any major plot details slip

out prior to the movie's opening. This

much is known: the game opens with

the player in the Jedi boots of young
Obi-Wan Kenobi who has travelled to

the planet Naboo with fellow Jedi Qui-

Gon Jinn to help resolve what Sharpe
will only refer to as "a distressing situa-

tion". As the story unfolds, the player

will actually control four of the movie's

principal characters — Obi-Wan and Qui-

Gon, and also Queen Padme and
Captain Panaka — assuming the role of

each as the game shifts focus to center

on their part in the overall story. "There

are several main characters in the

movie, and we wanted to use all of them
depending on how they fit into each

level or area in the game," explains

Sharpe. "Although the Queen and
Captain Panaka aren't used nearly as

much in the game as Obi-Wan and Qui-

Gon. We really did it to help diversify the

gameplay and to add to the game in

areas where the movie moved too

rapidly — if we made some of the levels

as long as they were in the movie, it

would have been a very short game!
Once people see the movie, they'll have

a much better understanding of how the

two characters work together. They're

both really important to the story."

Inevitably, the team has taken some
liberties with the movie's story to make
it function as the game's interactive

backdrop, although the primarily loca-

tions — the planets Naboo, Theed,
Tatooine, and Coruscant, as well as the

underwater city of Otah-gunga — remain

the same in both game and movie.

"While we didn't change any of the

story, we did extend it in some areas,"

Sharpe explains. "For example, a scene

in the movie that may last ten to fifteen

minutes will take several hours to com-
plete in the game. We've also added
some side quests. These are things that

the player doesn't have to do to finish

the game but provide an extra bonus for

them to enjoy. None of the side quests

will change the story or alter how the

game will end.

"Mos Espa is definitely the biggest

environment in the game," Sharpe con-

tinues. "In terms of game time, we're esti-

mating that it will take most people about

ten hours to complete that level alone.

Another example of that level's size is that

players can interact with more than a hun-

dred characters. We're estimating

between forty to sixty hours to complete

I Battle Droids will act as lightsaber

I fodder for Obi-Wan and Qui-Gon in the

1 early stages of The Phantom Menace.

the whole game. That's not including fin-

ishing all of the side quests, though."

How it plays

An early play-through of some of the

game's levels suggests an interesting

combination of game styles — shades of

everything from Tomb Raider and
Resident Evil to Grim Fandango, but

with the emphasis
always more on
the adventurous
side of gaming
than pure running-

and-gunning. At its

most adventurous,

the game is quite

reminiscent of

LucasArts'

SCUMM-based
roots, featuring a

lot of inventory-

based questing and
branching dialogs

with non-player

characters, while at

its most arcadey, it

almost seems like

an out-and-out

console game,
featuring Tomb
Raider-style

jumping and block-

pushing challenges.

"The main objective

was to make a fun

game that anyone
could play," says

Sharpe. "LucasArts

never told us that they

wanted an adventure

game or an action

game — it was really

our strengths and our

passion as developers

that led us down the

adventure path. It

actually turned out to

be much more than

just a traditional

adventure game,
though. Our focus was
to make sure that the

game followed the

movie as closely as possible, which
meant we would have to do several dif-

ferent types of gameplay throughout —
we had to create some action elements

such as jumping and shooting, but we
also had to have some SCUMM-type
puzzles that involved dialogue with

NPCs, and inventory puzzles.

"The other issues centered around

the technology and how we could make

I Transitions between levels will be

! bandied by a seamless combination of
|

4 cinematic and in-game cut scenes.

You can draw your lightsaber at any time— but don't expect the

people you meet to react well to such a confrontational attitude!
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To read about Racer, turn to page 68

will ultimately end up seeing in the film.

A lot of stuff actually changed after we
had implemented it into the game, so
you'll see some things in the game that

didn't make the cut into the final film."

As development time for both
game and movie wore on, however, the

doors began to open up. "Lucasfilm

gave us unprecedented access to every-

thing that was being created for the

film," says Sharpe. "Of course, we had
to sign strict non-disclosure agreements
before we could do anything, but we
saw a great deal of concept art, scripts,

and eventually bits of the film that were
finished. There was also a lot of still

photography that we needed to view to

see how the characters looked, what the

environments looked like, and so on."

The results, so far as it's possible to

say without having seen a finished ver-

sion of either game or movie, are impres-

sive. Big Ape looks to have done a fine

job of capturing the overall look of the

movie, as well as the adventurous spirit of

the Star Wars universe. It'll be interesting

to see how well the diverse mix of game
styles gels in the final version, however—
it's possible that by attempting to appeal

to such a mainstream audience (as well as

create a game that sits equally well on
both the PlayStation and PC) with this

approach, the gameplay may alienate

LucasArts' adventure gaming hard core.

We'll know for sure the week of May 23rd

when Star Wars Episode I: The Phantom
Menace arrives on store shelves. In the

meantime, you'll want to invest in a 3D
card if you don't already have one — fol-

lowing a trend set by Shadows of the

Empire and Rogue Squadron 3D, The
Phantom Menace will be the latest Star

Wars title to require 3D acceleration.

You may
Jedi but you : l

only take much
punishment

keep eye

health meteryour

These Battle Droids are tough and

attack in large numbers— fortunately,

your lightsaber will turn 'em into scrap

the game work on home console plat-

forms," Sharpe says. "But our biggest

balancing act was how to satisfy the

casual gamer and yet make it challenging

enough for hard core gamers. We're con-

fident we've achieved the right balance.

We've done a lot of things to make sure

that the average user can jump in and
start playing. For example, the characters

attacks can all be done with one button.

By holding or pressing a button, the
player can attack and block shots with the

lightsaber. For more advanced players,

there are combo attacks, jump attacks,

and other techniques such as strafing.

"Initially, players begin with a lot of

action and fairly simple puzzles," con-
tinues Sharpe. "As the player goes

through the game, it will naturally get

more difficult, with more difficult puzzles

to solve. The Mos Espa level has some
really great puzzles that are both inven-

tory-based and action-based. On the

later levels, you'll actually have to switch

characters in the middle of the level

because much of the action in the story

is taking place simultaneously."

From movie. . . to game

Another big challenge for Big Ape in cre-

ating a game based on Episode i is that

everything surrounding the movie has
been kept so secret — when the team
started working on the project nearly

two years ago, there was virtually

m nothing to
Captain Panaka (bottom left) is the Queen's chief bodyguard and

so doesn't take any crap, even from these scary spider droids.

go on.

"Initially, it

was chal-

lenging

since there

wasn't a lot

of material

except for

concept art

and the

script,"

explains

Sharpe.

"Since a

great deal of

the movie is

being done
with com-
puter

graphics, it

wasn't easy

making the

game match
what people
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f the handful of kick-ass

action sequences that

George Lucas is promising
for Episode I, there's one
that's already promising to

have the biggest impact on audiences.
It's the scene that's already well known
amongst avid Episode I-watchers and
Internet rumor-mongers as the
"Podrace," it looks amazing and it's also,
perhaps not surprisingly, the focus of
LucasArts' other Episode I game.

Star Wars: Episode I— Racer,
though not exactly cunningly titled, has
so far blown away the privileged few out-
side of LucasArts to have seen and
played it. It's a fast action 3D-accelerated
racing game that makes other sci-fi

racers like Wipeout and Powerslide look
like Driving Miss Daisy.

Those who haven't been keeping up
with their pre-release Episode I hype will

have cause to wonder how a racing
game has anything to do with a Star
Wars license. Well, it turns out that

"As soon as we heard about the Podrace
sequence, we knew it would make a great game.
It's fast, it's thrilling, it has a whole mess of

brand new Star Wars characters and vehicles —
it's perfect."

—Jon Knoles, co-project leader

Anakin Skywalker was something of a
boy racer in his younger days when he
was growing up as a slave on Tatooine.
In his home town of Mos Espa, the
masses' favorite spectator sport is

Podracing, in which pilots strap them-
selves into tiny cockpits pulled along by
cables attached to a pair of massive
rocket engines. It's a high-tech variant on
the ancient (and almost as dangerous)
Roman sport of chariot racing — here,
the pods are the chariots and the giant
engines the horses. The Podracers (as

the vehicles are known) are
so powerful and tricky to

control that the pilots are

almost all multi-limbed
aliens — young Anakin is

Negotiating the

winding, cav-

ernous obstacles

of Nlos Espa will

be one of the

game's toughest

challenges.

3/12

This ice planet is one of the many original

Podracing circuits the LucasArts team
created to flesh out the game's universe.

the only human deemed good enough to
be allowed to race.

In the movie's race sequence,
Anakin competes against a wide field of
alien pilots on a circuit comprising some
of Tatooine's most treacherously rocky
terrain — at speeds approaching
600mph! It's such a tentpole sequence
that it occupies a full ten minutes of the
movie's running time, and was an
obvious choice for LucasArts when time
came to isolate scenes worthy of game
adaptation. "As soon as we heard about
the Podrace sequence, we knew it would
make a great game," says Jon Knoles,
one of the game's project leaders. "It's

fast, it's thrilling, it has a whole mess of
brand new Star Wars characters and

vehicles — it's per-

fect. Not only that,

but making a game
based on one
exciting sequence of

the film gave us a

great deal of creative

freedom without
. having to wait for

. ideas, plot elements,
' s

. ancj designs to come
from Lucasfilm or

ILM which may not

have been resolved

at that time.

"So, we began

The two huge rocket engines that propel the Podracers are
connected and kept in sync by an electrical "binder beam”.



This sequence of stills from The Phantom

Menace can only hint at how thrilling the

movie's Podracing scene will actually be...

Podracing universe quite a bit in order to

tailor enough material for an entire game.

"We were never worried about not

having enough material to make a good

game, as long as we were given the okay

to create our own environments," says

Knoles. "We were given the green light to

go ahead and create our own Galactic

Podrace Circuit, where the movie's race

course on Tatooine is the final champi-

onship round. There are so many new
aliens and fantastic vehicles that, if any-

thing, we had more than enough to play

with. That's the beauty of George Lucas'

creation in Star Wars— there's always

something new and exciting, yet it all

seems somehow familiar."

With the go-ahead to create its own
original Podrace circuits, the team set

about coming up with course designs.

"We talked about what kinds of racing

games we liked, didn't like, played a

whole lot of them, and generally experi-

mented," says Knoles. "Pretty much
from the start, we'd pump out a whole

series of crazy tracks without much
detail, just to see what we could do with

our physics engine and what would be

acceptable game performance. We also

knew, based on the scale of the movie's

Podrace course, that some of our tracks

would be huge— twenty to forty miles in

length. Keep in mind this is a distance

covered in two or three minutes at

Podracer speeds of 400 to 600mph.

"We also asked Peter Chan, a former

LucasArts artist now working on his own,

to draw up some conceptual paintings

and sketches based on some ideas he

and I mulled over, as well as ideas

gleaned from Doug Chiang's terrific con-

ceptual renderings for the Episode / film,"

Knoles says. "This inspired our first two

course designers, Jacob Stephens and

Duncan Brown (from the Jedi Knight

team) to go right to work, though there

was some learning of new tools involved.

We kinda made things up as we went."

The results are impressively varied.

Aside from the Mos Espa circuit gamers

will recognize from the film, Racer's cir-

cuits — more than 20 in all — boast such

diverse features as fiery methane lakes,

half-mile wide chasms in the track, dense

swamps, submarine tunnels, falling

asteroids and — in the very cool-looking

"Penal Asteroid" level — zero-gravity

vacuum tunnels that Podracers can blast

through at incredible speeds.

experimenting with some low-altitude

flight models, some space sim things,

and the like, wondering where it would

fit in with the whole Episode I movie,"

Knoles says. "When we were first shown
a sneak peak at a very rough animatic of

the Podrace sequence, that really got our

juices flowing — Wow! We couldn't wait

to get going on the real thing."

On your marks, set. .

.

Knoles is part of a 20-strong internal

development team at LucasArts that has

collectively contributed to such Star

Wars titles as Jedi Knight, TIE Fighter, X-

Wing, Rogue Squadron 3D, Shadows of

the Empire, and both Rebel Assaults.

The team was brought together for the

task of turning the movie's Podrace

sequence into an equally exhilarating

game — and early playtests suggest that

the movie sequence itself may have its

work cut out for it if it wants to keep

pace with the PC-based action. This is

one fast game.
First impressions upon playing:

imagine the 3D speed, low-altitude

race/flight model and traditional third-

person view of a racer like Wipeout com-

bined with the unique production design

and quirky control that results from

basing a race game around such unique

vehicles. Then accelerate that experience

by a factor of five or six. Star Wars:

Episode I — Racer boasts an impressive

graphics engine that actually manages to

convey the sense of racing at speeds as

high as 600mph. This amazing sense of

speed is particularly impressive when

Cover Story
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you consider the

high level of on-

screen detail. "The
Podracers —
engines, cockpits,

cables, exhaust

flames, pilot, binder

beam and all — can

top out at over 1,000

polygons," says

Knoles. "The world

itself may average

between 1,000 and

2,500 polygons — of

course, this fluctu-

ates all the time. All

this, plus some mas-

sive screen-fill at

times (that means
very large polygons

to the layman), and

we're running at

around 30 frames per 1

second. It's a tricky thing to do when
you load worlds with as much graphic

detail as we have, not to mention the

fact that rendering one Podracer is like

rendering three cars in any other game
If you haven't already guessed —

yes, Star Wars: Episode I— Racer will

require a 3D accelerator.

Expanding the universe

Star Wars: Episode I — Racer actually

expands on the race-based events of the

movie somewhat— since there's only

one circuit (Mos Espa) shown in the film,

and not all the rival racers feature promi-

nently, the team had to expand the

K«S!ste®

Twenty different pods

provide Racer with

graphical variety, as

well as different han-

dling characteristics.



tion based on difficulty level — on cer-

tain levels, the money is staggered
throughout the field, while in others, it's

winner takes all.

Your chariot awaits!

Then there are the Podracers them-
selves. Of the 20-plus vehicles and i Sj

pilots featured in the game, you'll § £
be able to recognize 18 from the
movie — although some only very,

very briefly so you may have to see
| 2

the film several times to spot them u £
all (no problem there! — millions of U j£

Star Wars geeks). It's a wide field,

which has given the Racer team
plenty of opportunity to experiment with
different pilot and vehicle characteristics.

"Some Podracers are literally twice or

three times the size of others — which
posed some unique course design prob-
lems," says Knoles. "They all have their

own unique shape, paint schemes, and
performance characteristics. All of the
pilots are aliens, with the exception of

Anakin, and they are all four feet tall or
shorter, which gave our animators a great
opportunity to have a whole mHiRiil
mess of fun. Podracers are a

decidedly brash group of ruf- LQQSEj
fians, too, so we were able to

make up a lot of nasty insults

they toss at one another. Most
of these characters are not seen
from head to toe in the movie,
so we were able to give them
our own touches to their per-

sonalities and costumes."
Although the game's basic

control method is fairly tradi-

tional, players will have to get
used to a few new tricks based
on the Podracers' novel chariot-

style design

Star Wars: Episode I— Racer is currently
looking in great shape — most of the
vehicles and courses are finished, and the
work now is concentrated on bug-hunting
and implementing the promised multi-

player mode. Races can accommodate up
to eight Podracers, and the plan is to

allow all of them to be player-controlled

via LAN or the Internet. This somewhat
unique form of racing will undoubtedly
take some getting used to, but based on
the variety and sheer speed that Racer is

currently exhibiting, it looks as though
this could be just the change in pace that

gamers weary of run-of-the-mill car-

based racers have been waiting for.

tomize their chosen Podracer by paying
a visit to Watto, the parts dealer. By
using the money you win from races,

you can augment your Podracer's accel-
eration, speed, steering, braking, and
other critical systems. "If you don't like

the way your Podracer handles, just

place fourth or better in some races to

earn some money and make it better,"

says Knoles. By "some races" he's refer-

ring to the game's variable prize alloca-

'The game was
designed to take advantage of

the benefits of an analog joy-

stick/controller," says Knoles.
"The engines can be 'reined in'

a bit to take tighter turns and
absorb the shock of landing

from a wild jump — we have a

lot of those — or can be forced

downward for maximum
speed, but you lose a bit of

steering ability."

In a feature that mimics
some of the pre-race activity

portrayed in the movie, players

will be able to further cus-

Podracing is a dirty sport, and rival racers

can be bumped off the course and even into

obstacles to take them out of competition.

Anakin is just one

of many different

characters you

can race as. Here,

young Skywalker

is hanging out

in the Podracer

pits while the pit

droids upgrade

his vehicle with

the latest modifi-

cations.

Yes, you read it right— 407mph. These
Podracers can clock some serious speeds
— and that's without using the turbo boost!
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STRAT-O-MATIC BASEBALL 90 FULL COUNT BASEBALL 90 THE RETURN OF EARL? so

PURESIM BASEBALL so CACTUS LEAGUE INTERACTIVE BASEBALL 90

BY ROB SMOLKA
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I THE RACE FOR THE PENNANT

ONE OF LAST YEAR'S BETTER
EFFORTS IS BACK FOR ITS

SOPHOMORE SEASON— AND
DEVELOPER TEAM .366 IS

PROMISING ALL KINDS OF
ENHANCEMENTS.

T he battle for baseball supremacy in 1998

(and bear in mind we're talking quality

here, not sales figures) was won by a

relatively unknown development team by the

name of Team .366. Its debut title, High Heat •<

Baseball 1999, may not have delivered all of the

features that many fans craved, and it wasn't as
pretty as some of the others, but when push
came to shove, the upstarts got it right where it

counted - on the field. No other title last year felt

like a game of real baseball the way High Heat
did, with its brilliant pitcher-batter interface,

smooth fielding control, smart-as-a-whip artifi-

cial intelligence, and very acceptable statistical

outcomes for an arcade-style game. Now Team
.366 is ready to do it again with its incredibly

ambitious follow-up, High Heat Baseball 2000.

Last year's game had absolutely gorgeous

The new polygonal players look sharp,

and getting to play in a beautifully ren-

dered, classic stadium like The Polo

Grounds is an added bonus.

3D stadiums, but the players were very two-
dimensional. So the biggest visual enhancement
made to High Heat 200 has been the move to full

3D-polgonal players— and the results have
been well worth the effort. The solid player mod-
els and new animations, such as jack-knifing out
of the way of an inside pitch, give High Heat
2000 a much more refined appearance. The
players will even have changing facial expres-
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i lie same great pucner-Datter interface

from last year is back with some great

enhancements. Now you can see the

strike zone and the path of the ball as it

crosses the plate.

sions, although there are no real faces, a la

Microsoft's game (see page 85).

The 37 stadiums (including the classic

Ebbetts Fields and the Polo Grounds, the new
parks in Seattle, Houston, and Milwaukee, and a

couple of minor league parks, Modesto and
Nashville) have been improved too, and look

sweet as candy. Replays, which were limited to

just home runs last year, have been greatly

expanded upon. You'll be able to set the auto-

replay feature to off, home runs only, few, or

many, but you'll also be able to pause the game
and check out any play from an immense variety

of angles. One final note on the graphics; while
3D acceleration will be supported to full effect,

even the software mode looks very good this

year, unlike the hideous graphics that those with-

out hardware had to endure in last year's game.
The laid-back announcer of the San

Francisco Giants, Ted Robinson, is back forthe

play-by-play calls, and his role has been greatly

expanded, with nearly twice the amount of dia-

logue as before. Ted will even comment on a

player's previous at bat, adding a sense of conti-

nuity to the broadcast.

Many may be concerned that this move to

full 3D could have an adverse effect on the game-
play, but there's no need to worry. The game-
play's overall feel is almost an exact duplicate of

the previous version— a good thing indeed.

Meanwhile, Team .366 has been adding a stag-

gering amount of additions and corrections to the

action on the field, as well as upgrading the

amount of information available to the player.

Manage-only types will be pleased to know
that full managerial options will be included in

both one-pitch and full at-bat modes. In two-
player games (which will include both managerial

and action play on the same computer, or via

LAN, modem or Internet), the difficulty level of

each can be set independently. With the touch of

a key you'll be able to view pertinent player infor-

mation, such as career, last season, and current

season stats, base running info, and the versus

left and right breakdown for both the pitcher and
batter. You can also call up the status of the

relievers warming up in your bullpen, which is a

new feature this year, although it can be toggled

off if you don't want to be bothered.

Last year's High West had one of the best

pitcher-batter interfaces, and some interesting

touches have been added this year, which
should make it even better. "One of the things

people asked us about last year was whether
we had a biased strike zone based on whether
the pitcher was a star or not," says Mark
Dickenson, director of the project. "We did; so

Greg Maddux had a better strike zone than other

pitchers. So what you can do now is see the

normal strike zone and the biased strike zone.

One of the other things we've added that you
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The full Major League Baseball license

is in place this Year, so your favorite

team will feature authentic uniforms

and team names.

There are several new angles to choose from while playing

the game. This one shows you the whole field and is ideal

for playing in manage-only mode.

can turn on or off at the beginning of the game

is a variable umpire."

Depending on which umpire is behind the

plate, the strike zone will be slightly different;

one may favor the inside corner while another

may set up outside and give the wide strike.

Another cool new twist is being able to see the

pitch path. This will show you where the pitch

crosses the .strike zone as it is currently in effect

(based on pitcher and umpire adjustments).

All of the base-running kinks have been

worked out of the engine, and the inclusion of

throwing errors, passed balls, and wild pitches

should make the on-field play more realistic.

"You'll have to be more careful running the

bases now, because the players do a good job

of backing up plays on throwing errors," says

Dickenson. The difficulty levels have been

tweaked too, and can be adjusted before each

game. "This year MVP level is a natural growth

from All-Star level. Last year MVP was for the

super player only," says Dickenson.

Perhaps the most exciting new feature in

the upcoming game is the career mode. This

thing is as deep as the Mariana Trench, with

three levels of minor leagues to juggle on top of

your major league roster. You can use the cur-

rent Major League team rosters, dump all the

players in a pool and redraft, or draft up a league

from an entirely fictional group of players and

guide your franchise through a virtually unlimited

number of seasons. Players will improve or

decline based on their age and potential, and

you'll need to decide which minor leaguers to

promote, release, and give playing time to.

"The minor leagues will have one lineup

for each of your levels," says Dickenson. "It's

very important because the guy that you choose

to be in the lineup is the guy that’s going to get

the most gameplay. The more

gameplay, the better they get,

the faster they reach their

potential, and the more accu-

rate your scouting reports will

become. The reports give you some very basic

content such as hitting ability, power, plate

patience, base running and fielding. For pitchers

you’ll have arm strength, control, stuff,

endurance, and his pitches," says Dickenson.

You can also keep your eye on the full assort-

ment of stats and leader boards to see how your

lower level players are really progressing if you

don't trust your scouts.

There won't be an amateur or free agent

draft, but at the end of each season, a new crop

will replace the players in your rookie league that

haven't been promoted. Free agents will evolve

naturally as veterans are squeezed off rosters to

make way for the young guys. If no one picks up

a player during a season, he'll most likely retire.

Trading can involve as many as three

players per side, and different levels of players

can be mixed and matched. The computer man-

agers will offer and consider trade proposals;

they'll be shrewd and nearly impossible to swin-

dle, unless you turn that particular feature off.

Box scores and league reports are greatly

enhanced over the minimal feedback of last year.

A new game summary feature will break down

every pitch or play (if in one-pitch mode) and pro-

vide more detail than you might ever want to

know. There will also be a News

section, broken down into differ-

ent areas to track in-season

news, awards, outstanding perfor-

mances and career milestones.

In-season news will cover trades,

injuries (there will be no career

ending injuries but they may carry

over into the next season), player

signings, cuts, and retirements.

The awards section will list things

like Hall of Fame inductees (there

won't be a five-year waiting

period and stats that are gener-

ated by the game will be added to

real players' already existing

stats), MVP and Cy Young win-

ners. The performance and career

milestone section will keep track of things like

high strikeout games, hitting for the cycle, reach-

ing 400 career home runs, etc. In other words,

stat freaks will have plenty to savor.

The alpha version we've been playing is an

early indicator that High Heat Baseball 2000 is on

track to be not only the best baseball game of this

season, but possibly of all time. High Heat 2000

will also include the full MLB license (so team

names and colors will be correct this year), and

little touches are constantly being added (like 3D

sound support using EAX). If all goes according to

plan, there are going to be a lot of smiles on the

faces of PC baseball fans this season.

Managing your lineups is a snap with

the drag-and-drop interface. You'll also

have three levels of minor leagues to

oversee if you're playing in career mode.

The slick new interface makes navigat-

ing the game screens easy. Difficulty

levels can be set individually to even

the odds for non-experienced players.

Replays were limited to home runs only last year; now you'll be able to move the camera

anywhere you like to relive those Kodak moments.
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THE RACE FOR THE PENNANT

^TRIPLE PLAY
2000ELECTRONIC ARTS

POPULAR FA VORITE EA
SPORTS IS BACK FOR ANOTHER
SEASON, AND THIS YEAR'S
TRIPLE PLAY IS SWINGING
HARDER THAN EVER BEFORE.

E
A Sports' Triple Play series has never

been about pleasing the baseball grog-

nards. What this series has always done
best is letting the arcade gamer enjoy the atmos-

phere and excitement of the game, without having

to know a lot about the inner workings of the

sport. Last year's incarnation was no exception,

but the game was riddled with poor Al, bugs, and
control problems that sapped a lot of the fun right

out of it. The design team recognized these short-

comings, and is now well on its way toward recti-

fying those mistakes with Triple Play 2000.

At the top of the list of corrections was mak-
ing sure the frame rate remained high at all times.

Where this proves most useful is in the pitcher-

batter interface. According to Producer Mark
Dobratz, "It really shows in the batting. We moved
from a vague to a very precise feel. You’ll see a lot

more foul balls, and a huge variety of hits." As last

year's game lacked crucial elements of baseball

like doubles or triples, this is very good news.
Fielding will benefit from the improved frame

rate too, and the designers are implementing other

corrections to smooth out this part of the game.
"We worked a long time on the cameras," says

Dobratz. "We've redone the fielder identification,

we've redone the ball target, and we've redone

the cameras so that they show more of what you
want to see."

Great graphics and sound have always been
the hallmarks of the Triple Play series, and you

can bet that these two elements are getting some
attention this year. The look of the game, of both

the player models and the stadiums, is much
cleaner than before, and some new animations,

most notably of the players' faces, have been
added. Says Dobratz, "Most of the new animations

have to do with adding a little more life to the play-

ers in the game; a little more reaction to the events

as they happen on the field, rather than the

automaton reactions." The stadiums will be more
alive too, with more involved crowds, real-time

scoreboards, and park specific animations such

as Kansas City's waterfalls.

Jim Hughson and Buck Martinez will return

to call the games. New commentary has been
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be doubles and triples aplenty in Triple

Play 2000, courtesy of enhanced frame

rates and more precise batting control.

added to the huge base they've already compiled,

but Dobratz says it will sound a lot better this year.

"We put a lot of attention into the timing of

speech, and you won'tfind those long delays this

time," he says.

In order for even an arcade-style baseball

game to be worth playing, the artificial intelligence

has to act, well, intelligently. This was one of Triple

Play99's biggest failings, and Dobratz knew it

needed to be fixed. “The CPU-controlled players

and managers will prove to be much smarter this

year than they were last year," he says.

"Obviously, we didn't intend to make players do

the un-baseball-like things; they were the result of

complex bugs or Al conflicts that have literally

taken months to tune out of the game. We've
spent time with every area of the Al this year, fix-

ing, tuning, and polishing."

The limited career mode will return, but it

won't see any changes— there's still no aging

effects or generated players. Dobratz feels that

this is what people want. "It's a conscious deci-

sion to let people play with the players they see in

our game," he says.

An exciting new addition in this year's ver-

sion will be action play over the Internet. We
haven't had a chance to test this feature yet, but

Dobratz tells us that it's so far working well over

a regular modem connection. This action play,

however, comes at the expense of managerial

options. The wonderfully intricate manager con-
trols of last year have been removed completely.

Says Dobratz, "It's taken such a huge effort to

make the Internet action play happen that we
had to concentrate on that at the expense of

manager mode."

A new home run challenge format (similar

to the old Home Run Derby television show from

the 1950s where players compete one-on-one)

and a way to play the game just using the mouse
round out the major changes. With the necessary
fixes in place, Triple Play 2000 could turn out to be

a lot of fun for gamers who are looking for a fun

day out at the virtual ballpark.

Smarter manager and player Al is also

promised this year. Hopefully, we
won't see any more mindless pitching

moves or base-running blunders.
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MICROSOFT

2000 MICROSOFT

AFTERAN UNINSPIRING DEBUT,

MICROSOFT IS HOPING TO
CRACK THE BASEBALL MARKET
ON ITS SECOND ATTEMPT—
AND ATA PRICE THAT'S RIGHT!

F
rom the eerily realistic faces of many of

the star players to the authentic recre-

ations of the big league stadiums,

Microsoft Baseball 3D treated gamers to a day

at the ballpark that rivaled a visit to the real

thing — it was only when those same gamers

took gamepad in hand that the pretty facade

began to show its cracks. Poor fielding controls,

dubious artificial intelligence, and some wacky

design decisions easily overpowered the pretty

visuals, and relegated it to the minor leagues.

Developer WizBang! listened to the complaints,

and it looks like some valuable lessons have

been learned; the beta version of Microsoft

Baseball 2000 we've been playing is showing

enormous gameplay improvements over its pre-

A lot of work went into making sure the

player speed ratings are factored cor-

rectly. The outfielder's arm strengths

have also been implemented properly.

decessor while retaining all the pretty visuals.

Requiring hardware accelerators for Base-

ball 3D did wonders for the look of the game but it

may have alienated a lot of potential buyers. This

philosophy was scrapped for Baseball 2000— the

game will still boast 3D acceleration, but not

The fielding controls have been

improved immensely in this year's ver-

sion, and the disorienting camera work

has been eliminated.

require it. Amazingly, the graphics don't seem to

have suffered due to this change in tack, and still

look great. All of the little between-play animations

are still there too (such as the pitcher adjusting his

cap between pitches), but now you can bypass

them with a click of a controller button, signifi-

cantly speeding up the games.

More importantly, of course, Microsoft

Baseball 2000 is promising greatly enhanced

gameplay, in the form of countless tweaks and

new additions. Control settings and difficulty levels

can now be set for each player, for example. The

batting and pitching interface is similar to last

year, but the difficulty levels have been much

more finely tuned. An intermediate level has been

added to bridge the gap between beginner and

expert. There's a lot more flexibility now, unlike the

"feast or famine" difficulty levels of last year.

The fielding has been totally revamped, and

the game is much more fun to play. The camera

no longer disorients the player by swinging behind

the fielder when the throw is about to be made.

Auto-fielding and throwing are now independent,

and the computer will assist the player when

going after the ball. "When the ball is first hit, the

Al will move the fielder in the right direction for a

certain period of time, depending on the difficulty

level you have set," says Eric Straub, executive

producer on the game.

Improved Al is also promised, although that

will have to be judged when the game ships. What

we can vouch for is the large improvement in the

relative speed of the events taking place on the

diamond. "We're almost embarrassed to admit it,

but there was a bug in that we had speed ratings

for all the different players but we weren't

respecting it, so every player ran the bases

slowly," says Straub. This has been fixed, and

other adjustments include the arm strength of the

players, so the outfielders no longer all have can-

nons for arms. The physics have been tuned up

too, so there won't be any more of those ground

balls that defy the laws of friction.

Numerous additional touches include a

home run derby, different contact sounds, the abil-

ity to make substitutions within the game itself,

and play-by-play from Thom Brennaman of the

Arizona Diamondbacks. Sadly, though, there will

be no managerial or Internet play features.

This is an arcade baseball game, pure and

simple. That's fine, of course, so long as the game-

play keeps you coming back for more— and our

experience with the preview version suggests it

will do just that. Microsoft is also going for the

mass-market crowd with this one, opting for a

retail price of just $19.99. John Rodman, the game's

product manager, wants to assure people that low

price doesn't equate to low quality. "This is not a

cheap game," he says. "This is not a game that we

are taking lightly or treating lightly. We want every-

one who buys this game to come away thinking,

'Wow, I can't believe I got all this for 20 bucks’."
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INTERPLAY SPORTS
BASEBALL
EDITIONS

improvements over last year's bland ballparks.

The crowd will also be dynamic, both during

individual games and during the course of a sea-

son. If you're down by a lot of runs in the late

innings, the crowd will begin to thin out. If you're

not doing well in the standings, your attendance

will suffer. Other animations will include fireworks

when the home team hits home runs, waving
flags, and an animated "jumbotron" video screen.

The poor animations that hampered the oth-

erwise good-looking player models are getting a

much-neeed overhaul, too. There will be more
than 750 new motion-captured moves incorpo-

rated, including 15 to 20 unique pitching motions

(featuring those of Roger Clemens and Hideo

Nomo, among others) and a host of specific bat-

ting stances. Says Jacoby, "We had a couple of

minor leaguers that were really good at imitating,

but we also had Darrin Erstad which was even

better. He's like a mimic of anybody."

The development schedule was not entirely

devoted to the visuals, however. Last year's com-
petent Al has been worked on even further. "The

guy who is doing the Al this year is just a huge

baseball purist," says Jacoby. "He spent three

days just fixing the double switch. Guys aren't tag-

ging up on the third out anymore like they used to.

All of the stat bugs have been fixed too."

The player ratings have been adjusted;

pitchers will throw the correct ratio of balls and

strikes, and the speed of the players on the base

paths and in the field should create results that

are much closer to reality. A new fielder position-

ing system allows for much deeper on-field strat-

egy, and the fielding assist feature has been

tweaked. "We adjusted that to where we're

almost going to be able to totally shut it off," says

Jacoby. "It will be a lot better than what it was
last year." One of the other major flaws of last

year's game that will also be fixed is the stealing;

you'll actually be able to swipe a base now.

Some additional elements will flesh out the

game, including a play-by-play announcer (it’s

no-one you'll recognize, but at least he's enthusi-

astic), a player creation utility, and a Tournament
mode that lets you pit eight teams against each
other in a round-robin event. Interplay is also

promising to provide downloadable roster

updates during the season, something it failed to

deliver on last year.

Baseball Edition 2000 has a decent shot at

being a contender this year, at least when it

comes to arcade action. The game already looks a

lot better than it did last season, and with the mul-

titude of fixes, there's a good chance it will appeal

to the more demanding simulation crowd, too.

The big news, though, is what's in store for

the future of this series. The long-term plan is to

scrap the Messiah engine, incorporate the brilliant

Diamond Mind Baseball statistical engine, and add

features such as career play to make the game a

full-fledged simulation. Stay tuned....

The refurbished stadiums are a major

improvement over the gloomy parks of

last year. Animation, such as fireworks,

will help bring the stadiums to life.
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INTERPLAY HAS YET TO PROVE
ITSELF OUT ON THE DIAMOND

,

BUT THIS COULD BE THE COM-
PANY'S BREAKOUT SEASON.

V R Baseball 2000 from VR Sports (the old

moniker for this series and developer),

missed the boat last year when it

appeared right at the end of the baseball season.

So now, some five months later, the newly named
Interplay Sports is hoping to take advantage of an

opening day release with (deep breath) Interplay

Sports Baseball Edition 2000.

With the limited time between versions,

most of the work will be in the graphics depart-

ment. Even the game's new producer, Shawn
Jacoby, had problems with the look of the old

Messiah engine-driven game. "The players all

walked like zombies and squatted down after they

threw the ball," he says. "When I took over the

project, I said, 'That's one of the first things we're

changing, after the stadiums’."

So what's being done with the stadiums?

Quite a bit actually, according to Jacoby. "We've
doubled the polygon count and put a higher res

texture in. The crowd will be animated and tied in

with the audio, and we'll have five different levels

of crowd animation." The early version that we've

been playing around with definitely shows clear

More than 750 new motion-capture

moves have been added to Baseball

Edition 2000 to make the players' actions

on the field much more convincing.
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AROUND
XBASES

It's not much to look at, but Diamond

Mind Baseball delivers one of the best

baseball simulation engines around.

Mind license and mill be using the game's

code in future iterations of its baseball titles. It'll

be some time before we see the fruits of that

deal, so in the meantime visit the company's

website (
www.diamond-mind.com)to order the

game and to get the latest information on the

new version.

THERE'S MUCH MORE TO THE 1999 SEASON THAN JUST THE

BIG-NAME TITLES PREVIEWED IN-DEPTH THIS MONTH— THERE'S

A WHOLE SLEW OF GAMES THAT SHOULD MAKE THIS YEAR ONE

OF THE BIGGEST YET FOR PC BASEBALL

BASEBALL MOGUL 99

From Infinite Monkey Systems comes the follow

up to its surprise hit of last year. Baseball Mogul.

There are no fancy graphics here— just a lot of

depth and strategy as you assume the role of

both field skipper and General Manager of your

HARDBALL 6—
2000 EDITION
Bad news for fans of this series: the latest addi-

tion to the franchise won't be a whole new game

— just a re-release of Hardball 6 with updated

statistics and rosters. At the time of its release,

Hardball 6was the only game to offer arcade

play over the Internet (which it did pretty well),

but the less-than-stellar graphics, awkward

fielding, and strange statistical results hurt what

could have been a great game. This new update

is available to previous owners free of charge at

Accolade's website (
www.accolade.com ), and

newcomers can pick up the full game for $20.

ALL-STAR
BASEBALL 2000
Acclaim has been difficult to pin down regarding

this game's on-again, off-again release on the

PC. As it stands at press time, the company says

the game will not be coming out, but we're still

not convinced that this is the final word. It would

be a shame if this turned out to be the case

though, because the Nintendo 64 version has a

lot of innovative features that the PC baseball

crowd would love to get their hands on. Check

the game out for yourself at www.acclaim-

sports.com/asb2k/index.html.

For now, the only way you'll be able to

play All-Star Baseball 2000 is to buy a

Nintendo 64. Hopefully, Acclaim will see

the light and give us a PC version too.

DYNASTY LEAGUE
BASEBALL
From the designer of the excellent Pursue the

Pennant board game comes Dynasty League

Baseball. The computer version is a straightfor-

ward conversion of the board game of the same

name, so you'll either have to manage both

teams yourself or challenge a buddy to a game.

That said, this is an excellent game that

deserves a look from those who fondly remem-

ber their days spent with dice, charts, and

player cards. To order, head on over to www.
designdepot.com/.

favorite Major League team. Once again you'll be

able to decide everything from the starting line-

up and TV contracts to the price of admission

tickets and hot dogs— It's definitely a worth-

while game for any baseball fan that has ever

uttered the words, "I could do better than that!"

while watching the behind-the-scenes shenani-

gans of their favorite team. See www.imonkey.

com/ bbmogul99.htm Lot more details.

Besides managing your rosters and

lineups, you'll have to make decisions

about concession stand prices and

television broadcasting options in

Baseball Mogul 99.

DIAMOND MIND
BASEBALL
If you're looking for one of

the most accurate and in-

depth baseball games

around, look no further

than Diamond Mind

Baseball. The latest ver-

sion (7.0d) adds a load of

great new features, and

you'll be amazed at the

smarts displayed by the

computer manager. This

text-only DOS-based game

does take a lot of patience

to get to grips with; the

interface isn't the most

intuitive you’ll find, but it's

well worth the effort. The

good news is that the

upcoming version will be

for Windows 95, which

should go a long way

toward making it more

user-friendly. Intriguingly,

Interplay Sports recently

acquired the Diamond

i r i i t [
1

The PC version of Dynasty League Baseball is a straightforward conver-

sion of the board game, which lets you enjoy the game without having to

strain your eyes looking up results on the board game's charts.
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THE RACE FOR THE PENNANT

Who needs fancy graphics when
you've got the legendary Ernie Harwell

along to call the game?

BASEBALL
FOR WINDOWS
This text-based game has a couple of features

that make it stand out from the others: the voice

of Ernie Harwell to call the games and the ability

to import stats from the Bill James baseball

encyclopedia which Miller Associates sells sep-

arately. The game has reached version 5.0, and
with each new iteration more features are added
into the basic game (which users used to have to

purchase separately). Baseball for Windows is

one of the more flexible baseball gaming sys-

tems available, but this flexibility comes at the

cost of complexity. The online manual can be

very vague about howto accomplish certain

tasks, and the various parts of the program are

not as well integrated as they should be, causing

a lot of frustration for the new user. If you're will-

ing to invest the time, though, you'll find a game
that will satisfy the most demanding of baseball

fans. Check out wwwO.delphi.com/fanpark/

homeplat.html for more info.

STRAT-O-MATIC
BASEBALL
Strat-O-Matic is one of the true legends of base-

ball boardgaming, and the company's computer

version of its venerable tabletop game carries on

the tradition quite well. Simulation fans will be

pleased to know that this mostly text-based game
(there are some moving graphics during the

games but they’re rudimentary at best) produces

some of the most accurate statistics you'll find.

The computer manager is more than competent

when running his club, and the game has a lot of

well-integrated features. If you want, you can

even use your old card sets to play the game. The
latest version (4.0) of Strat-O-Matic for Windows
should be available by the time you read this, so

head on over to www.strat-o-matic.com to down-
load the demo or to order this excellent little game.

Put away those player cards and

charts; the Windows version of Strat-

O-Matic baseball will take care of all

the work while you enjoy the game.

90 PC GAMER • MAY 1999
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FULL COUNT BASEBALL
Lance Haffner Games has been making high-

quality simulations for nearly every sport imagin-

able since 1983. There are very few frills in these

games, but if you want to manage one of your

favorite teams from the past, there's a good
chance that Full Count Baseball can deliver; the

game comes complete with every pennant win-

ner and World Series team from 1901 to 1992!

There’s no demo available, but if you want to give

the game a try head on over to www.lhgames.
com and place your order.

Ah, computer graphics in the late

1980s. Earl Weaver Baseball is consid-

ered a true classic, and the original

designer, Eddie Dombrower, is work-
ing on an updated version.

THE RETURN OF EARL?

Association Management
Oeate a row Basebal Association

load Eastso Association

Delete EOitre Aoooatcn

Association Data
view sundries

Statistics are) Reports

Ptay Ball
IrlMii Report

auto Bay Mifccfe Games

Auto Ftas lAitye Seasons

EatittnoGara

front Oflfca

Utilities

Hal of Fame

Record Bor*

Help

aisSmGMJneHeb

Association to currentSr loaded, please select 1>e3te" or load" from the Management menu.

This project is a labor of love for Shaun

1 Sullivan. Visit his website and sign up to

receive his newsletter to keep apprised

of PureSim Baseball s progress.

PURESIM BASEBALL
Best known for his utilities for Sierra's Front Page
Sports: Baseball games, Shaun Sullivan is work-

ing on a game of his own that has a lot of base-

ball simulation fans excited. PureSim Baseball is

the game that Sullivan has always wanted to

play, and will include a full career mode. It’s still

in the early stages of development at the time of

this writing, so check out Sullivan's website to

find out more details on the game and when it

will be ready: www.geocities.com/SiliconValleY/

Pines/4187/index.html.

Eddie Dombrower, the designer of the original Earl

Weaver Baseball, has resurfaced after a long

absence to announce that he will be working on

an updated version of his classic design. Amiga
computer users in the late 1980s were treated to

one of the greatest baseball games ever seen, and
many feel that no game released since has

matched the charm and playability of old Earl. A
PC version was released shortly after, but it made
little impact, as the PCs of the time were woefully

inadequate, and couldn't match the glitz and glitter

of the Amiga version. Dombrower is saying that

the update will be based heavily on the old code,

but will take advantage of the Windows operating

system; there will be graphics, but they're not

expected to match the level of the big-league

heavy hitters. No timetable has been set for when
the game will see the light of day, but check out

our new, improved website at www.pcgamer.com
for any breaking news.

CACTUS LEAGUE
INTERACTIVE BASEBALL
This text-based simulation has a lot of appealing

elements that come with the basic game pack-

age. The play-by-play descriptions are some of

the best in the business, and will let you know if

players are on hitting streaks, how they per-

formed against their opponents in previous meet-

ings, etc. Every part of the game (league man-
agement, statistics, and auto-scheduler) is very

well integrated, and the computer manager con-

ducts a very intelligent game plan. The game is a

touch on the expensive side ($70), but Cactus

Development adds a lot of value to the package
with game-enhancing free downloads available

on its website. To order, or try out the demo,
head along to www.cactusdevelopment.com.

pen
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YOUR ULTIMATE GUIDE TO NEW GAME RELEASES

Hommii, Vou Can't Die! Vou Can't!

ver since PC Gamer's new
office mascot Hammy the

hamster made his maga-
zine debut back in the

March issue, we've been
inundated with requests

for more information about the

adorable little critter. Not wishing to

disappoint Hammy's swelling fan club,

we now present this Hammy Update:

Since returning from his victorious

tour on the Hamster Bowling circuit.

Hammy has certainly risen in stature

around the office. His hamster residence

above Gary's desk has been augmented
by the addition of a luxury clubhouse, and
the whole apartment complex now boasts

no less than two workout wheels! The
ultimate plan is to keep adding pipes and
components until Hammy has the run of

the whole office and can perhaps even be

used as an inter-office delivery system.

Unfortunately Hammy, being a noc-

turnal creature, isn't one for strutting his

hamster stuff during office hours.

However, we generally find that a stout

rapping on his cage is enough to wake
him up and perform his cute little ham-
ster yawn/stretch routine for the amuse-
ment of his frequent visitors. ^

It's also come to our

attention that Hammy isn't

as young as he used to be.

He's over a year old now.
ft

and since the average life expectancy of a

hamster is eighteen months to two years,

we must face the grim reality that sooner

or later Hammy's ticker is going to give

out and begin preparing the arrange-

ments. We'd like to ask you to help us

with this by voting on how best to com-
memorate Hammy after his sad demise,

scheduled for sometime later this year.

1) Flush him
2) Bury him under the bushes in the

parking lot with full military honors

3) Becreate him as a lovable cartoon

hamster to live forever within the

pages of PC Gamer as Coconut
Monkey's new arch-nemesis

4) Have him stuffed, put in a ferocious

pose, and mounted above reception

5) Place him in a commemorative pre-

sentation box and auction him off on
QVC's "Dead Game Magazine
Mascots Hour" with proceeds to go to

the Gravy Trader development budget

Include your name and address and
send your choice on a postcard to:

Hammy Funeral Sweepstakes,

PC Gamer, 150 North Hill Drive,

* Brisbane, CA 94005

Five entries will be chosen at random
W and the lucky winners will receive

one °f the mediocre unwanted
games.from the PC Gamer shelf.

Hardware Requirements
With each PC Gamer review, you'll find two very important pieces of information: the game's

minimum hardware requirements and the hardware configurations we recommend as the

least you'll need to really enjoy the game. While a game will run on the minimum system the

manufacturer specifies, it might not run all that well. Because of this, we test each game on

several systems so we can bring you a more realistic assessment of what you'll really need.

THE PC GAMER RATINGS SYSTEM

100%-90% CLASSIC
Not many games can earn a rating over 90%,

and even fewer can approach the magic 100.

Anything that we rate over 90% is an instant

classic— a game that's truly significant in both

content and design, and one that we’d

recommend without reservation to anyone

interested in PC gaming.

89%-80% EXCELLENT
These are excellent games. Anything that

scores in this range is well worth your atten-

tion, though it may not make any significant

advances over its rivals. Also, some genuine

benchmark games of decidedly specialist taste

will fall into this area — it may be the best 7th

Cavalry simulation on the market, but not all of

us want to relive Little Bighorn.

79%-70% VERY GOOD
These are pretty good games, which we would

recommend to fans of the particular genre—

although it's a safe bet that there are probably

better games out there.

69%-60% GOOD
A reasonable, above-average game. It may be

worth buying, but probably has a few significant

flaws that keep it from earning a higher rating.

59%-50% FAIR

Very ordinary games. Not completely worthless,

but not a very good way to spend your gaming

dollar, either.

49%-40% BELOW AVERAGE
Poor quality. Only a few, slightly redeeming

features keep them from falling into the abyss

of the next category...

39%-0% DON'T BOTHER
Just terrible games — and the lower you go,

the worse they get. Avoid these titles like the

Plague — and don’t say we didn't warn you!

hItp://uiujuj.pcgafner.coni

PC Gamer ffisM
Editors' /«"*»?

Hmards
Every month, we honor the best games we see

— those earning 88% or above— with our

Editors' Choice award. It's not easy to earn,

and there are a lot of excellent games that fall

just short of the honor. So when you see the

PCG Editors' Choice logo on a game at a local

software shop, you can bet it's among the best.

DARK SIDE OF THE MOON
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REVIEWS

CATEGORY: Strategy DEVELOPER: Maxis PUBLISHER: Electronic Arts, (800) 245-4525, www.ea.com REQUIRED: Windows 95/98;

Quad-speed CD-ROM drive; Pentium 166; 32MB RAM; 230MB hard-drive space WE RECOMMEND: Pentium II 333 or higher MULTI-PLAYER
OPTIONS: None

SimCity 3000 lets you zoom in closer than ever before, but the buildings

look a little pixelicious at this level, and even the fastest PC will chug.

Maxis' metropolitan

classic returns after five

long years, and it looks

prettier than ever.

W

ay back in the sepia-

toned days of my early

editing career, I presided
over an issue of the UK
edition of PC Gamer
which devoted its front

cover to four simple

words in huge, 72-point

bold type: THE BEST
GAME EVER. The game
in question was SimCity
2000, and while in retro-

spect we were probably a

little guilty of exaggera-
tion, at the time I could see nothing
wrong with that statement.

For weeks on end after our review
copy came into the office, I did little else

but play SimCity 2000— some kind of
bizarre mental state overcame me in

which I could concentrate on nothing
but the welfare of my virtual city and its

malcontent residents.

Time would fly by like

some kind of movie spe-

cial effect, and after sit-

ting down to play for

"just a quick hour," I'd

look up from my screen

to realize that it was
suddenly 3 a.m.

Of course, the

SimCity devotees read-

ing this will be nodding
their heads in nostalgic

agreement— countless

thousands of gamers
were surprised to find

themselves snagged in

just the same way. For a

game which asks the

player to create rather

than destroy (always a

risky premise in gam-
ing), the popularity of

the SimCity series has been staggering.

And so it's perhaps not surprising— but
nonetheless frustrating to fans of the

series — that Maxis has taken its sweet
time over this latest version. No less than
five (yes, that's five) years have passed
since SimCity 2000 was released, and in

that time gamers could be forgiven for

worrying that Maxis had lost the plot as

the company flooded the market with a

steady stream of substandard "Sim-offs"

(SimCopter; SimFarm, SimAnt, SimEarth,
SimTower, and the god-awful Streets of
SimCity— not to mention some dodgy
SimCity re-hashes like the CD-ROM and
multi-player editions).

Then came the news that the only
Sim title gamers really cared about—
SimCity 3000— was going back to the

drawing board, with the vaunted 3D
engine being completely scrapped.

Gamers had a right to be cynical, since
this kind of development U-turn hardly
ever bodes well for the finished product.
But in the case of SimCity 3000, Maxis is

to be applauded for scrapping what
would probably have been a rash and
gimmicky change in direction for the
series — such radical approaches to the
Sim range have brought nothing but
misery to Maxis (and to gamers) in the
past, and so sticking with a proven for-

mula for its flagship title was probably
the wisest move the company ever made.

And so, what we have with SimCity
3000 is a game which, both on the sur-

face and underneath, bears more than a

passing resemblance to its predecessor.
It looks a lot better, of course — if the

luscious visuals were part of what drew
you into SimCity 2000, you'll be in sev-

enth heaven here, with more varied and
detailed buildings than ever before. Plus,

you'll be able to zoom in even closer—
close enough to see individual people
and vehicles (the building graphics can
get a little blocky at maximum zoom,
however). With dozens of real-life monu-
ments — everything from Big Ben to the

Empire State Building— added to the

mix, SimCity 3000 reaches a whole new
level of visual splendor, but there's a

price to pay for all this beauty. Even on a

fully loaded 450MHz gaming rig, the

screen can be slow to update when

Real-world landmarks like the Eiffel Tower and Big Ben can be used to increase property value and just

plain make your city look nicer. That Golden Gate Bridge sure is purty.

1 y
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REVIEWS

scrolling at full detail (generic blocks are

shown until the actual buildings can be
drawn), making this perhaps the first 2D
game to suffer from slow frame rates on
such a high-end machine.

For the most part, the gameplay of

this new SimCity is just as fans will

remember it— acting as a kind of

omnipotent city manager, you define res-

idential, industrial, and commercial

zones, build roads and amenities, man-
age the budget and hope that your city is

good enough to attract taxpaying citi-

zens. Of course, there's much more to it

than that— everything from maintaining

an adequate water and power supply to

running mass transit, ensuring good fire,

police, and school services, and now
even managing the city's garbage by
creating eyesore landfill zones.

While previous SimCity games pro-

vided useful, if impersonal, feedback in

the form of charts, graphs and newspa-
per headlines, SimCity 3000 has a much
more "human" voice. The voluminous
statistical data is still there for those who
want to wade through it, but the major-

ity of active feedback comes in the form
of protests, complaints, and commenda-
tions from your city's advisors and
activists. Too much crime? Not enough
water? You can bet there'll be no short-

age of caricatured citizens and officials

to tell you all about it. The state of the

city is also neatly summarized by a news
ticker which consists of headlines

scrolling beneath the main game screen;

click on one of them, and the appropri-

ate report pops up.

This constant influx of information

is in itself easier to understand and
manage than in previous SimCity

games, but the sheer volume of it can be
a little overwhelming at times — and
occasionally erratic. In one city I cre-

ated, I went to great pains to provide

better than average water coverage; my
graphs told me there was not an inch of

the city I'd failed to cover— and yet I

still received complaints about inade-

quate supply! It seems that the

SimCitizens have gotten a little

grumpier in the past five years, and the

It may look like just another day in the big

city, but your people are under attack! There

are two UFOs lurking amongst the buildings

in this picture— can you spot them?

One of the many pre-built cities to come with the game. Metropolis is a grand example of what can be

achieved by a smart, ambitious player. It's also great for smashing to pieces with relentless disasters.

When mayors from neighboring cities come offering

deals, it’s wise to check your budgets and consult

your financial adviser before saying yea or nay.

result is a tougher challenge than you
got from SimCity 2000.

Also demanding your attention

(perhaps too often) will be relationships

with neighboring cities. For a small

price, you can connect to nearby cities

via land or sea, and from then on enter

into negotiations to buy or sell services

like power, water, and garbage collec-

tion. This is a smart way for players to

put surplus cash or facilities to good
use, although I found the constant

offers from the computer-controlled

neighboring mayors somewhat annoy-

ing — they don't seem to know when to

take no for an answer.

And of course, the disasters are

back— but I was disappointed to see

that they're primarily the same ones

we've been seeing in SimCity for years —
fire, riots, UFO attack, etc. There are a

couple of new ones, but nothing to really

fire the imagination or draw "ooh"s and
"aah"s the way a disaster effect should.

Come on, guys, this is a whole new
game, couldn't you come up with any-

thing new? How about a Godzilla-style

giant lizard attack, a medical outbreak

that needs quarantining, or a good,

old-fashioned flood? As it stands, the

disasters are still good for the classic

SimCity "abuse" of smashing up a

perfectly good city (after you've

saved the game, of course), but I

can't help but think that an opportu-

nity was missed to add something

fresh and new to the franchise.

There are a few other annoy-

ances, such as long load times and
some curious tile-set repetition,

which leads to entire commercial

zones being populated by multiple

instances of the same ice cream
store, but these niggles aside,

SimCity 3000 is a satisfying— if

somewhat workmanlike — sequel.

Does this look like a game five years

in the making? No. Will fans of

SimCity and SimCity 2000 find them-
selves inexplicably drawn back into this

weird little world? Undoubtedly, yes.

Personally, I couldn't quite escape

the feeling while playing that not quite all

of that indefinable SimCity magic has

returned in this incarnation, but that's

probably because I'm subconsciously

ranking the experience against nostalgia-

encrusted memories from five years ago.

Whether you're new to the concept or a

returning die-hard, there's plenty here to

keep you playing into the small hours.

—Gary Whitta

O GAMER
All the

novel concepts and

depth that have

made the SimCity

games legendary...

...along with some system-guzzling specs

and a few mildly irritating new features.

It's not quite as fresh as it was,

but this SimCity still delivers fun where it counts.

hllp://iuiiiiii.pcganier.cgni
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Driving on the ground is so 90s.

EVERYONE

ATDPSYGNOSIS

Go to www.pcgamer.com/request Product #612 Break every law. Including gravity.

Drive any of 6 indestructible vehicles anywhere and everywhere, from the sides of walls to the roofs of tunnels.

Blast away at the scenery with 8 innovative weapons to slow down your opponents.
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CATEGORY: Strategy DEVELOPER: Bungie Software PUBLISHER: Bungie Software, (800) 295-0060, www.bungie.net

REQUIRED: Windows 95/98; Quad-speed CD-ROM drive; Pentium 133; 32MB RAM WE RECOMMEND: Pentium II 233; 64MB RAM;

8x CD-ROM drive MULTI-PLAYER OPTIONS: TCP/IP; LAN; Internet connection for Bungie.net

Bungie delivers the

goods again with a fine

sequel to the award-

winning Myth.

named Soulblighter has spent the past

60 years plotting his revenge, and

unless you stop him, the world is toast.

Making a sequel to a successful

game is always a risky prospect —
change too much, and you risk alienat-

ing your audience;

change too little,

and you're accused
of kicking the prod-

uct out the door just

to make a quick

buck. For the most
part, Bungie has

successfully navi-

gated this minefield;

the core of the

game remains the

same, and some
nice tweaks have

been included to

make it all a bit

more polished.

A common
complaint about the

first Myth was the

way in which you
controlled your view

of the battlefield—
you had to use both

the mouse and key-

board. This has been
streamlined; now

you can control the "camera" with the

mouse alone. The system is still not per-

fect, but it's much improved. Various dif-

ficulty settings have been incorporated,

making the game more accessible to

casual gamers. In addition, units have

of Myth II allows for some really cool indoor mis-The tweaked graphics engine

sions. Get the Baron before he escapes out the doorl

J

ust as the real-time strategy

genre was beginning to suf-

focate from a near-fatal case

of sameness, Bungie
released Myth: The Fallen

Lords. Unlike most of the

real-time drivel choking up
the shelves, the original

Myth featured wonderfully

gruesome 3D graphics, an

original setting and story,

and a new spin on resource

management— your start-

ing forces are your only

resources; lose them, and the party is

over. Myth was met with nearly univer-

sal acclaim and won our Real-Time

Strategy Game of the Year award for

1997. With that pedigree in mind,

expectations were quite high for the

sequel. Bungie meets those expectations

with Myth II: Soulblighter, which solidi-

fies the Myth series as one of the great

real-time strategy franchises, worthy to

stand alongside the WarCraft and
Command & Conquer games.

Sixty years have passed since the

end of the first game's Great War; with

the Fallen Lords defeated, life has

returned to normal. That all changes
one day, when a small village is

attacked by the undead. One thing leads

to another, and soon the countryside is

awash with all manner of nightmarish

creatures. It seems a super-baddie

Whether it's on the snowy plains or a heav-

ing ship, body parts go flying in combat. Myth II doesn't skirt the horrors of war. It's bloody and gruesome, just the way we like it.
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twice as many animations, and the ter-

rain features a higher level of detail as

well. While cosmetic in nature, these
changes do add more detail to the gore
factor that was such a hallmark of the
original Myth. Another welcome addition

is the inclusion of large 3D objects. You
now storm fortified walls, rush over
drawbridges, and battle across ship's

decks. There are indoor missions, too,

which add a new dimension to gameplay.

1 There's nothing more fun than washing the deck with the blood of your enemies.

Myth 11 features a host of new units, both good and
evil. Here's a quick run-down.

One of the biggest draws of the
original Myth was its story line. Unlike
so many me-too RTS games that set up
some lame science fiction backdrop as

an excuse to blow
the crap out of
everything in

sight. Myth
unfolded in a cool

and suspenseful

manner. The
same applies for

Myth II. The game
progresses slowly
and deliberately,

and the missions
work in tandem
with the story.

Not only does this

serve to immerse
you in the game,
it also allows for

some nice varia-

tions on tradi-

tional RTS mis-
sions; the level

"With Friends

Like These," for

example, chal-

lenges you to

defeat the Trow
in a game of cap-

ture the flag (if

you defeat them,
they'll join your
cause). Other cool

levels include

establishing a

beachhead while
under heavy can-
non fire; a gen-
eral retreat,

where your mis-

sion is to simply
slow the

encroaching
enemy; and "The
Ibis Crown," in

which you navi-

gate a haunted
catacomb where
ghosts, both good
and evil, wage
war with each

other and you. Pretty cool stuff.

Multi-player was one of the most
popular aspects of Myth, and it shines
once again. There are several game
types to choose from: Hunting,
Stampede!, and the classic Last Man on
the Hill. Getting to the carnage on
Bungie.net is a snap, and the multi-

player code is solid. The editing tools

Bungie used to create the levels are
included, too, which should extend
Myth II's online life the way StarCraft'

s

editor has done for that game.
Myth II is not without flaw; it still

carries some of the first game's prob-
lems. Pathfinding is still a little weak
(especially in multi-player games), and
units will sometimes take the long route
to a specified location. It's hard to move
a unit from the inside of a group to the
outside — they'll bump into each other,

and neither one will move aside.

Friendly fire is still an annoyance (espe-
cially from the dwarves), but the
archers have been tweaked so they
rarely hit friendlies.

While Myth II is a great game and
comes highly recommended, it does not
represent a complete overhaul or
rethinking from the first game. Instead,

it's a refinement of a proven formula.
That's not a bad thing— if it ain't broke,
don't fix it. That said, this is probably the
last game Bungie will be able to get out
of its current game engine. When and if

the company decides to start work on
Myth III, I hope it'll go back and renovate
every aspect of the game; I want this

quality series to enjoy a long life.

—William Harms

131GAMER FINAL VERDICT

graphics; great H V H Wf
multi-player; solid ^
physics model.

Weak
pathfinding; many changes are cosmetic in nature.

Myth II has wanton carnage,

great multi-player action, and killer graphics.

What more could you want?

The inclusion of the game editors Fear and Loathing

ensure that people will be blowing each other up in

Myth II lor a good, long while.

§
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Turoh 2: Seeds of Evil
CATEGORY: Action DEVELOPER: Iguana PUBLISHER: Acclaim, (516) 656-5000, www.acdaim.net REQUIRED: Windows 95/98; Quad-speed CD-ROM drive; Pentium

200; 32MB RAM; 200MB hard-drive space; DirectX-compatible sound card; 3D accelerator (Direct3D or 3Dfx) WE RECOMMEND: Pentium II 233; 3Dfx Voodoo2-based

3D accelerator. MULTI-PLAYER OPTIONS: TCP/IP; IPX

The mighty Turok is

back, saving the world

from alien dinosaur

half-breeds.

I

magine the game Turok: Dinosaur

Hunter with more weapons, more
intriguing enemies, multi-player

support, slightly better graphics,

an in-level save feature, and a few
other new goodies. It seems like

that list of updates should make
Turok 2: Seeds of Evil a far supe-

rior game to the original, but

somehow the two games feel

exactly the same.
The original Turok turned

heads with its amazing 3D ene-

mies, not to mention the coolest set

of weapons in a first-person shooter

since Duke Nukem 3D. Unfortunately, a

bad case of console-itis prevented the

game from stacking up to its contempo-
raries, like Quake II. Turok 2 builds

upon the original in many ways, but

most of the failings of its predecessor

are still present and accounted for.

The single-player game pits Turok
against countless alien-dinosaur hybrids

in a quest to stop an invasion. The ene-

mies are modeled beautifully, and new
to this installment is a nifty damage
model: enemies take a bigger beating

when you hit them in the head or chest.

In fact, you can kill most of the oppo-
nents you'll encounter with a single

arrow, provided you hit them squarely

in the head.

The gore level also has been
greatly increased. i

Enemy death throes

last longer than before, I

and they're much more I

graphic: if you shoot a

raptor in the head with I

a shotgun, for example, I

its head is blown clean

off and its body runs

around for a moment
before collapsing,

twitching, and gushing
blood out of the neck

hole. If you like that

sort of thing, there's a

lot here to like.

Although this

game is supposedly
built on a new graphics

engine, it strongly
|

resembles the original.

The game world has

the shiny, glossy look

that made the first

game distinctive,

and it also sports

the maddening
close-in fog that

made you feel like

Turok could barely

see his hand in front

of his face. The
viewing distance is

way too short.

The addition of

a save-anywhere
feature, absent in

the original, shows
that the developers

didn't simply port

this game intact

from the console

systems it was origi-

nally designed for.

That's a good thing,

and being able to

save the game any-

where in a level

greatly reduces frus-

tration — but there's a problem. Some
enemies you killed before you saved the

game are resurrected when your reload;

if you don't pay attention to their origi-

nal locations, you might find yourself

with your back to a dino you thought

was dead.

The levels in this game are huge.

Even with an available map overlay, it's

easy to get lost and end up backtrack-

ing. Each level gives you a set of spe-

cific goals to accomplish before you can

leave, and you'll also have to be on the

lookout for "keys" to later levels; the

levels are connected by a hub, and pas-

sageways to each level must be
unlocked with three keys each before

you can proceed. It's vexing to complete

One of the more interesting graphic effects is that the arrows you hit a baddie

with remain visible. You can even get them back to reuse after he dies.

a level and be teleported to the hub,

only to discover that you don't have

enough keys to move on.

The biggest problem, though, is

the muddy feel of the game's controls.

Quake-style mouse control is now possi-

ble, but it doesn't feel responsive no
matter how high you set the sensitivity

of the mouse. As you move through the

game world, you bob and weave almost

constantly, which actually induced nau-

sea more than once in this stout-

hearted reviewer.

Turok 2 features multi-player capa-

bility, but it seems like more of a

tacked-on afterthought than a planned

design; with the huge number of

weapons available, game balance is ter-

rible. In deathmatch games (called Rok
Match), the guy who gets to the biggest

weapon first is inevitably going to rack

up the most frags.

If you loved the original Turok, you
might enjoy Seeds of Evil— but if you're

looking for a really good first-person

shooter experience, keep shopping.

—Joel Durham Jr.

Q!GAMER FINAL VERDICT

Gore galore! After blowing an enemy's head off, you can stick around

and watch the blood gush out of the hole. If you like that sort of thing.

I ! Excellent

enemy models;

area-specific dam-

age model; lots of

cool weapons.

I

1 Short draw distance and horrible fog;

sludgy controls; poor multi-player balance.

I

- >
i

1 1.
>

!

‘

I

1 Only console gamers and

die-hard Turok fans will like this game.
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Top Gun: Hornef's Nest
CATEGORY: Action DEVELOPER: Zipper Interactive PUBLISHER: MicroProse, (800) 656-5443, www.microprose.com REQUIRED: Windows 95/98; Double-speed CD-
ROM drive; Pentium 166; 32MB RAM; 250MB hard-drive space; Mouse WE RECOMMEND: Pentium 300; 64MB RAM; Joystick and throttle

MULTI-PLAYER OPTIONS: LAN: 2-8 players; TCP/IP: 2-8 players; Internet: 2-8 players

Even the air combat
novices this game is

aimed at will be hard

put to find anything

redeeming about it.

I

t's a testament to MicroProse that,

in just a handful of months, the
company was able to bring out a

series of excellent and far-ranging
air combat sims: Falcon 4.0,

European Air War, and Top Gun:
Hornet's Nest.

Well, two out

of three ain't bad.

Frankly, it's

pretty amazing
that Falcon 4.0

and EAW, after

floating in the twi-

light zone of develop-
ment hell for years, are

not only on the shelves

but are quite excep-

tional — so maybe we
should cut MicroProse
some slack with
Hornet's Nest. After
all, it's aimed at a very
different market than
the other two. Masochists, for instance.

This is the second time to the well

for MicroProse and its Top Gun movie
license, and the company seems desper-
ate to recoup whatever money it paid to

make games based on this 13-year-old
flick. We all got a good laugh over the

The terrain engine looks and performs quite decently, marking the

only area in which Top Gun: Hornet's Nest is superior to the

mediocre Top Gun: Fire at Will.

corny video, ugly terrain graphics,

and generally dumbed-down game-
play of Top Gun: Fire at Will, but
compared to Hornet's Nest it was
freakin' Alpha Centauri. At least it

had some semblance of play balance
and logic, and its production values

were positively Cameronesque com-
pared to the few minutes of grainy
video in the present offering. And,
to be fair, dumb people have a right

to flight sims, too. So I went into

Hornet's Nest anticipating a pure
arcade-style sim that would satisfy

people who want the pleasure of a

sim without the fuss.

But Hornet's Nest is so aggres-
sively stupid and unbalanced that it

boggles the mind. It also has almost
zilch to do with the Top Gun movie,

save the fact that

you are named
Maverick and
James Tolkan (the

bald guy from the

movie) is around
for a few seconds
to bark at you.

You're no longer in

a two-seater F-14
Tomcat, but a sin-

gle-seater F/A 18

Hornet. Well, it's

sort of a Hornet—
or it's what a

Hornet would be if

it were made out
of lead and armed by George Lucas.
Right from the first minute in the air,

you sense that this is going to be neither

a realistic flight sim nor an entertaining

arcade game because of the way the
plane handles. If it were a true sim, it

would handle like the real Hornet: fairly

quick and agile. If it were an
arcade game, it would handle
like a teenager's idea of a

Hornet: super-fast and ultra-

agile, able to turn on a dime
and never bleed speed no mat-
ter the angle of attack. Instead,

it handles like a pig stuck in the

mud. It feels slow and cumber-
some, and has the turn radius

of a passenger plane. It lacks

the exact thing it needs to be
an acceptable action game —
fast, responsive control.

Missions are so beyond
weird as to defy categorization.

They tie to an odd-ball "mad-
man conquers the world" plot

line that even the people who
made the Top Gun movie
would find silly, complete with
sci-fi super-weapons, but
they're maddeningly designed

Mavericks have trouble locking onto ground targets,

so you'll probably have to use your cannon to destroy

them. Good thing it's impossibly powerful.

So is this an X-Wing or and F/A-18? It’s hard

to tell, but at least it's colorful.

and feel utterly untested. On many of
the missions I flew, there were so many
threats — and my wingmen were so
completely useless — that it was impos-
sible to complete the mission without
setting ammo to "unlimited." Adding to

the confusion are bizarro weapons
designed to inflict damage on entire

flight groups with a single well-placed
hit, as if the Navy had gotten its hands
on Quake ITs BFG. This peculiar mix of
the absurd and the incompetent yanks it

out of either target categories, arcade or
hardcore, and into some nether region
occupied by the likes of SimCopter.

The truly weird part is that, with a
little better flight programming and
some missions that were actually tested,

this game had some faint glimmer of
potential. The graphics engine is quite

decent, and the missions, even with
their comic-book trappings, could've
been fun. But what we have here is a
game that needs to be fast and fun, but
is instead slow and unbalanced. There's
certainly a market for action-oriented

sims, and the Top Gun license provides
ample opportunity for some straightfor-

ward, uncomplicated air combat action.

Instead, we get Maverick-meets-
Airwolf-on-Xanax, and that's bound to

disappoint everybody.
— T. Liam McDonald

1
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LMUbAIVItH FINAL VERDICT

Terrain

graphics aren't bad;

Janies Tolkan is cool.

Extremely

sluggish handling;

wingmen and enemy pilots are brain-dead.

The faintest glimmer of fun

may lurk somewhere in this morass, but even the

most diligent and forgiving gamer won't find it.

Jj
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Neuiman/Haas Racing
CATEGORY: Racing DEVELOPER: Bizarre Creations PUBLISHER: Psygnosis, (800) GET-PSYG, www.psygnosis.com REQUIRED: Windows 95/98; Double-speed CD-

ROM drive; Pentium 133; 16MB RAM; 100MB hard-drive space; Mouse; 3D accelerator (Direct3D, 3Dfx, or PowerVR) WE RECOMMEND: Pentium 200; 32MB RAM;

Racing wheel and pedals MULTI-PLAYER OPTIONS: LAN: 2-8 players; TCP/IP: 2-8 players; Internet: 2-8 players; Modem: 2 players

With all the terrific racing

games on the market,

people who buy this one

deserve what they get.

M

y Windows wallpaper is

a picture of the late,

great bluegrass icon Bill

Monroe. I tell you this

not as an example of my
musical tastes, but

because it is my predomi-

nant memory of the time

I spent with Newman/
Haas Racing. In the

course of several ses-

sions, I saw Mr. Monroe
more than I saw the

track. It seems anything I

did — shifting, braking, bumping the

wall, breathing, digesting lunch —
caused the game to crash to the desk-

top. Since I like my Bill Monroe wallpa-

per, these were, in retrospect, the finest

moments of the game; the true pain was
actually playing this sucker.

Newman/Haas is an appallingly

botched PC port of a PlayStation game
that was none too swift to begin with.

Every single bloody thing in this game
is wrong.

Let's start with the interface, which

is where videogame-to-PC translations

usually go horribly awry: Sometimes
you can use your mouse for menu selec-

tions, sometimes you can't and must use

your keyboard. Sometimes neither

works, and you must use your game
controller. Sometimes you have to bang
the screen and scream, because nothing

works — the game has locked up. The
elements governing which input device

is active in a given menu are mysteri-

ous; perhaps they have something to do

with the phases of the moon.
Not that there are many options to

choose from. This is definitely not a

game for the hardcore racer. It's not

even a game for the soft-core racer. The
garage options are incredibly simplistic,

with only generic settings. Getting to

the garage setup menu from inside a

race is a marvel of menu jumping,

involving all three control devices and
about 12 screens. The notion that "seri-

ous racing enthusiasts as well as begin-

ners will find Newman/Haas Racing

intense, intuitive, and challenging" bor-

ders on false advertising.

Even on the hardest settings, this

is a patently unrealistic game. Oh, the

cars handle okay, but at nowhere near

the level of a true sim for hardcore rac-

ers. The real problem is with damage
modeling and your opponents. You can

do a number of monumentally stupid

and dangerous things and drive on,

seemingly unscathed. You could play

this thing not as a race but as a

demolition derby, bumping cars off the

road instead of beating them at the rac-

ing. Why do I know this? After an hour

Want to win the race? Just run into the other drivers; they'll crash or be crippled, and you can

drive on to victory! This is not a racer for the hardcore gamer.

The graphics aren't bad; except for the pop in, and the

lack of visible damage, and those angular tires, and . .

.

with this drab and buggy game, I tried

doing just that. Anything to make it

more interesting.

The hardware-accelerated graph-

ics are generally pretty good. Chassis

have a fair amount of detail, and tracks

are visually quite nice. But even this ele-

ment has real problems: the tires, for

instance, are weirdly misshapen and
angular, as though you're driving on
giant rubber lug-nuts. There's also a

ghastly amount of terrain pop-in on dis-

tant objects. In racing games, I find this

really distracting; it's almost impossible

not to watch the buildings appear on
the horizon. I'd rather just turn distant

objects off. As for sound effects, you'll

get better from a Game Boy. Engines,

impacts, and voices sound as though

they were recorded on a Little Tykes

My First Cassette Player at the receiv-

ing end of a tin-can-and-string rig.

There's also an endless loop of that

swell techno music that game publish-

ers must buy by the yard from former

members of Kraftwerk.

The real mystery is that this game
is based on the same engine as Formula

1, a game I liked. I'd love to know how
it wound up this way; it's a buggy game
with a horrid interface and screwy track

action — other than those minor points,

it's just fine. — T. Liam McDonald

GAMER FINAL VERDICT

22
It looks

nice; replay mode.

Bugs and

more bugs; crashes

constantly; baroque

interface; unrealistic driving models, damage modes.

There's no reason to own this

game with so many good better driving games

from Ubi Soft, EA, Microsoft, and Sierra.
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Thunder Brigade
CATEGORY: Action DEVELOPER: Bluemoon Interactive PUBLISHER: Interactive Magic, (800) 789-1534, www.imagicgames.com REQUIRED: Windows 95/98; Double-speed
CD-ROM drive; Pentium 100; 32MB RAM WE RECOMMEND: Pentium II 333; Supported sound card MULTI-PLAYER OPTIONS: 16 players via LAN; 4 players via TCP/IP

Remember Terminal

Velocity? Here it is again,

four years later... except

with gravity. And less

impressive graphics.

T

he computer game industry is

one that innovates, its creators

building on each other's ideas

and gameplay concepts to cre-

ate sequels and genre-busters
that dazzle and delight.. .about

ten percent of the time. The
other 90 percent of the time is

spent cranking out cruddy
knockoffs of lackluster games
to be tossed into a saturated

market to make a quick buck.

Thunder Brigade bears all

the marks of belonging to that
latter 90 percent. It's a ground-bound
clone of the popular fly-around-and-
shoot-stuff action games that made their

mark a few years back, like Terminal
Velocity, Scorched Planet, and
Hellbender. And, unsurprisingly, it offers

essentially no innovation to set itself

apart from the rest.

The plot could be from any of a
whole bargain-bin full of games; we
humans have finally discovered a
peaceful planet to colonize, but there's
some sort of civil war that erupts
because somebody accidentally left the
president's toilet seat up, and chaos
reigns supreme. It's your duty to hop
into your gravity-defying hovertank

Another enemy bites the dust. When these Halon

towers come into range, activate your missile

weapon and let 'em have it.

When you hit the alternate view key, the

camera pans back to show you how silly

your hovertank really looks.

Good lord! What is up with that hideously colorful landscape? All those shades
of pink and blue could give you a hankerin' for some Froot Loops....

thingy and shoot anything that shows
up as a red blip on your radar scope.

The control is best described as
Descent with gravity; you can pitch
your view up and down, but you're
always stuck to the ground as you
cruise over the game's numerous moun-

tainous regions. In

this way, it's more
like a Doom or
Quake game — you
can do the whole
circle-strafe thing

around your oppo-
nents while pepper-
ing them with rail-

gun fire. Thunder
Brigade's gameplay
consists of shooting
blocky enemies,
then finding station-

ary targets and
blowing them up
with missiles.

Repeat until bored.

The sole

strength of Thunder
Brigade is its wide
variety of options

and missions.

There's a solid cam-
paign mode that

takes you through a series of near-
identical missions, and there's an
Instant Action mode that throws you
into the midst of a random firefight.

Still, none of this can redeem the fact

that Thunder Brigade is almost
entirely devoid of personality or
innovation. Just one example of

Thunder Brigade's undeniable blah-

ness is its computer-controlled wing-
men — you can't issue individual

commands over an intercom, and
there's no radio chatter whatsoever.

The marketing copy on the box
is quick to point out that Thunder
Brigade's voxel-based graphics don't

require a 3D card— that's another
way of saying the game doesn't sup-
port 3D acceleration. The game's visu-

als are a mixed bag. Running in stan-

dard VGA mode. Thunder Brigade is a
hideous mess of dithered pixels; in 16-bit

high-color mode, the landscapes avoid the
freakishly lumpy look of the voxel hills and
valleys in Comanche 3 (assuming you've
got the PII 333 needed to run smoothly in

this mode), but they still appear a bit

unnatural. This is partially the fault of way
overused colored lighting— some of the
battlefields look like they've been the vic-

tims of Lucky the Leprechaun's magical
rainbow paintbrush. Designers, please:

restrain yourselves . .

.

Thunder Brigade features a fairly

in-depth network mode. Unfortunately,
you probably won't be able to find any-
one to play with you. If you feel so
inclined, you can log onto I-Magic's
matchmatching service and see if anyone
wants to go a round or two over the
Internet. Chances are, they'll be too busy
playing Warbirds instead.

All in all. Thunder Brigade offers

very little in the way of innovative game-
play, and a whole slew of other games
have handled this kind of action much
better. If the people at I-Magic are hon-
estly aiming to release only triple-A titles

rather than cranking out boxes of medi-
ocrity to please stockholders, they
should sit back and take a good, hard
look at the competition before releasing

the likes of Thunder Brigade.
— Colin Williamson

IpAlt/ICn
IbAIVIhn FINAL VERDICT

sions, colorful voxel

landscapes.

Unless

you've got a fast

Pentium II, graphics are ugly; stuck-to-the-ground

physics and repetition hamper the experience.

Thunder Brigade offers little

to hold your interest for long.
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DEMONSTRATION #2

1 Tear out your old sound card

2 Smash into pieces.

3 Toss over your shoulder.

The sound those pieces make when they hit the ground all around you is the power

of A3D from Aureal, the only audio that works the way your ears do.

That's why leading sound card vendors, such as Diamond. TerraTec. Turtle Beach,

and Xitel, are using Vortex audio technology from Aureal, the only 3D audio

accelerator that supports industry leading A3D positional audio technology.

You can also find A3D positional audio on computer models from the industry's

leading PC manufacturers.

Audio based on Aureal technology is awesome. But don't take our word for it.

Believe Your Ears. Check out A3D at your local retailer.

3D
BELIEVE YOUR EARS"

Visit us at www.A3D.com

©1998 Aureal Semiconductor. Inc. A3D and Aureal are trademarks of Aureal Semiconductor Inc. Other trademarks are properties of their respective owners.

Go to http://pcgamer.ign.com/request Product #029
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Darh Side of the Moo
CATEGORY: Adventure DEVELOPER: SouthPeak Interactive PUBLISHER: SouthPeak Interactive, (919) 677-4499, www.southpeak.com

REQUIRED: Windows 95/98; 8x CD-ROM drive; Pentium 166; 32MB RAM; 150MB hard-drive space WE RECOMMEND: Pentium 200; 16x CD-ROM drive

MULTI-PLAYER OPTIONS: none

SouthPeak quietly

presents one of the best

adventure games to

come down the pike in

many moons.

I

'm not sure how they do it, but

SouthPeak's "video reality" tech-

nology lets you move 360 degrees
through a fully interactive environ-

ment comprising some of the

silkiest full-motion video images
you've ever seen. The result is

movie-quality imagery wedded to

moody, atmospheric backgrounds.
But great video technology has

never been enough to make a great

game. Most of the credit for this

game's excellence goes to veteran

screenwriter Lee Sheldon (whose
last work was the ambitious Riddle of

Master Lu from Sanctuary Woods,
released just before that gutsy little com-
pany went belly-up).

In the realm of adventure games,
the writer is usually the odd man out,

because most adventure scripts are

strung together from cliches that form,

at best, a skeleton frame whose main
purpose is to support the latest gee-whiz

graphics. The usual result is cardboard
characters who can be shuffled from
game to game without anyone knowing
— or caring.

If you want to see what an extraor-

This evil-looking fellow is Einar Grice, the head of the

security force. He's destined to make your character's

dinary difference a really good
writer can make, just embark on the

adventure in Dark Side of the Moon.
Sheldon's a 20-year veteran of TV,

having scripted programs as

diverse as Star Trek: The Next
Generation and Charlie's Angels.

Lee's a two-time nominee for the

Edgar award for his mystery
scripts, and he's been a Writers'

Guild nominee as well.

Several years ago, Lee got fed

up with the Hollywood rat race and
decided to apply his talents to com-
puter gaming, a medium he feels is

every bit as challenging and
rewarding as TV or film. He relo-

cated to North Carolina, where
SouthPeak has two 5,000-square-foot

sound stages as lavishly equipped as

anything you'd find in Hollywood.
The result is that, not too far into

Dark Side's complex story, you'll realize

that something rather magical is hap-

pening: you feel actual emotions for the

characters, whether you're attracted to

them or fear them. The story is utterly

non-linear; there are hundreds of paths

you can take: no "missions," no "levels,"

no "side quests."

Dark Side is distinguished by a rich

narrative. Even the puzzles, some of them
quite fiendish, are fully integrated into

the story, not just thrown in as padding
to give the player something to do.

The farther you go into Dark Side,

the more spellbinding it becomes. You
play Jake Wright, an adventuresome but

nearly penniless young man who's just

inherited a mining claim from his uncle,

a dream-chaser who was on the verge of

"The Big Strike" but

who died mysteri-

ously just as he
found what he was
looking for. You've
inherited the claim,

but is it as fabulous

as some characters

profess or just

another dream that

didn't pan out?

You have a

touch of Uncle
Jacob's wanderlust,

so you embark for

the mining column
on Luna Crysta,

sixth moon of the

planet Cepheus, to

find out the truth

about Jacob's death
and to learn

whether you've

inherited a fortune

or just some worth-

less documents.

Good old Uncle Jake died and left you with a mystery

to solve— and a whole bunch of serious trouble.

Brave Hope Mining Corp.’s

life hell.

Luna Crysta is beautifully con-

ceived and rendered, a gritty, end-of-

the-line outpost run by the all-powerful

Brave Hope Mining Corp. Down in the

great abyss of the central mining shaft,

prospectors grub for mineral riches.

But most of the hard work is done by
the native population, the Cepheids,

who seem docile and willing, literally, to

work themselves to death for their

human masters.

The plot thickens when Jake learns

that oxygen has a narcotic effect on the

natives. Their apparent docility is caused
by a massive oxygen-pumping system

which keeps them drugged and bereft of

free will. Early in the game, Jake realizes

there's even more going on behind the

scenes; he's being tailed by an affable,

moon-faced, but faintly sinister guy
named Whistler. Eventually, someone
murders Whistler and Jake gets the

blame. Now he's a fugitive from Brave
Hope's ruthless security force, headed
by the iron-jawed Einar Grice.

The game not only features an out-

standing script (and generally solid act-

ing that brings it to life), but movie-qual-

ity environments. A gripping story, fully

realized characters, spectacular environ-

ments, even a seasoning of whimsy—
all of these combine to create a unique
gaming experience. In short. Dark Side

is one of the best adventure games I've

played in a long time.

— William R. Trotter

FINAL VERDICT
Great

script, solid acting,

marvelous graphics;

you'll become emo-

tionally involved.

Lots of disc-swapping; some tough puzzles.

SouthPeak is coming on

strong — this is one of the better adventure

games in recent memory.

j
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YOUR PEOPLE have been trapped on

a hostile world for li300 years-

& YOUR PAST is a single ancient

ruin and a blackened stone that points the

way to the center of the galaxy-

^ YOUR PRESENT is a quest for

answers and a five mile long starship that

took years to build-

11 THE FUTURE • • • is in jeopardy.



CGU / Winner of UGO's Best Real-Time Stra

Choose unit types-i
fleet formations

and flight tactics
to create the

best combat group
for each tactical

situation.

An advanced research
tree lets you construct
54 ships between two
distinct racesi from

lightly armored fighter
class interceptors

to gigantic carriers
that can build

and transport up to 250
ships into battle. J

Detailed weapon systems
- including mass driversn

guided missilesi
ion cannons and mines -

operate automatically
to track multiple
or single targets-

Customize yoi
from fuel cor

and fleet *

mission objec
even the colt

for your A

Find detailed gameplay and ship specifications at www • sierrastudios • com
©1999 Sierra On-Line Inc., All rights reserved. Sierra, Sierra Studios and the Sierra logo are trademarks and Homeworld is a registered trademark of Sierra On-Line Inc. Relic Entertainment is a trademark of Relic Ente

Go to www.pcgamer.com/request Product #095



LOCATION: The Great Wasteland-

DESTINATION: Galactic Core-

tegy Gama of E3

ir game -

isumption
size to
tives and
ir scheme
rmada

•

rtainment Inc.
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Command the smallest
scout ship or

your entire armada in
an unrestricted 3D
world for pinpoint

control

•

Explore super detailed
galactic regions! from

asteroid fields to
nebulae to dust clouds-/

Lead your Armada through
lb single-player

missions! or play against
seven opponents over

the Internet or LAN in
multiplayer scenarios-

A robust mission
editor lets you create

your own maps for
online campaigns-
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WARHAjfiMER
.jf40,000^

Lead The Powerful
Eldar" WarrIors in

a Desperate Struggle

FOR SURViVAL

I
n a galaxy dominated by the

uncaring Empire of Man, the

mystic EldaR must battle the evil,

bio-engineered TyranidsM

RI FES OF WAR thrusts you into

the electrifying Wari iammeR

40,000 Universe! Based on the

award-winning Panzer QeneraP' II

game system, this turn-based strategy

game is easy to play, but filled with

deep strategies that are a challenge to

master. Substantially upgraded from

its famous predecessor, units are twice

as large and animate when they

move, attack and die.

70 diverse 3-D rendered

animated units from the

Warhammer

®

40,000 universe,

Cooperative and head-to-head

multiplayer support will hone

your survival skills,

A 7.4-mission campaign features a

tightly crafted storyline, detailed

atmosphere and varied victory

conditions. Additional single and

multiplayer scenarios let you com-

mand Tyranid and Imperial armies

C/lory point system lets you

build and customize your

own armies, with your

choice of unit types,

wargear and

warrior skills,

TO ORDER: Visit your retailer or call: 1 -800-71 6-8503

with Visa/MC (North America only).

Go to www.pcgamer.com/request Product #745
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under license by THO Inc. All rights reserved. GameFX and THQ Inc. are trademarks of THQ Inc. Software to this

game © 1999 THQ Inc. All rights reserved.
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REVIEWS

CATEGORY: Action-Strategy DEVELOPER: Cyclone Studios PUBLISHER: 3D0, (800) 336-3506, www.3do.com REQUIRED: Windows 95/98; Quad-speed CD-ROM drive;

Pentium 166; 32MB RAM; 300MB hard-drive space; DirectX-compatible video and sound cards WE RECOMMEND: Pentium II 233; 64MB RAM; 3D accelerator (3Dfx)
MULTI-PLAYER OPTIONS: IPX, TCP/IP, serial and modem; Max Players: 8; Play free on HEAT or Mplayer

Better graphics and a

more intuitive interface

aren't quite enough to

save this sequel from

unfavorable comparisons

to Battlezone.

othing could be more intimi-

dating for a design house
than to have to write the fol-

low :up to a monumental
game. Few, in fact, have
done it successfully, id's

efforts with the Doom and
Quake games are continually

impressive, and LucasArts
has put forth one phenome-
nal game after another. On
the other hand. Core Design
just couldn't do the original

Tomb Raider justice with its

sequels, and even Maxis' SimCity 3000
doesn't quite capture the original magic.

The first Uprising, you may recall,

was the first game on the shelves that

combined elements of real-time strategy

games and first-person

shooters. The design-
ers at Cyclone might
have had an easier task

at hand in developing
the sequel if Activision

hadn't given us Battle-

zone in the meantime;
that game raised the

ante considerably and
made the Uprising 2
developers' jobs even
harder. Their new game
builds on Uprising's

framework, but only in

certain areas; the graph-
ics and the interface

have been satisfyingly

overhauled, but there's

not much new here in

terms of gameplay.
Set in the midst of

a futuristic war between
our human descendants and the evil,

extraterrestrial Trich, Uprising 2 puts
you back in charge of a powerful Wraith
hovertank and all manner of support
units. Controlling the tank in much the
same way you'd control your alter ego in

a standard first-person shooter, you
engage in battles to take control of vari-

ous strategically located planets. Your
Wraith is far more powerful than any
enemy unit you'll encounter, but you

A- *-*.-*•- %- Al

Without any AAVs
will be a daunting

or SAMs around, taking out these enemy ships

task for your forces.

Your many bases are usually isolated, so defending them personally isn't always possible. It's important to

fortify them as much as you can before carrying on with the mission.

can't win the war by simply driving
around and blowing stuff up; you'll also

need to engage in some classic real-time

strategy activities like building bases
and producing and commanding units

like infantry, light and heavy tanks,

fighters, and bombers.
Rather than build bases anywhere

you'd like, you're limited to available

locations called command bunkers. You
claim a bunker by calling for a Citadel,

a massive gun that you can control or
leave to the computer to handle. You
can also call in defense turrets, anti-air-

craft sites, and buildings that produce
power and military units.

The Trich also establish Citadels
and defenses. You defeat their forces by
claiming their command bunkers, but
before you can do that, you have to

wipe out their citadels and base struc-

tures. This is one of the primary objec-
tives of most battles in the three single-

player campaigns; other goals will often

accompany it.

Though this is a sequel, it's far from
an evolutionary leap. In fact, if not for

the stylistic differences in base structures

and units, a quick glance at the screen
might make you think you're playing the
original Uprising. Cosmetically, it's

improved; there's better 3D accelerator

support, richer textures, and, most
notably, much more satisfying unit and
structure design. Earth units have a slick,

industrial look, Trich architecture has an
organic appearance like the creepy
Shadow spaceships from "Babylon 5."

Commanding your forces has been
made easier. Taking a cue from
Battlezone's excellent interface. Cyclone
has added a context-sensitive "Auto
Suggestion" routine which lets a single

key execute whatever the game feels is

yc GAMER Mail 1999
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REVIEWS

The Units You’ll Lead
to Destkoy

A s you work your way through Uprising 2, you’ll keep your

forces upgraded with the latest battlefield technology, but the

basic units remain consistent. Here’s what you’ll be leading:

the most appropriate action for the situ-

ation — be it calling a particular unit

into battle, ordering a Citadel, or repair-

ing your Wraith. It's similar to the way
most real-time strategy games will take

a mouse-click on an empty terrain

square as a Move command, while the

same click on an enemy unit or structure

means Attack. The auto suggestions are

usually quite useful, but sometimes
you'll have something else in mind. It's

easy to become reliant on whacking that

key in any situation, so you'll have to

keep an eye on the current auto sugges-

tion displayed in the HUD.
You spend most of the game in

your Wraith, but you have the ability to

jump into any of your Citadels at any
time. It quickly becomes apparent that

you'll have no choice; the enemy artifi-

cial intelligence times its attacks merci-

lessly. For example, as you begin storm-

ing an enemy command bunker, a mas-
sive attack force will often materialize

next to one of your own bases. The only

way to get a handle on both situations

without losing a Wraith or a Citadel is

to be in two places at once — which, of

course, isn't possible.

You can leave a whole slew of

friendly units behind to defend your
bunkers while you're away, but they're

not very intelligent. You'll often see a

platoon of enemy infantry attacking one

side of your Citadel, while one of your
heavy tanks sits idle on the other side,

seemingly oblivious. If you lose a

defense turret, you have to jump into

the appropriate Citadel, or motor over

to it in your Wraith, to replace it.

Your overhead map shows you what's going

it's happening. You can order base buildings

your Wraith from this screen, too.

There's no way to automate such com-
mon and mundane tasks, nor is there

any interface to issue your units multi-

ple waypoints or commands more com-
plex than simple movement, attack, and
defend orders.

Even more frustrating than the

mandatory micro-management are the

limitations that command bunkers place

on your base-building efforts. Veterans

of any real-time strategy game (or of

Battlezone) will feel severely limited.

Furthermore, the bunkers are usually

spaced well apart; it's not easy to set up
a good defense network
when your resources are

so spread out. You're forced

to defend each bunker as a

separate base, and once
you've acquired more than

three or four of them, the

micro-management they

require stops being fun

and becomes downright
aggravating.

On the other hand,

some gamers may consider

the command bunkers a

plus. The fixed locations cre-

ate interesting and unique
strategic scenarios that you
won't find in other games,

and the hectic pace of hav-

ing to defend so many areas

at once could be a rush to

certain people. Caffeine

on and where

and maneuver

Infantry: These
are your basic foot

soldiers. They may
seem weak com-
pared to armored
units, but they come

armed with explosive charges which
makes them deadly against enemy
base structures.

Light Tank: The
perfect anti-infantry

vehicle, light tanks

are quick and
maneuverable, which
also makes them

ideal for knocking out enemy turrets.

They don't stand much of a chance
against heavy enemy vehicles, though.

Heavy Tank: These
fortified weapons
platforms are effec-

tive against anything

you'll encounter.

They can take quite

a beating, too, which is fortunate

because of their slow and bulky chassis.

AAV (Aerial
Assault Vehicle):
Fighter planes of the

future, these quick

and nimble ships

rain death upon
enemies of all types. Fast enough to

evade most turrets, their biggest fear is

enemy SAM sites.

Bomber: When
you're ready to clear

out an enemy base,

these are your best

friends. Bombers
make short work of

buildings of any type— not to mention

any ground units that happen to be in

the area. They're slow and vulnerable,

though, so it's important to provide

plenty of covering fire.

This mother-ship delivers citadels and other

base structures via dropship as you need

them. You only see it during cut-scenes.

Wraith: Armed
with both a laser and
one or more sec-

ondary weapon sys-

tems, your super-

powered hovertank

is, hands down, the most powerful

mobile unit on the battlefield. As you
progress through the campaign, you'll

have the opportunity to add weapons
and upgrade existing ones.

freaks, your game has arrived!

Seriously, even with its gameplay
quirks. Uprising 2 is an engaging and
refreshingly different title, and it's faith-

ful to its ancestor. The single-player

game offers three campaigns, each of

which offers branching choices of mis-

sions to increase replay value. As in the

first game, a between-missions screen

lets you choose between several options

for upgrading your Wraith, units, and
buildings — you can't afford them all,

so it's important to choose wisely based
on your style of play.

If you enjoy both real-time strategy

games and first-person shooters — but,

like so many of us, are bored with the

carbon-copy nature of those genres —
take a look at Uprising 2. It can be as

maddening as it is addictive, but it's

definitely a change of pace.

— Joel Durham Jr.

ElGAMER FINAL VERDICT

1 1 ! v I Excellent

graphics; nifty look-

ing ships and struc-

tures; streamlined

interface.

I ‘J , , ; : Too much micro-management; poor unit Al.

I 1 K' i I

1

1 , A decent but flawed follow-

up to the original game, Uprising 2 could have

been much better.
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Extreme Tennis
CATEGORY: Sports DEVELOPER: HeadGames PUBLISHER: HeadGames, (612) 942-5202, www.headgames.net REQUIRED: Windows 95/98; Double-speed CD-ROM
drive; Pentium 100; 16MB RAM; 70MB hard drive space WE RECOMMEND: Quad-speed CD-ROM drive; Pentium 166; 32MB RAM; 3D accelerator (Direct3D)

MULTI-PLAYER OPTIONS: Modem: 28.8; IPX; Serial Modem; Max Players: 2

Here's another Head-

Games turd that's a

waste of hard-drive

space at any price.

eadGames has garnered itself

quite a reputation these days
among gamers in the know.
Not exactly a good reputa-

tion; it's more along the lines

of the reputation holy water
and wooden stakes have with
the vampire crowd.

The steady stream of
low-cost, low-quality soft-

ware coming out of this

company is disturbing, espe-

cially when you look at the

sales figures; people are buy-
ing these games in droves — never
mind that most of them are poorly
designed at best and nonfunctional at

worst. The real tragedy is when a new
PC owner picks up one of these games,
fires it up, and thinks, "If this is what
computer gaming is all about. I'll stick

with spreadsheets and E-mail."

Extreme Tennis, the latest in

HeadGames' "Extreme Series" (which
was launched with extreme PaintBrawl,

the lowest-rated game in PC Gamer his-

tory), carries on this infamous tradition.

At the top of the list of its many faults is

the fact that Extreme Tennis eschews
the advances of the last four years in

computer programming, bringing back
some of the annoying trappings of the
old MS-DOS operating system. Sure,

it'll work through Windows 95/98 — in

fact, the game requires you to have
Windows 95/98 — but once you get it

installed, you'll travel back in time to

experience such DOS arcana as audio
card configuration and game controller

incompatibility. I loaded the game on
two different systems; I managed to get

the sound working on one, but couldn't

get a gamepad to work on either.

When you start the game, you're
taken to the Pro Shop. This "3D virtual

tour" adds nothing to the experience
and only serves to annoy, because you
can't avoid it; in order to get out on the

court and play, you have to select a

player each time before starting, even if

you just want to continue a previous
tournament. You can also select one of

four racquets and specialized shoes for

each specific playing surface, but I

found no difference in actual gameplay
no matter which I chose.

If the rest of the game were of the
same quality as the graphics. Extreme
Tennis might be worth playing. The sta-

diums, courts, and player models look
pretty good, and the animations, while
a bit stiff at times, are acceptable. Audio
is sparse but adequate, consisting of
some polite clapping by the crowd, the

convincing sound of a ball on a racquet,

and an announcer that gives you the

current score.

That's about all the good that can
be said about this game, though. Trying
to control your on-screen player is frus-

trating, mainly because you have to

wait for the swing
animation to end
before you regain

control over the

action. You have a

variety of shot types

to choose from, but
you don't even have
to hit a key to return

a shot if you don't

want to. Get within

range of the ball

(and the game is

very forgiving in

this area), and your
player will automati-

cally swing.

Sometimes you
can't move, because
the computer has
determined that

you're already in

position to return a

shot. Other times, it

won't let you move
because the game

WOMEN

Every time you start the game, you have to

come here to select a player, racket, and

shoes. It’s a mystery why you can't do this

from a simple menu within the game.

has decided it wants you to dive for the

next shot. Yet another control problem
is caused by the way you hit different

shots; two buttons deliver four different

shot types, depending on which direc-

tion you press the direction pad or
arrow keys. Too often, the button-press
won't register, and you'll go running in

whatever direction you chose instead of
swinging at the ball.

The ultimate game-killer, though,
is the sad artificial intelligence of the

computer opponent. As with Blue
Byte's Game, Net, and Match!, it took
me about 15 minutes to figure out a

foolproof, winning strategy against the
computer. At least the Blue Byte game
had a multi-player option that let you
find some challenge by playing other
humans; Extreme Tennis' offers multi-

play, too, but its control problems
prevent you from getting any enjoy-

ment out of it. And two players can't

sit down at the same computer to go
head-to-head.

There are plenty of other problems
with Extreme Tennis (no way to save a

game during matches, a display bug
that keeps you from seeing the game or
set scores, etc.), but you get the idea.

This is a mess of a game. No matter
how much you like tennis or how low
the price, avoid it.

—Rob Smolka

S3 GAMER FINAL VERDICT
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\ It's better

than extreme

Paintbrawl
;
graph-

ics are decent.

LOIFiS : Bad con-

trol scheme; sloppy programming; compatibility

problems; abysmal computer opponents.

i> JJT-f U.i’i I I I t J
:

: We ll spare you the "extreme"

jokes this time— this game is just plain bad.
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THE DEADLIEST CREATURES

IN THE UNIVERSE ARE AROUT TO

MEET THEIR MATCH...



• SCALE WALLS and elevator shafts as an Alien and advance with fright-

ening speed as you attack to devour your opponents.

• STALK YOUR PREY as the deadly Predator using wrist blades, shoulder

cannons and invisibility as you surprise attack your enemies.

• LOCK AND LOAD as a Marine using motion trackers, pulse rifles and

flame-throwers to eradicate these vile creatures.

The three most ferocious species in the universe are pitted against one another in a bloodthirsty battle for the ultimate prize—
survival. Take your stand as a Marine, a Predator, or an Alien, where one wrong move turns you from hunter into prey.

AVP DELIVERS the most shockingly realistic first person and multi-player action with heart-stopping suspense and shocking realism.

OVER 50 LEVELS of enormous, terrifyingly realistic game environments offer virtually unlimited replay to let you hone your combat skills

to a razor-sharp edge.

FEATURING THREE OF THE BADDEST BEINGS in the science fiction world— who is supreme warrior? Cooperate or compete with your

friends using the full multi-player networking option.

Go to www.pcgamer.com/request Product #204
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Windows 95/93 CD-ROM

“This game could be one of our all time favorites!”
— Computer earning World

“Scaring the crap out of the big boys.”
— PC Accelerator

“Is there anyone that doesn’t want to play this one?”
— PC earner

jtA
festf

MjON X Environmental
Audio' www.ioKinteractive.com

ALIENS <- 1986 Twentieth Century Fox Film Corporation. PREDATOR ©1887 Twentieth Century fox Film Corporation. ALIENS VS. PREDATOR ©1899 Twentieth Century fox Film Corporation. All Rights Reserved. “Twentieth Century fox," “Fox” and their associated logos are property ot Twentieth Century Fox Film Corporation

Windows is a trademark ot Microsott Corporation. ©1998 3Dfx Interactive, Inc. The 30lx Interactive logo, Voodoo Graphics®, Voodoo Rush ™, Voodoo Banshee • and Voodoo’ - are trademarks and/or registered trademarks ol 3Dfx Interactive, Inc. in the USA and in other select countries. All Rights Reserved.
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Wargasm
CATEGORY: Action-Strategy DEVELOPER: DID PUBLISHER: DID, (877) 463-6472, www.did-us.com REQUIRED: Windows 95/98; Double-speed CD-ROM drive; Pentium

166; 32MB RAM; 315MB hard-drive space; 3D accelerator (Direct3D); DirectX 6-compatible sound card WE RECOMMEND: Pentium II 266MHz; 64MB RAM
MULTI-PLAYER OPTIONS: Modem; IPX; TCP/IP

Explosions and other effects are certainly

pretty, thanks to the new 3Dream engine.

It's too bad DID didn't

deliver on its promises —
this could have been a

terrific game.

T

he box copy says "Pick up
and play — all the immersive
qualities of a sim with none
of the learning curve — just

pure enjoyment!"
I beg to differ. This beau-

tiful but ill-designed mixture

confronts you with a learning

curve the size of an Olympic
ski-jump. Better to say: "All

the complexity of a hard-core
sim with none of the sense of

accomplishment you get from
mastering the controls."

Okay, let's get the plot out of the
way first: It's some time in the near
future, and all the nations of the world
have decided that since real wars are
too expensive to wage anymore, they
will now settle their differences in a

cyber-arena called the "World Wide
War Web." Not exactly an original con-
cept — but a good enough foundation
for a decent game. So what's wrong

with Wargasm? Simply
put, it's an action-strat-

egy hybrid with simu-
lation trappings that

doesn't work very well

at any of the above.

Until recently, DID
has been known for its

highly competitive air

combat sims like

EF2000 and F-22 Air
Dominance Fighter.

Why the company
decided at this late

date to jump onto the
real-time strategy-

action bandwagon,
alongside confirmed
successes like Uprising

and Battlezone, is a

puzzlement. The whole
genre is aging before

our eyes; turn-based games are experi-

encing a renaissance, and there are so
many good real-time strategy games
already on the market that one more is

hardly going to be noticed unless it

truly has something tremendously new
and exciting to offer. That's not the case
with Wargasm.

To be fair about it, the game's
graphics are superb: Vehicles, terrain,

damage effects — all are state of the art.

It's downhill from there on, however.
The tutorial missions consist of a quartet

In addition to driving tanks and controlling infantry, you can fly

attack helicopters— or take shots at them from the safety of a t

If the tanks and planes were easier to

Wargasm could’ve been a good action

of confusing engagements that do little

to explain how to succeed in an actual

battle. If you fly the tutorial for your
attack choppers, for example, you're
presented with a series of glowing cir-

cles you must fly through — that might
give you a feel for controlling a chopper,
but it certainly has nothing whatever to

do with training a combat pilot.

Strangeness abounds. The manual
says the "Page Up" and "Page Down"

I Wargasm has the great-looking graphics you'd expect from DID— but the gameplay isn't nearly as good.
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1 This soldier has a BMP in his sights— but what are his buddies doing while you're watching him?

keys "increase or decrease fuse." Fuse?

Are we dealing with Civil War
technology, here, where fuses have to

be manually set for each shell? I kept

pushing those keys, and nothing — at

least nothing observable — happened in

the game. Maybe it applies only to mis-

sions in which demolitions are expected

to be used.

The designers apparently set out

with the admirable goal of creating a

game that was concise, simple, and
visually beautiful. But somewhere along

the way, they took a wrong turn and
delivered a game that is ten times as

complicated as it ought to be. To
assume first-person control of a unit,

you must first exit the game to the

The game can provide some spectacular moments as the battle

unfolds, but getting to that point can be a confusing proposition.

strategic map, select a unit, then dou-

ble-click on it. There's no way to adjust

the speed of the game, and things hap-

pen so quickly that while you're plan-

ning a strategy, the enemy is constantly

on the move at a pace too rapid for

mere mortals to comprehend. You end

up controlling a single unit which may
or may not be essential to your plans,

while all your other units are milling

around like cattle. Some of them do the

right thing; some don't.

Control of individual tanks and air-

craft doesn't work with any consis-

tency. Too often, inexplicably, the tanks

(or whatever) under my direct control

either sat in place and spun around in

circles, or suddenly decided to go back-

wards. Why, I have no
idea. The manual
describes four types of

control, using joystick

and keyboard; none of

them works consis-

tently, and all four of

them require more dex-

terity and quicker

reflexes than a 13-year-

old videogame master

could bring to bear. In

theory, you should be
able to jump right into

this game and start

blasting the enemy with

intuitive ease. In prac-

tice, however, it's all so

mystifying that you
aren't allowed the plea-

sure of an easy-going

arcade game, never

mind the demanding

Units can be grouped to move together, but again

Ate

Exterior views help make the game look

arcade-like, but the controls are anything but

complexity of a true strategy game.
If you try and play Wargasm as a

straight arcade game, you'll have great

fun blowing up enemy units — but you
won't last long. As for mixing some
actual strategy with your action, forget it.

You'll either find yourselfjumping back

and forth every few seconds from the

map to the controls of your individual

units, or you'll try and play the game
from the map alone, which simply isn't

the point— nor is it fun.

Any game company with the guts

to name a product Wargasm ought to

be prepared to deliver what the name
implies — the pleasure of simple, vis-

ceral, fast-paced combat. Instead, we
get a vague, complex, poorly docu-

mented disappointment.
—William R. Trotter

SE GAMER
Superb

graphics and a

really classy

soundtrack.

Dreadful

interface in both strategic and simulation modes;

inadequate documentation and tutorials.

Battlezone doesn't have any-

thing to worry about.

FINAL VERDICT
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From Mythos Games, the creators of the legendary X-com series, comes another

addictive real time strategy game that will take you beyond human limits. .

.

You are all-powerful.
Release your magic against opposing

sorcerers and monsters. Dispatch

fireballs against your foes, invoke the

apocalypse against their beasts, and

infect your opponent’s forces with

disease. Avoid traps, solve mysteries,

gather artifacts. Get ready for the quest

of a lifetime...

Summon more than 20 mighty creatures

Battle through 36 regions and three arcane realms

Create deadly combinations with over 60 spells

Fast adaptive Artificial Intelligence

No two games ever the same

Addictive multi-player mode

Bewitching sound track

QUA Jllr I Lull 1\_S
* 1370 Piccard Drive

’
Suite 12 °- Rockville, MD 20850 • Fax: 301 926-8010 • www.bethsoft.com

Magic & Mayhem Copyright ©1998 Virgin Interactive Entertainment (Europe) Limited and Mythos Games Limited. All Rights Reserved.

Distributed under license from Virgin Interactive Entertainment (Europe) Limited.

Go to www.pcgamer.com/request Product #041



OddiiMld: (he's Exoddu
CATEGORY: Arcade DEVELOPER: Oddworld Inhabitants PUBLISHER: GT Interactive, (425) 398-3074, www.gtgames.com REQUIRED:

Windows 95/98; Double-speed CD-ROM drive; Pentium 100; 32MB RAM WE RECOMMEND: Pentium II 333; Supported sound card MULTI-

PLAYER OPTIONS: 16 players via LAN, 4 players via TCP/IP

Clever and imaginative,

Abe's Exoddus proves

there's still plenty of life

left in the old-fashioned

2D arcade game.

E

ven though it was "only" a 2D
arcade game, Oddworld:
Abe's Oddyssee was one of

the more refreshing games of

last year. You controlled a

defenseless little critter named
Abe, whose race (the

Mudokons) was thrown into

slavery by oppressive bad
guys (the Glukkons). The only

way to save your people was
by solving a number of clev-

erly designed puzzles and
effectively utilizing Abe's small

vocabulary to lead your friends to safety.

The action continues in Abe's

Exoddus. After receiving a hero's wel-

come back home, Abe is subject to a

vision of even more enslaved Mudokons.
It turns out that Abe's people are being

forced to dig up the bones of their ances-

tors, which are used as ingredients in

Glukkon beer. The Mudokon slaves don't

realize this, however— because their eye-

lids have been sewn shut.

So Abe grabs five of his buddies and
leads a rescue mission to the evil Soul-

Storm Brewery, ready to kick ass and
take names. When his irresponsible

escorts are incapacitated after drinking

several gallons of SoulStorm bubbly, Abe
is left all alone to destroy his oppressors

and rescue his fellow Mudokons.
Abe's Exoddus continues the

Oddworld tradition of well-designed

characters and consistent art direction.

The animation looks natural enough to

make you look forward to the Oddworld
feature film that's reportedly in the works.

Abe hops into a mine cart and plows into

everyone in sight. Don’t squish your friends!

^ By chanting from a hidden spot, Abe can possess enemies and have them go on mad shooting sprees.

Full-motion video is used sparingly but

effectively, and there are some very

smooth transitions from screen to screen

where the camera pulls back or zooms up
to a different level.

The game's roots can be traced back
to arcade-style games like Flashback or

Heart ofDarkness, but there's generally

more emphasis on using your noodle

than on reflexes. Aside from the rare run-

and-jump puzzles, you'll need to use
Abe's ability to tip-toe past guards, grab
onto ledges, and forceMly expel gas from
his rear (or, as the copy on the box puts

it, "Use Abe's farts to blow stuff up!").

Once Aibe encounters one of his fel-

low Mudokons, he'll have to exchange
words. Abe can say different things and
give orders — like "Hello," "Follow me,"

"Wait," and "Sorry." He can also beat

down his fellow Mudokons with a mighty
slap. Sometimes that's the only way to get

a Mudokon slave's attention, but it can

make them angry, so Abe will have to pat

them on the shoulder and apologize until

they settle down and start taking orders.

This goofy interaction never gets old, and
abusing your friends is delightful fun.

Since you score points based on
how many Mudokons you save, it's in

your best interests to keep them alive. If

you can lead your blind friends into a

room with a ring of flying birds and
begin chanting, a magical portal will open
up, and your buddies will jump through

to safety. Of course, you don't have to

save the little guys, and it's always amus-

ing— in a politically incorrect way— to

talk them over cliffs or into rock-crushers.

Oddworld's one major flaw is that it

gets absurdly difficult from time to time,

and Abe will plunge to his death (or be
crushed or eviscerated) many more times

than you'd like. You don't die as fre-

quently and pointlessly as in, say. Heart of

Darkness, but it still gets pretty bad (when
you get to the jungle level with the killer

leeches...good luck). Fortunately, you can
quick-save at any point in the game, so

dying doesn't mean having to start the

level over from the beginning; that tends

to reduce the frustration factor.

And even if it does make you a little

crazy sometimes, Abe's Exoddus's
humor, clever design, and great visuals

escalate it far above the generic 2D side-

scroller. If you got a kick out of the orig-

inal Abe's Oddyssee, you owe it to your-

self to give this a try.

—Colin Williamson

HQGAMER FINAL VERDICT

Innovative and

beautiful

videogame-style

fun with some

nicely designed puzzles.

Gets very difficult very fast.

Abe's Exoddus is a unique

action-puzzle hybrid with plenty of character.
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Luftwaffe Commander
CATEGORY: Simulation DEVELOPER: Eagle Interactive PUBLISHER: SSI, (800) 601-7529, www.ssionline.com REQUIRED: Windows 95/98; 8x CD-ROM drive; Pentium

166; 32MB RAM; 195MB hard-drive space; Mouse; 3D accelerator card (Direct3D compatible) WE RECOMMEND: Pentium II 300; 64MB RAM; Joystick, throttle, and

pedals MULTI-PLAYER OPTIONS: Hotseat: No; LAN: 2-10 players; TCP/IP: 2-10 players; Internet: 2-10 players; Modem: 2 players

The latest entry in the

World War Two sweep-

stakes offers something

different, but also feels

rushed and out-of-date.

V

ou have to wonder about the

logic of taking a nice little

niche sim like Luftwaffe

Commander and thrusting it

out, apparently unfinished,

into a market crammed with
similarly themed and well-

reviewed sims from major
publishers. Left to percolate

for a few more months,
Luftwaffe would have been
fairly clear of the European
Air War, WWII Fighters,

and Combat Flight Simulator

juggernaut and might have stood a

better chance.

The extra time also would've given

the developers a chance to smooth the

rough spots and bring the terrain

graphics up to snuff. By that time,

gamers coming off a few months of

generally similar WWII action

might have welcomed the refresh-

ing change of pace offered by this

promising little sim.

But that's not what happened.
SSI, a niche publisher with a strong

and loyal fan base, may have
thought it could compete with the

big guns, only to find itself flying

into heavy flak. That's too bad;

Luftwaffe Commander had some
real potential. The developer. Eagle
Interactive, showed promise in

some elements of Sabre Ace, the

failed Korean War sim it designed
for Virgin; there was reason to

expect the company could pull off a g
decent game, given a long leash

and the backing of a company
more experienced with sims. And
SSI, for its part, had shown with Su-27
Flanker that it can nurture a small

developer through a tough project and
create a classic. For some reason,

though, these two solid elements never
really jelled.

Luftwaffe Commander is unique in

offering a WWII combat sim with a

wholly German perspective. The cam-
paign, planes, and missions are based
around one of the most fearsome air

forces in history, with some flyable

Allied planes offered for diversity.

Goering's Luftwaffe fought in different

Enemy Al while you are dogfighting is okay, but noth-

ing extraordinary. When it comes to ground colli-

sions, the Al seems non-existent.

The plane exteriors are moderately detailed, but they pale in comparison to those seen in Jane's WWII
Fighters and other games, and they lack detailed visible damage.

theaters, campaigns, and wars for

almost a decade until it was finally

ground to a nub by simple attrition.

Aircraft like the Me-110, Me-109, and
Focke-Wulf 190 were some of the best

engineered planes to fly in WWII.
The game has an epic feel, with a

single multi-theater campaign encom-
passing the entire sweep of the war. You
begin with Germany's "dry run" of the

Luftwaffe during the Spanish Civil War
in 1937, where the Fleinkel He-51 biplane

gives way to the superior Bf 109D
fighter. From there, you move on to

WWII and the Invasion of France, the

Battle of Britain, the Eastern Front, and
the Western Front— picking up the Bf
109E, Bf 109F, Bf 109G, and Me-262
along the way. The Spitfire Mk 1, P-39

Airacobra, P-51D Mustang, and the

weird little Russian 1-16 "Rat" (a first, I

think) are also flyable in stand-alone mis-

sions. But where is the Focke-Wulf 190?

Its absence in a Luftwaffe sim is glaring.

Other than the lack of the 190, the

structure of the game is solid, and it

gives a generally good feel for the

dynamics and course of the German air

war, which turned bad slowly and irrev-

ocably. Mission design is good when it

works, and the different shell items pro-

vide plenty of background, including

video clips of first-person accounts from
German pilots. Campaigns are scripted

rather than dynamic, and while this

might hamper replay value, it makes for

tight, interesting missions. Unfortu-

nately, things start to deteriorate fast

once you actually get moving.
The first order of business is the

artificial intelligence, which runs the

gamut from merely acceptable to down-
right appalling. Wingmen are not only

useless, but dangerous. Both friendly

and enemy aircraft seem to have no
sense of self-preservation, and collision

avoidance is left totally in your hands.
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Terrain has a blocky, patchwork look in far

too many places. This is particularly notice-

able in cities, where everything looks gray.

Go ahead, run into him— chances are the damage will be minimal, since collision detection is

sporadic. Good thing, since collisions are common in the game.

This can be nerve-wracking in close for-

mations. Enemies perform fairly routine

(and, eventually, predictable) maneu-
vers. Your wingmen are equally pre-

dictable: they run into the ground as

much as the Italian Air Force. The game
is also riddled with bugs — from mis-

sions that won't end properly, to a fail-

ure to give credit for kills, to some inde-

structible aircraft and damage-free col-

lisions. It is clearly not a finished game.
It's too bad the AI is so weak and

the game so buggy, since the feel of the

general flight model is very solid. Spins

and spin recovery feel very believable,

and the planes have a nice sense of heft

to them. Individual plane modeling is

not quite so precise, with some diver-

sions from historical specs that only the

hardest of hardcore historical aviation

buff would notice. Damage modeling is

good as it relates to performance
degradation, but there are none of the

nice visual cues we're seeing in the

other WWII games. There are two gen-

The Spanish Civil War
War erupted in Spain when Franco's

fascist Nationalists rebelled against the

left-leaning Royalists. Europe, which
loves to get embroiled in wars, decided

it'd meddle and make things much
worse. France and Russia aided the

Royalists, while Germany and Italy aided

the Nationalists, thus turning a minor
civil war into a nightmarish bloodbath.

Germany, desperately wanting to try out

its new toys, bombed the peaceful vil-

lage of Guernica flat because it was full

of unarmed civilians.

Invasion of France
If anyone deserved to be overrun by

Fluns, it was the French, who had a his-

tory of overrunning their neighbors

going back centuries. Spearheaded by

the overwhelming superiority of the

Luftwaffe, the German invasion in 1940

took only six weeks, after which the

French would gladly sing the Horst

Wessel March at the drop of a

Deutschmark. Ominously for the

Luftwaffe, the coup de grace of troops

cornered at Dunkirk was prevented by

British Spitfires and the short ranges of

the Bf-109.

eral flight models: the arcade-like Iron

Cross and the full-realism Knights

Cross. There are also plenty of realism

toggles for the usual range of settings

like fuel, ammo, stalls, blackouts, and so

on, making it fairly accessible to

novices but meaty enough for the air

combat buff.

Visually, Luftwaffe lags far behind

the competition. Cockpits look decent, if

a little too pat and clean. Gauges are

clear and readable in both standard and
3D cockpit mode, but they're not func-

tional in 3D. The fixed viewing angles

Battle of Britain

A couple of months later, the Germans
got a good taste of those Spitfires in the

Battle of Britain. The Nazis rained death

on London for weeks, diverting strikes

from bases and airfields in a foolish

attempt to "break the will" of the British

people. The Spitfires and Hurricanes

held their own, and while equally

matched in numbers, the Luftwaffe soon

found itself worn down and unable to

replace aircraft fast enough. It gave up
and decided to go annoy the Russians.

Eastern Front
Russia was not famous for its air force.

It was outclassed in tactics and out-

gunned in machinery, but it could throw

a seemingly endless supply of pilots and

planes at the Germans. The sheer

weight of numbers rather than skill or

hardware made the air war in the East

brutal and hotly contested.

Western Front

The game picks up with the Western

Front, after the Americans begin to turn

the tide. Day and night bombing on

Germany pulverized the nation and nearly

shattered the Luftwaffe, but it put up a

good fight through the Battle of Berlin.

overlap each other by about 10 percent,

so there are no blind spots. The padlock

mode maintains a persistent lock no
matter where the target is (even out of

sight), which may bother picky sim fans

but since aircraft are pretty hard to

spot in this game anyway, I welcomed
the feature.

The rest of the visuals are about a

year out of date. Plane and object detail

is about average, but explosions are

poorly done and the terrain is a real dis-

appointment. The patchwork of repeated

textures that comprise portions the land-

scape makes for some disconcerting vis-

tas, such as sections of Paris that look

like a herringbone suit with a big pointy

thing (the Eiffel Tower?) sticking out of

the middle. It's not a pretty sight.

Performance is nothing to write

home about, considering the light-

weight detail in the visuals: the more
detailed Combat Flight Simulator runs

more smoothly. Even the menus seem
clumsy and crowded, with buttons that

are too small and an Options section

that runs off the screen.

Since Luftwaffe Commander takes

on the air war in Europe from a

detailed German perspective, if offers

plenty of action not found in the other

sims. But the overall dated look and
unfinished feel of the game make it

more a near miss than a success. It

bears some of the marks of an aban-

doned game: shoved out the door pre-

maturely and unloved. Too bad; it could

have grown up to be something special.

— T. Liam McDonald

G0GAMER
Detailed,

historically accu-

rate; good general

flight modeling; solid

mission structure.

Unfinished feel; plenty of bugs; shoddy

terrain graphics; weak AI on both sides.

With more care, this coulda been

great; instead, it's just a blueprint for a better game.

FINAL VERDICT
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LPclcomc to the world of lEvcr(Quci3t

a massivc 3D -m « 1 1 i p layer on-line

fantasy role-playing game.

Adventure online in a world that can be

populated by more than food other players

Journey across continents filled with

perilous dungeons, eerie crypts and

mysterious underwater' landscapes

Choose from iz unique races and

.

14 distinct classes

Immerse yourself in a beautiful

3JD environment in hi-rcsolution 16-bit color

EverQuest has completely

taken over my life."

i %.— Chris Otlinsson” Kramer: Voodoo

"I hate EverQuest. It's cutting into my
free time and playing havoc with my social

calendar. I just can't stop playing this game!
— Michael "Phoenix” Wolf: PC Garner

"The deepest, richest, and most
graphically advanced of the RPQs yet

— Big Brother: Game Pro

‘ BRUPiN
\ .irV14BKAKY

"Already the beta version is providing a

surpassingly immersive experience— one
that will likely see defections from Britannia

— Rob "Galgorth” Srmith: PC Accelerator Magazine



On the mystical Mojo Bay Country Club, you

can curse your rival’s shot and watch it corkscrew

into a shark-infested water hazard.
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CATEGORY: Action DEVELOPER: Multitude PUBLISHER: Multitude, (888) 689-TEAM, www.fireteam.com REQUIRED: Windows 95/98; Double-speed CD-ROM drive;

Pentium166; 32MB RAM; 55MB hard-drive space; 28.8Kbps modem; Full-duplex sound card; Mouse WE RECOMMEND: Pentium 200; 250MB hard-drive space;

56.6Kbps modem MULTI-PLAYER OPTIONS: Serial: No; Modem: No; IPX: No; Spawnable: No; Free Internet play: Yes; Maximum number of players: 12

Multitude spent two

years perfecting the first

truly effective real-time

voice feature for Internet

gaming — but it's tied to

a disappointing game.

W

hen Multitude began
developing FireTeam, a

squad-level combat game
designed solely for multi-

player action over the

Internet, one of the high-

est priorities was to cre-

ate a voice-chat system
that would let players

talk to teammates with-

out degrading game per-

formance. The concept
has a lot of appeal, espe-

cially for anyone who's
played other team-oriented Internet

games: typing and fighting are mutually
exclusive, and the ability to speak
directly to your teammates could really

improve the experience.

Now that FireTeam's gone live, I

can report that the voice-chat technology
works better than I thought possible. It's

not perfect, but most of the time you're
able to hear your teammates loud and
clear through the headset that ships with
the game. A fine

achievement, to be
sure — but it's

blunted by the fact

that the game just

isn't much fun.

Some will call

FireTeam's simple

game design refresh-

ing, but compared to

other current online

games like Tribes and
Team Fortress, it's a

little on the shallow

side. FireTeam pits

two or three squads
— each consisting of

one to four players armed initially with
plasma guns, grenades, and mines— in

arenas where they compete in one of four

game types. Deathmatch and Capture the

Flag are self-explanatory; Gunball plays

like football, except you carry the ball into

a goal rather than crossing a line; and in

BaseTag, you destroy your opponents'
base stations while defending your own.
True line-of-sight rules mean that team-

Find a game in the FireTeam Lobby, then

right-click on its name to preview the map -
a good idea if you want to stay competitive.

Unit types vary in

vision, and each has

mates see stuff you can't, making the
voice chat a vital component of play. And
Multitude has worked hard to make it

simple for users to join "companies" and
compete as teams in league play and offi-

cial tourneys.

It sounds good on paper; in prac-
tice, it's pretty uninspiring. One prob-
lem is the game's speed— the charac-
ters move so slowly, they almost look
like mimes running against the wind.
Another is the small selection of
weapons; with only one primary gun
and a mere handful of secondary
weapons, there's not much room for

improvising cool tactics to take advan-
tage of the firepower you're packing.
And the control scheme is a clumsy
affair that won't let you use the mouse
to control movement; instead, you
aim (in any direction) with the mouse
while doing everything else with your

other hand.
It doesn't take a

genius to figure out
that an online-only

game isn't worth
much if there isn't

anyone around to

play with or against,

and the largest num-
ber of people I've

ever found online at

one time was around
40; during weekday
morning sessions,

that number fell into

the low single-digits.

You know things

aren't going well when there are more
reviews of a game posted on the online

game sites than there are people logged
on to play it.

Why the lackluster response? Part
of the reason could be that you can only
buy FireTeam directly from Multitude.

Then there's the $59.95 price tag, and
the fact that the average FireTeam
player acts like he's about 14 years old

, armor, and field of

its own special ability.

Imagine playing soccer against opponents armed with

plasma rifles, grenades, mines, and deployable turrets,

and you've got a good idea of what a game of Gunball

is like. Too bad it's not as much fun as it sounds.

(a suspicion supported by the fact that I

logged on once during the day, and the
first thing the sysop asked me was why
I was out of school).

Even with 40 players online (about

90 percent of whom are the same bunch
that are always there), getting into a
game can take forever; many players

are already in games, and a player
ranking system means newbies often

have to find other newbies to play with.

The idea is to keep teams evenly
matched by keeping newcomers out of
veterans' games, and vice versa; that's

great, but it further reduces the number
of gamers you can play with. One night,

I waited nearly an hour before getting

into a game, even though I tried to join

every available game and created many
for others to join.

Many reviewers have raved about
FireTeam — but the proof is in the pud-
ding: if only a quarter of the game's beta
testers had bought this game when it

went commercial, there should be at

least ten times as many players as I

found online. The one thing FireTeam
has going for it is its voice-chat technol-

ogy; here's hoping Multitude can license

it to other game developers and bring in

enough money to develop a better game.
—Steve Poole

US GAMER
Voice-

chat feature is a real

achievement; game's

community sup-

ported by Multitude.

A meager arsenal; shortage of oppo-

nents and teammates; awkward control scheme.

One great feature doesn't

make for a great game.
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REVIEWS

Beavis & Butt-head

Bunghole in One
CATEGORY: Arcade DEVELOPER: The Illusions Game Company PUBLISHER: GT Interactive, (425) 398-3074, www.gtgames.com REQUIRED: Windows 95/98; Quad-

speed CD-ROM drive; Pentium 133; 16MB RAM; 50MB hard-drive space WE RECOMMEND: 8x CD-ROM drive; Pentium 200; 32MB RAM MULTI-PLAYER OPTIONS: Four

players on one computer

Unfortunately, this

game's biggest selling

point is its weakest link:

the tiresome commentary

of its lead characters.

T

hey're past their prime, but

Beavis and Butt-head, for bet-

ter or worse, have managed
to become a part of our col-

lective consciousness. Even
the lamest attempt at mimick-

ing the pair's signature

laughs is recognized by most
television-watching

Americans, and many of us

will still crack a smile when
we hear it. But even the most
die-hard fan of the show has

to admit that we're not talking

about high comedy here; this stuff

appeals to us at some deeper, lower level

— somewhere down around the groin

area, generally speaking.

What keeps us paying attention,

though, is the sheer brashness of the

show and the anticipation of the next

offensive, stupid, or just plain off-the-wall

comment or situation. Beavis and Butt-

head Bunghole in One has these same ele-

ments. Unfortunately, they're in very

short supply; you'll have heard just about

Many of the holes have some kind of trap that will cost

you a penalty stroke. Whoa! That was cool!

everything the boys have to offer within

the first round of this otherwise decent

attempt at a miniature golf game.
The course (yes, there's just one—

another disappointment) consists of 18

holes inspired by Beavis, Butt-head, and

the characters and locations that make up
the strange world Mike Judge created for

his MTV animated series. Some of the

hole designs are pretty clever, and the

course as a whole is fun to play. The
interface is simplicity itself: you aim your

shot by clicking on the ball and dragging

your mouse back in the opposite direc-

tion. The farther back you go, the more
powerful your swing will be. It's simple to

understand, and it works pretty well for

the task at hand.

The graphics won't win any awards,

but they're clean and uncomplicated and

get the job done nicely. Each hole has

some kind of animation or special effect

to provide appropriate obstacles between
the tee and the cup: a hole inspired by

gym teacher Buzzcut's military back-

ground includes mud and a minefield

your ball can fall into; another, inspired

by Cornholio's love for caffeine, features

giant spinning coffee cups.

You can play the game as Beavis,

Butt-head, Todd, Principal McVicker,

Mr. Van Driessen, or the boys' neigh-

bor, Tom Anderson. They're all repre-

sented by talking heads when it's not

their turn, and each is fully animated

when he has his putter in his hands
(insert B&B-style joke here).

Other than the fact that there is

only one 18-hole course, the

game's biggest failing is the repeti-

tive commentary provided by the

cast. Even during the first round of

play, you'll start hearing the same
comments over and over again.

Yeah, the phrase "Go use the ball

washer; your balls are filthy/' is

funny in a Beavis and Butt-head

kind of way the first time you hear

it— but by the third or fourth

time, you'd do anything to be able

to shut him up, and you can't (you

can turn the speech off, but you
still have to sit through the anima-

tions and read text captions of the

same overused jokes before you
can get on with the game). Even
more annoying is the fact that you
can't just play a quick one-player

This hole rules! If we were in a band like

Skull, we’d definitely score! He-he!

game; you will always have three of the

other characters along for the ride, all

adding their scintillating comments.
Perhaps the best way to illustrate

this game's shelf life is to tell you how
things went when I first loaded it up.

When the familiar Beavis and Butt-head

intro music started, a crowd gathered

around my desk, excited to see if the

game was any good. Half of them were
gone by the fifth hole; and as 1 worked
my way to the final couple of holes for

the first time, I was sitting by myself.

(Compare that to the boys' graphic

adventure, Beavis and Butt-head in Virtual

Stupidity, which always had at least two
or three amused onlookers from start to

finish). Nearly all of the available in-game
banter is spent in the first round, and—
other than trying to better your score—
there's not much reason to play again.

Bunghole in One isn't a bad game,
but it doesn't provide more than a cou-

ple of hours of entertainment. Even at

its low price point ($19.99), it's not a

very good value.

—Bob Smolka

LiJJUAIVItH FIIUAL VERDICT

Fun for

the first several

holes; Mike Judge

provides the voices.

Only one

course; limited commentary gets tedious; slow play.

This might be a good party

game, but the party will be over when it reaches

the end of its limited humor.
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AND NOW PC GAMERS CAN TRY EARTHLINK SPRINT

FOR THE INCREDIBLE LOW PRICE OF FREE!

FREJ= SETUP
$25 SAVINGS

FREETRIAL©
FOR 2 WEEKS*

GET ROCKET-FAST INTERNET ACCESS WITH ALLTHE PERKS:

• Unlimited Internet access at speeds up to 56K
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• Free, reliable email

• Free 6MB of webspace for your own Web site

Call now!
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REVIEWS

CATEGORY: Racing DEVELOPER: Vivid Image PUBLISHER: Ubi Soft, (415) 547 4000, www.ubisoft.com REQUIRED: Windows 95/98; Quad-speed CD-ROM; Pentium 166;

16MB RAM; 3D accelerator card (Direct3D or Glide compatible) WE RECOMMEND: Pentium II 200; Supported sound card; Gamepad MULTI-PLAYER OPTIONS: Two-
player split-screen

Cutesy console-style

racing finally makes its

way to the PC.. .but is

this a good thing?

I

f you or your friends are into

videogame consoles, you've proba-
bly sat down and played Super
Mario Kart on the Super Nintendo
at least once in your life. Super
Mario Kart was a game that made
up for laughable graphics with
undeniable fun, as you zipped
about a flat track in go-karts, blast-

ing the hell out of your opponents
with various powerups and other

knicknacks. SCARS (a bizarre

acronym for Super Combat Animal
Racing Simulation ) is a racer that

seems to pride itself on being a Mario
Kart knockoff— and while it does a nice

job of maintaining the basic play

mechanics of the original, not much has
been done to escalate the experience
into a next-generation PC title.

If nothing else, SCARS could be a

contender for the PC Gamer Award for

Stupidest Plot of 1999. It's the year

3000, and supercomputers have taken
over the earth. After developing emo-
tions, the computers realize that they
need a little more excitement in their

tedious lives. So, they create cars with
vaguely animal-like attributes and race
them around for their own personal sat-

isfaction. Personally, I'd rather weld

Aside from a bizarre plot and freakish vehicles, SCARS features lovely particle

effects that will dazzle and delight, especially if you're a console fan.

together hideous sledgehammer-
~

wielding biomechanical monsters
and make them battle to the death
over lava pits, but that's just me.

From the get-go, you're limited

to one track and a handful of cars.

As you rank higher and higher in

the ensuing races, extra stuff like

cars and tracks are unlocked.

SCARS plays like Mario Kart, with a

little bit of Wipeout XL thrown in for

good measure — tracks are remark-
ably lush and highly animated, and
there are plenty of powerups
thrown into the mix. Winning a race

requires more than speed and han-
dling on your part— you'll need to |
effectively use the weapons strewn
about the track to wreck your oppo-
nents and make yourself a nuisance.

The tools of destruction range from
a standard projectile beam to track bar-

riers — you can launch a device that

creates an electrical roadblock (that will

wax you if you're not careful). To avoid

these, you'll need to drive around them,
or actually jump over them — each vehi-

cle has the ability to hop a short dis-

tance over opponents or obstacles.

In terms of graphics, SCARS
demonstrates what people mean when
they say "console colors" — everything
is bright, vivid, and Disneyesque. Track
design is decent across the board, with
a few interesting shortcuts and branch-
ing areas for the curious. Glide and
Direct3D support is unequivocally good,
with a bevy of impressive visual effects

being put to use throughout each area.

The team obviously spent a good deal of
time tweaking pyrotechnics and spark

effects, and the

destruction doesn't

disappoint. Sound
design is a little

weak, and music is

the typical thrash-

rock nonsense, and
seems a bit out-of-

place in such a cute

fantasy world.

SCARS feels a

lot like a rushed
conversion of a

videogame to PC —
when entering pass-

words, you have to

use the function

keys to select each
letter (ridiculous,

since every PC has a

fancy alphanumeri-
cal input device

called a keyboard).

There's also a disap-

pointing lack of PC-
style multi-player

Opposing vehicles go a-flyin' as a time-bomb goes

off. These powerups are a blast to use in multi-player

mode— just wait until the timer reaches two sec-

onds, then hand it off to an enemy.

Just like every other racing game, SCARS fea-

tures an ice-covered track that will have you

slipping and sliding as you nuke your foes.

options — the only head-to-head racing
you'll be doing is the two-player split-

screen variety. Even Mario Kart 64 and
the similar Diddy Kong Racing offered

four-player action on the same screen,

so this is a big letdown.

It's not FI Racing Simulation or an
insanely realistic Papyrus game, but
SCARS is solid — if slightly unpolished
— racing fun. With a little extra effort,

this could've been a something special

— but once again, a case of console-itis

has stricken another victim.

—Colin Williamson

S3GAMER FINAL VERDICT
Nice visu-

als; no-holds-

barred, screw-yer-

buddy gameplay.

Lackluster

multi-player support; too many features are con-

sole throwbacks.

SCARS is entertaining, but it

doesn’t hold up against other PC racing games.
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REVIEWS

Enemii Infestation
CATEGORY: Real-time strategy DEVELOPER: Micro Forte PUBLISHER: Ripcord Games, (888) 797-5867, www.ripcordgames.com REQUIRED: Windows 95/98; 6x CD-

ROM drive; Pentium 166; 32MB RAM; 22MB hard-drive space WE RECOMMEND: 12x CD-ROM drive;, Pentium 233; 135MB hard-drive space MULTI-PLAYER OPTIONS:

Serial: No; Modem: No; IPX: Yes; Spawnable: No; Free Internet play: HEAT, Mplayer; Maximum number of players: 4

The chance to battle

aliens with strange

weapons might temp

X-COM fans, but an

infestation of glitches

drags this one down.

T

his X-COM-inspired real-time

strategy game begins with a

standard sci-fi motif

—

humans inside a deep-space

base are besieged by over-

whelming numbers of invad-

ing aliens — but developer

Micro Forte has added a few
twists to liven things up.

Most unusual is that, with a

couple of exceptions, you
have no idea what effect your
weapons will have on the

invaders when you begin a

mission; the ray gun that delivered a

"weak kill" effect on the last mission

might very well make an alien grow or

even multiply on the current one — then

make it shrink on the mission after that.

Some gamers might not groove on
the uncertainty this setup brings, but I

think it's a good touch that lends a realis-

tic feel to the action— especially since it

means your "weapons" can include every-

thing from hairspray to fire extinguishers

to soda canisters and TV remote controls.

Each of the colonists has special abilities:

chemists alter weapons to improve their

lethality; doctors revive severely wounded
personnel on the spot; biologists create

viruses that can be used to infect the

aliens; soldiers are better trained to use

Robots can take significantly more damage than

humans, and even if they are put out of commission,

they can be repaired by a mechanic.

weapons and engage in hand-

to-tentacle combat; and so on.

The odds are definitely

against you in nearly every one
of the game's 26 single-player

missions; fortunately, you can

bring downed crew members
back to full health by dragging

them to the Medical Lab.

The real challenge facing

you, though, isn't the intruders'

numerical superiority, or even

finding the right strategies to

use: it's dealing with a clumsy
interface and the colonists'

mediocre artificial intelligence.

To beat back the alien threat,

you'll need to pamper these

guys like babies; if you place a

colonist in "guard" mode
(which you'll do frequently, so

they won't move in close and
take unnecessary damage when
armed with ranged weapons
like lasers and rocket launchers), then

send him somewhere else, he won't stop

until he reaches his destination — even if

he comes under attack. Colonists won't

grab a nearby weapon when attacked,

and the only way to prevent them from
using massive overkill (such as a rocket

launcher on a baby alien) is to select

them and issue the Hit command, some-
thing that can be tough to do when you
need to issue different orders to different

colonists in the frenzied heat of battle.

Try to enter a room or use an eleva-

tor, and you'll discover the colonists are

so polite they'll enter one at a time, mak-
ing them little more than alien fodder.

For standard doorways, this convention

is understandable, although their slow-

ness is inexplicable; for elevators, it's

downright silly. You can teach a colonist

a new skill by having him carry a book,

but that comes at the expense of carry-

ing a weapon — even though the same
person can carry a weapon and an
injured comrade at the same time!

Those must be some big-ass books.

The game also sports one of my
biggest real-time strategy peeves:

choosing grouped colonists by hitting

the group's assigned number auto-

matically centers the screen on that

group. What's the point of being able

to group units if all of them have to

be in the center of the screen before

you can send them somewhere else?

There are a few out-and-out

oversights as well: there's no option

to adjust game speed or change the

difficulty level, and you can't keep the

music permanently turned off— you
have to do it every time you start a

new mission or load a saved game!

Controlling 14 colonists at one time can be tricky, but with enough

practice, you can usually take control of any of them that are in

danger before they bite the dust.

This many miscues should com-

Get a gaggle of colonists packed into a tight

space, and you’ll discover how tricky it is to

select exactly the one you want to control.

pletely torpedo a game, but I found

Enemy Infestation's story line, elicited as it

is, interesting enough to keep playing the

single-player missions — a good thing,

since the multi-player game strangely

offers only a co-op mode. Enemy
Infestation manages to rise above the

average mark, but there's not much need

to pick this one up unless you're a real-

time strategy fanatic who wants to play

everything in this crowded category.

— Stephen Poole

ESGAMER FINAL VERDICT
Good

story line; interest-

ing weapon effects.

Numerous

design issues make

it difficult to play; hambone voice-acting; no set-

tings for difficulty and game speed.

Worth playing if someone

gave it to you as a gift— maybe.
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We know there are a ton ofweb

sites out there andfinding the

hottest new sitesyou REALLY
want can be hit or miss. Don’t

give up yet; yourfriends at PC
Gamer have done it again.

Step into the CyberhovNGE,

putyourfeet up, andgrab a nice

cold one. Each month we’ll tell

you about the coolest, hippest

web sites out thereforyou. This

is a directory of sites aimed

specifically at YOU, so you

don’t have to worry about

wasting any more time.

We cany all of the latest releases ^
Thousands of software selections

Top-ranked in customer satisfaction

Inexpensive shipping

Overnight and International Deliveries available

Wholesale pricing available for dealers and resellers

Full line of Sony Playstation and Nintendo 64 games

and accessories available.

Guaranteed-howest farces

Prototypes/ Unreleased Figures

Collectibles & Software

Rarities and Unusual Items

Pre-released Items

Episode I Figures

To place an ad in CyforLouNGE, call Melissa Marra at (415) 468-4684
X407 or e-mail her at mmarra@pcgamer.com. If you have comments
or suggestions on what you would like to see in CyforLouNGE,

e-mail us at cyberlounge@pcgamer.com.



Click 2Dial

With AT&T Click2Dial, anyone can set

up a conference call. (That is, anyone

with a computer and a phone. And isn’t

that just about everyone?)

Now you don’t need an operator or special

equipment to set up a conference call yourself.

All you need is AT&T Click2Dial, your computer

and a telephone to hold a business meeting

load or family reunion with up to six

E
f— people. What's more, you’re in total

C control. You can add, drop, mute and

e calling view anyone on the call. There’s even

v a r e an on-line phone directory So how

do you get this amazing, affordable, do-it-

yourself conference call software? You can get

it right now with your computer Just go to

www.click2dial.att.com/getit to download

and for more details. Don’t worry, it's

absolutely free to download and there's no

subscription fee. When a deal like this drops in

your lap, it’s an easy call to make.

Affordable

conference calling

flWt' .

has just dropped

www. cl ic l<2dial.att.com/getit



ATTENTION BASEBALL COMMISSIONERS!
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Have Fun - We’ll Do the Work
• League Wizard has you up and
running in 3 minutes

• Customized websites for every

team owner

• Talk strategies in your own
personalized league chat rooms

Experience the Power
and Possibilities
• 100’s of powerful features loaded with

1,000’s of options

• Real-time scoring

• Customizable email reports

• Fantasy Rotisserie and Head-to-Head
scoring systems supported

• Stats, scores and standings updated
every morning

SupportYou Can
Rely On
• Complete online help including

manuals and site maps

Run your entire league for only

$99 .95 !

GOTO:

sportsline.commissioner.com

Or Call Toll Free: 1-877-COMMISH
AOL Keyword: CBS SportsLine

• Money back guarantee of satisfaction

• Same day customer service from

knowledgeable fantasy reps

Internet access required for participation. Information subject to change without further notice. Not affiliated with Major League Baseball. CBS ‘eye device’ is a registered trademark of CBS, Inc. SportsLine and SportsLine USA are service marks of SportsLine USA, Inc. CopyrightG 1998 SportsLine

USA, Inc. and Daedalus Work) Wide. All rights reserved. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.

’If you’re not completely satisfied, cancel your subscription within 60 days from the date of purchase for a complete refund.



WANT FAST
RELIABLE, AND
INEXPENSIVE
INTERNET
SERVICE?

T-THREE.COM
DELIVERS.

DIAL-UP ACCOUNTS:
• Just $12.95 per month

• Unlimited NATIONWIDE access

• 2 FREE Email accounts

• 10MB of FREE web storage

• FREE roaming withing one Network

• FREE Usenet news access

• NO long-term obligations

ISDN ACCOUNTS:
• Just $15.95 per month for a IB 64k package

• Just $28.90 per month for a 2B 128k package

• Unlimited NATIONWIDE access

• 2 FREE Email accounts

• 10MB of FREE web storage

• FREE roaming withing one Network

• NO long-term obligations

GET INSTANT ACCESS ONLINE AT:

http://www.t-three.com
OR CALL TODAY AT: (800) 224-8525



"THE GREY"
AMD K6-III 400MHz Processor w/3D NOW!

High-Performance Heatsink/Fan Cooling System
"Super Socket 7" Motherboard w/512K Cache
Crucial Technologies 128MB SDRAM (PC-100)
3.5" 1 .44MB Floppy Drive

10.1GB IBM Deskstar 14GXP (7200RPM)
3DFX Voodoo III w/16MB TV-Out 2X AGP
Sound Blaster LIVE! 3D Sound Card
Cambridge PC Works Speaker & Subwoofer System
50X CD-ROM Player

ATX Mid-Tower Case
104-Enhanced Keyboard

Microsoft Intellimouse PS/2
US Robotics V.90 56K Fax/Modem
Microsoft Windows '98 Operating System
Free installation & configuration

of favorite games & latest drivers

PRICE $1,793.00

"THE HIVE-MIND"
Intel Pentium III 450MHz Processor SSE
High-Performance Heatsink/Dual-Fan Cooling System
Intel 440BX Motherboard w/5PCI Slots 51 2K Cache
Crucial 128MB SDRAM (PC-100)
3.5" 1 .44MB Floppy Drive

14.4GB IBM Deskstar 14GXP (7200RPM)
3DFX Voodoo III w/16MB TV-Out 2X AGP
Diamond Monster Sound MX300 3D Sound Card
Cambridge 4-Point Surround

Speaker & Subwoofer System
50X CD-ROM Player

ATX Full-Tower Case w/300 Watt PS
(KoolMaxx) Video Cooling System
104-Enhanced Keyboard

Microsoft Intellimouse PS/2

US Robotics V.90 56K Voice/Fax/Modem
Microsoft Sidewinder Precision Pro USB
Microsoft Windows '98 Operating System
Free installation & configuration

of favorite games & latest drivers

PRICE: $2,299.00

"THE AREA 51"
Intel Pentium III 500MHz Processor SSE
High-Performance Heatsink/Dual-Fan Cooling System
Intel 440BX Motherboard w/5PCI Slots 51 2K Cache
Crucial 256MB SDRAM (PC-100)
3.5" 1 ,44MB Floppy Drive

22.0GB IBM Deskstar 22GXP (7200 RPM)
Promise Ultra-66 IDE Controller (66MB per sec.)

3DFX Voodoo III w/16MB TV-Out 2X AGP
Sound Blaster LIVE! 3D Sound Card
Cambridge Desktop Theater 5.1 (Dolby-Digital)

Speaker & Subwoofer System
3rd Generation DVD-Player
Iomega Internal 100MB ZIP Drive

ATX Full-Tower Case w/300 Watt PS
(KoolMaxx) Video Cooling System
104-Enhanced Keyboard
Microsoft Intellimouse PS/2
US Robotics V.90 56K Voice/Fax/Modem
Microsoft Sidewinder ForceFeedback Pro

Microsoft Sidewinder Gamepad
Microsoft Windows '98 Operating System
Free installation & configuration

of favorite games & latest drivers

PRICE: $3,399.00

MONITORS
17" ViewSonic V73 .26dp add: $315.00
17" ViewSonic G73 .26dp add: $345.00
1
9" ViewSonic V95 .26dp add: $495.00

1
9" ViewSonic PS790 .25dp add: $565.00

21" ViewSonic P810 25dp add: $1,010.00
21“ Nokia 445X Pro .21dp add: $1,265.00

Build your own customized high-performance

gaming machine at: www.alienware-pc.com

All major credit cards accepted.

Toll Free: (800) 494-3382
www.alienware-pc.com
13398 Southwest 128th Street Miami, Florida 33186

Products named in this publication are trademarks ol their respective companies All puces
and specifications are subject to change without notice or obligation Case shown may not be
applicable to certain models Not resensible (or typographical errors Shipping and handling

and any applicable taxes are not included & not refundable

Go to www.pcgamer.com/request Product #091
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Your local computer sales person tells you that you should purchase

multiple modems for setting up a gaming network in your home—
what are you going to suggest he read in the future? How about...

The Hard Stuff

D

f you follow the computer industry

closely, it probably hasn't escaped your

notice that Apple has finally decided it

wants a piece of the computer gaming

industry (it's a little late, but there was

room for Microsoft on the bandwagon a

few years ago, so there may be room for

Apple, tool.

Apple went so far as to send us one of its

new G3 towers to evaluate as a game machine.

Our first reaction was disdain, of course — after

all, we're PC Gamer, not G3 Gamer— but it turns

out that Apple's newest computer isn't too

shabby. It's a lot more expensive than a compa-

rable PC, but it sure is pretty and nicely designed

— and it's got plenty of power and a decent 3D

accelerator. We're not about to trade in our

Pentium II PCs for Apple's newest machine, but

playing with the G3 was interesting and enlight-

ening. Turn the page for the whole story.

You'll also find the usual assortment of

Hard Stuff goodies, including reviews of

MadCatz's excellent Andretti Racing Wheel, a

complete Pll 450MHz computer system from

PC4PLAY, a new set of speakers from Kinyo, an

awesome DVD-ROM kit from Hi-Val, as well as

the latest in the current trickle of USB-compati-

ble controllers.

How We Rate The Hard Stuff

You've been around long enough to know the

greatest technology doesn't mean a thing

unless it improves the games you love to play.

Our reviews focus on real-world testing, but

when a number is in order for comparisons,

we use the benchmarking tools developed by

our hardware-frenzied sister publication

Maximum PC. Between our testing and the

BenchMarks, we'll give you the lowdown on

which devices perform and which ones fizzle.

PC Gamer Editors'

Choice Awards

Every month, we honor the best
* *

peripherals, utilities, and hardware we test

with our Editors' Choice award. So when
you see the PCG Editors' Choice logo on

hardware at a local computer store, you can

be sure it s among the best.

PC GAMER Hail 1339
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Apple’s getting

serious about games

with its new G3 line,

but can gamers take

the G3 seriously?

A
t the last Macworld Expo, representa-

tives from Apple billed the new

Macintosh G3 computer as a viable gam-

ing platform. Under normal circum-

stances, any such claim would likely go unno-

ticed by PC Gamer— our devotion to PCs

means we're especially annoyed by Mac-

lovers’ insistence that their favorite machines

are a match for ours— but this time the situa-

tion was a bit different.

Steve Jobs, one of the founders of Apple,

is back on the bridge of the company, and all

H

20 years in the future, PC manufacturers have finally realized how to

make a good case. Oh wait, we re not in the future— this is a new G3.

Hai| 1993

this gaming talk is coming from

him. Jobs is back at Apple

because a lot of people think he

can revitalize the company—
and the success of the iMac

suggests he can. If anyone can

convince the industry and the

public that the Macintosh is a

viable gaming platform, it's him.

But what was this mythi-

cal G3 Jobs kept touting at the

Expo? Was it the same old Mac
dressed up in a futuristic case,

or a bona fide gaming power-

house? Apple was kind enough

to send us a 400MHz G3 so we

could find out for ourselves.

Upon the G3's arrival,

many editors in the office were

a bit taken aback by the shape and design of its

mid-tower case. It was so different from the

beige boxes we were accustomed to— was it

a computer, or some kind of toy? Any prejudice

faded, though, when we saw

how functional and down-

right elegant the case's

design truly is.

All that's required to

open the oddly attractive

case is a pull of the handle

set into the side of the

tower; the entire right-hand

side of the case hinges

downward to provide amaz-

ingly easy access to the

motherboard, which is

mounted directly on it.

We're used to coming away

with skinned fingers and

stripped screwdrivers after

an upgrade session with

some of the PCs we work

with, so we can only hope

some PC case manufacturer

will adopt a similar design.

With the case open,

we found a motherboard

whose layout would look

eerily familiar to anyone

who knows the insides of a

Looking very much like the back

of a PC, the G3 differs in that its

inputs are clearly labeled.

this new G3-

Will PC Gamer

become G3 Gamer?

PC. Even the memory slots, a

hassle to get at in previous

Macintosh systems, are within

easy reach. And, as with your

average PC, the motherboard

is home to three PCI slots —
two of them free, since the

SCSI adapter is seated in one

of them. In addition to the

three industry-standard PCI

slots, there’s also a fourth slot

that looks a little like an AGP
slot, but it’s really only a

66MHz PCI slot (roughly equiv-

alent to an AGP lx slot) dedi-

cated to the system's ATI Rage

128 graphics accelerator.

The one piece of hard-

ware we expected to see in

- especially after all the fuss

was made because of its absence in the

hugely popular iMac — was a floppy drive.

Unfortunately, it's still MIA. There's no Zip

drive, either, or any other form of removable

storage. Of course, you can purchase a

floppy or Zip separately, but why should you

have to go so far out of your way? In a sys-

tem so obviously positioned as the best

Apple has to offer, this lack of removable

storage is puzzling.

Another unfortunate carryover from the

iMac is the design of the G3's mouse. For a

PC user, getting used to the Macintosh's sin-

gle-button mouse is hard enough, but the

undersized, form-over-content hockey puck

that comes with the G3 is nearly impossible to

come to grips with. In fact, third-party compa-

nies are already making plastic attachments

that snap onto the circular mouse to make it

look and feel more like a standard mouse.

Just to make sure we PC-centered gamers

weren't being overly critical, we handed the

G3 over to PC Gamer's art staff (they spend

about 50 hours a week on Macs) and asked

their opinions. The results were the same: the

mouse is unacceptable for gaming or profes-

sional use. In fact, the art team found it so

awkward to do detailed work in Photoshop on

the G3 that they replaced its mouse with a

more traditional third-party mouse and left the

http://uiuiui.pcgamer.com
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hockey puck to gather dust.

Once they got past the lack of a Zip or

floppy drive and the poorly designed mouse, our

in-house Mac mavens found they were very

impressed with the power of the system overall.

The new G3 is certainly the fastest Macintosh

they've ever used or seen.

But let’s get to the big question: How does

this new G3 stand up as a gaming machine?

That answer lies much more in game develop-

ers' hands than in Apple's; the G3 is a powerful

machine, but it's not going to be a good gaming

platform unless developers begin taking it seri-

ously and provide software for it. G3 versions of

Half-Life, Baldur's Gate, etc., could run very well

— but at press time there were no such ani-

mals. We played the few Mac games we could

lay our hands on, though— id Software's

Quake, Reality Bytes' Dark Vengeance, Epic's

Unreal, and Bungie's Myth II.

System Specs

SYSTEM
Processor: 400MHz PowerPC G3

RAM: 128MB PC100 SDRAM
Cache: 1MB level 2

STHRARF

Hard Drive: 9GB Ultra2 SCSI

CD-ROM: 24x-max

INTERFACES

Two 400-Mbps FireWire ports

Two 12Mbps USB ports

Apple ADB port

Built-in 10/100Base-T Ethernet Connector

Four PCI slots: three 33MHz slots (two free)

and one 66MHz slot (ocupied by Rage 128)

VIDEO

Video card: ATI Rage 128

Monitor: 17" Apple CRT

AUDIO

Speaker System: Integrated (allows for

external speakers)

OTHER
Apple USB Keyboard and Apple USB Mouse

I it P : / / III III Ul.p

With the

experienced

gained from

the launch of

the iMac,

Apple has

learned that

appearance

plays a big

role in the

minds of many

would-be

buyers. In the

tradition of the

iMac, the G3's

case looks

like something

out of a sci-

ence fiction

movie. Love it

or hate it, the

case makes an

impression.

In every case, frame rates were quite

good — very much in the same ballpark as

what you'd expect from a 400MHz Pentium II

with a good 3D accelerator (with Quake, for

example, the G3 turned in 65.7 frames per

second at 640x480 resolution; our 400MHz

Pentium II with a Voodoo2 card gave us

67.7fps). We did see a problem, however, with

the graphics; while 3D graphics were beauti-

ful in 32-bit color (some of the best true-color

rendering we've seen), image quality takes a

dive in 16-bit color games.

At the heart of this issue is the ATI Rage

128 that Apple chose as the G3's 2D/3D accel-

erator. There's no doubt that it is a capable

design; the PC version we've been testing

leads us to believe that it's roughly on par with

a RIVATNT in terms of raw power. But the

card seems to have serious problems with

games that use 16-bit color, like Quake and

Myth II. In those games, we saw one of the

worst dithering problems we've ever seen; it

looked like the kind of "snow" you see on a

television when the signal isn't quite tuned in.

At high resolutions, the problem wasn't nearly

as evident, but at resolutions of 800x600 or

below, the distortion was very distracting.

ATI says it's aware of this problem and

has gone a long way toward correcting it with

updated drivers— but only on the PC, so far.

It's hard to believe no one noticed this problem

before the G3 shipped, and there's no telling

when G3 users will get a fix for it.

There’s also the major issue of cost. The

400MHz G3 we looked at costs $2,999 without a

monitor, external speakers, or a joystick or

gamepad. For that kind of dough, you could get

a 450MHz Pentium II system with all the trim-

mings— including a nice monitor— and you’ll

have a lot more games to choose from.

With its powerful processor and a 3D

accelerator as standard equipment, the G3 is

certainly a move in the right direction. But until

— and unless— the G3's price comes down

and the selection of games available for it

approaches that of the PC, we can't recom-

mend it as a gaming machine.

The object above is a PDA,
a desktop satellite dish,

or a new flat panel speaker?

It’s the world’s first flat
panel multimedia speaker.

You have to hear them to believe them.

Instead of a cone, a ,25mm flat panel

vibrates, projecting sound 360!

It’s the greatest advance in audio since

the invention of the speaker itself.

For computers, home and portable

stereos, stereo TVs and cd players.

Call 1-888-9BENWIN to order, or visit

our on-line store at www.benwin.com

The BW2000 speaker system,

with two flat panel speakers and a

subwoofer, retail priced at $99.

Full money back guarantee!

BENWIN
The new shape of sound ”

The future of audio is available now from Benwin,

the new leader in flat panel speaker technology.

1-888-9BENW1N
www.benwin.com
626-935-8888

Less shipping and handling.

© 1999 Kwong Quest, LLC. All rights reserved. Based on NXT technology, NXT is a

trademark of New Transducers Limited. PCGAMER3.99

Go to www.pcgamer.com/request Product #365





Guess you could say we like to go out of our way to make sure stuff looks real.

Why? Because we can. Our 3D graphics accelerator performs over 100 billion operations a second.

And considering our chip is compatible with a ton of games and software, maybe it’s time to upgrade

your present computer with a 3dfx Voodoo3 board, or make sure it’s built into your next one. 3fl
For more information, check out our website at www.3dfx.com. So powerful, it’s kind of ridiculous.

Go to www.pcgamer.com/request Product #762
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PC4PLAY

PC4PLAY Pll 450MHz
C/3

COMPANY: PC4PLAY, www.pc4play.com PHONE: (800) 724-7529 (to order) PRICE: $4,425 (as reviewed)
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The company with the

silly name skips the

formalities and goes

straight to work on the

high-end PC market.

f anything, the 450MHz PC4PLAY system

reviewed here puts the old adage to the

test: Is it really possible to have too much

of a good thing? For many gamers—
hardcore or not— it just might be. And

while PC4PLAY offers many different

configuration possibilities, our job is to

review the system that was sent; and this sys-

tem goes a bit overboard with the bells and

whistles, resulting in a prohibitive price tag.

The first instance of overkill that caught

our eyes was the presence, directly under the

very capable Plextor 40x CD-ROM drive, of a

Creative DVD-RAM drive.

Unfortunately, there are currently two

competing types of rewritable DVD-ROM dri-

ves: DVD-RAM, which is certified by the DVD

Forum, and DVD+RW,

which is arguably

a better format but

isn't certified.

The presence of

the DVD-RAM drive in

this PC4PLAY system

is problematic for sev-

eral reasons: It's an

expensive option; the

2.6GB of data that it

can write and re-write

per DVD side can only

currently be read by

other DVD-RAM dri-

ves (although future

DVD-ROM drives

should be able to read

them); and there's no

guarantee that DVD-

RAM will be the victor

in the battle of

rewritable DVD for-

mats. Its usefulness to

gamers is question-

able at best; it'd make

more sense to us to

simply put a fast DVD-

ROM drive in place of

the DVD-RAM and the

I CD-ROM drive.

BenchMarks
3D Mark

(TESTS DIRECT30 PERFORMANCE)

3710 3D Marks

16-bit color:

Game 1 Race: 56.1 fps

Game 2 First Person: 54.7 fps

Sliogo
(TESTS OIRECT3D PERFORMANCE)

640x480 - 43.4 fps

800x600 - 36.2 fps

1024x768 - 25.1 fps

Forsaken
(TESTS DIRECT3D PERFORMANCE)

640x480 - 119.85 fps

800x600 - 11 9.72 fps

1024x768 - 74.8 fps

Quake II

(TESTS 0PENGL PERFORMANCE)

640x480 - 90.1 fps

800x600 - 77.2 fps

1024x768 - 57.9 fps

Quake
(TESTS DOS PERFORMANCE)

320x200 - 112.4 fps

640x480 - 52.4 fps

While the usefulness of a DVD-RAM

drive is up for debate, there's no denying

how handy a more practical form of

removable storage can be; a standard

1.44MB floppy drive just doesn't cut it

when some games' save files can run to

multiple megabytes by themselves. But

even here, the PC4PLAY system goes

overboard, including both a 100MB

Iomega Zip drive and an LS-120, a drive

that can use either 1.44MB floppies or

120MB "super floppies." Either solution is

fine, but why have both? The 100MB Zip

format is much more widely used today

than the LS-120, so we'd go with a Zip and

a standard floppy drive.

Internally, the PC4PLAY has a lot for a

gamer to like. It comes with a Quantum

Obsidian X-24 24MB Voodoo2 card (the equiv-

alent of two Voodoo2s in SLI mode) and a

16MB Canopus RIVATNT card in the AGP slot

— that's a combo we can sink our teeth into.

We generally prefer the TNT's image quality in

most cases to that of the Voodoo2, but there

are plenty of times when the X-24 can crank

out more frames per second— and it provides

compatibility with those 3Dfx-only games that

are still showing up on the shelves.

System Specs

SYSTEM
Processor: Intel Pentium II 450MHz

RAM: 256MB SDRAM
Cache: 512K

STORAGE
Hard Drive: 18.2GB Cheetah Ultra2 SCSI

DVD-ROM: Creative Labs DVD-RAM drive

EXPANSION

RAM: 4 DIMM slots (2 free)

VIDEO

Base: 16MB Canopus 2500 (AGP 2X)

DVD Decoder Card: Creative Labs Dxr2

AUDIO

Sound Card: SoundBlaster Livel Value

Speaker System: Cambridge SoundWorks

FourPoint Surround

INPUT

Keyboard: Microsoft Natural Keyboard

Mouse: Microsoft USB Intellimouse

Gamepad: Microsoft FreeStyle Pro

Steering Wheel: Microsoft Force Feedback

OTHER

Modem: Internal Diamond Supra V.90 56K

Four-port USB hub

There's a lot of exciting technology housed in this sys-

tem, but does the average gamer need it all?

Rounding out the video end of this system

is Creative Labs' DXR2 card, which decodes

DVD movies. It's good, but its image quality

doesn't match Sigma Designs’ REALmagic

Hollywood Plus decoder (see our review of the

Hi-Val HDVD-6 Kit in this issue for a look at this

excellent card). Still, the presence of the DXR2

is to be expected in a system that includes a

Creative Labs DVD-RAM drive.

For sound, the PC4PLAY packs the win-

ning combination of a Creative Labs Sound

Blaster Live! Value and the Cambridge

SoundWorks FourPointSurround speaker sys-

tem. No redundancy here.

The computer itself benchmarked very

well — as would be expected from a SCSI-

based Pll 450MHz system built around an

Asus P2B-LS motherboard (helped in no small

measure by the excellent choice of video

cards under the hood).

Unfortunately, because we have to con-

cern ourselves with price and practicality, we

can’t recommend this particular PC4PLAY sys-

tem to gamers— not when unnecessary or

redundant components (DVD-RAM, LS-120

drive, USB hub— even the SCSI interface isn't

a big necessity for gamers) add to the $4,000

pricetag. Still, PC4PLAY’s systems are clearly

well designed, the warranty is good, and they

can be custom configured to suit your needs

— so it’s worth checking out the company

when shopping around for your next system.

GAMER FINAL VERDICT
HIGHS: Excellent 3D acceleration combo: ter-

rific sound system; well-designed case.

LOWS: High price tag on review unit, due

largely to the inclusion of some components the

average power-gamer doesn't need.

BOTTOM LINE: It's difficult to recommend

this system as configured, but as a vendor,

PC4PLAY is worth a look.

H
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intuitive on-screen options.

The Hollywood Plus uses a standard

external pass-through cable (similar to those

used by add-on 3D accelerators like the 3Dfx

Voodoo2), so it should work with any video

card you may have in your PC. In fact, on our

test rig, we ran the output from our video

card through a Voodoo2 accelerator and the

Hollywood Plus, and didn't notice any signifi-

cant image degradation (something we've

run into with other hardware decoders, like

Creative Labs’ DXR2 card). Even at resolu-

tions as high as 1280x1024, the picture was

sharp. As for sound quality, the decoder pro-

vides analog audio output for your standard

stereo receiver and a digital output for

newer, 5.1-channel Dolby Digital receivers.

The price is right, too. If you're at all

interested in getting into DVD movies — and

being ready when games inevitably do start

showing up in DVD-ROM format— you'll find

it hard to do better than this Hi-Val kit.

fit p ah/ic rj

LkabAIVIt 1 FINAL VERDICT
HIGHS: Fastest, most reliable DVD ROM drive

we've found; best-looking output of any

DVD/MPEG-2 decoder card we've seen; easy to

install; relatively low system requirements.

LOWS: You can't display a movie on your moni-

tor and TV at the same time.

BOTTOM LINE: If you've been watting to

upgrade to DVD, the Hi Val HDVD-6 is the way to go.

Hi-Val shows a talent for

picking quality products

and top manufacturers

with its newest DVD-
ROM kit.

B^^B kay, there aren't tons of DVD-

Lj
'I
I based PC games out there, just

j
;

i.Vj I waiting for you to upgrade to a

!! :V I DVD-ROM drive. In fact, if games

• I were the only reason to move to

I VI DVD, we couldn't recommend the

upgrade at all. But movies are fun,

too, aren't they? Sure they are, and our care-

ful research shows that movies are precisely

27.35 percent more fun on DVD.

Now, you can watch a DVD movie with

any old DVD-ROM drive and some MPEG-2

decoding software, but the way to really

enjoy your favorite flicks on DVD is with a

hardware decoder card— which gives you a

better picture and lets you send a DVD

movie's audio and video output to your home

theater receiver and big-screen TV. DVD-

ROM drives and hardware decoders are

being bundled in upgrade kits at a wide

range of prices— so which kit do you buy?

As we go to press, that question has a

simple answer: you want the kit that pairs the

best DVD-ROM drive we've seen (the Pioneer

DVD-103, with 6x DVD-ROM speed and 32x

CD-ROM speed) with the best hardware

decoder card (Sigma Designs' REALMagic

Hollywood Plus). Specifically, you want Hi-

Val's new HDVD-6 Kit.

What's so special about the compo-

nents that make up this kit? For starters,

Pioneer's DVD-ROM drive actually scored

higher than its rated specs, coming in as a

6.2x (max) DVD-ROM drive, and 33.1x (max)

CD-ROM drive in the benchmark tests we ran

with DVD-ROM and CD-ROM Tach98, respec-

tively. That's something we don't see every

day. (As a side note: we first thought we
were going to have to give this kit a less-

than-stellar review when we initially tested it

— despite the good numbers it was turning

out for our downstairs neighbors and lab-

buddies at Maximum PC. As it turns out, the

BIOS version our motherboard was using

was slightly outdated and was keeping the

DVD-103 from reaching its peak performance.

Once we'd upgraded the BIOS with the

newest revision, we got the numbers we

Mail 1333

were expecting. Let that be a lesson, power

gamers: when you're surfing the 'net in

search of the latest drivers for your video and

sound cards, make sure your motherboard's

got the latest software, too!)

No DVD-ROM kit is complete without a

good hardware decoder card. By choosing

the REALmagic Hollywood Plus, Hi-Val has

created the ultimate PC movie viewing expe-

rience, whether you watch DVD flicks on

your monitor or send the output to your TV. Of

all the decoders we've seen, none beats the

REALmagic for picture quality. The one prob-

lem we ran into is that, for some reason, you

can't display a movie on your TV and monitor

at the same time; this can present problems

when trying to use the card's helpful and

Because of the way the Hollywood Plus is

designed, taking a screen shot of it playing a

movie was impossible. Just take our word for it

— Wesley Snipes has never looked better.

HI-VAL, INC.

Hi-Val HDVD-6 Kit
COMPANY: Hi-Val, Inc., www.hivai.com PHONE: (714) 953-3000 PRICE: $269.99 (Direct)



Let Freedom reign

1 ^
ollow in the Footsteps of Scottish hero. William

i Wallace, as you unite elans, overcome the might of

the English army and guarantee freedom for all future

generations of Scots.

Eased on the award-winning motion picture starring Mel

Gibson, Bravehearr combines a tree-flow, real-time strategy

engine with an expansive global management system.

In this historically accurate epic, there are no consolation

prizes in the battle for freedom.

«$ Allows individual control of on-screen warriors going tar

beyond the traditional limits of unit management,

> I listorically accurate 31) battlefields, using satellite data

to 50 square meters, tests tactical and strategic skills.

Seamlessly combines real-time gameplay within a

turn-based, build an empire world.

Choose among 16 historically accurate clans in your

battle to restore freedom to Scotland.

Multiplayer scenarios for up to 8 players on LAN or

internet in both co-op or competitive modes.
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AVB

Top Shot USB Joystick
COMPANY: AVB, www.avbtech.com PHONE: (562) 903-7002 Itech support) PRICE: $49.98 (m.s.r.p.)
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n the May issue of PC Gamer, we ran a

review of the Cytech CyberWarrior

Digital joystick, which was created by a

company called CCS Micro Systems.

When the AVB Top Shot was delivered, we

thought we'd received a USB version of that

stick— until we saw the name. These two

joysticks must be based upon the same

design. If you read the CyberWarrior

review, you're ahead of the game— this

stick is identical except for the USB inter-

face and the shape of the thumb rest and

the button mounted on it.

Held to your desk with

cups, the Top Shot includes

eight buttons, a throttle con-

trol, a four-direction hat

switch, and a rudder, plus

trim controls for the X and

Y axes. Of the controls

mounted on the stick

itself, three buttons

and the POV hat are

well placed, but a

fourth button is positioned

just outside a normal thumb's

range of motion. The other four buttons are

on the left side of the base near the throttle

wheel, all easily accessible to

your left hand.

The Top Shot suffers from

the same design problem the

CyberWarrior did: the spring-

loaded rudder wheel is located

directly

behind the

stick, where

it falls

below your

right wrist

in normal use. There's just no com-

fortable way to use it.

The base of the stick is

wrapped in a rubber collar

that makes the spring

tension feel spongy and

imprecise. The suction

cups don't help, offer-

ing little in the way of

stability compared to the

simpler, better solution— a

wider, heavier base.

suction

It may look good, but the

Top Shot USB Joystick

just is not comfortable to

use, especially because

the suction cups fail to

hold it in place.
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KINYO

SW-1271 Speaker System
COMPANY: Kinyo, www.kinyo.com PHONE: (800) 735-4696 (customer service) PRICE: $199.99 (m.s.r.p.)

This oversized system from Kinyo creates

decent sound with power to spare— but you

can do better for the price.

n
he first thing you’ll notice about this

new, three-piece speaker system is its

size. The satellites ain't no little power-

cubes; they're big, each housing a 4"

midrange cone and a 1.5" tweeter. At 10"

high and 1" deep, they’ll probably force a

minor rearrangement of your desktop to

make room for them. The wide, plastic sub-

woofer is proportionally large, but you can

set it on the floor out of harm's way.

The payoff for making room for these

big puppies is equally big sound. Each satel-

lite cranks out 15 watts RMS, which is more

ycgm Man to

than most computer users will ever need.

The subwoofer thumps out clean, solid bass

at 40 watts RMS. This system could easily

serve up enough noise in your living room for

a Super Bowl party.

The right-hand speaker houses the con-

trols, allowing you to tweak the bass, treble

and volume. Kinyo also thoughtfully includes

a headphone jack, so you can play all night

without keeping the rest of your family awake

(or listen to your John Denver CDs without

putting anyone to sleep).

The sound is clear enough, but the

midrange is overpowered by treble — even

with the treble knob turned all the way down.

One of our test machines is equipped with a

Monster Sound MX300, whose software

includes a 10-band graphical equalizer; after

a few minutes of tweaking, we achieved

damn near perfect audio. On the other hand,

if your sound card doesn't let you adjust fre-

quency response the way the MX300 does,

you may be disappointed.

A worse problem may be present in the

speakers' construction; our testing gave us

reason to wonder about the system's

http://uiunii.pcgaiiier.coni

The CyberWarrior included a handy, if

counterintuitive, programming interface.

Lacking that, the Top Shot can only be "pro-

grammed" if a given game lets you customize

its control setup, and that isn't always an option.

We were pleased by the CyberWarrior

because, even with its quirks, it had every

feature you’d expect in a high-end joystick

at a much friendlier price. Times have

changed, though; there are more joysticks

available now, and prices are getting lower.

This design doesn't cut it anymore, be it

on the CyberWarrior, the Top Shot, or any

other rush-to-market joystick. Spend your

money elsewhere.

1TR GAMER FINAL VERDICT
HIGHS: Decent grip; most of the buttons are

well placed; looks pretty cool.

LOWS: Mushy feel; lousy stability because of

the suction cups; bad rudder placement; no pro-

gramming interface.

BOTTOM LINE: Haven’t I seen you some-

where before? The Top Shot is based on a famil-

iar design that hasn't withstood the test of time.

longevity. Within the first two days of testing,

the tweeter in the left speaker developed an

annoying crackle. We cut the treble a bit,

chalked it up to a fluke, and continued on.

Days later, though, the right-hand tweeter

began crackling, too. It’s important to note

that we never overdrove the speakers; in

fact, we didn't crank the volume up any-

where near the distortion level.

If the speakers could handle the load,

we would've been happy to recommend the

SW-1271 as a decent buy. The price is right

for the power this system is capable of—
but it's way too steep if you can’t rely on the

drivers to handle that power.

GAMER FINAL VERDICT
HIGHS: High power and awesome bass.

LOWS: Treble-heavy; satellite speakers take

up a lot of valuable desk space and the large

subwoofer will get in the way on the floor; dura-

bility is questionable.

BOTTOM LINE: While we appreciate the sys-

tem's power and big sound, there are better sys-

tems out there for the price.



HARD STUFF
GENIUS

MaxFire G-07
COMPANY: Genius, www.genius-kye.com PHONE: (800) 456-7593 (626) 369-0427 (tech support) PRICE: $10 (estimated street price)

B
Turn off your computer. 2. Plug the pad

connector (15-pin) into your computer's

game port. 3. Turn your computer on

and start your favorite game software."

Those are the instructions for installing

the Genius MaxFire G-07 gamepad. They

were the second reason we disliked

this gamepad before we hooked

it up. The first one was the top

line of the box copy, which

boasted of the pad’s "aero'

dynamic boomerang

shape." Correct us if

we’re wrong, but that's

not a terribly important

trait in a gamepad—
besides, no matter many

times we threw it, we couldn't get it to

come back (although maybe that's a

good thing).

As the manual's simple descrip-

tion implies, the MaxFire didn't come with

Directlnput drivers for Windows 95/98— a

shame, since the gamepad simply doesn’t

work without them. We found a pre-release

version of the drivers on the company's web

site, though. The MaxFire is adorned with six

thumb buttons, two triggers, and an eight-

way directional pad— not bad for ten bucks.

The manual indicates that the triggers are

"reserved for future game software"; what-

ever that's supposed to mean, they showed

up as buttons seven and eight

in Win 98's game controller

setup applet (once we
installed the drivers we'd

downloaded).

The MaxFire is sur-

prisingly sturdy, consider-

ing its price. The direc-

tional pad and thumb but-

tons are all in the right

places, but the triggers are

placed a bit too far back for

comfort. The aerodynamic,

boomerang-like handles are not

bad, either, but they taper off too

sharply to be comfortable for long play ses-

sions. The commonly seen, seldom used

"rapid fire" function is present, named

Turbo here — but that's the only frill you'll

find in this package. This isn't a multi-player

controller that lets you hook up two or more

to the same machine, like those from Gravis

or Microsoft, and there's nothing in the way
of programmability.

Still, after whacking around arcade

games like NFL Blitz, JazzJackrabbit2, and

such, it's hard to knock this little gamepad.

Despite a bad manual and the need to down-

load drivers (at least for the review unit), it's

not bad for the estimated $10 street price. If

you've got the cash to drop on a Microsoft

Sidewinder Gamepad, it's the better con-

troller— but if you're desperately strapped

and want a no-frills gamepad now, it's a

decent bargain.

L&DuniviLri final verdict
HIGHS: Fairly well built for such a low-priced

controller; $10 is cheap!

LOWS: Had to download drivers needed to

make it work; handles and thumb buttons aren't

comfortable; no programmability.

BOTTOM LINE: It's cheap — but you might

be better off saving that ten-spot and putting it

toward a nicer gamepad.

MAD CATZ

Andretti Racing Wheel
COMPANY: Mad Catz, www.madcatz.com PHONE: (800) 659-2287 (tech support) PRICE: $79 (m.s.r.p.)

@
ome hardware companies' representa-

tives take it very seriously when we write

bad reviews of their products. They make

nasty phone calls to our publisher; they

pull all of their ads; they circulate harshly

worded press releases about how stupid we
are; etc. It's as if they think we enjoy putting

down their hard work, as if we're sitting here

cackling "Let's put them out of business! Bwah
ha ha ha!"

Mad Catz is oof such a company. It rep-

resent the other reaction to bad reviews: take

the criticism for what it is, regroup, and build a

better product. More than two years ago, we
reviewed the worst racing wheel ever to enter

our offices at the time, which was the Mad
Catz Analog Steering Wheel.

The new Andretti shows that the fine

folks at Mad Catz have learned from their mis-

takes— and then some.

This is one of the finest non-force-

feedback wheels we've ever tested. Borrowing

concepts (and some design cues) from the

Thrustmaster NASCAR Pro, this wheel

improves on that Editors' Choice-rated product.

The grip is covered entirely in rubber and very

With its fine grip and perfect tension, the

Andretti Wheel is on track to become a classic.

comfortable; the pedals are weighted for stabil-

ity, and they move naturally; and the buttons

are all in the right places.

Two of them are on the back of the wheel

to emulate gear-shift paddles; we prefer the

butterfly-style shifters on wheels like ACT Labs'

Force RS, butthese'll do. Another two are

within comfortable reach of your right thumb,

and the last two are the forward and backward

positions of a shift lever mounted on the right-

hand side of the compact base. A four-way hat

switch sits near your left thumb. The base is

secured firmly with the same kind of quick-

release clamps that Thrustmaster uses.

The wheel, its tension, its motion, and

the pedals all work together to hit the sweet

spot of racing control. What's more, the

wheel just feels sturdy and reliable. It's no

wonder Mario and sons chose this product to

lend their name to.

We couldn't have predicted this two

years ago, but Mad Catz has been building

some fine products lately. The Andretti wheel is

the company's best effort to date, and if its

products keep getting better the company is

going to become a force for Thrustmaster, CH

Products, and Microsoft to reckon with. This

wheel can't lay claim to the powerful buzzword

that is force feedback, but some PC racers

aren't interested; they'll find everything they

need in the Mad Catz Andretti Wheel.

Lisunmcn final verdict
HIGHS: Excellent grip and tension; comfortable

button placement: convenient clamping system

and secure base; ergonomic, stable pedals;

wheel feels sturdy and reliable.

LOWS: Better trigger buttons would be nice.

BOTTOM LINE: The Andretti Racing Wheel is

a top-notch PC driving system. This is one of the

best products from Mad Catz we've seen.
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STRIKE HARD

F-15 AGGRESSOR
is the closest anyone outside the

military will get to experiencing

flight in the cockpit of an F-16

Falcon. No other combat flight sim

comes close to the real Falcon’s

sophisticated fly-by-wire

o World class technology featuring a

flight model so realistic military-only

secret features had to be removed

o Powerful Al controls tanks, planes,

helicopters, ships, trucks and other

vehicles with stunning realism

o Fly over 40 geo-political missions over o Engage opponents in simultaneous air

destabilized regions of Africa

° Beautifully accurate landscapes from

Madagascar, The Rift Valley, Morocco,

and Ethiopia

combat in target-rich environments

over the Internet or LAN

ik I HcSDA SOr I lUOi^" • 1370 Piccard Drive >
Suite 120 ’

R °ckville -
m 20850 • Fax: 301 926 -8010 • www.bethsoft.com

F-16 Aggressor Copyright ©1 998 GSI Limited. All Rights Reserved. Distributed under license from Virgin Interactive Entertainment (Europe) Limited.

Go to www.pcgamer.com/request Product #042
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the countdown begins...

Go to www.pcgamer.com/request Product #361



HARD STUFF

I recently put together a new
system using a combination of

old and new parts. When I turn

on my “Frankenstein” Pentium II

350MHz with 64MB ofRAM, a 4MB
AGP video card, and a Diamond
Monster 3D II 12MB, the screen is

blank, but when I take the Voodoo2
card out, it works just fine. I know I’m

hooking the cables up properly and that

the card isn’t dead, because I put it back
in my old computer and it worked just

fine. I could really use PC Gamer’s help

here, because Diamond’s tech support

info confuses the crap out ofme and I’d

really like to be able to enjoy my S150

video card.

— Name withheld, via the Internet

I The most common reason for your

type of problem is that your Voodoo2

I card isn't all the way seated in its

a me
Ine

The Game Machine represents what we con-

sider a solid, affordable gaming PC that will

handle every game currently on the shelves.

The Game Machine has a maximum theoreti-

cal price of $2,500 — but shop around, and

you’ll find it for much less. In the span of only

a very few months, we've taken the processor

up from 200MHz to 233— and now to a

Pentium II 300MHz— to keep ahead of recent

increases in games' minimum requirements.

We've also replaced the Rendition card with a

Riva 128. And while we've been sticking with

a good, old 3Dfx Voodoo Graphics-based 3D

accelerator, Voodoo2s have come down in

price and are much faster on Plls, so having

one in The Game Machine makes sense.

• Intel Pentium II 300 MMX
• 64MB SDRAM
• NVIDIA RIVA 128 card OR 128-bit 2D card

• 3Dfx Voodoo2-based 3D accelerator

•4GB IDE hard drive

• 16x CD-ROM drive

• Sound Blaster AWE32 AND/ OR positional

sound card

• 17" SVGA monitor, .26 dot pitch

• Multi-player gamepad (Gravis Gamepad
Pro OR Microsoft Sidewinder)

• 56K modem

Having trouble with your

home network? Can’t figure

out why that video card

isn’t working? Read on.

PCI slot. Often, computer cases aren't as uni-

form as they could be, and this can make it

difficult to secure some or all of the cards in

your system. Try unscrewing your Monster

from the case and pushing straight down on

the card — firmly, but without forcing it— to

ensure that it's snug in its slot. Next, try turn-

ing your computer on again — without

screwing the card back down — and see if it

works. If that does the trick, you may need to

leave it unscrewed permanently; tightening

the screw can wrench it out of the slot if the

motherboard and the back of the PC aren't

exactly at right angles. If that doesn't work,

there's another possibility: on some mother-

boards, the Plug and Play BIOS can be pretty

finicky and simply refuse to work if it encoun-

ters anything confusing — and if you

installed several new cards at once instead

of one at a time, that may be the problem. Try

putting the Voodoo2 card in a different PCI

slot. That'll probably get you up and running.

1.) I know that the Pentium III

isn’t supposed to show the same
dramatic increase in performance

over the Pentium II as the Pentium II

showed over the original Pentium since

the new instructions are just intended to

improve audio and video quality in games
designed to take advantage of it. But I

recently upgraded to a Pentium II

333MHz and was wondering if it would be
worth the extra money to upgrade again

once the PHI becomes available.

Will the Pentium III require a new
motherboard? How fast (in MHz) will

the PHI line go? I know the 450 and a

500MHz chips will be the first out ofthe

gate, but could we see something like a

With the Pill’s new instructions, expect to see

a speed increase in games that support them.

Need Help?
If you have a hardware question or

comment, write to us at:

Greg Vederman, The Hard Stuff,

PC Gamer, 150 North Hill Drive,

Brisbane, CA 94005

or E-mail: gvederman@pcgamer.com

PHI 1000MHz in the near future?

2.) I’ve been dedicated to

Diamond’s graphics products for years

now, and I was wondering if, after 3Dfx’s

acquisition ofSTB, Diamond would still

be able to make a board based on the

Voodoo3 .

1

have read through your

February and March issues, but I cannot

find any direct answers.

— Nat Ring, via the Internet

1 .) Actually, most of the game devel-

opers we've spoken with have told

us they are using the Pentium Ill’s

enhanced instruction set for increased speed

— but you're right; there probably won't be a

monumental increase in performance over

existing Pentium lls. And everything we've

seen so far indicates that unless you're run-

ning a game written to use Pentium Ill's SSE

technology, you won't see any benefit from

upgrading to a Pill — unless you're moving

to a faster clock speed, of course.

As for whether or not you should make

the jump from a 333MHz Pentium II to a 450

or 500MHz Pill as soon as they become avail-

able, that's totally up to you — but we'd rec-

ommend waiting for that "killer app" to come
along before taking the plunge, especially if

you're running on any motherboard with an

Intel chipset older than the 440BX, because

that'll mean you also need to upgrade your

motherboard and RAM to accommodate the

new processor's 100MHz bus. As for a

1,000MHz Pentium III — if that's even physi-

cally possible, we probably won’t see one for

a couple of years.

2 .) From everything we're hearing from

STB and 3Dfx, no other company will be able

to sell any future products based on 3Dfx

chipsets. As we go to press, the acquisition

still isn't final, but assuming it goes through,

the STB name will vanish and be replaced by

3Dfx for all products going forward. STB's

own Black Magic Voodoo2 card will even be

repackaged in a 3Dfx-branded box.
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I am rapidly running out of

hard-drive space and a consider-

ing trying a few things in

Windows 98 to free space up. I’ve

noticed options in the Drive Space pro-

gram that can compress your drive to

free up space. Is this a good way to go?

There’s also a utility called Drive

Converter (FAT32) that I understand

might give me more space. Is this a bet-

ter option? Will either of these two

options reduce game performance?

— Kris Peyton, via the Internet

We certainly wouldn't recommend

compressing your hard drive (it can

end up causing all kinds of compati-

bility problems — and, yes, it will reduce

game performance). But con-

verting from Windows 95's

FAT16 file system to 98's

FAT32 is a very good idea. It

may not yield the amount of

free space you're hoping for,

but it will result in less wasted

space on your hard drive. If

you need a lot more free

space, there's really no sub-

stitute for adding a new hard-

drive — and since newer,

larger hard drives are gener-

ally faster, it'll probably bring an increase in

game performance. In a pinch, though, you

might want to consider adding a removable

storage device like Iomega's Zip Drive, which

comes in 100MB and 250MB capacities and

gives you some place to move files you're not

using without having to delete them forever.

I have a REALmagic Hollywood

Plus DVD/MPEG-2 decoder

card, and the picture quality is

awesome on both my monitor and my

Glossary
Every month, the Glossary will define terms

that appear in The Hard Stuff and may be

new or confusing to some readers.

CD-RW
A rewritable CD-ROM format. Unlike CD-R

discs, which only let you record data on

them once, a CD-RW disc lets you write to

it multiple times.

DVD-RAM
One of two competing formats for a new,

rewritable version of DVD-ROM that fea-

tures much greater storage capacity than

CD-RW systems. A DVD-RAM disc can hold

as much as 2.6GB per disc side.

DVD+RW
Another rewritable DVD format; it can store

as much as 3GB of data per disc side.

Man 13

TV. But recently I’ve run into a prob-

lem; At Christmas, I upgraded from a

Proview 14” monitor to an NEC
MultiSync 17”. This new monitor has a

great picture (much better then the pre-

vious one), but when I use the pass-

through cable that connects my primary

display adapter to the decoder card, the

monitor eventually goes into sleep mode

when I play DVD movies. I returned my
first Hollywood Plus and exchanged it

for another, but the same thing hap-

pened. It’s now two months later, and

I’m stuck using a software DVD
decoder, and it just isn’t the same! Any
ideas on what my problem might be?

— Jason Grant, via the Internet

Sounds like

a pretty

straightfor-

ward power-man-

agement issue;

Windows is shutting

down your monitor to

save energy,

because it thinks the

computer isn't being

used. To fix this, go

into the Windows

Power Management

menu (it's an option in your Control Panel)

and set your computer to never shut your

monitor down during long periods of inactiv-

ity— or set it to shut down only after several

hours, so any DVD movie you're watching

will be over before the monitor kicks off. If

the problem persists, go into your Display

Options menu and disable your screen saver

before watching a DVD movie.

I received a free trial issue ofyour

magazine, and am impressed, but

somewhat dismayed by the

demos, which all require DirectX 6.0 to

play; I only have version 5.2.

I have downloaded the latest 6.1

version of DirectX

from Microsoft, but

have not installed it

yet, principally

because of all the

FAQs about prob-

lems with video and

sound card drivers. I

have a Compaq
Presario 4814 and am
using the Windows

95 operating system.

Although I don’t

expect actual techni-

cal support, your

helpful reply almost

guarantees a new
subscriber.

- F.J. Hauck,

via the Internet

TCP/IP Piopeities

Bindings
|

Advanced
]

NetBIOS 1

DNS Configuration
|
Gateway

]
WINS Configuration IP Address

An IP address can be automatically assigned to this computer.

If your network does not automatically assign IP addresses, ask

your network administiatof for an address, and then type it in

the space below.

C Qbtain an IP address automatically

(* Specify an IP address:

Subnet Mask: [255.255.255. 0

Here is the way your TCP/IP settings should

look after you've specified your IP address

and subnet mask.

Sounds like a good deal, F.J. Believe

us, we share your concern about

installing any new program that's

nearly impossible to uninstall— and DirectX

definitely fits that description. On the other

hand, since virtually every new PC game uses

it, there's really no alternative — and we’ve

had no trouble with DirectX 6.1 here. It isn't

really necessary to download it from

Microsoft's site, though; we include the latest

version of DirectX on every edition of The CD.

I’ve got a problem with my
home network. I’ve got two

computers hooked up with the

same model ofnetwork card, and while

the network functions flawlessly using

IPX, it doesn’t work with TCP/IP

games like Descent: Freespace

;

neither

computer can see the other. I have the

TCP/IP protocol installed on both sys-

tems and have uninstalled and re-

installed the cards and software several

times, but I still can’t solve the problem.

Any advice on what I might try next?

— Jon Covington, Bethesda, MD

Certainly. It sounds like you’re not

specifying an IP address under your

TCP/IP settings. Without that, it's no

wonder you haven't been able to get a

TCP/IP game going! The first thing you'll

need to do is highlight TCP/IP underyour

Windows Network settings (part of the

Windows Control Panel) and click the

Properties button (if you’re able to surf the

web at all, TCP/IP is already in place). Once

you've done that, you should be greeted with

the IP Address tab. Right now, you almost

certainly have "Obtain an IP address auto-

matically" selected on this option screen.

That's fine for surfing the Internet, but not for

running a local-area network using TCP/IP;

you'll need to specify your where your com-

puter is so that the other computer(s) con-

nected to your LAN can find it. Once you've

selected "Specify an IP address," enter in

192.168.1.1 for your first

computer's IP address

(this is a kind of "null

code" suitable for non-

dial-up TCP/IP networks).

Give each subsequent

computer on the network

its own address, increas-

ing the final digit in the

address by one; i.e.,

192.168.1.2, 192.168.1.3,

etc.). In the same menu,

set each machine's sub-

net mask as 255.255.

255.0. If you've followed

these steps and rebooted

each system, you should

be ready to start playing

those TCP/IP games

you've been missing.

192.168. 1 . 1

http://iiMiiiii.pcgaiiier.ccn



To get the Maximum performance out of a
| |

multi-user game, get off the Internet and

get on a D-Link 10/100Mb Fast Ethernet Network. Up to 200 times

faster than the Internet, and 10 times faster than other legacy

networks. Easy to set up and install, a D-Link 10/100 Network In A Box

comes with everything you need to build a Windows 95/98 Network.

D-Link.
ELKTRCXKS

Gratuitous Violence is 200 Times
Faster With a D-Link Network
Than With Online Games.

D'Link DFE-905 m
Network Kit for Small Workgroups

Prices and Specifications are subject to change without notice. 0-Link is a registered trademark and DFE-905 is a trademark of

D-Link Systems, Inc. All other trademarks are property of their respective owners. ©Copyright 1999 D-Link Systems Inc. All rights reserved.

Go to www.pcgamer.com/request Product #910



ONLY A SELECT FEW IN THE GALAXY

HAVE FLOWN THE MILLENNIUM FALCON.

EVERYONE
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A rival family imposes peril on

\
the future of your livelihood.
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The evil Empire’s presence

is looming. Your only hope for survival is to join the Rebel

Alliance in epic Star Wars conflicts. As full-scale galactic

battles begin, you will be called upon to command Rebel

starfighters, including X-wings and other new spacecraft.

You and up to seven other Rebel players will clash with

Imperial fighters in spectacular 3D missions. Finally, if

you’re worthy, you will find yourself in the cockpit of

the legendary Millennium Falcon
,
flying against the

massive Imperial fleet in the climactic Battle of Endor.

Ultimately, it will be your agility, resolve

and combat skills in these maneuvers

that will determine your destiny. Not to

mention, the fate of the entire galaxy.

Go. to www.pcgamer.com/request Product #447
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Campaign mission module includes

resource management, realistic

enemy engagement and save

now/play later mission

save system. Features detailed 3D
ships, aircraft and

ground vehicles.

Mission editor lets you

create your own realistic

theater of operation.

Engage in multiplayer

furballs with up to 16

players via a LAN - or go

head-to-head on

the internet.
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DIGITAL
COMBAT
SERIES

state-of-the-art air combat
WINDOWS 95/98

CD-ROM

FLANKER " 2.0 features stunning graphics and streamlined

playability - without compromising the technical excellence of its famous

predecessor! Using previously classified Russian satellite imagery and a

new 3D graphics engine, this state-of-the-art combat sim provides photo-

realistic terrain. Improved flight dynamics, a new 3D sound system, and

accurate damage modeling create a true combat experience. Novice users

will be delighted by the intuitive menu system. From the interactive training

sessions to the ultra-realistic flight model, this premier combat flight sim is

truly a rare Russian RUSH!

FLANKER2.6

TO ORDER: Visit

: yotir retailor or call:

1 -800-718-8503
LT

'
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(North America only).



EXTENDED PLAY
ADD-ONS • SCENARIO DISCS • UPGRADES • BUG PATCHES

I

t doesn't take much
to get up a game of

Rainbow Six at PC
Gamer. Our PC
Gamer Award winner
for best action game
and best multi-player

game of 1998 is a

favorite, especially in

cooperative multi-

play mode. That
makes any added
missions pretty much
a no-brainer in the

"must-play" depart-

ment. Red Storm has

obliged with a truly

excellent set of add-

on levels that raise

the bar on both
design and difficulty.

Rainbow Six: Eagle

Watch adds a mere five new
missions and two training

maps to the original game. If

that seems like too few, then

you haven't seen these maps.

They are absolutely huge and
incredibly detailed. Red
Storm has created five more-
or-less real-world locations

with an amazing amount of

depth and dropped your

team into them for some
pretty good missions. The
locations are the Taj Mahal,
the United States Capitol

building, a Russian space

shuttle and launch platform.

Big Ben and the Houses of

Parliament, and China's

Forbidden City in Beijing. The
two training maps. City Street

and Killhouse 2, also make
good multi-player maps.

Of these locations. I've

only seen the Capitol,

Parliament, and Big Ben in

real life, but from what I can

tell the modeling on these

,
levels is highly accurate. It's

I
worthwhile just turning off

the artificial intelligence (type

•
,

i

,

Rainbow Sex

mis

apfig
_—

"nobrainer" at the chat

prompt) and exploring, just

to marvel at the scenery.

These are large levels filled

with little details and sharp

texture maps. Taj Mahal and
the Forbidden City, with their

more colorful palettes, are

particularly amazing and give

a real feel for the places. You
may never get to the real

places, but if you do you'll

already have an idea of just

how they're laid out. These
are probably the most
impressive real-world 3D cre-

ations I've seen in a con-

sumer product, and with all

the work that must have gone
into them, it's no wonder the

designers could only do five.

Of course, your Rainbow

will be the five new mission

types, which are really a gas.

The core addition is a

"Scatter" mode of play,

wherein each team member
is placed in a different loca-

tion. It really ups the ante

when you have to go even

easier on the trigger for fear

of a friendly kill, but this

mode needs a little tweaking;

all too often, you and your
teammates "scatter" right

into the enemy's crosshairs.

The three other main play

types are Assassin, in which
the teams must kill the

opposing general; Team
Terrorist Hunt, where two
teams compete to kill the

most terrorists; and Save the

Base, which requires the

The texture mapping in Eagle Watch is terrific,

particularly in exotic settings like the Taj

Mahal and Beijing's Forbidden City.

Six team isn't exactly a tour

group: it's in each of these

places on a mission. You'd

assume these missions would
all be impossibly difficult—
as most add-on levels are. I

found that several levels in

the original game (particu-

larly the last) provided some
of the most challenging

gameplay I've encountered;

compared to that, these pro-

vide a medium-to-very-hard

challenge. If you tend

to use the default

plans the game pro-

vides, you can con-

sider these levels

impossible; I was
slaughtered using

every last one of

them. For an experi-

enced Rainbow Six

player, though, these

provide a strong, but

not insurmountable,

challenge.

A bigger deal

for multi-player fans

Five new
missions
might not

seem like a

lot, but in

Red Storm's

hands they

become a

whirlwind trip

through some
top tourist

attractions.

PC GRHER Han ISM
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Large vistas are the norm in these

locations. You can see all the way

up to the painted dome of the U S.

Capitol (ahove) or look down into

the cavernous Taj Mahal.

teams to defuse a bomb
located in the opponents'

base. Assassin and Team
Terrorist Hunt also have
"Scatter" modes to isolate

team members. These are

solid and welcome additions

to an already terrific multi-

player element.

The new pack adds sev-

eral other worthwhile fea-

tures to the game as well.

Three new weapons are

included: Desert Eagle .50-

caliber pistol (capable of

piercing body armor, but

with fewer rounds in the

magazine). Heckler & Koch
G36K assault rifle (compact

and powerful), and the

Heckler & Koch G3A3 assault

rifle (a good sniper rifle).

There are also four new oper-

atives to choose from, each

with pretty high skill ratings.

The only real complaint

you can level against this add-

on is that the missions lack

diversity, and could've been a

notch more difficult for sea-

soned players. Most of the



missions are

hostage rescues,

with one bomb
defusing in Big
Ben. Since the

first two mis-

sions are not that

tough, this leaves

only three "hard-

core" maps.
There's also no
narrative line, so
there's no real

point in forcing

gamers to play

the missions in

order; all the

missions

should've been
made selectable

from the main
menu (you can I

do this yourself by adding
"shelljump 88" to the com-
mand line, but that seems to

make the game unstable). All

in all, you get your $20 worth
of enhancements and more.
The location modeling and
multi-player additions alone
make this a real standout.

Eagle Watch patches Rainbow Six to the latest ver-

sion during install, which improves friendly and
enemy Al and allows better grenade tossing.

More for FS98
PC Aviator has put out a mas-
sive, detailed "megascenery"
pack for Microsoft Flight

Simulator 98 and Combat
Flight Simulator. The Pacific

Northwest scenery is huge
and detailed. The attention to

detail is

bordering
on theBUG PATCHES

China s Forbidden City provides one of the most fascinating backdrops
for a Rainbow Six mission in Eagle Watch. Its terrific architecture and
labyrinthine rooms really add to the experience.

obsessive, but when your sole

purpose for flying is to stare

out the simulated window at

the simulated scenery, that's

wholly appropriate.

Pacific Northwest is

everything it claims to be. It

BALDUR'S GATE

Baldur's Gate v. 1.01.4315 (Interplay

Productions): Baldur's Gate now checks the cache size

and gives a warning if the user is running out of hard disk
space. Also checks hard drive for space before saving

games. Script compiler now works. Many other changes,

including a new addition that lets players adjust the num-
ber of pathfinding nodes for better pathfinding.

BD114315.ZIP

Falcon 4.0 v. 1.04 (MicroProse): Fixed problem
with campaign debriefing reporting you as MIA even after

you successfully completed a mission and landed. Lots of

Tactical Engagement fixes. More memory leaks have been
fixed. Many other fixes. F4W4US.ZIP

Fallout Hu. 1.02d (Interplay Productions):
Boxing in New Reno will no longer lock up the computer.
The Dice Game will give you winnings. The Lloyd quest in

New Reno will not lock the computer. Talking to Tandi
about the Vault 15 quest will not lock the computer.

Loading and saving games has been sped up. Party mem-
bers will not turn hostile (under most circumstances) any
longer, so you'll be able to talk to them all the time.

Ghouls in Gecko will not randomly shoot at you. Other
changes Save games from version 1.0 will no longer be
compatible with this version. F2V102D.ZIP

Madden NFL 99 v. 2.07 (EA Sports): Fixes frame
rate slow-down some users experienced while playing on
grass fields. Lets you download and install updated ros-

ters on a weekly basis without affecting any of your cur-

rent stats in season mode. Users now have the ability to

edit players within the rosters. Increased Remote Play

stability. Enhanced Coach Mode. Improved Al running.

MDNP207.ZIP

Quest for Glory V: Dragon Fireu. 1.1 (Sierra):

You can enter the Dragon Blood Pool multiple times.

Larger import saves can be imported to the game. You can
cut and burn the Hydra by yourself. You are able to drop
inventory items only once. You can exit the West Gate
Entrance using the Open Spell. Many other changes.

0FG5UP11.ZIP

Starsiege: Tribes u. 1.2 (Dynamix): Sending in-

game private messages from the IRC no longer repeats the

first message sent. No longer have to scroll to the top of

the Join Screen to select a sort column. In the Join Server
list, you must now double-click on a server to re-ping it.

The Join Server screen now has a "buddy" search field.

Servers that contain players who's names match the con-
tents of the field will have a double eye icon in the
favorites column. The buddy drop-down keeps the last 10

search strings. Selecting a string out of the drop down
brings the selection to the top of the list. Join Server now
has "refresh all" and "refresh vis" buttons, refresh all

refresh the server list from the master server. Refresh vis

will only query the servers currently listed in the server

list. Pinging a server in the Join Server list by selecting it

no longer re-sorts or re-filters the list. The voice menu
will now appear above or below the chat box depending
on whether the box is near the top or bottom of the

screen. The voice menu is now green. The IRC URL
launching no longer changes the URL to upper case when
starting the browser. Many other changes. TRIBW12.ZIP

Thief: The Dark Project v. 1 .33 (Eidos
Interactive): In some rare cases, throwing lots of flash

bombs could result in Thief crashing. This has been fixed.

Several minor bugs in missions have been fixed. Now
supports joysticks and Creative Labs' Environmental

Audio (EAX). THIEF133.ZIP

"YOU'LL FIND ALL OF THESE PATCHES ON THE CD!

maps 70,000 square miles of
terrain from Landsat
imagery, encompassing
Washington State and large

chunks of Oregon and British

Columbia. The three major
cities in this region (Seattle,

Vancouver, and Portland)

|

are mapped in amazing
!
detail. There's no short-

age of picturesque vistas,

ranging from Puget
Sound to Mount St.

Helens. The package
comes with three full-size

flight charts, a fat book
stuffed with approach
charts, and some post-

cards. The only real

problem I had with it was
the same problem I had
with Flight Sim 98: it

requires a beast of a sys-

tem to run at full detail.

I'm talking P300 with
64MB RAM or better for

something approaching
optimal performance.

This is the first add-
on I've seen from PC
Aviator, and the work
looks good. The
Australian company can
be found at www.pcavia-
tor.com.au, and it pro-
duces and sells a whole
line of flight sim add-ons.
There are also mega-
scenery packs for

Melbourne and Victoria,

and the company plans
more U.S. packs. The
web site features the

largest selection of flight

sim enhancements I've

come across, with a retail

site offering just about all

the scenery packs and
add-ons made for MS
Flight Simulator.

pr.R
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MULTI-PLAY
NETWORK • MODEM • HEAD-TO-HEAD • ONLINE GAMING

here's an
episode of "The
Simpsons"
where Homer
sets up an
Internet com-
pany in his

basement. Soon
enough, a cus-

tomer comes in

wanting his

connection

upgraded from a

28.8KB modem
to a fiber-optic

T1 line. Homer,
who naturally

has no idea what
the guy is talk-

ing about, looks

at him vacantly,

blinks, then asks, "Can I have
some money now?"

The scene is a shrewd, if

cynical, summary of the cur-

rent investment feeding-frenzy

over Internet stocks. Take any
ordinary endeavor— auctions,

used cars, selling books—
give it an online "component,"
and reap a fortune with a

quick stock offer. And so a

company like Yahoo ends up
costing $400 a share, as if it

and its web pages were worth
more than all these old compa-
nies with hard assets like trac-

tor factories and oil fields.

Never afraid to ride the

bandwagon, our friends in the

games business have been
reinventing themselves as

"Internet companies" over the

past six months. And I don't

mean actual Internet startups

like TEN or Mplayer, but the

old-line, traditional publishers.

A few months back, both
Interplay and 3DO put out
wispy press releases about
their "Internet strategies"—
and both companies' stock val-

The Web Triumphanf

ues rose, briefly, as a result of

the announcements.
More meaningful is

Interactive Magic's mutation
from a traditional "sim and
strategy" house to a multi-

player gaming network with a

side-order of solo games.
Even Electronic Arts is

remaking its most storied PC
development house— Origin
— into an online-only division

[For the full story on Origin,

see our Eyewitness section in

the April issue.]. Most omi-
nously of all. Sierra, in the

midst of its Great February
Massacre (when it fired a cou-
ple hundred people) made
noises about retooling itself as

an "Internet" company, with its

World Opponent Network as

returning unsold games when-
ever they want.

And there's another
looming shadow; if the

Internet is the proverbial Rock,

then the mass market is the

Hard Place, because PC games
are now mainstream and the

big kids have come to play:

Hasbro and Mattel with their

tenuous toy games— their

Tonkas, Scrabbles, and
Barbies. Call it the Deer Hunter
Effect: more shelf space is

packed with dumbed-down
mass market fare, shrinking

the space for real games.
Caught in the whirlwind,

it's no wonder PC publishers

look to the magic of the

Internet as their salvation, the

only alternative to marginaliza-

evidence. Is this the future,

dumping solo development for
|

online gaming? What hath
Doom wrought?

Ron Chaimowitz, ex-CEO I

of GT Interactive (he's now the
|

chief of GT's new 'net division.

One Zero) will speak at the

Game Developers' Conference,

asking: is PC gaming now an
Internet content business?

Who knows what
Chaimowitz will say,

but I wonder what
'net-mania is doing to

our games. It's hard
enough to make
money publishing

games, and the

Internet makes it

tougher. On one side,

developers use the

'net to leverage their

clout for bigger con-

tracts, ala Ion Storm.

Meanwhile, retailers

and distributors still

extort their cuts, sell-

ing shelf space and

The Internet is

tearing down
the games
industry and
remaking it in

its own image
— but is this a

good thing or

a bad thing?

ilii

k
illfe:

j

1

tion, acquisition, or outright

bankruptcy. If only that Yahoo
pixie-dust would rub off....

So more of the industry's

development budget is moving
from traditional solo games
into either massively multi-

player or mass-market fare.

There's no choice; publicly

traded companies must grow
shareholder profits, and so
they must either wade online

or sell out to the mass market.

Weirdly, these two forces
j— the mass market and the

Internet— are connected.
j

Why does the mass market
audience have PCs? To get on
the 'net. Why do they want to

get on the 'net? Because it's

fun: we ordered something
online, we E-mailed a relative!

But soon, a 'net-ready PC
will become a mandatory
household appliance, like a TV, I

because business will find it

more cost efficient to deal with
j

customers electronically rather :

than through mail phone, or
face-to-face. To make sure you

j

go electronic, they will penal-

ize you if you don't. Estimates

range as high as two billion

PCs within the next ten years,

up from the two hundred mil-

lion or so out there now.
So when everyone has a

PC, who will own the games
market? The old Interactive

Magic, with its stable of turn-

based wargames? Origin, with
its roleplaying extravaganzas?
Or the Mattels and Hasbros of

the world, with their Scrabbles,

Monopolies, and Barbies?

The Internet, she giveth,

and she taketh away. I am not

anti-Internet — I wouldn't

write this column if 1 were.

Perhaps Yahoo is the next

NBC; maybe it really is worth
$400 a share. And perhaps

what we as gamers lose in the

short term we'll regain in the
|

long run, over the many many

gl
i|jj|

I

I
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years to come. Someday, we'll

have cheaper games, bought
directly from developers,

downloaded to our hard dri-

ves, eliminating all the middle-

men — publishers, distributors,

and retailers. Maybe we'll also

have better games— persis-

tent-world games, games with

both real-time voice and video.

And if all we want to do
is play Civilization, well

there'll always be emulators.

>.

|
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THE POINT AFTER
BASEBALL • BASKETBALL • FOOTBALL • HOCKEY • GOLF • SOCCER • ETC.

Outside the Box

iv.

iisi

|

Site Name: Front Page Sports:

Baseball Fan Page

I URL: www. toltbbs.com
/-tjkraz/BBPro

|
Site Owner: Tim Krasniewski

! Highlights: Although ancient

I

t never ceases to

amaze me. Every day,

when 1 fire up my
Internet browser, it

seems like I come
across another great

new web site run by a

gamer with a lot of

talent and/or a desire

to help his fellow man
get more from the

games we play.

Some games
make it easy, includ-

ing editors with the

final package to let

the user tweak vari-

ous settings and ros-

ter information. Even
still, it takes a con-

certed effort and
sometimes a large amount of

research to come up with

changes worth using. Other
games leave the end-user

high and dry, with no appar-

ent way to make adjust-

ments. Not to be thwarted,

many gamers with program-
ming skills have found clever

ways around this lack of cus-

tomizability, digging into the

games' source code to bend
it to their will, Then there are

the people that go an extra

mile or two, writing comple-
mentary programs that add
new features to games.

Elowever these add-ons
came to be, the bottom line is

that they all enhance or
extend the enjoyment you can
squeeze out of a particular

game, and the work that went
into creating them is greatly

appreciated, at least by this

sports gamer. (As a rule, none
of these files or programs is

supported by the companies
that created the original

games, and the authors aren't

looking to make any money
off of their work. If you
decide to use any of these,

remember to back up your
original files and, if your gam-
ing experience was improved
by the authors' work, send off

an E-mail and thank them for

their efforts.)

Baseball

by computer game standards.

Sierra's Front Page Sports:

Baseball 98 is still the only

real choice for managerial

types looking to run a career

league, especially online.

Tim's site features utilities

and patches and a great

selection of additional season

and team files. He also keeps

a comprehensive and fairly

up-to-date listing of the many
leagues you can join for some
online play.

Site Name: Rudy Kamman's
FPS Utilities

URL: earth.vol.com/~kammrud
Site Owner: Rudy Kamman
Highlights: This site contains

some amazing files for Front

Page Sports: Baseball fans.

/TimesSquare/Stadium/5632
Site Owner: Dr. Baseball

Highlights: This site hasn't

been updated in a while, but

if you're still playing Fligh

Heat (and if you're not, you
should be), you'll find some
handy utilities at the good
Doctor's site. A team and
player editor, as well as a

way to fine-tune the difficulty

levels, can be found here.

Football
Site Name: Charles D. Centrelli

Jr.'s Computer Sports Made
Better

URL: www.gooddogs.com
/charles/Default.htm

Site Owner: Charlie Centrelli

Highlights: This site consists of

Rudy's utilities range from
the practical to the spectacu-

lar. On the practical side,

RESTRUST keeps track of a

player's status and lets you
know if he needs to rest, or if

|

you've been overplaying him
and his ratings have declined.

|

One of the greatest utilities

created for any game is

BBRECORD. This program
sifts through the box scores

of past games and keeps

track of nearly every stat,

streak, or accomplishment
you can imagine. Want to

know who has the longest

current hitting streak or

which players have hit for the
|

cycle? This brilliant utility is

on the job. There are plenty

more cool and useful files to

be found here, and Rudy is

always working on new pro-

jects, so visit his site today.

Site Name: Dr. Baseball's High
Heat 1999 Site

URL: www. geocities,com

User-created

add-ons can
breathe new
life into many
sports games
Smoke tells

you about
some of his

favorites

and where
to find them.

PC GBI1EH Man 1999
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Charlie's home-brewed fixes

for a few different games, but

the ones you can't miss are

his files for Football Pro 99
(assuming you've opted not

to take advantage of Sierra's

return policy). He's also made
it easy for you to get every-

thing you need in just one
download with his Total

Package file.

Site Name: Madden Central

URL: www.maddencentral.com
Site Owner: Mike Murphy
Highlights: Mike's got the low-
down on all things Madden.
Go to the Files area, and
you'll find a nice selection of

user-created roster patches
— including Mike's own clas-

sic patch that adds correct

player names and skin tones

to all the classic teams in

Madden 99.

Site Name: NCAA Football 99

URL: www.dma.org/~kraus
/ncaa99/ncaa.html

Site Owner: Jason a.k.a. IishSux

Highlights: NCAA Football 99
is a great game, but since the

college players must keep
their amateur status, EA
Sports was unable to add
player names to the game.
Using the game's editor, our
friend LishSux took on the

time-consuming chore of

entering all of the players'

names for every one of the

112 teams. Now, as long as

you're playing in 3D mode,
the names will appear on the

backs of the players' jerseys
— and the announcer will

even call a player by name
about half the time.

Hockey
Site Name: The Great One—
NHL Supersite

URL: greatone.gamenation.com

Ztgo99.htm

Site Owner: The Great One
Team (too many to list)

Highlights: These guys aren't

kidding about this being a

super site. If you're into NHL
99, you need to have this site

in your bookmarks. Whatever
it is you're looking for can be
found here (plus a lot of stuff

you probably never even
thought of), including roster

patches and new art for

goalies, uniforms, arenas, and
even the game's interface!



Basketball
Site Name: The NBA Live

Series Center
URL: www.tassoft.com
/nbalive

Site Owner: Tim Tschirner
Highlights: Whatever install-

ment of the NBA Live series

you're playing, Tim's site has
the files you need to pump up
the jam. There are roster

patches you can plug into your
game (both to correct the

fatigue problem in the latest

version, as well as NCAA and
legends rosters), new cyber-
faces, and new art for jerseys,

courts, and even shoes.

Site Name: Alan's NBA Live 99
League Page

URL: www. cris.com/- Usctrojn
/NBA98/NBA.htm

Site Owner: Alan Wilson
Highlights: Alan's roster patch
for NBA Live 99 is the best
one I've found. There's a link

to it at The Series Center, but
sometimes Alan updates the
file, and this is the only place
to be sure you've got the lat-

est version. He also runs a

Live 99 modem league, so if

you're interested in a little

online competition and don't
mind spending a few bucks
on long-distance calls from
time to time, head on over
and sign up.

Golf
Site Name: The Course Depot
URL: coursedepot.gagames.com
Site Owner: Jeremy Silva and
Ed Cope

Highlights: If there's news
occurring in the world of
computer golf, you can be
sure The Course Depot will

be there to give you the
scoop. This site and its affili-

ates' main focus is on the
Jack Nicklaus series, mainly
due to the course editor. At
last count, there were more
than 260 courses available,

many with in-depth reviews
to make your downloading
decisions easier. As more golf

games offer course editors

(Sierra's PGA 99 may be
available by the time you
read this) expect The Course
Depot to expand its horizons
to include the newcomers.

Site Name: Yeastman's Corner
URL: members.xoom.com
/Yeastman/welcome.html

Site Owner: Yeastman?
Highlights: Whoever Yeastman
really is, one thing is clear;

he's a friend to gamers of all

kinds. His site is loaded with
helpful files for a number of
games, but the one you'll

Viper Racing

really want is his

"Tourney3"
sound script for

Links LS. This

collection of
recorded profes-

sional commen-
tary has nearly

300 different .wav
files in it to liven

up any round of

Links. So get rid

of "Looks like you
hit the tree, Jim,"

and let Peter

Alliss, Ken
Venturi, and a

number of other
big-name
announcers join

you on your
round.

Racing
Site Name:

Motocross
Madness
Central

URL: mcm.tele-
fragged.com
Site Owner: WreckRman2
Highlights: Wreck and his crew
have put together a fine site

dedicated to Motocross
Madness (our PC Gamer
Award winner for best racing
game of 1998) and the motor-
cycle racing world in general.

As far as game enhance-
ments, you'll be in shock
when you see the list of addi-

tional tracks that are avail-

able, including ones set in

outdoor venues.

Site Name: NFSFuture
URL: www.nfscheats.com
/nfsfuture/

Site Owner: Future Productions
Design Team

Highlights: This is an awesome
site for Need for Speed III

fans. The guys of Future
Productions are extremely
talented and have come up
with some unique car designs
for you to download. Even if

you don't like or own the
game, you'll want to check
out this site and just look at

the screenshots. They also

have a good selection of cars

from other users that I

haven't seen elsewhere, and
lots of new tracks. Some of
the tracks just have new tex-

tures that replace those on
the existing tracks, while oth-

ers have completely new lay-

outs thanks to the user-cre-

ated editor you can download
from the NFSIII Files section.

Site Name: 3D Speed:
Computer Arcade Racing

URL: www.teleport.com
/~rld3r/nfsthree/index.html

Need For Speed III

Here s a treat for you— PC Gamer exclusive cars for some of your favorite racing games. Check out this

month's disc or visit the designers' web pages to put yourself in the driver's seats of these babies!

Site Owner: Scott Linfoot

Highlights: This site is low in

quantity, but very high in

quality. I was so impressed
with Scott's Need for Speed
HI car designs, I asked him if

he would make a PC Gamer
car. Check out this month's
CD-ROM for his latest mas-
terpiece; click the button on
the opening screen of this

month's disc to get your
paws on this hot new car
(and the others mentioned in

this column), or look in the
addons/cars folder!

Site Name: D&R Racing
URL: www.geocities.com
/Silicon Valley/Station/4348

Site Owner: Robert Brown and
David Walden
Highlights: If you want some
new squad cars to chase
perps with in Need for Speed
III, head on over to D&R for

an amazing selection of pur-
suit vehicles. These guys also

do some great work design-
ing their own car models, so
I asked them if they could
make a car for us. To my
delight, they sent me two!

Site Name: The Unofficial Test

Drive 5 Cars Page
URL: webhome.idirect.com
/~stratman/td5

Site Owner: Paul a.k.a.

Stratman
Highlights: If you're having
trouble unlocking the bonus
cars in Test Drive 5, give

Stratman's page a visit to see
what you're missing. He's got
a little bonus in store for you,

too; custom-made cars. He

was even kind enough to work
up a PC Gamer car for us,

which is quite cool and can be
found on this month's disc.

Site Name: ViperPainter's

Viper Racing Web Site

URL: www. geocities,com
/MotorCity/Speedway/9993
/index.html or www.viper-
painter.com

Site Owner: James Fritz, a.k.a.

ViperPainter

Highlights: Viper Racing comes
with a paint-shop feature, but
it won't let you make the great

skins that ViperPainter has on
offer at his site. 1 also found a
link to something called Mike
DiPonio's Gallery here. Mike
does some excellent work, and
I asked him if he could design
a PC Gamer skin I could use in

Viper Racing. Mike was kind
enough to oblige, and you can
see how cool the car is by
grabbing it off this month's
disc. Happy Racing!

This is by no means a defini-

tive list, and I'm sure there are

plenty more sites and add-ons
out there that are just as valu-

able to sports gamers; this list

should be a good starting

point, though. Also, please

keep in mind that the Internet

is still a very volatile place, and
web sites sometimes have to

find new homes, so the

addresses I've provided may
change. Let me know which
are your favorites by writing

me at rob@pcgamer.com, and
maybe we'll revisit this topic in

a future column.
Pftfi
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THE KILLING BOX

The
Professional

Gamers'
League needs
a shot in the

arm, and
Sandmoose
thinks

professional

wrestling

might just

point the way.
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fought in a LAN environ-

ment. A live event makes
possible all kinds of things
that couldn't be done in the

aforementioned web presen-
tation, like grand entrances
and face-to-face trash talk.

The equivalent of dragging a

steel chair into the ring might
be disconnecting a players'

mouse or keyboard while he's

not looking, or covering his

mouse pad with sticky goo.

More Than
One Champion
When it comes to first-person

shooters, the PGL has prizes

for Quake II one-on-one
deathmatch and Quake four-

on-four clan deathmatch. If

the WCW can have four dif-

everal months
ago, I

attended the

Fall 1998
finals for the

Professional

Gamers'
League, held

here in San
Francisco. My
main motiva-

tion for going
was not to see

the Quake II

matches but
to hear id

Software's

John
Carmack talk

about Quake
III. The

matches themselves were
somewhat interesting to

watch in the midst of wall-to-

wall Quake fans crammed
into a hot room...

...but not that interest-

ing. The PGL has the same
problem as Greco-Roman
wrestling. Unless you're a

hardcore fan of the sport, it's

just not that much fun to

watch. Professional wrestling,

on the other hand, is a com-
pletely different story.

The difference is that

professional wrestling has
dozens of interesting charac-

ters who run the gamut from
good to evil. It's been called

a soap opera for men, and
rightly so. World Champion-
ship Wrestling (better known
as the WCW) has everything

in a soap opera that we
young men could possibly

want: bigger-than-life charac-

ters, grand entrances, betray-

als, cheating, and — of course
— the Nitro Girls.

What does the PGL
have? Well, they have Thresh,

who handily wins a tourna-

ment twice a year. Now, I'm

not criticizing Thresh; the guy
is obviously the best Quake
player alive. But as far as the

PGL is concerned, having only

one star player can get a little

boring after a while. So here

are a few things I think the

PGL can do to make itself

more interesting:

Limited
Number of
Players
Pick the top 50 players and

make them the "professional

athletes." Keeping the num-
ber of "professionals" to a

small number ensures that

fans have a chance to get to

know each of the players and
their backgrounds. Over
time, fans will form opinions
about who they like and don't

like and can show their sup-

port in a variety of ways. Just

think of all the merchandising
opportunities the organizers

of the PGL would have if they
really put their hearts into

promoting their players.

Weekly Events
Once you have fans hooked,
you need to keep them inter-

ested over the long haul. The
best way to do this is with

frequent events. WCW has
"Monday Nitro," a three

hour extravaganza interleav-

ing wrestling matches and
behind-the-scenes video
clips. The PGL should have
something like this. Officials

can organize matches to be
played over the Internet,

record demos, and compile
everything in an attractive

web-based presentation on
a weekly basis. Not only

does this give fans some-
thing to sink their teeth into

each week, but it's a great

way to put the spotlight on
all the players — not just the

world champion.

Hold
Quarterly
LAN Events
Due to the unpredictable

nature of the Internet, title

matches should only be

ferent championship titles,

why can't the PGL have more
than one championship title,

too? If I were running things,

there would be several titles

simultaneously up for grabs
depending on which games
are popular with the players

at the time. Right now that

might include Quake II,

Shogo: Mobile Armor
Division, SiN, and Half-Life,

with Quake III Arena and
Unreal Tournament soon to

be added. »»»
More Gimmick
Matches
The main attraction at a

recent WCW pay-per-view
event was a gimmick match
where a taser gun was sus-

pended high above the ring.

The two wrestlers had to

climb a ladder to get to it, and
the first one who grabbed the

taser gun and used it on the

other guy won. Isn't that the

coolest thing you've ever

heard of? With the level edi-

tors and scripting abilities in

today's games, the possibili-

ties for gimmick matches are

endless. How about a "lava

match" where you can only

score points by forcing your
opponent into lava? Or an
extreme-low-gravity match? I

think it would be great to see

two heavy-hitters go at it with
non-standard levels and rules.

So what do you think
j

about all of this? Am I making
any sense here, or have I been
drinking too much King
Cobra? E-mail me at mluton@
pcgamer.com and let me know, i

PCS ;
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Tabletop Online
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nline roleplay-

ing games
have become
massive
worlds with

hundreds— if

not thousands
— of players,

all competing
against each

other for the

role of "most
important

character."

If you go
online, you
can bet you'll

spend most of

your time

building expe-

rience and
skills for your chosen charac-

ter, a bit of time actually talk-

ing and roleplaying your
character, and maybe a small

amount of time completing
quests. This is what we've
come to expect from playing

an RPG over the Internet,

and that's what Ultima

Online, EverQuest, Meridian

59, and countless other

online RPGs have delivered.

But a game being developed
in Northern California aims

to change that.

Nihilistic Software, a

small company located in

Novato, California, has ideas

that may change the entire

multi-player RPG experience.

The company, whose mem-
bers include former
LucasArts employees who
were the major force behind
Jedi Knight plans to accom-
plish this through the

Storyteller portion of its first

RPG, Vampire: The
Masquerade/Redemption

.

White Wolfs Vampire:

The Masquerade roleplaying

universe is second only to

TSR's Advanced Dungeons &
Dragons in terms of popular-

ity, and many think it offers

greater flexibility when it

comes to sheer storytelling.

That storytelling ability will be
used to its fullest in the single-

player portion of the PC game.
You play the game from a

third-person perspective, and
you have complete control

over the camera. Clicking the

mouse button controls move-
ment as well as the real-time

i
combat, and actions such as

i picking up items and manipu-

lating objects. During the sin-

gle-player game, you can have
a party of four characters.

But it's what the game
promises in the way of multi-

player that's really intriguing.

When Redemption ships, it'll

include development tools to

let players create their own
adventures using the game's

engine. Similar to the Quake
level editors, these tools will let

gamers play with their own
textures, sounds, levels— basi-

cally anything they want. Of
course, for the more intricate

stuff, they'll need to learn the

game's Java-like programming
language, but there's no doubt
some dedicated gamers will do
just that.

What can you do once

can even "whisper" informa-

tion to a single player, and let

him decide whether to share it

with the party or use it to his

own advantage.

Robert Huebner, direc-

tor of technology at Nihilistic,

says, "The engine itself is

completely open-ended in

terms of graphics, sounds,

levels — even scripted events.

You can create your own
items that have scripted

properties when you use
them." It's similar to the

scripting language used in

Jedi Knight, which was pow-
erful enough that the devel-

opment team could write all

of the game's Capture the

Flag mode as a script. You
can imagine the power users

you've finished your own cus-

tom-made adventure? Why,
invite eight of your closest

friends (or Internet acquain-

tances) to play it, of course!

The player who creates the

world acts as the Storyteller,

or Game Master (GM).

Players come to the virtual

game table with pre-made
characters in hand. They then

progress through the custom
adventure, solving puzzles,

fighting monsters, and gener-

ally experiencing what could

be roleplaying heaven. The
Storyteller monitors the

action, creating new mon-
sters when needed, modify-

ing situations, and taking

care of all the stuff a good
GM does. The Storyteller can

even take control of non-
player characters to give

players truly customized

interaction with their world
— no more canned responses

to questions chosen from a

dialog tree. The Storyteller

So far, no one
has quite

managed to

recreate the

tabletop

roleplaying

experience on
the computer
— but one
game just

might.
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will have in creating their

own environments.
Vampire: The Masquerade/

Redemption will come with
several ready-made adven-
tures for Storytellers who
don't want to dive directly

into their own creations right

away. Players can also down-
load multi-player modules
from other users. Nihilistic

hopes this will foster the

same sort of online roll-your-

own frenzy that made Quake
so popular and long-lived.

Ray Gresko, president and
CEO of Nihilistic, says, "You
might see Storytellers that

are held at a Thresh-like sta-

tus because they're so great

at telling a story."

Nihilistic hasn't

announced any official online

partnerships yet, but the com-
pany plans to establish some
sort of central hub where play-

ers can start or join multi-

player games in progress.

Storytellers will have complete

control over who joins their

games. If they suspect players

of "hacking" their characters,

or if someone starts rampantly
player-killing, away they go. A
central server will monitor sta-

tistics of Storytellers, so you
can determine if a particular

Storyteller has a history of

intentionally screwing over

their players— or of being too

nice to them.
"The Storyteller system

actually solves more problems
than it creates," says Huebner.

Since the player who's ulti-

mately responsible for creating

the game is in charge, you can

bet he won't stand for any
nonsense. If someone wants to

host a "kill-or-be-killed" game,
that's possible, but Gresko says

"we just don't think that would
as much fun."

It's still too early to tell

whether or not the game will

succeed in its attempt to recre-

ate the tabletop experience.

One of many foreseeable

problems lies in communica-
tion— it'll never be as easy to

type messages to your party

as it is to simply set down
your beer and talk to them
across a table. But it's delving

into an exciting new world of

RPGs — tabletop-style game-
play on your computer. And
that can only be a good thing.

PCB
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THE DESKTOP GENERAL

In response to complaints from alarmed fans,

Talonsoft has reversed its decision to abandon

the Battleground series.

fsSBS.
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Spring has
sprung, and
it's time for

the General

to clean out

his desk and
see what
tidbits he

can turn up.

WAR GAMES • HISTORIC & MILITARY SIMULATIONS • TACTICAL COMBAT

Spring Cleaning

PCcm Hag 1999

Operation Art
of War
Not-so-good-news: Just after

PCG named Operational Art of

War best wargame of 1998

comes word of a grognard
backlash against the game.
The Internet is full of com-
plaints and accusations that

neither TalonSoft nor Norm
Koger bothered to patch some
of the game's problems before

publishing the Battle Pack I

expansion disc.

Two experienced gamers
with a lot of time on their

hands, having spent months
going over the game with a

fine-tooth comb, have posted a

4,000-word essay detailing

what they see as Koger's sins

I

very year at

about this

time, I spend a

day cleaning

out the detri-

tus that

threatens to

smother me in

my little North
Carolina

office, and I

always find

some tidbits

worth noting

but not quite

suitable for an

entire column.

Before I dump
the garbage
can (man,

those Colt .45

bottles take up a lot of room!).

I'll pass a few along to you:

Hasbro/
Avalon Hill
First, the good news: It looks

like Hasbro's purchase of

Avalon Hill may not necessar-

ily be the disaster I antici-

pated. Yes, we'll see some
repackaged board games, but

some of the products of this

union may be a pleasant sur-

prise for grognards. Turns out

Hasbro actually wants to

expand the market share for

wargames, and it certainly has

the marketing resources to

accomplish that feat. Don't

expect anything earth-shaking

at first, of course, since the

company's strategy seems to

be one of attracting newcom-
ers rather than catering to a

small core of veterans. Well,

hell— if the genre is to sur-

vive, let alone grow, that seems
reasonable to me. I'm adopting

a wait-and-see attitude, but I'm

far more encouraged. I think it

would be kinda neat see a PC
conversion of Tactics II....

Battleground
Lives
Great news! After a lot of

soul-searching and budgetary
discussions, TalonSoft has

decided not to scrap its leg-

endary Battleground series.

Evidently, the series had a

bigger fan base than
TalonSoft realized — and,

boy, were those fans pissed

when they heard the series

had been discontinued.

Anyway, it's back, with a lav-

ish recreation of the Battle of

Chickamauga — the only

really important Civil War
victory ever scored by
Braxton Bragg, arguably the

poorest tactician in the

Confederate Army (suppos-

edly Jefferson Davis favored
Bragg over the infinitely

more capable Joe Johnston
because Johnston stole a girl-

friend from Davis when they
were both cadets at West
Point. Could this guy hold a

grudge, or what?)
Fans of the series will

be delighted to know that at

last TalonSoft had added a

scenario editor and thor-

oughly overhauled the game
engine. Because the

Battleground series

has proven only mod-
estly profitable, how-
ever, there are no
plans at present to

market Chickamauga
in retail stores. You
want it, you gotta

make a little effort:

order by phone (410)

933-9191 or visit

TalonSoft's web site

(www. talonsoft.com)

and pull out your
VISA card.

It's still a fantastic wargame, but a couple

of diligent grognards have uncovered

some inaccuracies in Norm Koger's The

Operational Art of War.

(generally concerning inaccu-

racies in the handling of

weapons, logistics, air support,

etc.) and claiming that he's

done nothing to correct them.

You can find their screed from
at www.wargamer.com.

The document is an eye-

opener, and whether or not

you care about the details it

brings up, it's interesting to

see the debate it has stirred

up. The authors claim Koger
has ignored numerous com-
plaints, and that the expansion

set doesn't fix anything. That

just doesn't sound like the

friendly, customer-sensitive

Koger that I know, but I can

certainly understand his not

wanting to get caught up in an
extended Internet flame-war. I

asked Koger for his take on
the controversy, and he

expressed genuine puzzlement

and sent me a list of at least a

dozen major and minor
changes he's made since the

game was released. Certainly

a few patches have been
released, and the latest version

(vl.06 as we go to press) can

be had without buying the

expansion pack (again at

www. wargamer.com).

E-mail
Dispatches
To end on a positive note,

reader Sean Emerson
(www. transport.com/-semer-

son.html) has created a pro-

gram that lets you convert

any Avalon Hill board game
to a Play-By-E-Mail format.

It's well work checking out.

And that's about it for

this year. I've uncovered
enough of my desk's surface

that I can set down a beer

without fear of spilling, so my
work here is done.

ecus
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et me say this

first, so you
know where
I'm coming
from: Back in

1993, 1 played
Origin's Strike

Commander
on a PC with
a 33MHz 386
processor. I

cranked the

graphics

options all the

way up.

Okay, if

you weren't
gaming six

years ago,

you probably
don't know

where I'm coming from. Let

me put it this way: Like so
many Origin games at the

time. Strike Commander
was, shall we say, on the cut-

ting edge of hardware
requirements. My 386 was
still a pretty fast machine
back then, but it wasn't
nearly fast enough to play

the game the way it was
meant to be played.

Talk about choppy...

I

was probably getting 10
frames per second. But I was
by-God determined to play
the game I saw when I

looked at the screen shots on
the Strike Commander box in

the software store. No com-
promises, even if it meant
having to consult a crystal

ball to predict where the

enemy would be next time
the screen updated.

I played the whole game
that way. So when you read
the following, don't assume
I'm one of these guys who calls

a game "choppy" just because
he doesn't get a steady 60
frames per second. I know
choppy animation when I see

it, and I'm pretty forgiving.

But it's getting harder
every year to tell what kind of
experience you're going to

get when you take a game
home. The minimum hard-
ware requirements listed on
the game's box won't do you
any good. They're not written

by the game's designers;

they're written by marketing
people who want you to buy
the game and don't particu-

larly care if you have fun with
it once you've spent your
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money. They're more inter-

ested in maximizing a game's
potential audience by making
sure the game's box says it'll

run on the kind of PC most
gamers have; never mind that

the game may be virtually

unplayable on that minimum
spec. And the problem is

worse for us sim fans, since

simulations are generally on
the cutting edge in terms of

technology.

MicroProse's Falcon 4.0

is a good example. I've had
tons of fun blowing stuff up in

that sim, but if I'd tried to play

it on a machine that only met
the game's minimum hard-

ware requirements (a 166MHz
Pentium with 32MB RAM and
no 3D accelerator), I probably
would've deleted it from my

Dan Bennett

"Recommended” require-

ments on a game box, and
it's a good rule of thumb
these days to take the

"Recommended” hardware as

the game's actual minimum if

you want to get a good expe-
rience out of it — and if you
want the graphics to look

anything like the screen shots
on the box.

(Interestingly, Falcon 4.0

takes this trend to the next

logical level — or the next
absurd level, depending on
your point of view. In addi-

tion to the "Required" and
"Recommended” categories,

the Falcon 4.0 packaging
adds a third hardware spec.

Under the heading "Really

Hot!", it suggests a 450MHz
Pentium II, 128MB RAM, and

hard drive after about ten

minutes. That's why I recom-
mended a 300MHz Pentium II

with 64MB RAM and a 3D
card in March 1999's review
of Falcon 4.0. (And this kind

of discrepancy between a

game's claimed hardware
requirements and its real-

world requirements is why
we've included the "We
Recommend" section in the

information box of every
game review we've ever run.)

To be fair. Falcon 4.0's

packaging includes a list

of "Recommended" hard-
ware, too — a 266MHz
Pentium II with 64MB and
a 3D accelerator. But based
on my experiences with the

sim, that configuration

probably should appear
under the "Minimum"
heading. In fact, it's become
common practice to include

both "Minimum" and

The hardware
requirements

listed on a

game box are

becoming
more meaning-

less every year

— so how can

you tell how
well a new
game will work
on your PC?

http://uiujiii.pcgamer.coni

a 3D accelerator with 8MB or
more of texture memory.
Well, no kidding — that's a

pretty good description of the

hottest gaming machine you
could get when Falcon 4.0

was released; I'd expect it to

be "Really Hot!" on a

machine like that.)

There are occasional

exceptions to the rule;

another MicroProse game,
European Air War, calls for a

minimum of a 133MHz
Pentium with 32MB RAM
and a 3D accelerator. I've

played it on a P166 with
32MB RAM and a first-

generation 3Dfx Voodoo
Graphics card — and with
just a few tweaks to reduce
the graphic detail, it ran sur-

prisingly smoothly, even with
20-plus planes in the air. So I

can see how EAW could actu-

ally be playable on the mini-

mum system.

But it's definitely in the

minority. Looking at the sims
on my shelf, I see a lot of

examples of minimum hard-
ware requirements that are

pretty questionable, to put it

charitably. In addition to

Falcon 4.0, there's Jane's

WWII Fighters. It lists a

200MHz Pentium as a mini-

mum on the box, but we've
found you need something
like a 400MHz Pentium II to

play it with the graphics
cranked up to match those in

the ads. Jane's F-15 claims a

minimum of a P133 and
16MB RAM, but a 300MHz
Pentium II and 32MB RAM
are the real minimum if you
want smooth flight at the

highest graphic settings. And
there are three more recent

examples for each of those.

Gripe, gripe, gripe. So
what can we do about it?

Stop getting suckered in by
unrealistic box copy, that's

what. Start assuming that

when a box says

"Recommended," it really

means "Minimum," and when
it says "Minimum," it means
"Forget About It." Read the

review before you buy the

game, and see what people
who've played it say about its

real hardware requirements.

Let the game buyer beware,
and let the publishers be
aware we're onto their game.

PCB
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“...an amazing, captivating environment.”
- Gamer’s Republic

“Dynamic shadows and lighting

make for a splendid atmosphere.
”

- Computer Games Online
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solutions to several issues that have plagued

computerised RPGs for years.”
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SOLUTIONS • TECHNIQUES • QUICK TIPS

around, and the burricks have carved
tunnels below the city. Occasionally,

you'll see a ghostly Hammer priest

walking from one part of town to

another. Keep in mind that avoidance
works better than confrontation in most
situations. There are plenty of dark cor-

ners in the ruins that you can hide in

while monsters walk by. If you must
fight, pick your weapons carefully and
use surprise to its fullest advantage. If

you come across a well-trafficked street,

try leaving some mines in the road and
watch the fun from cover. Snipe zombies
and burricks with fire arrows from the

second story of ruined buildings.

Backstab the ghosts as they walk past

your hiding spot, then comer them while

lashing out with your sword until they
disappear in a puff of smoke.

You have to find lots of loot to

finish this mission, and power-ups don't

hurt either. Search in places that are

hard to get to — on top of rafters, inside

ruined buildings, in chests and boxes
found in abandoned shops, etc. Anytime
you encounter a locked door, you can
bet that something worthwhile is behind
it, so break out your lockpicks and earn

your keep.

When you finally arrive at the

cathedral, it will be sealed. Take a right,

go all the way to the back of the

building, and climb up to the small

window. From here you can peek inside

the sanctuary and learn some interesting

things about The Eye. To figure out what
to do next, you'll have to locate the

Grotto of the Keeper Sentinel and dis-

cover a secret passageway leading to an
old Keeper chapel. All of the information

The Haunted Cathedral

You start just inside the wall that sepa-
rates the ruins from the rest of the city.

The Eye is reputed to be inside the aban-
doned Hammer cathedral, so your first

goal is to find that. Your map can be
very helpful. The streets on the map are

all in the game, and sometimes you can
find the corresponding street signs. If

you see the sign for a barber, a pub, or

another shop, check your map for the

icon that represents it. This can help you
pinpoint your location in the ruins.

The ruins haven't been lived in for

50 years or more, so naturally the street-

lights aren't on. There is a control panel

inside the building to the left of where
you start that controls the nearby lights.

Every time you enter a dark part of the

city, look around for a control panel to

turn on the lights. Sometimes it takes a

little exploration to find the switch. The
public works icon on the map is a gear,

and the light controls can usually be
found there.

Only monsters and undead popu-
late the ruins these days. Zombies mill

THE HAUNTED CATHEDRAL: Behind the cathedral, you can climb up and look through this

window to learn some useful information about The Eye.

THE HAUNTED CATHEDRAL: This is

the Grotto of the Keeper Sentinel. There's a

secret door around here somewhere.

Thief: The Dark Project Part 2
Everything you need to finish the game!

Last month's guide led you through the first five missions of Eidos'

Thief: The Dark Project. Now, get ready for the spine-tingling conclusion,

which will help you through the game's final, and toughest, missions....

O t's been a good
month here at

Strategy Central,

thanks to some
great strategy tips for

Thief: The Dark Project,

Sid Meier's Alpha
Centauri, and Gangsters.

This month also sees the

return of our cheats

page. If you have some
great tips or cheats for

the newest games, drop

us a line! We love it

when our readers show
us how smart they are!

Let's Hear From You!

Write to:

PC Gamer Strategy, Imagine Media

150 North Hill Dr.,

Brisbane, CA 94005

or E-mail to:

peeceegee@aol.com

editor@pcgamer.com
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you need to finish the mission is inside

that chapel, but watch out for traps. If

you aren't sure what to do, check the

objectives screen.

On Hard and Expert difficulty levels,

you have to find some special items. The
Serpentyle Tore is in a small mansion
west of the drawbridge. The mansion
can be hard to get into, so look for a

house key in a place where many people

hide them. You can flip the light

switches inside the mansion to help

avoid the haunts inside. The Watch-
man's Grave is in a courtyard off of

Market Street. To get there, you'll have

to climb to the top of a tower and make
a dramatic leap to a nearby balcony.

Good luck!

The Lost City

First, buy the tip about the mask col-

lector. Without the tip, the masks are

worthless. With it, you can not only turn

a profit, but your loot goals will be
easier to meet. To find the entrance to

the Lost City, search underwater in the

city river for a panel matching the stone

'
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THE LOST CITY: Match the stone key to the under-

water lock, and— Open Sesame— you're in!

key in your inventory. Use the key on the

panel and a secret door will open.

In the library (the burrick-infested

building with the automatic lights) you
can hop down to the exit from the

second-story windows and avoid most
of the burricks. If your loot goal includes

gems, you may have to go down to the

library basement (which contains 150

gems in loot), but do it on your way out

after you've had a chance to collect

more ammo.
In the residential areas, avoid any

patrolling burricks by ducking into build-

ings. If you can get up on the rooftops,

you can jump from roof to roof where
the burricks cannot get a clear shot. In

fact, the sounds of combat might draw
fire elementals from the nearby areas

that will fight the burricks for you.

Remember that the fire elementals are

enemies of the other creatures in the

Lost City, so the more you can avoid

combat, the more chance there is of

your enemies fighting each other instead

of you! If you do have to fight the ele-

mentals, snipe at them with water

arrows from the cover of darkness.

The talisman of water is in

the king's tomb in the southeast.

Go east from the civic building to

the lava-flooded tombs. Hop
across these tombs to reach the

king's tomb. Once there, duck
low after passing the lava-filled

pit to avoid the spike trap in the

ceiling. While you're here, you
should also pick up the lever

interred in the side room, since

you'll need it later.

To get to the talisman of

fire, you must pass through the

arena (marked in the lower left of

the map with a hand holding a

spear). The map doesn't show it,

but there's a tunnel connecting

the central market area to the

arena. Use the lever that you

UNDERCOVER: To steal or not to steal if only the

Hammers weren't so paranoid! If you do decide to

pilfer, your cover will be broken

THE LOST CITY: The gems in the civic building are not just for show! Help yourself!

UNDERCOVER: Sometimes the best way to

leave is by the back door because the front

gate will be heavily guarded

picked up on the mechanism here to

extend the bridge across the lava. Do
not try to jump across. Even if you make
it, the jump the other way is even
harder. If you do get stuck without the

bridge, go to the tower with the fire tal-

isman, get the speed potion, and use it

to make the jump across the lava to the

east of the tower.

On the way to each talisman you
will find a Keeper campsite, each

with a medallion you must collect

for the Hard difficulty objective.

Taking the fire talisman attracts a lot

of elementals, so conserve your
water arrows for this part. Aside

from having to watch for these crit-

ters, you just backtrack your way
out to finish the mission.

Undercover

Undercover gives you the chance to

scope the target area out; use it!

Walk all over the temple and watch
the guardsmen patrol so you know
how long a particular spot is out of

their sight. Keep track of how many
Hammers are patrolling in any given

area. When something goes wrong
and your cover is broken, you'll

appreciate the knowledge.

Avoid breaking cover for as

long as possible. Obviously, stealing

loot or attacking one of the

Hammerites will break your cover.

Be careful while you are in the

restricted areas because if you are

spotted in them, you will be consid-

ered an enemy. You will also set off

an alarm if you are seen going into

nh f f p : / / ui 111 uj . pcgaraei.com
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UNDERCOVER: So close, and yet so far:

stealing the High Priest’s hammer won't be as

easy as this looks. Scope the area out first.

or out of the restricted areas.

In the library you'll find instructions

on how to deactivate some of the

Talismans' security systems. You can find

a key to the library by going downstairs

and entering the first right-hand door.

You also need a copy of the Wallbuilder's

Prayer. You can find a scroll with this on
it in the right chapel off the main hall.

Finally, you'll have to steal the High
Priest's hammer from his quarters.

Locate all of the levers before flip-

ping any of them. They are all in

restricted areas, and you need to time
the guard movements carefully to make
the five-minute mark. Brother Mason is

out in the graveyard. The old kitchen is

now the new treasury, down in the tem-
ple's basement. The Inquisitor's rack is

also in the basement. The skull of St.

Yora is in the reliquary. Lastly, the key-

stone tree is in the center of the garden's

back wall.

The Talismans are secured off the

corridor behind the dining room. When
you read the Wallbuilder's Prayer, an
alarm will go off that alerts all of the

Hammers. Once you've got the

Talismans, don't try to go out through
the front gate, because it will be well

guarded; instead, try jumping over the

wall of either the garden or the grave-

•+#* <f
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RETURN TO THE CATHEDRAL: The Hammers have been investigating the night sky, and you

can use their research to your advantage. Just stay quiet, and you won’t be noticed.

yard to make your escape cleanly.

Return to the Cathedral

For the first part of this mission, you are

perfectly safe inside the cathedral as

long as you are never seen nor heard.

The undead that haunt the cathedral are

all stationary or patrolling one small

area. You should have no problem
staying in the shadows, but be on the

lookout for noisy tile floors. If you need
to cross tile when an enemy is within

earshot, deploy moss arrows first.

Take your time. Look around and
figure out how to get The Eye. If you
want to use any elevators, you'll have to

flip the switch in the machine room in

tt> rvsj. - ,
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RETURN TO THE CATHEDRAL: The Eye is floating above this huge hammer on the altar— can you

guess how to get up to it? You’ll have several options, so choose wisely.

the cathedral basement. It's possible to

get right up to The Eye without those
pesky undead ever noticing: it's over a

metal surface, but a moss arrow on the

hammer will fix that problem. If the

jump seems too tricky, look up for a

place to use a rope arrow.

When you steal The Eye, it plays a

nasty trick on you, causing all of the

nearby undead to become very alert and
start looking around for you. One
strategy to deal with this problem is to

blast the undead to small parts. If you're

this type, make good use of flash bombs
and take an occasional drink from the

fountain near the altar to be healed. The
stealthier tactic is to steal The Eye and
quickly jump back to darkness and
safety. The undead will all be looking for

you, but eventually they will calm down
and start wandering around, giving you
a chance to sneak away from your
hiding spot.

The other part of The Eye's trick is

that the front doors are locked shut

again. To get out, you'll have to visit the

cloister behind the cathedral. You will

meet a slightly deranged ghost named
Brother Murus. Murus can help you
escape, but first he wants you to do him
the favor of putting his soul to rest. Most
of the time he can be found near the

entrance to the cloister at the bottom of

the broken staircase. When you
approach him, he will tell you the next

thing he wants you to do.

You'll have to visit St. Yora's, St.

Tennor's, and St. Vale's buildings to find

items for Murus. You will also have to

go to St. Jenel's to find the cemetery key

and to imbue your holy symbol with

magical energy. If walking around in the

cloister seems too dangerous, try taking

the elevators down to the winter tunnels.

You can use these underground pas-

sageways as safe shortcuts between
cloister buildings.

Eventually, you will have gone to

the graveyard and consecrated Murus's

HIM Hail
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ESCAPE! This is the room that leads from

the lair to the basement corridors. Make sure

you stock up on equipment here.

grave for him. If you are playing on Hard
or Expert, Murus has some other stuff

for you to do; otherwise, he'll hand over

a key to the armory, which is in the attic

of the cathedral. After visiting the

armory, you should finally be prepared

to finish this mission.

Escape!

Right now you are probably pretty upset

with Constantine. You did all the work
retrieving The Eye, and he didn't pay you
for it. Instead, you are weak, bleeding, and
alone without equipment at the entrance

to a nasty underground lair full of creepy

beasts that want you dead. It's time to

buck up and get the Hell out of there. If

you want a head start on your revenge,

you can look forward to leaving behind a

pile of beast corpses.

Avoiding confrontations here can be
very difficult. You may be better off if you
think of yourself as a commando. Observe
your enemies from a distance, and formu-
late a plan to take them out. Isolate them
from each other, then ambush them when
no one is looking. Proceeding this way,
you can work slowly through enemy terri-

tory, taking risks only when you choose.

Fortunately, there are plenty of

tools available to you in this mission. By
looking carefully, you should be able to

locate lots of water, fire, moss, and gas
arrows. There is also purple fruit that

has healing properties. Your stealthy

arsenal of rope arrows, gas mines, etc.,

is around here, too. Use water arrows to

provide cover of darkness. Use gas only

ESCAPE! Look in tree houses like this one to find your tech-

nological thieves' equipment.

when you will catch as many
foes as possible inside the

blast radius. Use fire arrows to

put enemies down quickly, but

be warned that the explosion

is sure to attract other beasts.

Don't underestimate your
blackjack; when used with

flash bombs, it can be your
most powerful weapon.

You must make your way
through the lair to Constantine's

basement and eventually back

upstairs to his mansion. Your
trip through the basement will

be a lot easier if you stock up
on equipment in the lair first.

When you finally get to the

mansion, it will look more or

less familiar. The garden and
most of the second floor of the

house are blocked off by plant

growth. However, the bottom
floor has the same layout. You
have two options: one is to force your

way through the front door, which is only

recommended if you came out of the

basement with a sizable arsenal. The
other option is to find the balcony you
used to sneak into the mansion in The
Sword mission. That exit is less guarded,

but getting there requires more sneaking

through the house.

If you are playing on Normal or

Hard, you only have to get out of the

house. If you are playing on Expert, you
can find details about Constantine's ritual

inside a giant tree protected by bug and
frog beasts. This tree is near the spider

tunnels at the beginning of the mission.

Strange Bedfellows

As you head toward the Hammer temple
to contact the High Priest, the scattered

corpses and rubble spell trouble; the

smashed front gate confirms it. Things

that are even more hostile than

Hammers are in the temple, and you
start this mission without deadly ranged
weapons; not even your trusty supply of

broadhead arrows.

Battles leave debris and equipment;
go into the temple and scour the bar-

racks for a few more arrows. Open up
the door across from the front gate care-

fully. It opens into the great hall, where a

bugbeast and a spiderbeast are

patrolling. The door to the left is

jammed shut by rubble, so go right.

Watch out for the tile floor — the temple
is a very hard place to sneak in. Moss
arrows come in useful here.

If you're playing on Expert, either

take out this bugbeast or make a special

effort to avoid fighting any bugbeasts on

STRANGE BEDFELLOWS: It’s bad enough, having to talk to the Hammers. . . now you have to

rescue them too? Don't alert the guards or they will kill the High Priest.

hftp://ujuiuj.pcgamer.cani
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STRANGE BEDFELLOWS: You have no

arrows, and he's not using his anymore, so you

might as well "borrow" them.
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the level. If you fight any of them, you'll

be required to kill them all. You may
want to save your gas arrows to use on
them, but if you do, be sure to kill them
with your sword afterwards; knocking

them out is not enough.
Loot the temple for equipment.

Downstairs is patrolled, but there are

healing potions, mines, and more
arrows. Go down the stairs and turn left.

The armory door on your left is locked

but pickable. Some of the priests' quar-

ters have a mine or a flash bomb in

them. There are healing potions in the

High Priest's quarters, but they are

guarded by spiders. If you are playing

on Hard or Expert, be warned that there

is less equipment and more monsters.

To find the Hammers, go to the

Chapel. The left door is unlocked but

requires crossing the hall; the right door
can be picked. The altar is open, and a

ladder leads downward into a cave com-
plex. Listen carefully; Constantine's ape-

beasts patrol the area. If you are playing

on Hard or Expert, you can find the

Builder's Chisel in a spider lair in the

southwest corner.

The ramp opens downward into the

top level of a large cave. The Hammer
door to your right can't be used yet, so

keep descending. One level down there

is a series of shrines: Earth, Fire, Water,

and Air. Each of them has an arrow
crystal, so they are worth visiting. An
apebeast patrols the bridge; wait until his

back is turned and cross the bridge using

moss arrows. Go straight across and turn

left at the far side. A set of stairs leads

down to where you can speak to the

Hammers in their last refuge. On Expert,

be aware of the bugbeast in the pit.

Now you have the key to unlock the

Hammerite door upstairs. The
areas behind it are filled with

creatures and shadows. Take
advantage of the torches and
nooks to sneak through this

section. Don't be noisy, what-
ever you do. Watch out for

the bugbeast in the center of

the upper level.

Go left around the circle

until you can go down again.

Now you're on the bottom
level. The High Priest is held

in the room to your right, but

if you alert his guards they

will kill him. If you move
slowly you can sneak all the

way around, grab the Priest,

and get out. The final bug-
beast is on the way, in a

center room.
Along the way, note

another Hammer door in the wall. Your
key will open it, and you must use it to

get back to the Hammer refuge on
Expert level. Remember, you're not done
until the High Priest is at the river side of

the Hammer refuge. If you are playing

on Hard or Expert, the Builder's Chisel

must also be at the same spot.

Into the Maw
Welcome to Constantine's realm. The
Maw is filled with unique challenges, but

for the most part, it is a straight path

down. Keep going down until you find

Constantine, and you can't go wrong.
At the top of the Maw, where you

start, an endless stream of Constantine's

creatures is headed up the path towards

you. Don't try to fight them; instead,

dodge into the purple caves along the
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INTO THE MAW: Don't confront Constantine; use your rope arrow to place The Eye back in its

rightful place by hanging down from one of the ledges above.

INTO THE MAW: Avoid the blue crystals at all costs as they

will cause a lot of damage to you upon contact.

Maw's upper section. These caves are

off the beaten path and filled with gas
crystals, which are always useful. By
sneaking from cave to cave, you can
reach the bottom without attracting any
attention. A note for those playing on
Expert level: save at least one of each
type of arrow; you'll need them when
you get to the bottom of the Maw.

Once you are past the lava-filled

areas, you reach the ice slides. Blue

crystals poke out of the walls and floor.

Avoid them as the blue crystals do
damage on contact. The ice, of course, is

slippery and frictionless. Spend some
time carefully sliding around the top of

the first ice slide. There are a lot of water
arrows here, and once you go down,
you won't be able to return. There are

explosive ice frogs at the bottom of the

first slide and elementals at the bottom
of the second. Look for fire crystals

above the lava flows.

After the ice slides, you reach a big,

blue cylinder beneath a lake on the

ceiling. Ride the waterfall up, jump out

at one of the breaks, and steer your way
to the ceiling lake. Once you are there,

center yourself above the blue cylinder

and fall down into it.

When you reach the tree, get inside

of it and climb up. The outside is

guarded by a few apebeasts, but the spi-

ders inside the tree are more dangerous.

There are a few healing fruits and moss
arrows in the interior as well.

Eventually you'll reach a cavern

with a red gate like the one at the top of

the Maw. Unless you're playing on

Expert, you can ignore it. On each of its

corners there is an anchor— Earth,

Water, Air and Fire. Shoot at each one
with the opposite type of elemental

arrow to destroy the gate.

Continue down the path and climb

over the rock in your way. Now you've

reached Constantine's ritual room.
Whatever you do, don't trigger a fight

with him since you can't win it. Instead,

sneak around the room to reach one of

the overhanging ledges and put a rope

arrow or two in the ceiling. Work your

way across the ceiling until you are above
The Eye, then shinny down and replace it.

Once you've done that, all that's left is to

wait and watch the fireworks.
PCS
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Character creation is just the beginning - throughout the
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Encounter inventory items with personalities. Manage an

unpredictable party of the strangest allies to walk the

faces of alternate planes.
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You can regenerate, speak with the dead, and have

magical immunities. You’re a power to be RECKONED
with. Unfortunately, so is everyone else.
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Sid Meier's Rlpha Cental Pari 2
Advanced faction strategies from the game's producers!

In last month's strategy guide, we examined the basic imperatives nec-

essary for Planetary domination: Explore, Discover, Build, and Conquer.
This month, we'll take an in-depth look at the seven factions that vie for

control of the Planet — their strengths, weaknesses, and the essential

tools each leader needs to assert their philosophy on the new world.

Your First Decision: Maximize
your strengths or focus on
other priorities?

Every faction has certain strengths and
weaknesses related to the culture of that

faction. These attributes influence the

strategies a faction might choose to

pursue and present you with a key deci-

sion early in the game: will you play to

your strengths, or rely on them to stay

even with other leaders so you can focus
on more important priorities? For

example, the University of Planet faction

under Provost Zakharov receives a +2
Research bonus, but a -2 Probe rating.

Zakharov can use his Research bonus in

one of two ways: focus his efforts to

achieve a decisive technological edge, or

rely on the bonus to keep him on par

with the other factions so he can con-
centrate on other, more pressing needs.

Your starting location largely gov-
erns your decision. If your University

faction finds itself enveloped by aggres-

sive enemies on a small continent,

research must take a back seat to mili-

tary units.

Gaia's Stepdaughters:

Building a Strong Native Force

LEADER: Lady Deirdre Skye
ATTRIBUTES:
+1 PLANET
+2 EFFICIENCY
-1 MORALE
-1 POLICE
+ 1 Nutrients in fungus squares.

May not use Free Market economics.

GAIAN
STRENGTH:
HUNT THE MIND
WORMS
The Gaians pos-

sess one of the

most fun powers
in Alpha Centauri

:

a +1 Planet rating

immediately fol-

lowing Planetfall.

The Gaians can
use this advan-

tage to capture

Mind Worms
lurking in the

Xenofungus and Unity Pods surrounding
the base, providing them with an imma-
ture but numerous native force. A +1

Planet rating gives you a 25 percent
base chance to capture a Worm, and a

10 percent bonus in any psi combat.
Undocumented feature: When

playing as the Gaians, you can always
capture the first Mind Worm you attack.

Even when your capture attempt fails

and normal combat results, a victory

gives you energy credits harvested from
the dead worms. Therefore, the Gaians
should be out hunting Mind Worms as

soon as they have explored their imme-
diate surroundings. However, remember
that psi combat depends on morale only,

so be sure your explorers rate as disci-

plined or higher unless you are in the

first few years after Planetfall, when
weak Mind Worms abound.

Gaian players often overlook the

fact that they can capture any native unit

in the game, not just Mind Worms. Need
a navy? Send out a transport and a Laser

Foil. Use the transport to explore sea

Unity Pods, picking up alien artifacts and
other valuable units. Keep the Foil close

by for the inevitable Isles of the Deep
that periodically surface, and your navy
will materialize in short order.

Undocumented feature: If you
explore a sea Unity Pod with a combat
ship or a full transport, the pod yields an
Isle of the Deep more frequently.

Reason: if you don't have an empty
transport bay, the game rolls and re-rolls

for the pod contents until you get some-
thing that does not need an empty bay
— often, an Isle of the Deep. So if you
need several Isles quickly, explore using
combat units only and not transports.

Normally, the transports pick up valu-

able alien artifacts, and should explore
Unity Pods when possible.

MAXIMIZING NATIVE FORCES
When playing as the Gaians, you often

should try to maximize the benefits of

your Planet rating by building a strong

native force. You possess several tools

to accomplish this goal:

• The Xenoempathy Dome and Pholus
Mutagen Secret Projects each confer a

+1 lifecycle bonus on any native unit

you build.

• Native units built in a base with a

Biology Lab, Centauri Preserve, or

Temple of Planet receive a +1 lifecycle

bonus. This bonus is cumulative; if a

base has all three of these improve-
ments, a native unit will begin as a

formidable Mature Boil. Add the

above Secret Projects to the mix, and
you could be instantly producing the

awe-inspiring Demon Boils.

• Two more Secret Projects can make
your native units virtually unbeatable:

The Dream Twister (+50 percent to psi

attack) and The Neural Amplifier (+50

percent to psi defense).

• Choose the 'Green' Economy model from
the Social Engineering Screen, available

with the discovery of Centauri Empathy
(E3). This moves your Planet rating to +3,

giving you a 75 percent chance to cap-

ture native forms and a whopping 30

Lady Deirdre, leader of

the Gaians, can mount

a sizable native force

early in the game.

htt|i://iiiiijiii.pcgBmer.coiT)
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percent bonus in psi combat.
• Be sure to upgrade your native units

using monoliths. Since psi combat
depends only on lifecycle/morale

status, it is imperative that your Mind
Worms be as advanced as possible

before joining battle.

• Stick to the fungus. Any native unit

gets a combat bonus when in

Xenofungus, unless the other partici-

pant is also a native unit, and Mind
Worms also use the fungus as roads.

• Remember that native units don't get

a 'hasty assault' penalty when
attacking with partial movement
points. Even if you're down to 1/3 of a

movement point, charge away!
• Don't rely solely on native units. Once
an enemy wises up to your native force,

they may send anti-psi units equipped

with some nasty special abilities:

Empath Song (+50 percent to psi attack)

and Hypnotic Trance (+50 percent to psi

defense). Keep some conventional units

on hand to deal with these guys.

GAIAN WEAKNESS: MORALE
Your most serious problem as the

Gaians comes from a -1 Morale modi-

fier, applied to conventional (non-native)

units. Early in the game, particularly if

you haven't captured that first Mind
Worm, the Gaians often prove easy pick-

ings for the Spartans, Believers or some
other faction with military muscle.

Fortunately, the world of Alpha Centaur

i

offers many solutions to this problem:

• The Command Nexus, Cyborg Factory,

and Maritime Control Center Secret

Projects all increase unit morale.

• These base facilities also increase unit

morale: Command Center (land units).

Aerospace Complex (air units). Naval

Yard (naval units), and Bioenhancement
Center (ALL unit types).

• Several socioeconomic choices also

increase morale, including the

Fundamentalist, Power, and Thought
Control choices.

• Monoliths can upgrade your units.

• Build units with the High Morale spe-

cial ability.

The Human Hive: Population

Growth and Production

LEADER: Chairman Sheng-Ji Yang
ATTRIBUTES:
+1 GROWTH
+1 INDUSTRY
-2 ECONOMY
Free PERIMETER DEFENSE at each base.

May not use Democratic politics.

Chairman Yang's

Human Hive powers

give him an early

advantage that can be

difficult to overcome.

HIVE STRENGTH:
NUMBERS...AND
THE PERIMETER
DEFENSE
DOESN'T HURT
Given its +1

Growth bonus, the

Hive can jump out

to an early lead in

population. Since

population

strength governs
the amount of

resources pro-

duced, the Hive

can quickly build

up a solid infrastructure. Add the +1

Industry to the mix, which decreases

mineral costs by 10 percent, and you
have a faction that often wins the race to

build the first Secret Project on Planet.

Additionally, the free Perimeter

Defense in every base means you don't

have to build a lot of strong defensive

units early in the game. So again, more
resources can go toward infrastructure

improvements and empire expansion.

All these advantages imply that the Hive

should try to build new colonies as

quickly as possible. Experienced Hive

players often build nothing but colony

pods for the first 50 turns or so except in

the Headquarters base, which works on
Secret Projects.

Undocumented feature: Any bases

conquered by the Hive also get a free

Perimeter Defense, not just new bases

built from colony pods. This certainly

helps to hold off a counterattack, but if

you immediately lose the base, you've

just given your opponent a free defen-

sive facility, making it that much harder

to retake. Don't conquer a base unless

you feel certain you can hold on to it.

You can maximize your growth

strategy in the following ways:

• Build The Weather Paradigm as soon
as possible. This Secret Project

decreases the time it takes to build

enhancements in a square by 50 per-

cent, a benefit that proves useful in

two ways. First, you can build farms

and mines quickly, enabling you to

grow your population and its produc-

tive capacity even faster. Second, you
don't have to build as many Former
units, freeing up resources for other

construction priorities.

• Two Secret Projects really maximize
your growth potential: The Planetary

Transit System, which causes all new
bases to start at size three, and the

Cloning Vats, which causes a popula-

tion boom at all your bases.

Additionally, the Children's Creche

and Sky Hydroponics Lab base facili-

ties improve your growth rate.

• The Planned and Eudaimonic social

engineering choices also improve your

growth rate. With version two and
higher of the game, the Hive suffers

no negative efficiency from any social

choice, so there's no downside to a

Planned Economy.
• Discover Gene Splicing (B3) as soon

as possible, so you remove the

nutrient production restrictions that

keep you from harvesting more than

PC BRHER MailMU
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two nutrients from a square each turn.

HIVE WEAKNESS: LOW EFFICIENCY
The Hive suffers from a low Economy
rating — its only real weakness. You can
overcome this weakness by increasing

the amount of energy collected by your
workers. Any of the following methods
can offset the low Economy rating:

• Build more solar collectors, particu-

larly on rivers or at high altitudes. If

you have the Weather Paradigm, you
can quickly implement this method of

increasing your energy. Be sure to dis-

cover Environmental Economics (B5)

so you can collect more than two
energy per square each turn.

• Build the Merchant Exchange Secret
Project (+1 energy in every square in a

base). Also, the Recycling Tanks and
Orbital Power Transmitter base facili-

ties help offset a low Economy rating.

• Increase your Economy through the

following social engineering choices:

Free Market, Wealth, and Eudaimonic.

University of Planet: Technology

LEADER: Provost Zakharov
ATTRIBUTES:
+2 RESEARCH
-2 PROBE
Free NETWORK NODE at every base.

One BONUS TECH at beginning of game.
Extra DRONE for every four citizens.

May not use Fundamentalist Politics.

UNIVERSITY
STRENGTH:
TECH, TECH,
TECH
From the +2
Research bonus to

the free break-

through and auto-

matic network
node in every
base, the

University is a

technophile's

dream faction.

You can pursue a

number of strate-

gies to capitalize

on your tech advantage.

• Seek out Unity Pods for their alien

artifacts. Alien artifacts have excep-

tional value to Zakharov, since the

University possess a Network Node in

every base. In most cases, you can
immediately link any artifacts to a Net
Node for a bonus advanced tech.

Undocumented feature: When
linked to a Network Node, alien artifacts

provide you with a technology for which
you have only one prerequisite; all other

bonus techs in the game come from
techs for which you have both prereqs.

Obviously, the more artifact techs you
can acquire, the further you can jump
ahead in the research race.

• Build the Merchant Exchange and the

Supercollider Secret Projects in the

same base. Many players think of the

Merchant Exchange as a Morganite
Secret Project, but the Exchange is

invaluable for anyone pursuing a tech

game because it increases the amount
of energy produced. When you build the

Supercollider (+100 percent Labs) in the

same base, the bonus to your research

is greatly increased. Build the Theory of

Everything for another 100 percent Labs
bonus in the same base and watch your
Labs production go through the roof.

• Other Secret Projects and base facili-

ties that increase your research: The
Universal Translator (two free techs).

The Network Backbone (Labs bonus).
Biology Lab, Fusion Lab, Quantum
Lab, Research Hospital, and
Nanohospital. Again, building the facil-

ities in the same base as the Secret

Projects mentioned above will have a

stunning effect on your research.
• Add to your +2 Research by choosing
the Knowledge and Cybernetic social

engineering settings. You can increase

your research rate by as much as 50
percent in this manner.

• Be sure to build plenty of solar collec-

tors around your bases, since your
research directly depends on the

amount of energy harvested each turn.

UNIVERSITY WEAKNESSES:
PROBE TEAMS AND DRONES
You can solve the University's weak-
nesses (a poor Probe rating and that

pesky extra drone) with just a few steps.

• The Hunter-Seeker Algorithm renders

all your bases and units immune to

enemy infiltration, solving your Probe

Provost Zakharov of the

University is the head

of one of the more

straightforward fac-

tions in Alpha Centauri.

#

The University faction can reach the Ascent to Transcendence quickly, given their powerful advan-

tage in research. You can increase your research rate by as much as 50 percent by choosing the

Knowledge and Cybernetic social engineering settings.

I
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Team problems once and for all.

• The Virtual World is a must-have for

the University. This Secret Project

makes every Network Node do double
duty as a Hologram Theater, offsetting

many drone problems with two talents

per base. The University with the

Virtual World means that any new
base founded by Zakharov receives

both a free Net Node and a Hologram
Theater, an unbeatable combination.

• The Human Genome Project, Longe-
vity Vaccine, and Ascetic Virtues can
also help with drones. And the

Telepathic Matrix permanently gets rid

of drone riots as well as increasing

your probe rating, making it another
Project tailor-made for the wise
University leader.

• The Thought Control social engi-

neering choice increases your probe
rating, making your units and bases
much less susceptible to enemy infil-

tration and more expensive to anyone
trying to take control of them.

Morgan Industries:

Economic Powerhouse
LEADER: CEO Nwabudike Morgan
ATTRIBUTES:
+1 ECONOMY
-1 SUPPORT
COMMERCE bonus
Need HAB COMPLEX for bases to

exceed size 4.

May not use Planned Economics.

MORGAN
INDUSTRIES
STRENGTH: IT'S

THE ECONOMY,
STUPID...

Morgan possesses
one killer advan-

tage — a +1

Economy rating.

This generates

one extra energy
per base in the

beginning of the

game, so Morgan
also benefits from
quick expansion;

the more bases he controls, the more
extra energy he generates. He can capi-

talize on this advantage by building eco-

nomic improvements and constructing a

sizable force of Probe Teams. For
Morgan, taking over a unit or base
through probe team mind control often

proves less hassle and expense than

mounting a military expedition, so accu-

mulating energy credits to finance these

covert efforts becomes of paramount
importance. And if Morgan generates
enough credits, he can make a run at cor-

nering the global energy market,

cementing his role as the leader of

humanity. Several strategies can help

maximize Morgan's effort to become the

richest man on the Planet.

• Build the Merchant Exchange. This

Secret Project acts as the foundation

of an economic strategy, since it gen-
erates one extra energy in every

square worked by the controlling

base. Try to build the Exchange in a

Morgan favors covert

Probe Team operations

as an alternative to the

messy business of war.
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base with lots of growth capacity; the

higher the base population, the more
extra energy the Exchange generates.

The Self-Aware Colony (maintenance
costs halved) also channels more
energy to your reserves.

• Quite a number of base facilities are

available that generate more energy
or increase energy reserves, including

the Energy Bank, Tree Farm, Hybrid

Forest, Fusion Lab, Quantum Lab, and
Orbital Power Transmitter.

• Use social engineering to increase

your Economy rating. The Free Market
and Wealth choices both help gen-

erate more energy in each base.
• Form as many Treaties and Pacts as

practicable with other factions. The
Morgans get a commerce bonus from
these arrangements, so they invariably

get the better end of the deal.

• Build the Hunter-Seeker Algorithm

(making your bases and units immune
to Probe Team infiltration) as a prophy-

lactic measure: if someone else builds

this Project first, you won’t be able to

use your Probe Teams against them.
And remember that you'll have to field

a conventional force at some point to

deal with Miriam, since her fanatic

beliefs, combined with her tendency to

choose the "Fundamentalist" form of

government, render Probe Teams inef-

fective when used against her.

• Construct plenty of solar collectors

around your bases to harvest energy,

and discover Environmental Econo-
mics (B5) as soon as possible to

remove energy restrictions.

MORGAN WEAKNESSES: POPULATION
LIMITS AND SUPPORT RATING
Fortunately for the Morgans, they can
address their weaknesses (size four base
population limit and a -1 support rating)

by constructing certain Secret Projects.

The Ascetic Virtues relaxes the popula-

tion limit, while The Living Refinery

grants a +2 support rating modifier. The
only problem with this approach: the

Living Refinery comes in the middle of

the tech tree, with Advanced Spaceflight

(D8). If you need to deal with support

issues earlier in the game, build units

with the Clean Reactor special ability,

so they require no support. Clean

Reactors require Bio-engineering (B5),

which you can research earlier than

Advanced Spaceflight.

Spartan Federation:

Military Powerhouse

LEADER: Colonel Corazon Santiago
ATTRIBUTES:
+2 MORALE
+1 POLICE
-1 INDUSTRY
Prototype units do not cost extra minerals.

May not use Wealth value in Social

Engineering.

BUILDING A
BETTER MILITARY
The Spartan's two
main strengths,

+2 Morale and +1

Police, both sug-

gest a strategy

based on a large

military. Particu-

larly in the years

immediately fol-

lowing Planetfall,

Santiago possess
a decisive military

advantage, since no other faction can

build technologically advanced
weaponry to counteract the Spartans'

morale bonus. With just one or two
Rovers from Unity Pods near your first

base, you can usually dominate your
immediate neighbors, perhaps even
forcing an early surrender that will keep
a faction in your back pocket for the

duration of the game.
Undocumented feature: A faction

that surrenders to you should never

bother you again, unless you constantly

abuse the relationship through Probe
Team use or continual demands.
Surrendered factions always vote for

you in elections for Planetary Governor
and Supreme Leader, and often prove
valuable allies, providing you with tech

and even units from time to time. Unless

you have a special hatred for a given

faction leader, you should always accept

surrender offers.

Remember that given the Spartans'

+1 Police rating, more combat units can

function as police units, keeping the

malcontent drones in check. As
noted in the section addressing Gaian
weaknesses. Alpha Centauri offers a

number of methods for improving a mili-

tary advantage.

• The Command Nexus, Cyborg Factory,

and Maritime Control Center Secret

Projects all increase unit morale.

Independent of social engineering, if

you possess both the Command
Nexus and the Cyborg Factory as the

Spartans, you can instantly produce
elite ground units with a +1 bonus
movement point.

• These base facilities also increase unit

morale: Command Center (land units),

Aerospace Complex (air units). Naval

Yard (naval units), and Bioenhancement
Center (ALL unit types).

• Several socioeconomic choices also

increase morale, including the

Fundamentalist, Power, and Thought
Control choices.

• Monoliths can upgrade your units.

• Build units with the High Morale spe-

cial ability.

KEEP DOWN THOSE MINERAL COSTS
The Spartan disadvantage, a -1 Industry

rating that drives up mineral costs, can

be addressed in a variety of ways. Fixing

this problem should be a high priority

for any Spartan player, or your produc-

tion capacity won't be able to churn out

enough of those shiny elite units to keep

up with the other factions. Some
methods of increasing your production:

• The Singularity Inductor and Bulk

Matter Transmitter Secret Projects

generate significantly higher quanti-

ties of minerals.

• Early in the game, build the Recycling

Colonel Corazon

Santiago's main

strength is her military.
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The Peacekeepers possess a strong incentive to reunify Planet

diplomatically, ideally under their banner.

Believers choose the

"Fundamentalist" form of

government, the +1 Probe
immunizes Miriam's bases
and units from probe team
subversion, a key advantage
against economic power-
houses like the Morgan
Conglomerate. Her +2 support
means she starts the game
able to support four units free

in every base, once again rein-

forcing the importance of an
offensive military.

OFFENSIVE CAPA-
BILITIES AND
OTHER
STRENGTHS
The Believers

sport a wide
variety of

strengths and
weaknesses,
including a devas-

tating 25 percent

bonus when
attacking enemies.

This bonus dic-

tates a simple

strategy for Miriam: always attack when-
ever possible. Maximize this potential by
building units with strong offensive

capabilities, including a good mix of fast

movers, slower infantry, and aircraft.

You can enhance your military power
further by following the steps outlined

under the Spartan section "Building a

Better Military," above.

Miriam's other strengths include a

+1 Probe and a +2 Support. When the

Tanks base facility for its extra mineral

harvested each turn. Later in the

game, several different facilities can

increase your mineral output,

including the Robotic Assembly Plant,

Nanoreplicator, Quantum Converter,

Genejack Factory, and the Nessus
Mining Station.

• The Planned and Eudaimonic social

choices increase your industry rating,

lowering mineral costs to standard
levels or better.

The Lord's Believers:

Conquering Eden

LEADER: Sister Miriam Godwinson
ATTRIBUTES:
+25% Bonus when attacking enemies
+1 PROBE
+2 SUPPORT
-2 RESEARCH
-1 PLANET
Accumulates NO research points until

MY 2110.

May not use Knowledge value in Social

Engineering.

WEAKNESSES: RESEARCH
AND PLANET
The Believer's Achilles heel

comes with their -2 Research.

This weakness makes keeping

up in the tech race very diffi-

cult. Miriam can implement I

several solutions to this problem, most
described under the University section

"Strength: Tech, Tech, Tech."

Additionally, she can pursue some alter-

nate solutions to her research stagnation:

• Make smart friends. Forging alliances

with more technologically advanced
factions, such as the University and
the Morgans, often proves the easiest

and fastest way to acquire research

breakthroughs. If you start next to the

University, you can even try to use
your offensive bonus to force an early

submission Pact so Zakharov can feed

you techs throughout the game.
• Build The Planetary Datalinks Secret

Project, which gives you access to any
tech subsequently discovered by three

other factions.

The Peacekeeping Forces:

Diplomacy and Population

Growth
LEADER: Peacekeeper Pravin Lai

ATTRIBUTES:
-1 EFFICIENCY
Extra TALENT for every four citizens.

May exceed HAB COMPLEX population

requirements by two.

Receives DOUBLE votes in elections for

Planetary Governor and Supreme
Leader.

May not use Police State Politics.

11|^
*’ M0RE STRENGTH
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Hab Complex is

needed, give him
MM an advantage in

[MOT population

(M growth. SimplyMMWM put, the Peace-

keepers can
accommodate more citizens with a

smaller infrastructure. Therefore, Lai's

key strategy is to encourage population

growth, using many of the same points

described in the Hive section titled

"Strength in numbers...."

...AND USE DIPLOMACY TO BECOME
SUPREME LEADER
Lai's other advantage, double votes in

elections for Planetary Governor and
Supreme Leader, comes in most handy
later in the game, when he can make a

run for Supreme Leader and ultimate

victory. Remember that your base voting

power in elections depends on your pop-

ulation, so the growth strategies out-

lined above add considerably to your

vote total. Additionally, the Empath
Guild and Clinical Immortality both

double your electoral votes. If you
decide to run for Supreme Leader, plan

to build both of these Secret Projects,

since you require a 3/4 majority vote for

success. In most cases, you require

some kind of support from the other

leaders, so work toward warm relations

with as many factions as possible.

Undocumented feature: Factions

that are at least two times as strong as

the next most powerful faction tend to

be regarded with suspicion by the other

leaders. If you intend to run for Supreme
Leader, consider cultivating friendships

without growing quite so powerful, and
you may have an easier time.

I
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Introducing the first PC racing sim you don't need a physics degree to drive

Pick your car. One of 17 sanctioned, tread shreddin' tracks. And the fastest line. Then crank

over the conversation killin’ virtual V8 and hit the banks with 43 ofNASCAR’s big dogs.

Download the demo now and drive the new revolution. www.NASCARrevolution.com

Go to http://pcgamengn.com/request Product #900
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Gangsters: Organized Crime
Breaking the law and getting away with it has never been easier!

Surviving your walk on the wrong side of the law in Eidos' Gangsters:

Organized Crime requires a lot more than muscle and a quick trigger

finger; only the best-prepared bosses can hope to make it to the top of

the crime ladder. With the help of this guide you will soon be running

your own successful empire.

The First Weeks

During the first weeks of the game, there

are three priorities: making money,
expanding your territory, and recruiting

more hoods. The three items all link

together; money pays for the hoods, the

hoods extort new areas, and the new
areas supply money to the player. The
race for money, hoods, and land can

have effects that last for a long time, so

you need to make sure that you do
not fall behind at an early stage.

Another option to consider is

security. Although your opponents
rarely attack at an early stage, it is

almost certain that you will eventually

see an enemy gangster walking near

or through your area. Always keep
some gangsters back for patrolling, or

leave them behind in the office. With
these goals in mind, you must set up
your teams appropriately.

Setting Up Your Team

Putting the right people in the right

teams is very important; the correct

use of gangsters and their skills

leads to a higher success rate. Good
Lieutenants can organize the team more
effectively, allowing more orders to be
performed and sending the best people

on each job.

The Lieutenant for any team should

always have high values of intelligence

and organization, along with any skills rel-

evant to the team's task. The Lieutenant of

an extortion team must therefore have
high ratings for intelligence, organization.

Study the statistics of each of your gang members care-

fully; having the right man for the right job is crucial to

your success in Gangsters.
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The cost of vehicles can be prohibitive, so only

supply them to team members that will derive a

great benefit from using them.

and intimidation, while the hoods within

the team must all possess at least four

stars for intimidation.

Therefore, to meet the need for

money, expansion, recruitment, and
security, you should look to build three

teams. The extortion team contains

good intimidators, the recruiting team
contains gangsters with high ratings of

intelligence, and the security team con-

tains gangsters with good firearms and
stealth ratings.

Equipping Your Hoods

You can give weapons and vehicles to

any of your Lieutenants, but it is best to

consider whether they actually need
them. Only give weapons to teams
involved in patrols and hit squads, and
then, only to members of those teams
with a firearm rating of at least four

stars. These are the people who can look

after themselves in a firefight and it is

better to let your other hoods run away.
This is most important if they are car-

rying several thousand dollars of protec-

tion money.
Buying vehicles for your gang

members is more of a balance. Each
vehicle costs money. Unless you have
money to throw away, it is not worth
giving vehicles to the team that collects

protection money from two blocks away.
Lieutenants will only use vehicles if they
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think that they benefit from using them,

so only give vehicles to patrols and
teams that have to travel appreciable

distances to complete their orders.

Giving the First Orders

The first orders that you should give are

to extort, recruit, and patrol. When
giving the extort order, always target the

areas close to your office; these places

will have heard about you, and will be

much easier to control. When you recruit

at the start of the game, always recruit

from the Labor Exchange and the Docks;

these contain more hoods than the pool

halls and gyms, so your success rate will

be higher. If the Labor Exchange and the

Docks are a considerable distance from

your office, give the recruiter a vehicle

so that they can get there before anyone

else. You can send the patrol to any-

where in your area, but try to avoid

giving too large an area or your patrol

may be a great distance away when you

need them.

The Working Week
During the early stages of the game, any

contact that occurs between your hoods

and the gangsters from other gangs will

be mostly coincidental. Most sightings

will be around the buildings that offer

hoods for recruitment, and combat will

be very rare. Consider accelerating each

week until you have reached a controlled

area of 20 to 30 blocks, but keep an eye

open for combat messages and act on

these as necessary.

At the End of the Week

When the working week is over, always

check that your teams are up to strength

and that you are making money. Recruit

every hood that is available; even the

worst hood can collect protection

money, and as your gang size grows,

other hoods become easier to recruit.

When you have brought your

teams up to strength, take a look at the

City Maps. As the game progresses, the

territory controlled by each gang
expands. You will not normally be aware
of this without exploring, but recruiting

can help. If gangsters recruit from

enemy controlled businesses, they will

tell you that the enemy controls the

block. This helps keep track of an oppo-

nent's expansion, and also produces

hoods for hire.

Using these tactics, you will find

yourself in a strong position after about

five weeks. You will be making a profit

each week, and you will be in charge of

an area that is both secure and reason-

ably sized.

Later in the Game

As you progress through the game, con-

tact between the gangs becomes more
frequent. This is mostly due to the gang
territories coming into close proximity

with each other, forcing hoods to travel

through rival areas to get to their desti-

nations, and forcing the player to con-

sider new avenues.

The bigger your organization, the easier it is to recruit more hoods. Recruiting from a rival-controlled

business will also give you helpful information on your enemy.

Buying Businesses

The Accountant and the Lawyer

When you can afford one, recruit an

accountant. The accountant helps dis-

tribute illegal money, which in turn

avoids a visit from the FBI. Always

recruit the best accountant that you can

afford; an accountant with five stars can

distribute much more money than one

with three stars. A good lawyer is also

necessary; the lawyer helps keep your

gangsters out of prison, and keeps track

of your criminal activities.

constant supply of liquor from a moon-
shine still, but offer huge profits in

return. Counterfeit presses do not make
any money themselves, but instead dis-

tribute large quantities of illegal money
to your legal businesses, which in turn

launder it to the public and consequently

make increased profits. When you have

extra offices, your hoods will always start

a game week from the office closest to

the destination of their first order.

Always remember to maintain the

When you have the money, consider

investing in new businesses. Always
start by expanding your range of legal

businesses; these have no attached risk

of FBI raids and also allow you to hide

more of your illegal income. Never let

the ratio of illegal income to legal

income exceed ten to one unless you
have a good accountant, or the FBI will

come looking for you.

When you are ready, consider set-

ting up an illegal business. As with all

other businesses, only estab-

lish an illegal business in an

area where the value of the

land is suitable for that type

of business. Do not set up a

casino in a poor area, and

likewise avoid establishing

prizefights in the wealthy

parts of the city. Most of the

illegal businesses make more
money than a legal business

would in the same area;

casinos make more money
than department stores, and
speakeasies make far more
than restaurants.

Speakeasies, counterfeit

presses and extra offices are

special types of illegal busi-

nesses. Speakeasies need a

tinp://muiiD.pcgamef.CQm
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each week; this improves the happiness of

the storeowners, which results in more
votes for you.

Setting up a Teamster building

behind one of the Trade Union businesses
allows you to gain a share of the industrial

vote, even if you do not control any indus-

trial businesses. This can result in a vote

swing of up to 10 percent in your favor.

If another gang leader enters the

election, try committing crimes in their

area. Bombing businesses in another gang
leader's area makes the population more
hostile towards their protector, reducing
that gang leader's share of the vote.

Dealing with the Other Gangs

Unless you go straight or run for office,

you will eventually have to take on the

other gangs. The first thing that you will

need to do is to find their offices. If you
decide to explore areas, try to narrow
down their position by using the news-
paper and the recent events overlay in

the City Maps. Large numbers of deaths
can mark the border of two warring
gangs, and bomb attacks can indicate

enemy-owned businesses, so try working
out where the office could be from these
clues. When you explore, send as many
people as possible to an area. Do not

explore individual blocks; it is far better

to search large areas in one go.

Kidnapping hoods is another way
to find the enemy base. To successfully

kidnap an enemy hood requires first-

class hoods, with high ratings in intelli-

gence, organization, intimidation and
stealth. A high rating in firearms is also

necessary, as your hoods will have to

travel into enemy territory. The suc-

cessful interrogation of enemy hoods
yields a list of enemy-owned businesses.
Investigate these sites, along with the

area between them.
When you have located the enemy

office, decide your next course of action.

Killing enemy gang leaders is one
option, but can be costly in terms of

hoods and lost weapons and vehicles.

Destroying a gang's legal businesses
is another option; this drives up their

leader's suspicion and can result in their

arrest. If you decide to kill the gang
leader, send every hood that you can
spare and hit them hard.

pr.B

balance between legal money and illegal

money; if you lose your accountant or

several legal businesses, your suspicion
will soar.

Dealing with the Law

It is inevitable that your hoods will break
the law, so knowing how to deal with
the police and the FBI is very important.

The police patrol the city every
week, looking for crimes and investi-

gating those previously committed. If

the police arrest one of your hoods, try

getting the lawyer to bribe the DA. This
will give you the names of the witnesses
and jurors; you can bribe or intimidate

these people until they cooperate, or kill

them if they refuse. If this does not work,
try bribing the judge. There are lots of

ways to get people out of trouble; it all

depends on how much time and money
you want to spend on the gang member.

The FBI investigates illegal business

activities and money laundering. If you
spot a lone agent in your area, it means
that the FBI is suspicious of you and the

agents are trying to find your
illegal businesses. At this stage,

you have the option of ignoring

or killing the agent, or closing

down any illegal businesses in

the area. If you spot a car full of

agents in your area, it means
that a raid is occurring. There is

little that you can do about this

except for either killing the

agents or allowing them to raid

the site and dealing with the DA
and judge at a later stage.

Entering the Elections

If you decide to enter an election,

you will need a lawyer, plenty of

territory, and plenty of money.
Try reducing the amount of pro-

tection money that you collect

GANG WARFARECOMES TOTOWN
CITY IN CORRUPTION SCANDAL AS PROHIBITION TAKES HOLD.

Gang warfare is inevitable (and a lot of fun!); the leader

with the deepest pockets and the best lawyers and accoun-

tants is sure to come out victorious.

pcem mums
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Our cheatin’ hearts...

The bad boys of PC gaming are back to bring you the latest cheat codes

for your favorite games! We've got the goods to help you out of the

toughest spots, and even if you've already beaten these games into

submission, you can load 'em up again and check out all the cool stuff

that the programmers didn't want you to see.

SIMCITY 3000

As you're playing the game, hit the £Ujl> + + keys
simultaneously. A box with a flashing cursor will appear. Type one of the

following and press enter to activate:

PAY TRIBUTE TO YOUR KING

POWER TO THE MASSES

WATER IN THE DESERT
is you access to all water plai

ss of the date.

istries high-tech.

NERDZ ROOL

STOP FORCING ADVICE

I AM WEAK

5 you the SimCastle structure if you

t Vinnie's offer.

nto fresh water,

ck to salt water,

ected terrain by one.

HALF-LIFE

When you start the game, go
to the start menu in Windows,

select 'Run', and type
c:\Sierra\Half-Life\hl.exe -con-

sole (assuming this is where
you installed the game). When
the game starts, press the to
display the console and type

to enable the cheat
mode. You will now need to

reload a saved game. Once the
game is loaded, open the con-

sole again (with the ~ key) and
type one of the following:

God mode.

Gives you all

weapons with full ammunition.

Allows you to walk

through walls, floors, and ceilings.

TERRAIN ONE DOWN
ers the selected terrain by one.

Raises the selected terrain by 10.

Lowers the selected terrain by 10.

LET'S MAKE A DEAL
Qeighbors will start trying to make deals

with you if you are connected to them in

some way (power, water, roads).

Water, water, everywhere, but little that's

good to drink. Remedy this problem by using

the "salt off" cheat to turn the ocean into a

source of fresh water.

DETHKARZ
At the main menu, type
one of the following:

ITSASMALLWORLD
Gives you all car:

ives you all of the tracks.

TEST DRIVE 5

At the options menu, type:

CUP OF CHOICE
Unlock all cup races.

I HAVE THE KEY
Gives you all cars and tracks.

THAT TAKES ME BACK
Gives you access to all backward tracks.

SMARTBASTARD
LCompletes the current race.

Turns off pedestrian Al.

Speeds up pedestrians.

Sends pedestrians into a panic.

Gives pedestrians flame-throwers.

ESiBPWI
Repairs your car for free.

STICKYTYRES
Allt

Gre

Allows you to climb walls.

Greases up your wheels.

MOONINGMINNIE
Decreases gravity.

> you additional time.

CARNIVORES
Type while playing.

The dinosaurs will ignore
you until you shoot, your

ammunition will be unlimited,

and you can't be hurt by
lava. While in this mode, type
* one of the following:

[CONTROL].
[SHIFT] + S .

[TAB]

Lets you run fast.

Toggles slow motion.

Shows you the full map.

ARE YOU A GAMING

Do you know the secrets to every PC game

ever made? Want to share your love of gaming

with the world? Then Strategy Central wants

you for The Tip of the Month Club.

Every month we'll select a letter that

gives the best advice or puzzle solution to a

current game, and the lucky winner will

receive a slew of prizes, including a PC Gamer

T-shirt, a free strategy guide to inspire you, and

a PC game pulled randomly from our myste-

rious and sinister Box O' Prizes. Send letters to:

PC Gamer Tip of the Month, Imagine Media

150 North Hill Drive, Brisbane, CA 94005

OR editor@pcgamer.com
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PC GAMER
ONLINE:

EVERYTHING YOU LOVE
ABOUT THE MAGAZINE —

AND SO MUCH MORE.

luHHIttuL,. I.i 5

Thoughts on Emulators

EXTENSIVE DEMOS,
PATCHES, AND

LEVELS SECTION

NEW SECTIONS
YOU'VE BEEN
ASKING FOR

IRRESISTIBLE
DAILY
COLUMNS

A NEW,
EASY-TO-USE
INTERFACE

T here are a lot of places

online where you can go for

your fix of news, previews, and

demos. But there is only one

source that delivers the goods

with the authority of the World's

Best-Selling Games PC Magazine
— PC Gamer Online. Each and

every week we'll bring you the

latest on the hottest games, news

that matters, and demos of the

games you're dying to play.

And we've got tons of content you

won’t find anywhere else. The

Hard Stuff is now archived online,

so getting the low-down on a

piece of hardware is never more

than a few mouse-clicks away.

The add-ons and levels on the CD

have proven so popular that

we've created PC Gamer's Level

Paradise, the only place online

where you can find the best new
levels for Half-Life, StarCraft,

Quake II, and other games. If we
post it, it's worth the download.

We also have columns from the

likes of Editor-in-Chief Gary

Whitta and the irreverent Colin

Williamson. And let's not forget

"Dear Greg," where tech editor

Greg Vederman helps you with

your personal problems as well as

your tech problems.

And the fun doesn't stop there!

We've got great contests, the

Question of the Day, and tons of

other cool stuff. Head on over to

www.pcgamer.com to see what a

website for real gamers looks like.



pril showers
bring May
flowers, as the

saying goes.

Spring is in full bloom

around the PC Gamer
offices, what with Greg

finally taking a shower
(FancyMan, where have

you gone?), and Gary

finally cleaning out

Hammy's cage (Smoke is

very grateful). How do

you celebrate Spring?

Drop us an E-mail or a

snail mail letter and let

us know. We anxiously

await your reply!

Let's Hear From You!

Write to:

PC Gamer Letters

imagine Media

150 North Hill Dr.,

Brisbane, CA 94005

or E-mail to:

peeceegee@aol.com

editor@pcgamer.com

Hrushj Keyboard II

I was reading the letters in the February

1999 issue and saw the problem one of

your readers had of getting Doritos spices

and coloring all over his keyboard. I have

this same problem, especially when it gets

late and I just can't put the computer away
because there's still five more levels in

Half-Life. I have two ideas to solve the

problem: One would be to keep at hand a

warm, moist towel, like the ones they give

you after meals at some restaurants and in

the first-class section of an airliner; the

other would be to use one of those plastic

covers like they have over the cash regis-

ters at Burger King for each computer

user (as well as one for guests) so there's

no actual keyboard-finger contact.

I must say that this is no laughing

matter; I recently had to purchase a new

keyboard because of degradation from

just such a problem, and one can form a

very clear picture as to the severity of this

problem when you compare a brand-new,

never-touched keyboard to the grease-

covered monster that one has created!

—John Halbert, via the Internet

Those are good suggestions, John— but what's

wrong with our original plan ofkeeping a small

dog on the desk to lick your fingers?

Tbe Opposite View
I am sick of reading letters from people

who are upset with games that require

patches. It's not as if the game compa-
nies are making these patches to pur-

posely annoy you. They are simply try-

ing to make the games more enjoyable

to play. Patches are made for games that

have minor defects. The only way for

the game companies to stop these

defects is to work on them, therefore

. M

Some patches do just improve on games that

were already working— like the patch that

reduced lag in multi-player Half-Life— but far

too many patches repair problems that should've

been fixed before a game was released.

Nate Naysayers
A young reader known only as Nate recently brought a lot of ire down on his pointy little head with a diatribe about

how videogame consoles are better than PCs (PC Gamer Letters, March 1999). Here are a couple of choice responses:

Dear Nate,

I found your letter to be most amusing;

ignorance always amuses me. Now lis-

ten up: First, by referring to "most peo-

ple in involved in computer games'' as

morons, you have insulted those of us

who, unlike yourself, have found the

happy medium between the computer

and the console. We do not appreciate

your opinions, Nate.

Second, while console systems do

have their highlights (e.g. GoldenEye,

Final Fantasy VII, Xcnogears, Zelda 6,

and Bushido Blade, to name a few), the

moment I see a classic like Fallout or

one of the Monkey Island games on a

PlayStation, 1 promise, on my honor, to

eat both of my Gravis Pro gamepads.

Third, the following are rather whole-

some gaming activities you cannot yet

perform on a console system: Battle.net,

Kali, Civnet, Mercnet, eight-player

deathmatch, EverQuest— beginning to

see a pattern? The world of gaining

would be so one-dimensional without

gems such as these.

Last, you seem to have forgotten

that by labeling the computer industry as

morons, you include prestigious corpora-

tions such as Squaresoft, Eidos, and Inter-

play, all ofwhom have had games pub-

lished on both the PC and console plat-

forms before.

So, to conclude, I would like you to

think with your brain and not your

mouth/pen/keyboard next time.

—Lee "Ganryu" Painton, via the Internet

Unfortunately, because I am a PC gaming

moron, I may not be able to construct a

coherent sentence, here, but I thought 1

would give it a try....

I was wondering if I was the only

one that saw the irony in Nate's use of

the Internet to send in his wonderfully

thoughtless diatribe on PC gaming. I

wonder how much talent is required to

type a letter using a videogame con-

sole's gamepad?
Thanks to Nate's letter, I am begin-

ning to wonder ifmy purchase of my Dell

XPS R450 was worth it. After using Auto-

CAD to analyze the final design specs on

the X-33, Word to voice my ideas on these

specs for my bosses. Excel to make sure

that my department is still under budget,

and Outlook to send all this information to

the people who need it, I am starting to

realize that a game console would make
my life much easier.

It is so clear to me now: I should

throw away this unique tool that allows

my life to run much smoother as well as

providing some of the most detailed and

richly designed entertainment available.

Instead, 1 should buy a gaming console,

where 1 can play half-assed racing games
with physics models that make the stir-

ring straw look like an oar. I am looking

forward to buying the new Mortal Com-
bat (for the console die-hards: yes, the

word "combat" starts with a "c") game so

1 can develop arthritic thumbs trying to

discover the different "fatality" moves.

—Christian Smith, via the Internet

hllp://uiujiii.pcpanier.coni
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We've got nothing against Star Trek, but MicroProse's Klingon Honor Guardwas a pretty big disap-
pointment, even for fans of the classic TV and movie series.

not releasing the game for a long time.
Then people write about how long it

takes for game companies to release the
games. Are people ever happy?

The solution for them is to make
games that require patches. Patches are
a lot more helpful than people make
them out to be. Patches lower the lag on
some of these games dramatically. I

downloaded a recent patch for Half-Life

and noticed that my "ping" went down
by almost 75. I'm gonna say something
that should have been said a long time
ago. ..thank god for patches!

—Eric Bradt, via the Internet

That's an...interesting point of view, Eric. But we
can only assume you're so strongly supportive of

the release-now-patch-later trend because you

didn't buy extreme PaintBrawl orput several hours
into Interplay's Fallout 2, only to find you needed to

download a patch that was incompatible with your

saved games. Sure, a patch is just the ticket when
you've already laid down yourheard-earned cash
for an unfinished game and you're looking for

something to make the damned thing work— but

wouldn't it be much nicer ifyou didn'tneed that

patch? If a game worked the way it's supposed to

when you took it out of the box? It's something to

think about, huh?

Northern Exposure
I just picked up your March 1999 issue
today and was reading the letters. I saw
there is a guy from Norway who gets
your magazine. Not too sure how far

north he is up there, but I live in the
Northwest Territories, in Inuvik. It takes
forever for things to get up here, and we
only get one, and I mean one, copy of
your magazine up here a month. Usually
I'm the one that gets it, but if not, I get a
relative to send a copy up to me. We're
pretty high above the Arctic Circle, too,

and most of the things you see on TV
are actually here — like an igloo church
and a road made of ice.

—Sam Darters, via the Internet

Coconut Monkey Corner

I

am anxiously awaiting the arrival of Gravy
Trader. I was wondering if you could answer a

few questions during my seemingly eternal wait:
1. Will the gravy be brown gravy or chicken gravy?
2. Will the gravy be instant or homemade?
3. When will the Mashed Potato add-on disc
be published?

—Louis West, via the Internet

Coconut Monkey responds: Yes. Thank you for asking.

H
ave you guys seen that milk commercial with the
animal crackers knocking over a glass of milk so

they won't get eaten? The monkey animal cracker's
voice is exactly like Coconut Monkey's. What is this,

some sort of sick conspiracy? Is CM a

sell-out? Or is this all just some mis-
understanding?

—Ilya Lozovsky, via the Internet

Sorry you're having trouble getting

PC Gamer up in the Northwest Terri-

tories, Sam. It's puzzling, since the

magazine is printed right there in Inu-

vik by a talented crew ofmusk oxen

and arctic hares. In fact, the maga-

zine is so common up there that the

beautiful Uummarmiutun dialect of

V^y'
r\
h %

v

the Inuit language contains eleven different words
for PC Gamer. If the problem continues, you may
just have to subscribe. ...

I just wanted to congratulate Mr. T. Liam
McDonald (Jan. issue) and Michael "Sand-
moose" Luton (Feb. issue) for their won-
derful opinions on the game Klingon
Honor Guard. I admit I am an avid

Trekker (we are no longer called Trekkies)

and will spend hundreds of dollars at a
Trek Convention. I am also an avid fan of
first-person shooters like Doom, Quake,
Duke Nukem, Hexen, Blood, etc. Thanks to

the CD-ROM edition ofPC Gamer, I was
able to play a demo of Klingon Honor
Guard, and the staff was so right— play-

ing the game is more of a chore than a
pleasure. I didn't even bother finishing the
demo, the game was so bad. At first, I

thought Mr. McDonald gave the game a

low score (60 percent) because he wasn't
into the Star Trek thing. I almost bought
the game three or four different times
during the month between that issue and
the issue that carried the demo and Sand-
moose's choice words. I want to thank
them and the CD editors for saving me a
lot of money— now I can go buy Half-Life

instead and be 37 percent happier!

—Michele Mason, via the Internet

We're always happy to help, Michele— and you
should know we'd never give a game a low

score just because it's based on Star Trek. IOne
thing, though: What's with all this "Trekker vs.

Trekkie " stuff? Can 't we alljust call ourselves

"Star Trek fans " and get along ?)

Lovecraftian

n

Coconut Monkey responds: Thursday.

Thank you for asking.

PC GAMER Man 1399

SA If kids these days are growing up not knowing
what "Lovecraftian" means (his influence can be

seen in the above game. House of the Dead), what
other fine things are they missing out on?

I am a great fan ofyour magazine. How-
ever I have a question for you. I was read-
ing your review in the Big Fat Holiday
edition for House ofthe Dead, and you
mentioned that it was full of Lovecraftian

monsters. I also read that phrase in

another PC games magazine. In the name
of all that is good and holy, what does that

mean? I looked up Lovecraftian in the dic-

tionary, but it's not in there. It's driving
me nuts. What is it?

—Zac Mazey, via the Internet

Oh, Zac! What are they teaching you kids these

days? Don't they cover the classics in high school

anymore? “Lovecraftian" comes from the name of

H.P. Lovecraft, the author of classic

horror stories like “Beyond the Wall

ofSleep" and “The Dunwich Horror.

"

He wrote from the turn ofthe century

right into the 1930s, and his work

appeared in pulp magazines like

Weird Tales andAmazing Stories. He
even ghost-wrote a short story,

"Under the Pyramids, " for the leg-

endary magician and escape artist,

Harry Houdini. Lovecraft was, with the

possible exception of Stephen King,

the most influential horror writer of

the 20th century. In fact, King's terrific

short story, “Jerusalem's Lot, " is a

beautiful homage to the Lovecraftian

style. And now you know.

PCB
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RECRUITMENT &
EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

create

r career

» motion
IJrese are the programs* that will move

you on your way to an exciting career!
Atlanta

Chicago

Dallas

Denver

Fort Lauderdale

Graphic Design

Multimedia

Photography

Fashion Design

Industrial Design

Technology

Culinary Arts

Interior Design

Video Production

Web Site

Administration

Houston

Los Angela**

Minnesota

New York

Philadelphia

Phoenix**

Pittsburgh

Portland

San Francisco

Schaumburg**

Seattle

' 4# The Art Institutes

/ /AM International

300 Sixth Avenue, Suite 800, Pittsburgh PA 15222.2598

All programs not available at all locations. ©The Art Institutes International®, Inc., 1999

‘The Art Institute of Los Angeles is an additional location of The Art Institute of Pittsburgh.

‘The Art Institute of Phoenix is an additional location of The Colorado Institute of Art (Denver).

•The Illinois Institute of Art at Schaumburg is an additional location.

Go to www.pcgamer.com/request Product #031
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RECRUITMENT

ODD WORLD
INHABITANTS"

'T‘

S i'il
/ > J

m ggli*% i Lfc
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-W

Looking for Smart Programmers, 3D Artists, Whatever, no Knucklehead^

Look for us at E3 Booth #924
Human Resources, Oddworld Inhabitants, 869 Monterey St., San Luis Obispo, California 93401

or e mail jobs@oddworld.com All Inquiries Confidential

CwwvK.oddworld.com

Go to www.pcgamer.com/request Product #523
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Electronic Arts - Tiburon Entertainment

Attn: Human Resources

P.0. Box 940421

Maitland, EL 32794-042 _

^ lackers ne'ed-fioi apply. !==

RECRUITMENT

Electronic Arts-Tiburon is always looking to snap up talented

and motivated individuals who want to shape the game

industry tor years to come. In a little under three years, 0
we've been responsible for the development ot 13 video

games, including such hits as Madden NFL™ 97 and 0
Soviet Strike™, And with Madden NFL™ 98,

NCAA® Football 98, Nuclear Strike™ and Maddenjjjjt|

we re expecting another great year.

If you've got whatijt takes, come join

the feeding frenzy with Electronic arts

newest developer!

Executive Producers Audio Engineers

Producers Software Engineers

Assistant Producers Computer Graphic Artists

J,.s-
r '' -

t
'

’

|

TIBURON

II you're not with us,

you're starting to look a lot like bait.

wm.tiburon.com

Go to www.pcgamer.com/request Product #769

E§GAMER

Fulfill all of your recruitment needs

by advertising in the PC Gamer
Recruitment Section!

TO PLACE AN AD, CALL

JENNIFER CANAVAN AT

(415)468-4684 EXT 422

ACTSOITTECHNOLOGIES, INC.

TOLL FREE 888-228-7638(M-F 10AM-8PM EST)

WE ONLY SELL BRAND NEW SOFTWARE FOR PC’S
Ic************^******^***********************************^********

OUAKE II $33 95 STARCRAFTBATTLE CHS . $44.95

BLOOD 2 $34 95 RETURN TO KRONDOR .... $33.95

FIFA 99 $33.95 PRO PILOT 99 $34.95

HALF LIFE $34.95 TOMB RAIDER 3 $34.95

CIVILIZATION 2 GOLD $24.95 DARK VENGEANCE $33.95

MYTH II $33.95 LINKS LS 99 $35.95

NBA LIVE 99 $34.95 DELTA FORCE $33.95

BALDUR’S GATE $34.95 RAILROAD TYCOON 2 $36.95

NASCAR 99 $34.95 FALCON 4.0 $38.95

QUEST FOR GLORY 5 $33.95 CAESAR III $34.95

K*******************************************************************
BUYONLINEANDSAVE24HRSWWW.888ACTSOFT.COM
TEL:(908)359-4923 FAX:(908)359-0833

FREE CATALOGS AND DEALER LISTING AVAILABLE

Go to www.pcgamer.com/request Product #036

.
Netscape: Student Section ”31

Address for Success S3
towtion:

j

http://www.aics.edu

,

Welcome to the NEW AICS Virtual Campus

Earn B.S. and M.S. in Computer Science

INTRODUCING: B.S. program _____
in Information Systems AMERICA

INST1TUT
Distance Educatien

Object oriented B.S. program SCIENCE

Follows ACM/IEEE guidelines
STATE LICENSf

Approved by more than 275 AND APPR0VI

companies

Thousands of students

throughout U.S.

FREE CATALOGUE:

1-800-767-AICS
or www.aics.edu

Go to www.pcgamer.com/request Product #915

ADULT CD-ROM - MPEG - DVD - CDI - VHS VIDEO - OVER 1 ,000 TITLES

VISIT US AT: www.MidnightMM.com
E-MAIL: MidnightMMeMidnightMM.com

B^TTB^^^BLACKJACK"(GAYj...L.//
CYBERSTRIP BLACKJACK
CYBERSTRIP POKER -
DIVA X: KANAKO (ASIAN)
DIVA X: KAROU (ASIAN)
DIVA X: TAYLOR
GIRLFRIEND DONNA .

ULTRA VIXEN 2 (ASIAN ANIMATION) .

VIRTUAL S*X WITH ASIA (ASIAN)
VIRTUAL S*X WITH ROClO

2069 ORIENTAVs^x'o'oYs’f^CDiSCSj"..!!
POKER PARTY

s^dREBrrTsjj^scs^....
ULTRA VIXEN 1 (

VIRTUAL S*X WITH I

VIRTUAL S*X WITH FARRAH— CD-ROM STILLS /IMAGES
ACTRESSES UNCOVERED .

EURO DREAM MEN (GAY) .. ......

ADULT IMAGE LIB, i (2-rflSCS)..

DOMINANT DESIRES & MORE
PRIVATE GIRLS SCHOOL
PREGNANT 2
ROPES AND CHAINS .

(6-DISCS) —— CD-ROM 6-PACKS i6-OISCS) -

YELLOW FEVER MOVIES (ASIAN)
DIRTY OEBUTANTES 1 MOVIES ...

Bum BeBUTANtH 2 (MPEG-DVD) ..

VIS

Wd^TOLl1fREE AT?
S

iob-|n-l
g
123

4 6 4
° MIDNIGHT

4
MULTIMEDIA U47 E BROADWAY, SUITE 34.

FREE SHIPPING ON ANY ITCM 111 UHIS AD- CALL-FAX FOR FREE BROCHURE

Go to www.pcgamer.com/request Product #487
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MARKETPLACE

DISCOVER A WHOLE
NEW WORLD

CONTROLPC RACING CONTROLLERS.
PDPI AND ACT LABS HAVE JOINED FORCES to develop new technology to advance the current

level of response and precision in PC racing controllers. Dubbed Voltage Feed™ the new PDPI RS cartridge, in

conjunction with the award-winning ACT UBS RS Racing System™ and the ultra-high performance L4 Digital

Game Card™ brings a new dimension to PC racing controller performance. The cartridge is designed to trans-

$59 .95 !

late the standard current feed signaling from the controller directly into the voltage format used

by the U’s internal circuitry. The end result is rock-steady signaling from the RS wheel and

pedals that is guaranteed jitter-free down to the level of the last bit. This kind of accuracy has

never before been seen in any PC controller product, analog or digital. If you happen to be the type

who will stop at nothing to win races, contact us by:

MAIL: Pacific Digital Peripherals, Inc., 2591 E. Lee St., Simi Valley, CA 93065

PHONE: (805) 581-7023 E-MAIL: PDPI@msn.com WEBSITE: www.pdpi.net

BY PDPI
WITH THE RS RACING
SYSTEM CREATED BY

ACT LABS
PLUS: NO MORE CRASHES TO THE DESKTOP - EVER. FOR ALL OTHER CRASHES, YOU’RE ON YOUR OWN.

Go to www.pcgamer.com/request Product #565

Action Software is your

source for CD-ROM
l

software. We are an

international

distributor of

CD-ROM software

with prices lower than

wholesale. Browse our

! online catalog for the best

I
prices on productivity and entertainment

1 software for adults and children.

g?etchmmmr Y-cr.pm

I Check out our fantastic prices and titles at:
|

www.actioncd.com
|
Wholesale Customers Welcome!

(440) 942-9091

Go to www.pcgamer.com/request Product #009
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no,/' /-* a ivyirc We Buy & Sell New &K<kO GAMES Used PC CD Games
S4.

1
.

6A}ft Juliet
.
™ 37122 & Hintbooks

Cal 1 1 -800-525-GAME or 615-773-9058 Fax 615-773-9059 Hrs 10am -7pm Mon-Fri
Email rggames@aol.com Visit

Shipping $6UPS $1 1 Airborne F

our page: http://members.aol.com/RGGAMES/index.html

^EE UPS $75+Ord6f Credit Cards/Check/Money Order accepted

Used Titles*** Imperialism CD $20 Sin CD $22
Age of Empires CD $22 Jedi Knight CD $22 Starcraft CD $24
Alpha Centari CD $30 JK Mysteries of Sith CD $15 Tex Murphy Overseer CD $22
Army Men CD $22 Kings Quest 8 CD $26 Tresspasser CD $28
Baldur’s Gate CD $29 Klingon Honor Guard CD $26 Unreal CD $27
Battlezone CD $22 Longbow 2 CD $25 Warcraft Battlechest CD $18
Betrayal in Antara CD $15 Lords of Magic SE CD $25 Warlords 3 Darklords RisCD $20
Blade Runner CD $22 Ml Tank Platoon 2 CD $22 Wing Commander 5 CD $22
Ceasar 3 CD $28 Madden 99 CD $26 X-Com Apocalypse CD $18
Civilization 2 CD $20 MAX 2 CD $18 X-Com Interceptor CD $22
Civilization 2 Scenario CD $15 Mechwarrior 2 Merc CD $20 X-Files CD $24
Com&Con Red Alert CD $20 Mechcommander CD $23 Zork Grand Inquisitor CD $26
Commandos CD $28 Might & Magic 6 CD $20 ***New Titles***

Curse Monkey Island CD $20 MS Combat Flight Sim CD $27 3D Pinball Lost ContinentCD $27
Deathtrap Dungeon CD $20 MS Flight Simulator 98 CD $27 Baldour’s Gate CD $39
Diablo CD $18 Nam AKA Napalm CD $20 Falcon 4.0 $39
Descent Freespace CD $22 Nascar Racing 2 CD $18 Fallout 2 CD $38
Dominion CD $15 Need for Speed 3 CD $27 Halflife CD $38
Dune 2000 CD $20 NFL Gameday 99 CD $28 Heretic 2 CD $38
F-15CD $22 NBA Live 98 CD $15 Lords of Magic CD $30
Fallout CD $20 Panzer General 2 CD $22 Max 2 CD $18
Fallout 2 CD $28 Quake 2 CD $25 MS Combat Flight Sim CD $32
Final Fantasy 7 CD $20 Quake 2 Exp Reckoning $15 MS Flight Sim 98 CD $32
Gangsters CD $26 Rage of Mages CD $26 Of Light & Darkness CD $18
Gettysburg CD $20 Rainbow 6 CD $29 Panzer Commander CD $36
Get Medieval CD $24 Railroad Tycoon 2 CD $28 Return to Krondor CD $39
Grim Fandango CD $29 Rebellion CD (Star Wars) $20 Sandwarriors CD $32
Half-Life CD $28 Redguard CD $25 Sim City 3000 CD $36
Hellfire CD $15 Sanitarium CD $28 Tomb Raider 3 CD $38
Heroes of Might & Magic 2 $20 7 Kingdom Ancient AdvCD $22 VR Powerboat Racing CD $29
Heroes M&M 2 Exp Pak $15 Shogo CD $28 X-com Apocalypse CD $29
IAFCD $26 Soldiers at War CD $15 X-com InterceDtor CD $30
Want to sell us vour strateav auides & aames: Games must ba comp
with original boxes, CD s & manuals & anv accessories all in aood condi
working & scratch free. Make a list including your name, address & phone
number if under 10 you can call for prices. Have list and pen ready when

calling. Over 10 items fax, email or write. Prices are good for 2 weeks. Do not
send unpriced items. Unacceptable items will be returned at vour expense min.

5>6 ups per box. Prices & availability subject to change.

Go to^ www.pcgamer.com/request Product #681



AD INDEX

REQUEST-O-MATIC
Follow these four easy steps to get all the

product information you desire!

Go to: http://www.pcgamer.com/request.

Go to and click on Request-O-Matic — your

online reader service.

Select the product category from a complete Follow the format to receive all the info you

list, or select the vendor's number from the list i desire. You will also be able to access the ven-

below for up-to-date info on your favorite games. : dors' web sites from Request-O-Matic.

VERTISER INDEX
COMPANY PRODUCT PAGE# INFO# COMPANY PRODUCT PAGE# INFO#

3dfx Interactive VooDoo 146-147 762 Fox Interactive Alien vs Predator 121-123 204

3D0 Company Heroes III IBC 789 GT Interactive Unreal Tournament 4-5

3D0 Company Miqht and Maqic VII 32-32a 790 GT Interactive Abes Exodus 71 —
3D0 Company Requiem 42-43 788 Heat.Net Frag Someone 23 747

989 Studios Everquest 130-131 752 Interactive Magic Shadow Company 49,51,53 321

Access Software Links Extreme 132 017 Interactive Magic Mortyr 110 359

Accolade Slave Zero 103 026 Interactive Magic Flashpoint 156 361

Act Soft Technoloqies Marketplace 205 036 Interplay Descent 3 12-13 325

Action Software, Inc. Marketplace 206 009 Interplay Baldur's Gate 14 329

Activision Quake III: Arena IFC-1 002 Interplay Starfleet Command 3 44-45 323

Activision Civ:Call to Power 28-29 028 Interplay Capture, Collect, Redeem 106 331

Activision Heavy Gear 2 82-83 022 Interplay Planescape:Torment 186-187 330

AlienWare PC Systems Systems 142 091 LucasArts X-Wing Alliance 160-161 447

American ANKO Force Feedback

Racinq Wheel 166 016

MicroProse Mech Warrior Gatefold 48a 506

MicroProse Rollercoaster Tycoon Loops 58-59 283

American Inst,

for Computer Science Recruitment 205 915

MicroProse Star Trek:

Birth of the Federation 87 508

Art Institute

International Career in Motion 203 031

Microsoft Midtown Madness 11

Midnight Multimedia Marketplace 205 487

ATI Technoloqies Raqe Fury (Speed Kills) 65 013 Mindscape Prince of Persia 54-55 749

AT&T lnter@ctivity Cyberlounqe 139 — Oddworld Inhabitants Recruitment 204 523

Aureal Semiconductor A3D 113 029 Origin Systems Alpha Centauri 66-67 —
Benwin-

Kwonq Quest, LLC Benwin Speakers 145 365

Pacific Digital

Peripherals, Inc. PDPI 206 565

Bethesda Softworks Maqic and Mayhem 126 041 Psygnosis Rollcage 100 612

Bethesda Softworks FI 6 Aqressor 166 042 R&G Games Marketplace 206 681

Blizzard Entertainment StarCraft Exp.: Brood War 34-35 114 Red Storm Ent. Force 21 193 685

Bunqie Software Myth II 18 046 Sierra FX Quest For Glory V 33 741

Cavedog Ent. Total Annihilation:

Kinqdoms 56-57 248

Sierra Studios Half Life 6-7 094

Sierra Studios Homeworld 112a

CD ROM Playback Cyberlounqe 138 — Sportsline Cyberlounge 140 —
Creative Labs Inc. The Live Experience 0BC 108 SSI Rites of War 114-115 745

D-Link Systems Networkinq Kit 159 910 SSI Flanker 2.0 162-163 760

Dell Computer Corp. Systems 17 — SSI Imperialism II 185 160

Earthlink Network Earthlink ISP 135 179 Strategy First Man 0 War II 22 319

Eidos Interactive WarZone 24-25 195 Strategy First Clans 170 320

Eidos Interactive Thief 72-73 177 T-3 Internet Cyberlounge 141 —
Eidos Interactive Commandos Mission Pack 74-75 164 THQ Inc. Sini Star 116-117 783

Eidos Interactive WarZone 76-77 195 Thrustmaster, Inc. Talk 'n Play 109 781

Eidos Interactive Legacy of Kain 104-105 196 Tiburon Entertainment Recruitment 205 769

Eidos Interactive Braveheart 150-151 200 U.S. Navy Recruitment 88

Electronic Arts Need for Speed III 38-39 185 Westwood Studios C&C: Tiberian Sun 26-27 842

Electronic Arts NASCAR 194-195 900 Westwood Studios Lands of Lore III 178-179 849

Electronics Boutique Catalog 91-96 010

Electronics Boutique Electronics Boutigue Online 21 188 PC Gamer T-Shirt 177 —
Falcon Northwest

Computer Systems Mach V 173 205

PC Gamer PCG Online 200 —
PC Gamer E3 Contest Page 185 —
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NEXT TIME...
How quickly May becomes June.

How quickly summertime rolls

around, and we find ourselves

closing the blinds to stop that pesky
sunlight glaring off our PC monitors...

WmMn&M MEL . .
. ;

REVIEWS OF THESE HOT NEW GAMES

AND MANY MORE!

Jason Bates Joel Durham T. Liam McDonald

Joseph Novicki Colin WilliamsonTom Clancy's
National Advertising Mgr. Karen Lee James
S. Regional Account Mgr. Robin John Rosales

N. Regional Account Mgr. Amy Arnold

Account Manager Melissa Marra

Marketing Manager Ellen M. W. Virden

Marketplace Manager Jennifer CanavanHOT
100

Production Director Richard Lesovoy

Production Coordinator Jose L. Urrutia

Advertising Coordinator Jennifer Canavan

Subscription Director Tina Rodich

Fulfillment Manager Peggy Mores

Direct Mail Manager AmyNibbi

Direct Marketing Coord. Tracy Green

Newsstand Marketing Spc. Christopher Boily

HE SEQUEL TO RAINBOW SIX Once again, we'll be
beating E3 to the

punch by showcas-
ing the hottest new
games coming your
way between now
and the end of the

year — a hundred in

all! We'll have all the

new info on:

International Licensing Representative

Robert J. Abramson and Associates, Inc.

720 Post Road, Scarsdale, NY 10583

imagine
MEDIA a WITH PASSION

Duke Nukem Forever

C&C: Tiberian Sun

Quake III Arena

Tribes 2

X-COM Alliance

Daikatana

Ultima Ascension

Dungeon Keeper II

Diablo II

Max Payne

MechWarrior III

Madden NFL 2000

The Indestructibles

Y es, you' heard right. Next

month, PC Garber%j\\\ be the

only place in the \4brld where
f you'll be able to get a first look at

.the sequel to the 1 blockbusting,

i*fSainpow Six. RedStorm's nail-

' Siting; counter-terrorist action game
picked up 1999 PC Gamer awards

for Best Action jpnd Best Multi-

player game, arm next month's

issue will, have the first screen-

shots of tne sequel and in-depth

info on all the me|n/ features and

missions —>mcloBfnq a hijacked

Imagine Media, Inc., 150 North Hill Dr.,

Brisbane, CA 94005

(415 )
468-4684 www.imaginemedia.com

CEO Chris Anderson

Vice President/CFO Tom Valentino

Vice President/Circulation Holly Klingel

General Counsel Charles Schug

IMAGINE GAMES DIVISION:

President Jonathan Simpson-Bint

(PC Gamer, Imagine Games Network, Games
Business, PSM, PC Accelerator, Next Generation,

The Den: Daily Entertainment Network)

IMAGINE DIGITAL DIVISION:

President Mark Gross

(Business 2.0, ChickClick, MacAddict,

Maximum PC, PowerStudents Network)

Imagine Media is aimed at people who have a passion.

A passion for games. For business. For computers. Or

for the Internet. Or trout. These are passions we share.

Our goal is to feed yourpassion with the greatest

magazines, Web sites, and CD-ROMs imaginable.

We love to innovate, we love to have fun, and we
have a cast-iron rule always to deliver spectacular

editorial value. That means doing whatever it takes

to give you the information you need. With any luck,

we'll even make you -sniff!- smile sometimes...

Thanks for joining us.

and many more!
It's the only 1999

preview you'll need!

It was never supposed to happen this way.
Greg thought he could steal around behind his

girlfriend's back without raising suspicion. He
was wrong.

There before him stood the woman who
had loved and nurtured him for seven long
years — not knowing of Greg's "other" life

with Roxy. In her right hand she gripped her
instrument of death: a butcher knife — pur-
chased on their first trip to Cannery Row; that

same trip where Greg first asked Sara to

marry him. In her other white-knuckled fist she
held the evidence: a letter written to Roxy—
seemingly in Greg's handwriting.

The knife felt cold at first — cold in a way
that could only mean death. Greg screamed,
but by then it was much too late...

TO BE CONTINUED
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www.heroes3.com

©1999 The 3DO Company. All rights tr^demarks
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Computing is a division ofThe 3DO Company.

‘September Issue ofComputer Gaming World, Top 1 00 Chart
3D0"

Beautiful graphics - high resolution

3D rendered graphics and environments

Play atyour own pace - turn based gameplay

and combat allows you to set the pace

Easy to use interface - simply designed

to get you up and playing within minutes

Huge fantasy world to explore

and dominate - three different campaigns,

and over 20 single scenarios

Over 150 different combat units to control -

8 different troop types, all with upgrades

and customizations

Enhanced multi-player support - play

with up to 7 other players on one computer,

or through aLAN or Internet connection





BLASTER

1

aweso

<

BLASTER

APHICS
iftiisfiet*

hfferent way to stimulate your senses
different way to interact with your PC. Our multimedia u
seeing and hearing for the first time. It’s being there withou
lifetime. Turn your PC into an extraordinary entertainmp

13GAMER
EDITORS’

December 1. 1998

Creative Labs
Graphics Blaster RIVA TNT

Recomputing

Winnel-www.soundblaster.com/golive/

©1999 Creative Technolog, Ltd. Al, brand o, product names listed are trademarks or regis.ered'trademarks and are propedy of their respective holders. If you'
more information.
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